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Experimental aerodynamic investigations were made on 0.0035 scale
 
models of the North American Rockwell Delta Wing (134D) and Straight
 
Wing (130G) Space Shuttle Orbiters in the Marshall Space Flight Center
 
14 inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel during the periods January 14-28 and Feb­
ruary 3-11, 1971. Tests were conducted over a Mach number range from
 
0.6 to 4.96 at Reynolds numbers from 4.4 to 8.9 x 106 per unit length.
 
The test primary objectives were control evaluations, therefore the
 
straight wing horizontal tail was deflected symmetrically over a
 
range from -500 to +300 and unsymmetrically (aileron control about some
 
elevator setting) at selected positions. Additionally the straight
 
wing horizontal tail was set at zero incidence and symmetrical elevator
 
deflections were tested over the same -500 to 300 range. The above con­
ditions were evaluated at 00 sideslip angle over an angle of attack range
 
from 400 to 600. The delta wing orbiter control surfaces were evaluated
 
over an angle of attack range from 00 to 600 at zero degrees sideslip
 
and over an angle of sideslip range from -40 to 100 at angles of attack
 
.
of 00, 150, 300 and 450 Control surface deflection mere; elevator 0
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Experimental aerodynamic investigations were made on 0.0035 scale
 
models of the North American Rockwell Delta Wing (V34D) and Straight 
Wing (130G) Space Shuttle Orbiters in the Marshall Space Flight Center 
14 inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel during the periods January 14-28 and Feb­
ruary 3-11, 1971. Tests were conducted over a Mach number range from 
0.6 to 4.96 at Reynolds numbers from 4.4 to 8.9 x 106 per unit length. 
The test primary objectives were control evaluations, therefore the 
straight wing horizontal tail was deflected symmetrically over a range 
from -50o to +300 and unsymmetrically (aileron control about some ele­
vator setting) at selected positions. Additionally the straight wing
 
horizontal tail was set at zero incidence and symmetrical elevator 
deflections were tested over the same -500 to 300 range. The above con­
ditions were evaluated at 0° sideslip angle over an angle of attack range 
from 400 to 600. The delta wing orbiter control surfaces were evaluated 
over an angle of attack range from 0° to 600 at zero degrees sideslip 
and over an angle of sideslip range from -40 to 100 at angles of attack 
of 00, 150, 300 and 450 . Control surface deflection were; elevator 0 
to 450, aileron 00, -200, +300, drag brake O & 150, and rudder 0, -10O, 
-200.
 
Detailed descriptions of the model components are contained in the
 






1. Positive directions of force coefficients
 




2. 	For clarity, origins of wind and stability
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Figure 1. Axis systems, showing dkection and sense of force and
 




COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT NAME 
BODY AXIS STABILITY AXIS WIND AXIS 
CA Total Axial Force CA 
CAB Base Axial Force CAB --
CAF Forebody Axial Force CAF 
CD Total Drag Force - CD CDTOTL 
CDB Base Drag Force - CDB CDBASE 
CDF Forebody Drag Force - CDF CDFORE 
CL Lift Force - CL CL 
CN Normal Force CN 
Cy Side Force CY. CY CC 
C1 Rolling Moment CBL CSL CWL 
Cm Pitching Moment CLM CLM CPM 
Pn Yawing Moment CYN CLN CLN 
L/D- Lilt-To-Drag Force Ratio- L/D CL/CD 
L/D 'LIft-To-Forebody Drag Force Ratio L/DF' CL/CDF 
N/A Normal-To-Axial Force Ratio N/A 
N/A Normal-To-Forebody Axial Force Ratio CN/CAF 




NOMECLATURE - Straight Wing Orbiter 
B6 	 Basic 9992-130C body with attach points for a centerline 
vertical, horizontal, and low-mount wing. Also includes 
a canopy on the upper surface aft of the nose. 
WlO 	 9992-130C straight wing located in the 9992-130G position 
on body B6. 
H12 	 9992-130C straight wing orbiter horizontal stabilizer used
 
with body B6. The surface is located on the vehicle FRP, 
with the pivot axis at Fus. Sta. 1917.87 in. 
k16 	 9992-130C straight wing orbiter alternate horizontal sta­
bilizer used with body B6. The surface is located below 
the vehicle FRP. 
El4 	 Elevator used with H16. 
NOMENCLATURE Delta Wing Orbiter 
B5 9992-134B body. Delta wing orbiter body including a canopy 
on the upper surface aft of the nose.
 
W17 9992-134D delta wing with -50 twist and rounded wing tips.
 
Used with body B5. Wing blends into body.
 
ElO 	 Full span, constant chord elevon located on delta wing W17.
 
V17 	 Centerline vertical stabilizer with the 50 (half angle) 
wedge trailing edge; used with body B5. 
J2 	 Drag brake - J2 is the deflectable side panels of vertical
 




X 	 Straight sting extension
 
Refer to the immediately following pages for dimensional data and draw­
ings on the 	above components. See the dataset collation sheet for a com­
plete run summary on the configurations tested.
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - Bg
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Basic 9992-1300 body. Straight wing orbiter body wita 
attach points for a centerline vertical, horizontal, and low-mount wing. Alo 
included is a canopy on the upper surface aft of the nose. The model scale 
factor is 0.0035.
 
DRAWING NUMBER: Idnes fwg. 9992-1300
 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Length, in. _2LLQ_ 7.238 
Max. Width, in. 310.00 i.o6 
Max. Depth, in. 340.34 1.191 
Fineness Ratio 6.037 6.037 
Area 
xt 2Max. Cross-Sectional 0.007&'
_640).01










7 5S4 - 9 
FIGURE 3. BDY BG 9992-150C Co,.s;uzn cn 
MODEL COMPONENT: WIf - Wjl 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 9992-130C straight wming located in the 9992-130G position 
on body B6. The total and exoosed data do not include the leainc edge cuf 
.data vhich is listed below. The model scale factor is 0.0035. 
Wing .25; located at 62% body length aft of nose. 







ft 2Planform (equiv. true), 3o84.00 
Wetted
 
Span (equivalent) p in. )189.62 
Aspect Ratio .91. 
Rate of Taper 0.397 
Taper Ratio 0.333 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 7.0 

Incidence Angle, degrees , 0.0 

Aerodynamic Twist, degrees (about T.E.) -

Th# @ f.P. 155.o6 in. 4.o 
6a~t-tn @ B.P. 745.07 in. 0.0 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
Leading Edge 21.672 

Trailing Edge 0.0 

0.25 Element Line 16.. 
Chords: 
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0), in. 1447.20 

Tip, (equivalentiWingSta.750.50in.),in. 14.97 
MAC, in. (Wing Sta. 312.68 in.)in. 322.95 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC, in. 1282.00 

W.P. of .25 MAC, in. -148.87 
B.L. of .25 MAC, in. 310.35 

Airfoil Section 
Root MACA 0012-64 
Tip NACA oo12-6k 
EXPOSED DATA
 
Area (equiv. true), ft2 2222.00 

Span, (equivalent), in. 179.70 

Aspect Ratio 4.s85 

Taper Ratio 0.387 

Chords 
Root (Wing Sta. 156.22 in.)in. 385.12 
Tip (equv.) (Wing Sta. 750.50in),in. 148.97 
MAC (Wing Sta. 409.57 in.),in. 284.45 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC, in. "-i-310o84 
W.P. of .25 MAC, in. -237.06 
B.L. of .25 MAC in.. 406.52 
LEADING EDGE CUFF 
t 2 31.79Area, 
@Wus.Sta~in.L.E. Intersects Fuselage 1-i. 1027.46 
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MODEL COMPONENT: HOBIZONEAL STABILIZER - E12 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 9992-1300 straight ing orbiter horizontal stabi-lizer used 
with body B6. The surface is located on the vehicle FRP, with the pivot axis 
at Fm. Sta. 1917.87 in. The model scale factor is 0.0035.
 
DRAWING NUMBER: Lines Dwg. 992-1300 











Aspect Ratio 3.48o 3.480.
 




.Diehedral Angle, degrees 7.0 7.0
 
Incidence Angle, degrees o.0 0.0
 






Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 








Root %4i'g'Sta.0.0), in. 443.05 1.551 
Tjp, (equivalentXHoriz.ta.48o.45nin. 101.02 __.35[T---
MAC, in.(Horiz.Sta. 189.89 in.)in. 37.7 1.078 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC, in. 1840.46 6.42 
W.P. of .25 MAC, in. 'C,1-2 0.014 
B.L. of .25 MAC ,in. 188.47 0.660o_
 
Airfoil Section 
Root NAGA 001264 4ACA 0012-64 
Tip NAOA o012-6. fACk 0012-64 
EXPOSED DATA
 f 
Area (eqxuiv. true), ft2 9O7.15 ] 0.0.185_ 
Span, (equivalent), in. 638._8 2,2R6 
Aspect Ratio 2.93 2.93
 
Q1Taper Ratio .. 0.0 
Chords
 
Root(Horiz. Sta. 156.22 in), in. 'A.84i 1.161 
Tip (equiv) (Hor-iz.Sta. -480.45in.)4in. 101.02 0.354 
MAC (Horlz. Sta. 289.52 in.), in. 236.9 o.829 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC, in. 19o6.3' 6.672 
W.P. of .25 MAC, in. 16.2b o.057
 
B.L. of .25 MAC in. -7.37 f.006
. ­
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UCRIZ17-0KA'L STFA5ILIZ. C-AC)992-ZOO cmaLcc: 
MDaL COMPONENT: Horizontal Til - H16 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 9992-130C Straight Wing Orbiter Alternate Horitontal 
Tail Used witb Body-B6. The surface is located below the vehicle FRP. 
Model Scale = 0.0035 
DRAWING NUMBER: s-866-25, -26 













Rate of Taper o0710 o.712
 
Taper Ratio 0.229 0.229 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 77.00 7000 
Incidence Angle, degrees o.ooo oi.ooo0 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees - ­
Toe-In Angle _ - -
Cant Angle - -

Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 




0.25 Element Line '28-._0M82U 28-0 
Chords: In. 
Root (Toriz. Ste. 0.00) 441.50 1.545 
Tip, (equivalent)(Horiz. Sta. 478.59T---5i- -- UV353 
MAC (Horiz. Sta. 189.21) 30-6-.5 _--___--
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC i853.56 6.469 
W.P. of .25 MAC =EO3Wo -0.366 
B.L. of .25 MAC T 065 
Airfoil Section
 
Root VACA 0012-64 
Tip fACA 0012-64t 
EXPOSED DATA 
Area, ft2 968.93 0.0-187 
Span, (equivalent), in. 639.75 2.239 
Aspect Ratio 2.933 2.933
 
Taper Ratio ,, o. o4 0.304 
Chords: In. 
Root (Equiv.)(Horiz. Sta. 156.31) 32.00 1.162 
Tip (Equiv.)(Horiz. St . 478.59) . Q$L0 
MAC (Horiz. Sta. 287.35) 237.02 0.8-0, 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 19o.2 _ 6.67a
 
W.P. of .25 MAC _-9..6
 




.R'I II 'dM-i(I(1AN RGt:ElAI.I.CORI'ORAT1ON 
I O I 	 DIVISION 
I CHROOT - 44i1.50 
.... 156.31 S 
pP9lL ML 189.21 HS e L =358 
S287.35 HS 	 = 237.02 





0.25 // 	 100.94 
- Elk IINGELINE AT 50% CITOI) 
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DELTA WIG SSV ORBITER
 
•Reference DrMang 9992.134D. ,. 
-66.4 w 65i.8 
eM. L 130. ---------­
0.0 tbS.'v12. 89122.C 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - B5
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 9992-134B body. Delta wing orbiter body including a'
 
canopy on the upper surface aft of the nose. The model scale factor is
 
0.0035. 
DRAWING NUMBER: Lines Thrg. 9992-134B 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Length , in. 2120.00 7.426 
Max. Width, in. 462.86 1.620 
Max. Depth, in. 274.2 0.960 
Fineness Ratio 5.906 5.906 
Area 
t2
Max. Cross-Sectional , 702.75 0.0oo30
 















FlawR 8. 5CDY ?-,5 99-92-1 Mt CCN FiGcLur.,ATICN-t 
MODEL COMPONENT: W1r-T-Wi 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Delta wing with -5o twist and rounded wing tips. Wing
 
blends into body. Fo11o'rsWR lines drawing 9902-I34D. 
Model Scale = 0.0035
 
DRAWING NUMBER: S.86sr. - n4, - 55 thru - 60 






Planform 6f.60 0.o78 
Wetted 
Span (equivalent),-in. l L 4.5o 
Aspect Ratio 1,.92 1.8 _ 
Rate of Taper 17PR 1.72 
Taper Ratio o.O-4 o.o94 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 
Incidence Angle, degrees nj __ 






Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
Leading Edge f0o56 6o.o96
 
Trailing Edge 0,000 0.0M
 




Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) .2 3-.91 4.__5
 
Tip, (equivalent) (w.s. 647.97) 116.45 0.408
 
MAC (w.s. 234.63) 828.64 2.900 
Fus. Sta. of -. .149852 5.24525 MAC 

W.P. of .25 MAC - 46.2 T o.16e 
B.L. of .25 MAC e32.88 o.815 
Airfoil Section 
Root (W.S. 241.80) NACA 0009-64 




Area, 2658.68 0..51 
Span, (equivalentj in. a161 2.851
 





Root, (Equiv.) (W.S. 237.61) 82.51 z.8 .. 
Tip, (Equiv.) (w.s. 647.97) u 5lk& 
AC (W.S. 391.34) 55.61 955. 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC j.0 5-95.-.
 
WP. of .25 MAC 65.37 O-PP9 
B.L. of .25 MAC 388.43 1.359LEADING EDGE CU-F 
1Planform area, ft 2 46.1- 0.00057 
17 Leading edge intersects FuS.ML@ Sta., in.lUB2__ 
Leading edge intersects win'g L.E. @Sta.. in. 14?5.1-3 4. o__, 
LOS ANGELES DIVISION 




-1498;52- - 234.63 BL 
wTOML= 82- --- %S-70.0 303.79 BL 
CwExposed- 558.63 in, 
0-0.25 
- 661.43 BL 
_ 711.40 BL 
CHORD (BL 24.8o)
0009-6k SERIES AIRFOIL 
50 
TIP CHORD (BL 546.07)
oo12-64 SERIES AIRFOIL 
FIGURE 9. WING W17 9992-134 D Configuration 
18 
MODEL COMPONENT: Flevnn-p1O jALr for one of two sides)
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Z211 span, corlstant chord elevon located on delta wing
 
Wrr. 
Model Scale = 0.0035 
DRAWING NUMBER: 8a=85z75 - 58
 




.. 3J 0.00482 
Span (equivalent), in. 
 428.83 1.501
 
Ib'd equivalent chord, in. 
 o.462(w.s. 223.41)
 
Outb'd equivalent chord , in. 
 3-32.,0 o.462(w.s. 652.25) 




At Inb'd equiv. chord 
 on o.116 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 1.210
 









Area Moment (Normal to hinge line), ft3 _.8
 




LOS ANGE.LES DIVISION 
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION 
132
- h-B 
"'- -- 661.43 BL 
132 
FIGURE l0. ELEVON, E lO-ELEVON USED WITH WING W17 
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MODEL COMPONENT: Vertical Stabilizer - V 17 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Centerline vertical stabilizer with the 50 (half angle) 
wedge trailing edge. Used with delta wing orbiter body B5 (configuration 
9992-134B).
 
The model scale factor is 0.0035. 
DRAWING NUMBER: -S-867-47, -5o 
DIMENSIONS: 






Planform , 2 663.6 0.0083 
Theoretical Span, in. 

. 0.42 1 
Span (equivalent), in. . 3 _.61 1.3o4
Aspect Ratio 1.453 1.453 
Rate of Taper 0.78 0.78 
Taoer Ratio 0.314 
Diehedral Angle, degrees . 
_ 
Incidence Angle, degrees 
_ , -
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees . ;_
Toe-In Angle, degrees 0.0 10.0 
Cant Angle, degrees 0.0 ;0.0

Sweep Pack A.ngles, degrees 
Leading Edge 45.0 k5.0
 
Trailing Edge 15-734! -15. 
0.25 Element Line 93__.--7 
-
Chords: Theoretical Tip, in. U7l053 
Root w.P. 274.29 in 390.29 1.366 
Tip, (equivalent),(w.p.646.93 An),in 122.650---9--
MAC (w.p. 428.19 in),in 279.74 0.979 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC , in 2032.98 7.115 
WP. of .25 MAC, in 428.19 '1.499
B.L. of .25 N.AG, in 0.0 0.0 
Airfoil Section,Wedge shape with f.E.R.':aErf-fl-t-.E. 


















FIts. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 M.AC 
B.L. of .25 MiX 
21 
LOS ANGELES DIVISION 
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION 
toils 
- TOP OF ?0)Y B5 (wr.274.29> 
FIGURE 1. 
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MODEL COMPONENT: flr±ng brake-J2 (Tata for one of two sides) 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: -Drag Brake-J2 is the deflectable side panels of ver­
tir 'l tnil-V1? binredat the 60alo element line and extending to the trailing 
eape. 
Model Scale - 0.0035 
/
 
DRAWING NUMBER: s-86L3L CModified) 
All dimensions are measured in the drag brake reference plane.
 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Area (True), ft.2 270.27 O.003310 
Span (equivalent), in. 382.09' 1.337 
In'd equiyale t chord, in. 156.57 0.548W.P. 274.29
 




.Ratio rvable surface chord/ 
total surface chord
 
At Inb'd equiv. chord . .
 
". At Outb'd equiv. chord
 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
Leading Edge 29.237 129.237 
Tailing Edge .288 /.2 
Hingeline ._237T_ 27.V 
Area Moment (Normal to hinge line),1t 3 243o0.35 0.00010
 




LOS ANGEI.ES DIVISION 
NORI'II AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION 
60% Element Line189.11 
- W.P. 651.81 
450 
Z- Top of Body (W.P. 274.29) 
VERTICAL TAIL V 16 
601 Element Line 
-W.P. 651.81 
45O 
____ Top of Body (W.P. 274.29) 
VERTICAL TAIL V 17 
5 HR With 8j2 = 00 
R8 With 8j2 = 150 
°26 
FIGUE 12. DRAG BRAKE J 2 
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1 7 13 19 25 31 37 43 49 55 61 67 "7576 
COEFFICIENTS: ' jIDPVAR (1)j lDPVAR (2)l1ND V 
SCHEDULES R* ' 
TEST FACILITY
 
The Marshall Space Flight Center 14" x 14" Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an inter­
mittent blowdown tunnel vhich operates by high pressure air flowing from 
storage to either vacuum or atmospheric conditions. A Mach number range 
from .2 to 5.85 is covered by utilizing two interchangeable test sections. 
The transonic section permits testihg at Mach 0.20 through 2.50, and the
 
supersonic section permits testing at Mach 2.74 through 5.85. Mach numbers 
between .2 and .9 are obtained by using a controllable diffuser. The range. 
from .95 to 1.3 is achieved through the use of plenum suction and perforated 
walls. Mach numbers of 1.44, 1.93 and 2.50 are produced by interchangeable 
sets of fixed contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.50 a set of fixed contour 
nozzle blocks are tilted and translated automatically to produce any desired 
Mach number in .25 increments. 
Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately -40OF dew
 
point and 500 psi. The compressor is a three-stage receiprocating unit
 
driven by a 1500 hp motor.
 
The tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated gate
 
valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling
 
chamber and heat exchanger where the air temperature can be controlled from
 
ambient to approximately 1800 F. The air then passes through the test section
 
which contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
 
Downstream of the test section is a hydraulically controlled pitch sector 
that provides a total angle of attack range of 200 (+iO0). Sting offsets are 
available for obtaining various maximum angles of attack up to 250 
31 
The diffuser section has movable floor aid ceiling panels which are the prim­
ary means of controlling the subsonic Mach numbers and permit more efficient 
running supersonically. The sector assembly and supersonic liffuser tele­




Tunnel flow is exhausted through an acoustically damped tower to atmosphere
 
or into the vacuum field of 42,000 cubic feet. The vacuum tanks are e4acuated
 
by vacuum pumps driven by a total of 500 hp.
 
Data is recorded'by a solid state digital data acquisition system. The digi­
tal data is transferred to punched cards during the run to be reduced later
 
by a computer to proper coefficient form.
 
The tunnel components-and performance are discussed in more detail in NASA
 





TEST . TWT-478 I 
I 
REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE 
MACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
 
0.6 6 ;5x 	106 5.58 97 
0.9 6 .9x 	106 7.96 95 -
106i,0 6. 7 x 8.33 	 *98 
1.2 	 6.6 x 106 8.98 97
 
106
1.46 	 6.6 x 9.56 99
 
106
1.96 8,9 x 1Z.80 	 96 
2.99 4. 4 x 10 6 4.95 	 98-
1064.96 6. 1 x 3.40 	 99 
BALANCE UTILIZED: 'Task 0. 7-inch MK I-A&B Six Component 
COEFFICIENT 
CAPACITY: ACCURACY: TOLERANCE: 
NP 400 lbs 0.3% 




P- 70 in lbs 0. 3% 
COMMENTS: 
No'satisfactory method is known for determining the absolute 




Measured data were reduced about the body and stability axis systems. The
 
reference data used to reduce the data were dependent upon the body configu­
ration (B5 or B6) tested; their reference data are listed below:
 
Straight Wing Orbiter (B6)
 
Sref = SW = wing area = 5.440 in2 = 3084.0 ft2 full scale
 
Iref = W = wing MAC = 1.1301in = 322.9 in. full scale
 
b = bw = wing span = 5.215 in = 1490.0 in full scale 
Delta Wing Orbiter (B5)
 
Sre f = S = wing area = 10.732 in 2 = 6084.0 ft 2 full scale 
Iref = c = wing MAC = 2.874 in = 821.2 in full scale 
b = bw wing span = 4.980 in = 1422.8 in. full scale
 
The model moment reference point (MRP) for the Straight Wing Orbiter is 4.526
 
inches aft of the nose (2193.0 in. full scald), on the lateral centerline, and
 
-0.178 inches below the Fuselage Reference Plane (FRP) (-50.5 in. full scale).
 
The model moment reference point for the Delta Wing Orbiter is 4.979 inches
 
aft of the nose (1422.5 in. full scale), on the lateral centerline, and 0.4550
 
inches above the Fuselage Reference Plane (FRP) (130.0 in. full scale).
 
Angle of attack and angle of sideslip were corrected for sting and balance
 
deflections, and axial force was corrected for weight tares.
 




DATA REtJCTI U (Continued) 
the vehicle base and have been used to calculate a base axial force which 
was applied to the data to obtain a forebody axial force. This forebody axial 
force was then utilized in calculating stability axis data and determining 
L/D. The equations used were 
CAF - CA CAB
 
where CA = measured axial force coefficients minus tares
{1IpCA . - (p1+p2)/2 J/ 1Ab/Sref 
where p0 = free stream static pressure 
Pl& P2 = body base static pressure 
qw = freestream dynamic pressure 
Ab = base area = model base + balance cavity area 
= 0.005488 ft 2 - delta wing orbiter 
= O.006701 ft 2 - straight wing orbiter 
CL = C Cos a- CA sin a 
= CAFCosa+ Oj sin a 
The center of pressure data are presented as a percent of body length and were 
determined by the following equation: 
X.p./j - [xc.. - (Cm/ 1 ) F / 
Where incremental coefficients are presented these values were calculated by 
subtracting the value of the coefficient obtained with the controls neutral from
 
the value obtained with the control at some deflected setting: 
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SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
2 22
Ab 	 base area; m in 
a 	 speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec 
AR ASPECT aspect ratio, b2 /S
 
b REFB wing span or reference span; m, ft, in
 
p wing chord; m, ft, in
 
owing mean aerodynamic chord or reference 
chord; m, ft, in (see ref or refl)' 
c. g. 	 center of gravity 
C. P. center of pressure
 
CA CA 
 axial force coefficient, FA/qSref 
_CAb CAB base axial force coefficient, [(Pm -pb) /q](Ab/Sref) 
CAf CAF 	 forebody axial force coefficient, CA - CA 







SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
C, CD 	 drag force coefficient in the stability axis 
system, F Sref 
CL CL 	 lift force coefficient (stability or wind axi 
FL/q Sref 
C CBL 	 rolling moment coefficient in body axis 
system, Mx/qSref b 
C1, s CSL 	 rolling moment coefficient in the stability 
axis system, Mx, s/q Sre f b 
C1, w CWL 	 rolling moment coefficient in the wind ax 
system, Mx, w/q Sref b 
C CLM 	 pitching moment coefficient in the body a 
m 	 system, M/q Sref <ref 
C CLM pitching moment coefficient in the stabili 
m, axis system, C = Cm,s mn 
C CPM pitching moment coefficient in the wind a 
m,w 	 system, My, w/q Sref iref 
CN ON 	 normal force coefficient in the body axis 











yawing moment coefficient in the body axis 
system,' M /q S' b 
z ref 
yawing moment coefficient in the stabilit








yawing moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, Mzw/q Sref b 
pressure coefficient, (p-pm) /q 
C CY side force coefficient (body or stability axis 
system), F/q Sref 
C 
c 
CC side force coefficient (wind axis system),F/q Sref 
F axial fdrce; N, lb 
FD drag force in wind axis system; N, lb 
F; dragforce in the stability axis system; N, lb 
FL lift force (stability or wind axis systen); N, 1 





SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
F 	 side force; N, lb 
N/A normal to axial force ratio
 
Iref REFL reference length; m, ft, in (see;)
 




L/D CL/CD 	 lift-to-drag ratio, CL/CD (wind axis system) 
14 MACH Ma6h number
 
MRP MRP abbreviation for moment reference point
 








ZMRP 	 abbreviation for moment reference point 
on z-axis 
M 	 rolling moment in the body axis system;
x 	 N-m, ft-lb 




























rolling moment in the wind axis system;N-m, ft-lb 
pitching moment in the body (or stability) 
axis system; N-m, ft-lb 
pitching moment in the wind axis systeM;
N-m, ft-lb 
yawing moment in the body axis system;N-m, ft-lb 
yawing moment in the-wind axis system;N-m, ft-lb 
static pressure; N/m 2 ; psi 
total pressure; N/m?; psi 
dynamic pressure; N/m 2 , ,psi, -psf 
Reynold's number per unit length; million/ft. 
wing area; m2' ft2 
reference area; m2 , h 2 
temperature; OK, °C, OR, OF 
speedof vehicle relative to surrounding 





SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
T 	 tail incidence positive when trailing edge;
 down, deg
 
velocity of vehicle relative to surrounding 
atmosphere; m/sec, 'f/sec 
a ALPHA 	 angle of attack, angle between the projection 
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, Z-pla'ae 
and the body X-axis; deg 
-BETA 	 sideslip angle, angle between the wind XVW-axis 
and the projection of this. axis on the body 
X-Z-plane; deg 
ratio of specific heats 
r' DIHDRL 	 wing dihedral angle; deg' 
coftrol surface deflection angle; deg 
positive deflections are: 
AILRON, aileron - left aileron trailing edge down 
ELEVTR elevator - trailing edge down 
RUDDER rudder - trailing edge to the left 
FLAP- flap - trailing edge down-
TAB tab - trailing edge down with respect 
to control surface 
3







0 pitch angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Y-axis, positive when the positive Z-axis is 
rotated toward the positive X-axis; deg 
PHI 
PSI 
roll angle, angle of rotation about the body X­
axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; deg 
yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is 





















elevator or elevon 
flap 
rudder or ruddervator 
stability axis system 
tail, or total conditions 














1 Delta Wing Orbiter - Elevator Effects (A) " Elevator 
Deflection 
1-77 
2 Delta Wing Orbiter - Aileron Effects (B) Aileron 
Deflection 
78-175 
- 3 Delta Wing Orbiter - Rudder Effects (B) Rudder 
Deflection 
176-277 
4 Delta Wing Orbiter - Component Buildup -






5 Delta Wing Orbiter - Elevator Effectiveness 
at Various Angles of Attack 
(D) Angle of 
Attack 
410-433 





7 Delta Wing Orbiter ­
with Mach Number 
L/D(MAX) Variation (F), N/A 437-439 
8 Straight Wing Orbiter - Component Buildup (G) Component 
Buildup 
440-457 
9 Straight Wing Orbiter - Horizontal Stabi-














10 Straight Wing Orbiter - Horizontal 






11 Straight Wing Orbiter - Elevator 




12 Straight Wing Orbiter - Elevator 





13 Straight Wing Orbiter ­
Mid-Horizontal Tail 













14 Straight Wing Orbiter - Horizontal 
Stabilizer Effectiveness at Various 
Alphas 
(I) Angle of 
Attack 
646-648 
15 Straight Wing Orbiter A Elevator 
Effectiveness at Various Alphas 
(D) Angle of 
Attack 
649-651 









16 Straight Wing Orbiter - Horizontal 
Stabilizer Effectiveness Derivatives 
() N/A 652-657 
PLOTTED COEFFICIENT SCHEDULES, 
(A) CL, CDF, C11, L/D, ZXP/L, CAB, CAY, and CO vs. a; CL vs. C ; CL vs. CDP 
(B) Schedule (A) plus CZ, CIN, and CSL vs. a 
(C) CY, CLW, CSL, CYN, and CBL vs. p "/, ClN, and CSL vs. M 
(D) DCIM, DCL, and DCDF vs. ELEV'R 
(E) DCUMDE, DCL/DE, and DCDFDE vs. a 
(F) L/DMAX, ALFLDX, and CLLDMX vs. M 
(G) CN, CAP, CAB, CL, CDF,, CIM, and L/D vs a; CL vs. C1M; CL vs. CDF 
(H) Schedule (G) plus CY, CIA, AND CSL vs. a 
(I) DCIM, DCL, and DCDF vs. HTAIL 
() DCIMDH, DCL/DH, DCDFDH, DCIMDE, DCL/DE, and DCDFDE vs.a 
TABULATED DATA LISTING
 
A tabulated data listing, consisting of all aero data sets, both original
 
and those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse­
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is
 
made up in two sections:
 
(a) 	a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
 
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
 
(b) 	the full list of all data sets containing all resident or
 
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
 
the above mentioned information.
 
The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following organ­
izations: 
NASA AMES Mr. V. Stevens 
NASA MSC Mr. R. Nelson 
NASA MSFC Mr. J. Weaver 
NAR Mr. C. R. Leef 
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog­






Chrysler Corporation Space Division
 














I .- 0.4 
ANGL OFATAK APADGRE
 
DAT SE E4 COFGRTO'ECITO LAF ALO UDR rDL EEEC NOMTO 
--.I 0X01° NCE10.1 0 
-025 0 5 10 15 20 25 3LI 35 40 45 50 55 60 85 
ANGLE OF ATTACN. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA .SET SYJSa C.. FIGURATX-J OESCRIPTIc-/ ELVATR AILRaN RUDER RUDFLR REFeIrENCE INroRHATI (22'7585) Q NSFC4?;8 ,JRDELTA ORBITER BSIA TEILJVJ7J2X 5.000L -.0,013 0.000L 0I.000 REFS 8084.00I40 SQ FT 
(RZ5 £1 fl5FC478 tWR OZLTA EC.SJTER SD-EI07ETVIIJZX -10.000 12,0013 0.000D 000 REEL 821.2004 INCHES (;ZTSBS) 0 r.SEC47T (JR DELTA C.A8ITER 85W17'E1IIIJEX -312.000 (3.000L 0).000L 0I.00L NEES 1422.80340 INCHES[RI'95,4Src47?0 (JR DELTA cCDITER 05W1?ESO)VI7JZX -45.000 0.000 0.000ir 0.00 XI4RP 1422.50J40 INCHES] 
Y(R3. *D06{ INCHES 
- ZNRP 130 .0004 INCHES 






















5 l 5 1 15 2 95 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
I ANGLE OF AfTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
.DATA SET SYH&4. cctFIGURATICi DESCRIPTIO1 ELVATR AILRaI RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFOR1ATION 
CR2756S) M5FC478 NR DELTA crBITER BSI4IE1OV17JzX 0.0001 U.000 G.000 0.00D REFS 6D84.UC40 SQ FT(RZ?515) 4SFCAYB 6ITER -10.000 0.00U 0.000 U.0D REFL 821.2U04 INCHESHR DELTA STCIOV±ZJZX
aRZ758SNSFC478 NR DELTA CdITER BSTWEICVITJ2X -30.009 01000 0.010 0.000 REF8 1422.8040 INCHES(CR7595) HSFCC78 NA DELTA MBITER 85W17E10V17J2X -45.000 0.000 U000 0.000 XMRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YmRF 0.000.J INCHES 
ZMR? 130.00D4 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MACH 0.899 
PAGE 2 
















5 E 5 la is 20J 25 30 35 a0 45 so) 55 60} 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALP1HA. DEGREES 
DATA .SET SYMBOL.XCONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONe ELVATr AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
REF-s 60$4.004, SQ FT
I R2 T56S) - lHr;C479 NR DELTA ORBITER 8SW 7E0 OV1J29 alou ox {}o o.ou0 o L}ov(RZ7575)Z NSFC478 NR R.BITER -1,0 v.rJO 0,000 821.2004DELTA B5ElUI{V17J2X - .000D .R u REFL INCHES 
fPZ758S) 14SFC47T8 MR DELTA ORBITER 35wnI7El{)VlJ2X -30.000} 9.000D 0.000O O.OO00 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 








DELTA WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS
 



















 0 5 1 15 20 25 JD ] 35 40 45 51O 55 60 65ANGLE OF AFTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL* CONFIG RATION rES LrIFTICN ELVATR AILRON
,g 56st M)SFC478 14R DELTA RUDD'R RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION/ ROITER 85W l7El0V17J2X 0.000 0.00 0.00OR P I TER 85 M 7E I V 1 7 JZX SQ FTfa e ? 7 SFC TaU R CEL IA 0 1 
D &1 0 &100 REFS 6684.0040 fR9756S3 M SFC478 NR CELIA ORBITER BSW - &o10.0 0 .0 00 D 0 .0 00 0 ,0 00 3 REFL 1 ,2aSE G 4I7 IO JU X IN CHES( R?759S) U HSFC47-T NR DELTA ORBITER -30.000O 0.0,&1] 9.900J 0. 0 REF8 1422.8040BSW17*l0v17JZX INCHES
-45.00c& .000 O.Doo 
 0,000O X NRP 1422.5-j4O INCHES
A LH r.T0A5
A199 Z-R. 







DELTA WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS 
1 . 4 
. . . .
.. , ,_ 
_. 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . 













0*a is 2 5 3 5 40 4 0 5 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBO..L CONIFIGURATION rESCrI'TION ELVATR AILRON' RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMHATIONIP7756S' 
 MS CS47: NR DELTA ORBITER SWITEI(VlrJ2X 0}.000 O {.RE} 0.110{ 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FTC,7T)NH DELTA ORBITER 55WITEl0}VL7J2XSG78 
-10 o{}o r,.090 0R009 0.1300 REFL 821.2004 INCHES1R27585) [ MSFC478 HE DELTA ORBITER 65M 7,lTOVlTJZX a vrtRZ759s) j _30,Oav JO .000 U.UU0 REFS 1422,8040 INCHESMSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl7El9VlJJX 
-45ODUD 0:000} 1ocu{ 0.D01 XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
0Z.RF 
 YHRF 0.0U090) INCHESMA10CH 130.004 INCHES
11458 




CELTA WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS
 
1 .4 rrl1- 1ri-1 rt-, I I IT--r, -Irnjr,- I---- I1vi-, Irr-- Ir-- -­













5 00 O15 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SEI SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELVATR AILRcN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFOHAT1IC 
"2?56S 
IF2?5TSJ 
0 C4;78 HR DELTA 
H$FC78 R DELTA 

































































. 1_5_______5 4F 45 50 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET Sy9SOL CONJFIGURATIO DESCRIFTION ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IR2756s; "'SF.76 NR 
2R,5'} ,4FC'e NR DELTA DELTA M ITER ORBITER Ma 7EI0V17JZX B5WI7EIVV1TJZX 0 .000 -10.000 V .Uol 0.U09 J. UUDD 0.000 0.0000.000} REFSREL 6084.0040)821.2004 SQ FTINCHES 
(9275851
(927595) 























.0SCALE ZHRP 130:090 40.05 INCHESSCALE 
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DELTA WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS
 
0.9 











5 4 0 AS5 5 ___5
-0.2 a 5 11) is i_ 2 , 3_ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA ,SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATICU DESCRIFTION ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFC(ZHATICN 
, 27565; O-SFC478 NR DELTA MRITER 85W7ElUVl7J2X 0.1100 {o.roo oxna{ ,r.0 REFS 6064.00D40 S(2 FT 
fg.TS$) /5F a NN E LTA BITCR S'WIIEI0V17.J X -10.0G0 0,000 0.060 0.0QU REML 821.2004 INCHES 




















0 5 1o0l 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYM5C( CONFIG rATICH DESCRIFTEW ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER rUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CR2736S) Q MSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER SM7El0VlJ2X 13.00 0.00 0.001i 0.000 REFS 6084.0049 SQ FT 
1927 75) mSFC476 Na DELTA ORBITER 05 7EIVV7JZX -10.000 0.000 0.001) v.poo RErL Oa1 .2004" INCHE3 (R27565) N SFC478 NR'DELTA CGITER S6TElVIl7J2X -3r.000 00or 0.00 0.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
(RZT595)[Lj SFC476 UiRDELTA CROITER S.17El0V17JZX -45.00D 0.0ju 0,O10 (1.000 XHRP 1422.5U40 INCHES 
YMRp U OO INCHES 
ZMRr 130:00 4 INCHES 
MACH - 0.598 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
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m 0.6 __ _ __ _ _ __ _ 
u­
0.5 ___ ___ ___ 
0.4 
0.3 _ 
5 0 i 0 15 2 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA sET SyMSlt CcAFIGURATIO EsRIrFTIC* ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INrCFMATIxN 
(R27565) MSFC478 NR DELTA CR&ITEi 85W 7E10V1?J2X 0.00 0.0001 0.00o E.000 REFS 6084.0040 SO FT 
IR27575) $SFC478 NR DELTA OR0ITER B5WEIOVITJ2X -10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFL 821 .2004 INCHES 
(R27565) 145FC478 NR DELTA ORBITER BSW7EIOVi7J2X -30.000 0.110 0.000 0.00 REFB 1422.814C INCHES 
CR27595) U !4SFC478 NF DELTA CRSITER B5WIIEIOVI7JZX -45.0100 0.000 0.0 u D.00 XNRF 1422.504J INCHES 
YNRF 0.000 INCHES 
ZNRF L30.0094 INCHES


























- 0 $5 5 303 3w 40] 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYM.BOL CCN FIGURiATI ,q C55CRIFTTCV ELVATR AILRCN RUDEr rUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I R2756S) MSFC478 MR DELTA ORBITER 8Wl7ElOVV7JZX 0.000& rj.u{l 0.000 0.000 REFS 6D84.13040 SQ FT tR27575) HSFC478 MR DELTA ORBITER 85%n7EI0VI?JZX -10J.000L 0.000} 0.000'O 0.00 rEFL 821 .2004 INCHES 
CR275[6S) M SFC.76 NR DELTA ORSITVR S5I7EIL0V17J2X -3u.000{ 0 .0110 0.000 0.000 REF6 1422.8041. IN4CHES 
(RZ759s) U SFC478 MR DELTA CASITER 85'w17EIOVIlJZX -45.000{ 0.000, E.XULT 0.1390 XFRF 1422.504J INCHES 
YHRF 0 .01100] INCHES 
ZMRr 130 .0004 INCHES
 
HAC 'I.D3SCALE 0 .0035 SCALE
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10 300- IV 15 o 25 35 41) . 45 50 55 So 6b 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYINGt CONFIGtRATIc DESCRIPTIC ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(R27$6s) MSFC478 NR DELTA cRBITER 05W1?EtOVIJZX [.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.004t SQ FT 
CR27575) £ SFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 05WIEIDV17J2X -1o.000 0.000 (2.001T 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
CR27565) MSFC478 NR DELTA cfBZTER 05141?E10VIJEX -30.000 0.u00 0.0300 0.000 REFB 1422.8040 INCHES (r27595) U 4SFC470 NR DELTA MRDITER 5W 7EI1 V17J2X -45.000 0.,loO 0.000 0.000' XNMR 1422.5C40 INCHES 
YNRP D.Dv00 INCHES 
ZHRP 130.D04 INCHES 
MACN 2,99 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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0.0 15 15 2_5 5 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBO-L CCNFIGHIRATIC"J DE°DRIFTICN, ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFCRMATION 
C927565) MSFO¢78 MR DELTAORSITER 85Wl7El{}Vl7J2X 0.000{ &].00 {}.0{}1, 0.000 REFS 6084,0040 SQ FT 
(AZ?575}) MSFC478 MR DELTA CR8MR B5M 7IU~{V17JZX -10.1100 0.000 0}.000 DU00 REFL 821 2004 INCHES 
fR2758s] m'SFC478 MR DELTA ORDITER 85W 7ElU}Vl7JZX -30.000 0.009{ 0,Oou 0.090 R)FS 1422.8,14L INCHES 









OELTA WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS
pr-r-rl -i--rn 	 rr-r ~l *















U10 is5 2 25 30 315 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYHBO CC#FIGURATI&4 DESCRTFTIOJ ELVATR AILRQJ RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION
 (RZ7565) 0 HSFC4?8 NR DELTA ORBITER ESwl7ElLVI7J2X 0.000 0.000 0.500 0.000 REFS 6084.1340 SQ FT
(R27575) NSFC478 NR DELTA RBITER 05W17E1lV17J2X -10.00p 0.000 0.00D D.000 	 REFL 821.2004 INCHES(R27585)0) HSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 65WI7EIVIJZX -30.000 000o 01000 0.000 	 REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
<RZ7595) L NSFC4?$ NR DELTA RBITER S5WI7EJOV1ZJ2X 
-45.000 0.000 01000 0.000 	 XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRF 0.00&0 INCHES 
ZMRF 130.0004 INCHES 




DELTA WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS
 





















-5 0 5 10 I5 2G 25 30 3 4 45 go 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SY$BC. C.O2FIGURATIQ4 CESCRfPTIaJ ELVATE AILRCJ RUDDER RUCFLR REFERENCE !NFOHATICN 
1RZ 65) 0 HSFC4CW NR UELTA CRSITER BW7EIOV07JZX . .000 U UUU0 U.001) 0.U0 REFS 6084.fl40 SQ FT (RZ?575E) MSFC4TS NR DELTA RBITER 85W17EI0VI7J2X -10.000 0.00r 0.000 0.000 IEFL 821 .2004 INCHES 
RZ75$5) MSFC47 NR DELTA M6TTE 65Wl7E1UV17J2X -30.006 0.00 0 .000 0.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES­(R7595) U HSFC47 NR DELTA CnSITER S5WITEIOVI7JX -45.000 0.0o0 O.o00 0.000 XNRe 1422.5U40 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 130 ,004 INCHES 































o.q5 15 20 asZ5 3 36 40 45 50 55 so 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DCATASET SYiMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCrIFTIQJ ELVATR AILRt*J RUDDER RUDFLr REFERENCE INrceNATICt. 
CR27365) M NR DELTA SW7EXVVIIJZX 0.0300 0.009 0l.000 0.00 REFS 6084.0040 SO FT?SFC478 cR18[TER 
cRzr3ss HSFC4?B NFEDELTA ORBITER BSLt7EIQVIIJZX -10010 0.00 13.1390 0.000 REFL 821.20114 INCHES 
CR27585) MSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 85WI7E1OV17J2X -30.0010 0.000r 0.000 0.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
IRZ759SJ LU ISFC4ZS NR DELTA ORiBITER B5WIIEXVVJVJ2X -45.000 0.000 01.000o 0.000 XHRF 1422.504G INCHES 
YMRP 0.00o0 INCHES 
ZMRP 130.0004 INCHES 
MAfl 4.59SCALE 0.9035 SCALE 
PAGE 1S 
___ ___ 








-. 2 C y C-,-
E 20 1 15 Ev 25 3a 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
tR275651 ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA.
CR2 7 5 7S ) C) HSFC978 DELTA EGREFSNR ORBITE'RL 145 FC 47 8 81'.?EIDVlJXNR DEL TAI R27565) ORB I TER !B5W7 E 1 0V1'7 (3,130 0.00r,192759 U0 HSFC478 US CELIA j 0 X . -10 0.000 0.00C~ REFS51) SFCA ORBITER S5W 9000 c,o06 6084NR7S DELTA E10VI7j2X U9 00 .0040 SQ FTORBITER M OO05W 7El9V . -30 9 FEF LT2X 09 0.000 8 21
















* -. 05 ____ 
- 5 10 1 ED 25 at 35 ,40 45 50 5 60 65 
ANGLE OF AFTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
VATA SET SYHE .. CON'FIGURATION rE$ERIFTION ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(R?756sj M FHCF478) WR DELTA CRSITER 65WlEOVlJZX 0000 0.0130 0.009 0.000 REFS 6084.004G SO} FT 
CRZ?75) M,-FC478 MR DELTA CRSITCE 55Wl7EIUV17J2X -10.{00 01000 O.g00o 0.000 REFL - 821 .204 INCHES 
(927e;si N'SFC478 14R DELTA IOETR B5 n7El0Y17TJZX _30,000I 0 .0r 0.100 0.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
,RZ7,9S)[ U SFC478 NR DELTA O_.RBITER S5tWElQrJZX -45,00r o.roo 3.30 0. 1100.D~ XMRP 1422.5U49 INCHES 
,GU0 







DELTA WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS
 










] 135 IV3 10 20 Z5 30 35 40 45 5{0 55 Go 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMSM. CC.OFIGURATION SESERIFTI fl ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRZ756s) JD MSFC478 NR CELIA ORBITER 135M7ElQV0 J2X V],DUU U.UUJ DXUO V.U REFS GU84,UUT40 SQ FT 
(KZ75?S)ZLl SFC478) NR CELIA MRITER 35WtI7El0Vl7?X -10.000{ &].&]00{ 000D 0.1100 REEL 821 .LUDD4 INCHES 
CEZ7565) HSFC4?8 NR DELTA COSITZ'R B5W/TEIOVI7JZX -3oo.000o 0.00 {], 00 0{.000oREFS 142,804C INC1HES 
tRZ759s)[ 8 SFC476 NR DELTA ORCSITER S5W?E. UVZtJZX "45, LUU {3UIUU D.000 0,000) XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.00130D{ INCHESZ.RF 130.0004 INCHES
 
14ACH 1.03{] SCALE UoOOS5 bCALE 
PAGE 19 
DELTA WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS
 
* 20 -r-tr-n-rr7 * rr- -- rr -r-r-w-r- r-rr-'rrrr rrrr I--I- -r-rrr .Il 
.105___ 
t, 







- 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SPT SYMP/s CC"FIOURATICH DESCRIFTICN ELVAIM AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATICO 
(R27565) 2 MSFC470 NR DELTA CROIT r ES5WIElL7VIIJ2X 0.000 0.0017 0.000 o1.001 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT (RZ75TS) HSFC470 NE DELTA CROITER 85S 7E10VITJZX _10.000 a000 0.1300 000 REFL 8E1.2004 INCHES (R2758S) <> mSFC470 NR DELTA CRITER 85WIMQV17J2 -30 000 9 .000 0.000 0.00 REFE) 1422.8940 INCHES 
(RZ759S3) L] SFC475 NR, DELTA OITER V547EIUVI 7jeX -45:009 ' U.UUU U.CooG V.ou XMRp 14ZE.5040 INCHESYHRP .. 000O INCHES
 
Z:;Rr 15U.00,14 INCHES 
AH o~S CALE 0100" SCALE 
PAGE 20 










0 11 5 2 9 D 35 40 45 50 65 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DAA SET SY5CL."I CON'FIGURAIONm rESERIFTIO-,N ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CR2756S S(47 RCLTAE C fITER R5WI7EI0VllJ2X O000 0.0130 13.0"o 0.001) REFS 61384.0040 SQ FT 
(K27M ;) Z MISFC 4TB N"R SPELTA CROITER 65WTEIUV17JZX -10.00 0 0.0r{a 0.009 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
tRE758S) < M SFC476 NR C ELTA O'.RSITER 05W7 ElUYITJZX -3u.000 UAWOD 0.000 0.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
(RE759S) MSFC4€78 R DELTA CROITER 05Wl7EJOV17J2X -45.000 U.ao{] 0.000 0.000 X14RP 1422.5U40 INCHES 
Y-r. 100.D_ INCHES 
-ACH 1.45 0 ZHrF 130.0O 04 INCHES1 SCALE 0345035 SCALE 
PAGE 2
 
DELTA WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS
 
.1. 








I .24 10__ 15__ 	 4 5__2____ o 1 60 6 
-. 15 	 i___J l fi i IJ l l _____ __ _____dl __l __ _ _i~ it 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYHDOX CrsFIGURATIc DESCrAPTIUJ 	 ELVATR AIL.Ra RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CR2565) 1 $SFCAT8 NR DELTA OBITER 8517E10V17J2X 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
HSFCZ7 NDDELTA C9S1TEq BSWIEIOV17J2X -10.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 REFL 821.2004 INCHEs 
721585) IASFC478 4R DELTA RBIER 5WlEOVIlJZX -30.000 0.000 0.000 0.009 REFS 1422.634U INCHES 
(R2?59S}[ $SFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 05WI7EiDVI7JaX -45.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 	 XIRF 1422.501 INCHES 
YIRP 0.0[00 INCHES 













.20 I I I I I I . 
______ 
I 1 3 .I I I I ..I I . 
___ 
-o 
0 .15 20 25 au 35 40 45 50 55 u 
ANGLE O F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMS.C.C. CCN FIGVRATIOJN DE'SCOFIPTCK 9LVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR .REFERENCE iNFCEHATIC 
C.A2756fs) Q1 14SFC976 N R DEL-TA ¢'gSI TER BS17CIOV17JZX rl.DOv 0.000] 0.000{ ,0.0130 REFS 6064. 0040 SQ FT 



























yM4Rp 0.000C INCHES 
7HRF 130.U0 4 INCHES 




















-. ,5 10 15 20 25 30 35 4) 45 50 55 60 65 







sym&et CctFIGURATIC*4 OESCRIFTICN 
0 HSFC4ZTB NR DELTA ORBITER BSW?EIOVIIJ2X 
MSFCz47 HR DELTA ORBITER BSI47EIOVIZJ2X 






















REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
RErL 221.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.04L INCHES 
XHRP 1452.5040 INCHES 




















0 5 10 is 29 25 3 35 40 45 so 55 Go 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBO ONFIGURATION rESCRfFTICN ELVATE AILRON RUDDER RUDELR REFERENCE INF HMATIO 
,R2716-51 
iR275 ", R 
"HFE478 MR DELTA ORBITE B5Wl7EIVV1JZX 















IR2T5SS) 0 MFC478 MR DELTA ORBITER B5WTEl0VllJZX -30.001) V.000 0.olo 000 REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
(92755S) [] 1SFC78 MR DELTA ORBITER BSW17ElUVl7JZX -45.009 0.000 .00 11.000 xHRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
ymRP 0.001 INCHES 
ZHRP 130.0004 . INCHES 
MACH 0.598 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE-
PAGE 25 
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DELTA WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS
 








-4 5 . . 0 . . 5 .. 10 UJ 15 '. . " . . 25 . . 30] . . 35 . . 40 . . 45 . . 50 . . 55 . . 60 . . 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CFICUrATIJN DESCRIPTION ELVATR" AILR)N RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATIa_ 
{RZ756S) M SFC478 Ng DELTA ORB3ITER SW17E2MV7J2!X ,IMoL .0030 0.0va 0.000 REFS 6084.0r4g So FT 
r 
1*2757S) MSFC478 tUR DELT"A ORITER B5WlElOVI7J2X -il3.El 0.000 0.060 0.009 REFL 821.2094 TNCHrS 
tRZ7505) MSFC478 09 DELTA ORBITER BSld7El0Vl7JZX -30.0ru 0.001,0 .00 11.000 REFS 14.3C40a'M INCHES 
{R2759S)[ MSFC473 Nr DELTA OJRBITER B5WlTEIOVt7JX -45.009 0.000 0.000 E0.0Do XMRp 142.5040 INCHES 
YMRF 0 .0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 130.0004 INCHES 
MACH 0.099 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
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DELTA WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS
 
9 
_ _- _ _ _I 
-2
 
a 5 la 15 20 25 30 3;5 Z' 45" 50 "55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
C TA SET 5YMS C FIGLURATI( DESCRIPTION ELVAT AILRON RUDDER RUDPLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(!z756S) MSFC478 I* VELTA ORITER P5WI?El0V1TJ?.X, U.110 0.00 0.3D6 D.U[00 REFS 6084 .0040 SQ FT 
1 .27 6; SFC4?J HcR ELT ORBITER l5lIEl0V/TJ2X -10,000 0.000 0.000 0.000 RUEL 821 .2004 INCHES 
(F27585) " NPFFLTA vF -30,000 0.000 RrFE 14ZZ.8040 INCHEStSPC4?8 ORD $5WI7(rIV17JZX 0.000 0.000 
(R27595) L HSFC476 NR DULTA CRRITEA 85W17E19V17JLX -45.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES
Y9RF 0.0009 INCHES 
ZMRF "0.000O4 INCHLS 
MACH I..413 SCALE 0 IL035 SCALE 
PAGE 27
 




a 5 l 15 DO Z5 351 35 40 45' 51 56' G0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET S*Y R.FO. CCNFIGtURATION DESCRIPTION FLVATR AILRCN RUDPER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CR27565) NSFC47B NR DELTA ORBITER SWl7EIUV17JZX 0.000} 0.UO 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
(RZ7515)I MSFC.AT8 UR DELTA ORBITER 65MI.0IV17JZX -1{0o000 0.000 Do,[a 0.000 REFL 82!-.2004 INCHES 
(AZ7r595)1 U SFC4w78 NR DELTA ORDITA SW7:IfIVITJZX -45.000L 0.090D 0,000 U.X00 XMRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
























__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ 0.01_ _ _ _ 
NCE 
ICE_ _ _ 
• i) 1 l{ S 5 
ANGLE (FATCAOA 
DATA ST SYB.X. o IGURATIa4 DESCRIPTION ELVATR 
(RZ7?5S , fl USFC4?$ NRDLAOBTER BSWTflE1DV17J2X 0.000D 
(fl?757S)I[ nSFC478 UR ETAOIE- S7 V13 -10].000 






















REFERENCE INF NATIa4 
REFS 6084o.0040 S FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REPS 1422,80}40 INCHES 
XNRP 142Z.b040) INCHES 
YMRP U.00LJIJ INCHES 
ZNR' 130.000;4 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 29 




a 5 111 Is. 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 so 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
VIAA SET 5y"ClO C .-FURA JCN DESCRIFTTCN ELVATR AILRCU RUDDER RUPrLr REFRuNcE INF()HATICNIRj756sS - UR rSFCr78 i7 -S5 rVr7Jr 0.00r 0j00 n -i - 09DELTAOR-BTER - - , REFS 6064.0040 SQ FT 
IR2757S LA $NFC478NF DELTA CIRSTER 05W176IWITJ2X -10.000 0.000 0.0%] 0.000 REFL 821.20G4 INCHES 
[9275aS) 0 NSFC476 NR DELTA CRSITER S5w179: IrJ2x -30. 03 .0013 0.609 0.000 REFS 1A22.BO4,r INCHES 
CRZ75951 [] HSFC478 UR DELTA CRSITER f;5W7E10V17J2X -45.000 0.009 E1.000 0.000 XMRF 1422.51;40 INCHES 
YNRF 0.0=D INCHES 
ZHRP 1,30.0004 INCHES 
MACH 1.96; SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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DELTA WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS
 







-fl 25 3 35 40 45 50 55 6D 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(.i7565 ) 0 MSFC9T6 N., DELTA OR13TER SLTE10Y17JZX 0.000 0.000 0.000 D.QrJ REFS 6084.0040 SO FT 
(R275753) ZI FC470 NR DELTA OP.5TER SHI791V17JZX -10.000 0.000 U.000 O.UUO REFL $Zl.2004 INCHES 
(R2750S) <> HSFC47B NR DELTA ORITER B5Sd7EIrVITj2X -30.000 0.060 0.000 ".000 REFS 1422.SU40- INCHES 
1 2759s ] j SFC470 NF DELTA OITER OSW1TEIOV17J2X -45.00 0.000 O.Goo 0.000 XNRF 1422.5U40 INCHES 
YMRF 0.0000 INCHES 
,MRF 130.0004 INCHES 
MACH 2.99, SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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LE JI i j I I I I j Ii i I I I I 
6 




a- 5 la Is 20 25 30 35 40 45 50l 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBO CONFIGURATION DESCrITICH ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFOFMATICN 
(RZT66S) MSHFC478 N4RDELTA CRITCR 85W7El0VITJ2X 0.000 0.090 11.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SG FT 
JR27575) HSFC478 NR CELIA ORBITER F5WlTEt6V17JX -10.000 0.000 0.0110 0.000 ErL SZ1,2004 INCHES 
CRZ7505; MSFC476 MR DELTA ORBTCR 05W7El0V1TJ2X -3r.000 oloor 0.000 0.000 . RcED 14VZo0040 INCHES 
(RZ759S) U SFC478 MR DELTA ORBIT RfS5WTEl9Vl7J2X -45.001 0.000 0.0110 0.0 XmRP 142B.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 130.0004 INCHES 
MACH 41959 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 32 













a 5 1a i5 fl 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 "60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COtNFI&URATIcO' aESCRIPTIEN ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATIOtN
 
(R27565) Q HSFC470 NR CELTA ORBITER 5WTlEi0VI7JX 0.1300 0.000 0.000 0.100 REFS 6084.0,40 SG FT
 
R227575)LI MC47A "R DELTA ORBITER BSWIVIElOVIJZX -10.000 0.000 6.00'r 0.060 REFL 821.2904 INCHES 
(R2S81S SFCl,8 HR DELTA cRBITER 651 1E10V17j2X -30.000 0.0100 .000 o0.000 REFB 1422..8040 INCHES 
(227595) $SFC47T NR DELTA ORBITER 85WI7E lV7J2X -45.030 0.000 0.000 0.000 XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
Y$RP D.0ob0 INCHES 
ZNRP 130 .0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALEMACH 0.598 
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5 o is 30 3*.5 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIc CESCRIeTIct ELVATR AILRa4 RUDDER RUFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CR2756s) C HSFC0.06ELTA cBIIER85TE10V1742X 0.000 0.000 O,0O 0.000 REFS 6084.M040 SQ FT 
(RZ757S) HSC4?8 NR CELIA ORBITER BSWTEIOV17JZX -10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFL 21.U2004 INCHES 
CR27505) HSRC4I8 HR DELTA ORBITER B5w7E0OV17J2X -30.00 1.000 0.U3 O.00 REFB l4?2.8040 INCHES 
CR27595) Li MSFC4IO NR DELTA ESB1TER BSWIEIOVIIJZX -45.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 XMRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES 
14ACH C.899 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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DELTA WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS
 










-0.°2 " ] _____ ____ _____[__ 
-0.4 ' ' _ _[ 
0 6 11 15 20 25 50 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SyI$6, XCURATIC4 OESCRIFTICN ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUVFLR REFERENCE INFCIMATION 
IRZ756S) 0 MSFC 83NR DELTA ORBITER BSWIElVlJ2X 0o.00 0.000 0.00o 0.009 REFS 6084.0040 5s FT 
CR27175) HSFC4783 "R DELTA CRSITEP BSW 7EIOVIIJ2X -10 6.0000.00 0006u 0.,00 REEL 821 .2004 INCHES 
CRZ75) n5FC47 NR DELTA ORSITER 65%VAEIOY7JZX -30,000 0.00c0 13.00 0.006 REF 1422.8040 INCHES 
CR27595s) ] NSFC470 NR DELTA CRXITEnR BSW7EI0IV7JZX -45.000 0.000 0.00! 0=.0 XRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP O.0000 INCHES 
ZDRE 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALEACH 1.003 
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• - 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 5 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMErL CONFIGURATIC4 DESCRIFTICtJ ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 








DELTA WIN BITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS
 








-0.0 4__ 	 ___ ___ 
f 0 . LJ.-. • J •J • .J.4...4 .. .S . . L L ' .. •A•4* 	 .-.. .. ••• . 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 	 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYH8Ct0 CCNFIGURATION OESCFIFTICN ELVATR AILRdN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(F27565) C) HSFC478 NR DELTA CRBITER 85W1EIUVIIJZX 0.31l] 1o.01)3 0.0003 UOLD REFS 61084.UO4U SQ FT 
0.0030 	 8212004-
(Rz$75) I H5FC476 NR DELTA ORBITER BS7TEIOVX7J2X -10.3110 1.0L0 ° .0: 	 REFL INCHES 
CR7585) 0 I$SFC47 NF DELTA CR91TVR 85W±7EIOVIZJZX -30.130 100.0 1311 0.011 	 REFS 1422.804fl INCHESOou 

CR759, [ HSFC478 NR DELTA CRBITER SWI7ElOVI7ZX -45.0330 0.013 1.111 0l.01 	 XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 130.0004 INCHES 















5 10 15 ou 25 30 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SY$MXSt OCtI TIC4 DESCRIPTION ELVATR AILRCN RIUDCER RUDFLR 
CR27565) Q SFC478 NR DELTA cRBITER BSW17EIEVl7J2X 0.000 0.000 D.1D ,o0.000 
(RZ757S) 2 HSFC478 NR DELTA C98ITER B5WIT7EIVI7J2X -10.000 0.000 0.000 0.010 
(AZ7585) N.MSFC4?8 NR DELTA ORBITER BSW7EIOVI7J2X -30.000 D.000 D.000 0.00 
CP27595) ISFC4TS NR DELTA ORBITER BSI7EIDl17JZX -45.000 0.000 0.000 9.009 
-ACH 1.95 
50 55 60 65 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 6084,0040 S FT 
rEFL 821.204 INCHES 
REFS 1422,040 INCHES 
XNRF 1422.504. INCHES 
YNRF OOJ0 INCHES 
ZHRF 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 38 
DELTA WING BITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS 
1.4 
1.2 






5 10 i5 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CAtA SET SYMBOL CC*FIGURATIC2 DESCRJFT104 ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(22756s) 
tRa7575) 
145FC478 HR DELTA 



















M4SFC478 MR DELTA 



















YNRP D.0D00 INCHES 
ZMRF 150.004 INCHES 
ACH 2.990 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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DELTA WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS
 













"a65: { 5 la 15 20 25 30 35 40 4S 50 55 so} 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA -BT SYM'BOL- CON.tFIGURATIONI rESCrlTICN ELVATR AILRCN' RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATI CV 
(RZ75651 S)MFC476 hR DELTA OR13TER SSW7IElLVlTJZX O .Uup Uo,{U{ r.000 ODUO REFS 6084.UU0{ SO FT 
tRZ737s)Z HMSFC478 NR DELTA ORITER S5W17EI0VI7J29 -10.00a 0.000 0.1700 0.000 REFL 821.2104 INCHES 
I 750S) M SFC478 MR DELTA ORBITER 65El 0EIV17JZX -30.000] 0.000 0.600 0.000 REFS 142Z.B.4D INCHES 
IR2;'595)C SFC478 Ng DELTA CESITER 35M TEI{VV7J2X -45*{0or 0.000 Oxon D .000~ XHRP 1422.5040 INCHEsU 
YR .______ INCHES 
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5 1iOO is1525 20 30 35- 40 ,45 50 55 so 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA, SET SYMS(A. CON(FIGURATICN DESCRTPTICN ELVATR AIL"C RUDDER RUDrLR REFERENCE INFORMATIC" 
1 e;756sl HSFC,478 N. DELTA ORSITER 85079T113V1TJ2X DDou 0:000 0.000 0.000 RgFS 6084.0040} SQ FT 
. 55 SF 78 NR DELTA ORBITER BSW17EIUVIIJZX -113,000 0.000 0.000 E.XUD R5FL 82t.2004 INCHES 
(RMSS) XSFC478 NR DELTA OWITER 65SW17E1OV17J2X -30.,oD 0.0110 0*000 0.000 REFS 1422.0040 INCHES 
9937595) [ HSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER SSW17EtaV17J2X -45°.00 0]ou 0.0011 13.000 OMRP 
YIRF 
142Z.604,1
.0.0O0JU INCHES INCHES 
ZMRF 130 .000, INCHES 
.CN D.9SSCALE 0°0035 SCALE 
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X -. 02 
,<
 
< -. 04 
_ _ _ 
m 
-. 06__ 
-. 05 a 5 10 1s 20 25 so 35 40 -45 so is G0 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CctNFIGURATICt CESCRIFTIN 
(RZ75S) 0 NSFCA78 NR DELTA COBITER 85W17EIOlt7J2X 
(C27575) L HSFC478 Ng DELTA ORBITER 05W17E10Vj7J2X






















REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
REFL 821.204 INCHES 
REFB 1422.0040 INCHES 
XMRP 1422.504E INCHES 










DELTA WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS
 
















-5 0 E in1 1 5 20 25 30 35 AD 45 Sn 55 so 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELVATR AILR f RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RZ756S ) MSHFC478 NF DELTA ORBITER ESW17ElGVlTJZX 0.000 U.000 0.000 U,000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT
(X275751 U SFC978 NP CELIA OBITR 05WTEl0V17J2X _10.001 0.170 U.aUG 11.09 REFL 821 .2004 INCHES 
(927565) Q IISFC476 NR DELTA ORBITER S5W7ElVVI7JZX -30.00U 0.000 0.090 0.000 REFS 1422.8r 4V INCHES
 
(RZ7595)[U SFC478 Nr CELT.A ORITER S5WI7ElVV£FJZX -46X r 0.000 0.000 0.009 XMRF 1422.5040 ,INCHES
ANGLE~~~~AG ERE 43AT~%
LPA 






















< -. 04 _ 
- 5 0 5 10 15 20 Z5 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK.. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SCT SYMBL CONFIGURATION D SCRIFTIN ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(EZ756) MSFC478 NR DELTA OB1TER B5W7IE10V17J2X 0.000 0.060 0.100 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
t227575) SIFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W7EIOVI7J2X -10.000 G.000 0.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES (9Z7T8s) 0 MSFC478 fi DELTA MBITEF BSSW7EIOVX7JZX -30.000 0.00 0.000 0.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
(NZ75953) ] HSFC4T8 NR DELTA ORSITE7 65W7E10VI7J2X -45.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 XNRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRF 0.00M, INCHES
 






















< -. 04 
-.06
 
a 6 10 15 go as 313 35 40 45 50 55 60} 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYH 'a- COJNFIGURA'TIO CDSCR rTIO" ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLE REFERENCE rNFORMATION 
(RZ756S) M:SFC478 MR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl7EIU}Y7J2X 0.00 0.009 0.000 0.000 REFS 6US4.0040 SQ FT 
R2757S) Z MSFC476 NA DELTA ORBITER B5WI7El0VITJZX 10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFL 821 .2004 INCHES 
112758S ) 145FC478 MiR DELTA ORIETR 65W 7TEIOV17J2X -30 .000 0.000 0.000& 0.000 REFS 1402.SU40 INCHESX .27595)[] SFC476 NE DELTA ORBITER 85Wl7E!OVIJX -46.000 0.000 0.000 0.900 XRF 1402.5040U INCHES 
YNRF U.0000 INCHESZCRF 130.1304 INCHES
 
























-- 5 0 5I la1 15 20 25 5{] 36 40] 45 50] 55 6{] 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATIONJ, DESCRIrFTI.N ELVATR AILR0N RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENce INFORMATION 
(RZ756S) MSFC418 NR DELTA CRSITE6 S]SW17ElE3V2TJZX 0.1300 0.000D 010EG 0.000 REFS 6084.01,40 SO FT 
(RZ7575)Z t4SFC47S NO DELTA CRSITER 55W1TElOVITJ2X -l0.000 0.000 0].000 0.D000 REFL SZ1.20&]4 INCHES 
(R27585) 
,gZ759S) L 
HSFC478 NR DELTA ORB{ITER 




















-mCm 1.965 Z R FSCALE 1 3 U .0 0 4 005 I N C H E S SCALE 
PAGE 4A
 















-5 15s1 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 





HSFCA?8 NR DELTA 8ITER B51IAEIOVI7JZX 
MSFCA?8 NR DELTA C8ITEP 55W17EIOVIJ2X 
HSFCA78 NR DELTA cRS;TER B5W7EIOVITJSX 





























YHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRF 130.0004 INCHES 
MACH 2.990 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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DELTA WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS
 
. . .













x -a 5 la 15 0 25 30 35 413 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYPDOL CCN FIGVRATIC" E$CRIFTICN ELVATR AILRCN/ RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
cnals6s) 0 mSFC470 Na DELTA CGO itR 5RtVA7ElVl7J2X 0.00c 0.000 0.,111 0.000 rEF$ W64.40A Sa FT 
, R757s) ZS msFCA76 NR CELIA COITER 0517elIOVITJZX -10.1706 0Dor 0.000 0.000 REEL 821.2004 INCHES 
fRZ6ss) m sF.-78 HE CELIA ORDITER 95677fI0V17J2X -30,ooD E.0,r 0 .0or 0.000 REds 142Z,804C INCHES 











DELTA WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS
 











Z. 5 a 5 15 213 25 0 "5 40 46 50 55 so 5_ 
ANGLE CIF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
ELVATR AILROM RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFCRMATI C DATA SET YMBCL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTICN IN756S' MSFC470 NR DELTA CRDITER 85WlEI3VI7JZX 0.0011 0.090 9,000 U.00i 	 REFS 6084.004U SQ FT (277} HSFC47o NR DELTA CROITER 85WlTElOV17JZX -10.0130 0.00'r tl.uu 11000 RFFL 821.2004 INCHES 
(BZ75as} MSFC478 N; DELTA OITR 85WIElUV17JZX -30*.000 0,U D.00U 1422*8r4U0.090 lo REFS INCHES 
(EZ759s;[a SFC478 NR DELTA CQSITER 65WTElUVl7JZX -45.0110 0,0115 0000 0.00U 	 XMRP 1422.5340 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRF 130.0004 INCHES 
MACH 0.598 
















- 5 0 5 10 15 W0 95 30 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DA TAL SET 'yH00_ CWJFIGU ATICN DES3CRIPTION. ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR 
caz?56$ 1) MSFC478 N'R DELTA ORBITER 05V4FIV1J2X 11.000 0.D0 0.D1or 0.C00 
(DZ757?S) MSFC478 Hr DELTA ORSITER 65Wl5I0~V17JZX -10.000 0.000 0.000 CAMO 
[EZ750$) , MSFC 78 NR DELTA ORaITER 65W1IZ1J2X -30.1306 o'.i0i0 .000L U.00L 
tozT59s)[U SFC978 UR DELTA cRSITER S5W/17flI)Vl7jX -,45.00D 0.000D 0.00) 0.000 
HACI . 9$CALE 
60 55 so 65 
REFERENCE XNFRHATICN 
REFS 6D84.0040 $0 FT 
REEL 821l,2004 INCHES 
RECB 1422.S04r: INCHES 
XHRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.003 INCHES 
Z-RP 130.0004 INCHES 
U ,DU35 SCALE 
PAGE 50 




Ll -. 02 
La: 










-.1-5 a 5 in3 15 AO 25 30 35 4 ' 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DA TA SET SYMSCL CONFIGURATION' [ESERIFTION FLVATR AIt.RCO RUJDDER RU-IFLR REFERENCE INF 7MATJON 
(027565) Q) H5FC478 NR DELTA ORBITER BS~tiTEirVlTJX UOro 0.000 r.600 0.000 REFS 6084.0]040 SQ FT 




SFE478 NF DELTAHSFC478'N.- DELTA 
MSFC478 UPF DELTA 























YHRP 0.9000 INCHES 
zHrr 130O.000A INCHES 
HACH 1.003 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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DELTA WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS
 
.1 0 -- r - ,t r T I-, l l * .Iri T . .- r n l I '- I l l - r r .- . i  
IL
 
-u~ ~~~~.0 _ ___ __ 
cis 
u








-- ' a 5 is is D 95 -J35 43 45 so 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYHFrL CCFIGURATICV VESCRflrTICN ELVATH AILRON PUDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATI C 
(D2756S) MSHFC476 tURCELIA CRBITER 85W1TEI17lJ2X 0.000 0.0or 0.001, 0.0 REFS 6084.0040 SO FT 
C62757S) NSFC478 NF DELTA ORBITER 8Sw17E19VITJ2X -10.000 0.000 o.rjlr U.rU R5FL 821.2004 INCHES 
(1-756s) MSFC475 MA DELTA CRUITER SSMEIVV1J2X -30.000 0.0ca 0.00! 0.090 R9FD 14Z,.SL4, INCHES 
IZ59S) U[ SFC476 UR DELTA CROITER 65W17E10V07JM -45.00D 0.000 r.arju o.av XRP 1422.5040 INCHESYMRP -.. 000 INCHES
 
Z-RP 130.0604 INHS
1OF99 AACH SCALE .0035 SCALE
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' - 0 	 is 2 Z5 {] 35 40 45 50 55 Go 65- .0 
ANGLE OF AFTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
'DATA SET SYMBO-L CC14FIGURATIrON DESCRIPT"ION ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(1327365) / HSFC478 NA DELTA CRBITER 05Wl7EI{]V27JZX 0.000D v.L a ',090 U,UUD RiEFS 6U04.90U4{ 5Q FT 
(D27575) MSFC478 NR DELTA ORXBITER BS l7ElDVI?JZX -10.000 0.000 010 U. DMI REFM 621.2,04 INCHES 
1B 75) m SrC476 NA DELTA ORBITER BDt47CI0VlTJ2X -30.000 OX00 D 00L0 0.000 REFB 1429.$040 INCHES IBZ7395) 	 U HSFC476 NA DELTA ORBITER B5W7EI0VI?J2X -45.000 0.00'r El1.300 0,000 XMRF 1422;.5040 INCHES 
YNRF 0.0,090 INCHES 
Z14RF 130.00{4 INCHES 
SCALE 0.9035 SCALE 
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DELTA WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS
 
"n rn- rn I ., 
.04 








-E)5 la10 0 5 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF AITACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA ST SYMBO CFrGURATIcw ESCRIFTICN ELVATR AlLRON RUDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
162756S) JD MSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W7ElcVI7JZX 0.000 0.0o U.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
(DZ7575) Zi SFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7El0V17J2X -10.000 0.000 aor 0.000 REFL 821.20[14 INCHES 
0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 1422.8940 INCHES 



























-o2 c 5 .. 1a . . .. . . . ....... 40 so ........
I.13 ... 15 c0 25 35 ..45 ,; 55 ..30 Go 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 



































CE27z595){Lj SFC478 UR, DELTA ORSITER e5W1TEI0VITJZX -45.0131 0°060u G.roD 13.000 XHRF 1420.504C INCHES 
YMNP 0}.0000 INCHES 
ZHNP 130.0004 INCHES 
















- 1-.4 Cm 
- 5 0 5 %0 15 25 30 . 35 40 46 50 55 00 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
P]ATA SE SYRD( CONFIGURATIC DC5SCR!FTICfq ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
,62716s, "3SVC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 85W17flE1DVI?J2X " .000 V.M)O 011300 0.00 REFS 6{]84.{640 SQ FT 
(az7 7S) 2 SFC'a7 NR DELTA ORBITER BWI7E20V17J2X -10.000D 0.00{ 0.00{] U.GO0 REFL 821.2G3{4 INCHES 
tur75aSi 12" iHsrC47 NR D]ELTA ORBITEW B5E1D{VIJZX -30.{000 0.0{]D 0.000] 0.000{ REFB 1422,804E) INCHES 
(6Z7595) U SFC476 NR VELTA ORB¢ITER f35W17f:{]VIJZX -45.{]00L 0.o000 oluroD L .Uoo XHRF 14Z.504U INCHES 








DELTA WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS 





L. 0.4 ~_______ 
0.8
 
___4_ _ __ _ __ _0.2 x_ 
-5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 5 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 






MSFC478 NR DELTA OWITER BSW7EiOV17JZX 
MSFC478 NR CELTA OBITER BS41YEl0VIZJ2X 






















tE27595) E] MSFC4?8 NR DELTA BITER 85W7EIV17JZX -45.000 0.000 0.000 V.000 XNRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0010 INCHES 
ZNRF 130.0004 INCHES 
MACH 0.593 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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0 5 110 1s 20 25 30 35 40) 45 50 55 60 85 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMB'.L CONFIGURATION DESCR:FTI-Cfl ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER" RUDFLR REFERENCE INrC5OlATICN 
CBZ755) 0 $SFC478 NR DELTA OBITER 05W17C10V17JZX 0.000 0.000 0.109 0.000 REFS 6084.00d0 SQ FT (BZ7575) ISFC478 NR DELTA CRBITER BW176C1V17JZX -10.000 0.000 0.0or 0.000 REFL 821 .2004 INCHES 
(2?758so0) HSFC478 NR DELTA RBITER 85W17 10V1IJ2X -30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFB 1422.8040 INCHES(&2759S) nSFCc?8 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl.TEWVIIJPX -45.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRF 130.0004 It'CHES 














i1a° is1 20] 25 30 35 13 45 so 9S 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
e 













































0. UU00130.0004 INCHESINCHES 
VIACH Li-3 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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DELTA WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS
 
.,. . . . . . . . . . . j I I , ij j I' I I j j . I . . . .I I 
z 1.4 




-- E 10I 15 2D 25 303 35 40] 4 1 5 0 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SE-T SYMSJL COFIGURATIeN DESCRIPTION ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(62756S) SFC478 NR CELIA CROZITER {5W7EILV17J2X f*O{)o U.CUU 3UXUU 0.{)UU REFS 5084.UG4{0 S0 FT 
I627375]; IMSFC478 MR DELTA ORRITER 85SAI7EIOJV1TJ2X -10,000 0.000) 0.00} 0.000 REFL 821.200{4 INCHES 
(8275aS) M SFC478 MR CELIA OITER 85' l;ElL)Vl7JZX -30.000 0).000{ 0T.000 0),000{ REFS) 1422.3040O INCHES 
(82759s;) ] M£FC470 MR CELIA ORSITER 0EWI 7ElqVlJ2X -45 .000)L {.{)0){ U.000D 0.000 XHRP 1422.50)40) NCHcs 
YMRP 0 •0000D{ INCHES
 
ZMRP 1530 -000{4 INCHES 
MACH .199 SCALE 0. 003)5 SCALE
 
PAGE so 








50 is g5 25C 5 40 45 o 55 60 , 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBO CONFISUrATION rESCR,'PTICN ELVATr ArLRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
152756S) Q HSFC478 NR DELTA CRITE BSwl7Elovl13zx 61______0.0~AG 0.000 0.000 0.00 11.000 REFS 61384.0040 SO FT 
1627575) Ll SFC4T8 Nk DELTA OBITER 85W17EIUVI7JZX -10.000 0.0O0 0.000 0.000 EEFL 821.2004 INCHES ( SZ7565) 0 mSFC978 NN DELTA ORBITL 851TEXIV17JZX -30.000 0.00r 0.0O0 0.000. REF6 1420.804 INCHES 
C "759s) U HSFC47$ Hr DELTA ORBITER 05W 7ElOVl7J2 -45.0 0.000 Oo000 0.000 XHRF 14ZZ.5040 , INCHES 
YHEF 0.0UU INCHES


























0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65-
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET Sy54C4L CcNFI&URATICal OESCRIFTIC4 ELVATR AILRt RUXDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFOI*IATIaJ 
(EZ756S) 0 SFC478 NR DELTA MITER 65W1?E10UV17J2X 0.000 0.0070 0.00a- O.0D0 REFS 6084.00,40 SQ FT
 
(92757s) SFC47 NR DELTA CqBITER 65%JIEIOVIIJ2X -10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES
 (2758S) 0 MSFC478 NR QELT4 CORSITER BSW17EIQVl?JZX -30.000 0.00 0.000 1.1300 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES
 






















2o 0 40 50 6 0 . a, 5 1 0 i s 2 D 5 5 4 5 5 5 6 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SY-MBOL Cr'.0IrURATlTNe DESCRIPTION ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
{B9756S; MSFCA78 N DELARJBITER P5WllEElVI7JZX 0.000 0.050O 0.000 0,000] REFS 6084.00}40 SQ FT 
169 757s) , "AFCA78 HR DELTA ORBITER E;SWIEUV17JZX -10,000 0.000D UDoDo 0.000 REFL 821,?004 INCHES 
(OZ7385} MSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITE.R B5W17ElUVi7J2X -30.000 0,.000 0.000 0.001) REFS 1422.&104C 1NCHES 
Cs755) II SFC470 HE5 DELTA ORBITER 5W7EI0VI7J2_- -45,000 .00 {° O DD XHRF 1422.50400.060 INCHES 
Y0RF_ . .00_ INCHES 
.4RP 130.0004 INCHES 
Z.99T A ECH K L AOGE35 SALE SCALE
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DELTA WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS 














ANGLE .FATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
ATA SET SYHV'A. CONFICURATICH VESCRTFTION ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(82756SJ N SFC478 NR CELIA ORBITER BSWITEI0V17J2X 0.000 0.0130 0.000 0.000 REFS 60l84.0040 SO FT 


































YMRP O .voEuaL INCHES 
• -ZMRP 130.000l~4 INCHES 
HACH 4.939 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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.zo .16 .11) .05 aa -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 





HSFC478 NR DELTA CQSITER 85W7EI0V1?J2X 















CRZ75852 0 NSFC478 NR DELTA ORBTTER 05W1EIOVI7JRX -30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000" REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 






ZMRP 130.0004 INCHES 
MACH 0.59a SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 65
 
























PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
SyMi4c CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELVATR AILRCG RUDDER RUDFLR 
Q NSFC478 HR DELTA EBIWMR ESWI7EIOVI7J2X 0.000 0.000 1.000 01000 
L HSFC478 NR DELTA O0ITER BS5WI7EIV1?J2X -10.010 0.000 0.000 0.000
C HSFC478 NR DELTA OBITER BSW7CfDV17JZX -30.000 9.000 0.009 a.000 
U $SFC47S OR DELTA O6ITR 6SWI7IlV17JX -45.000 0.009 0.000 0.000 
MACH C1899 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 6084.0040 30 FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHRP 1422.5049 INCHES
YHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRF 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 66 
____ 
DELTA WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS
 





















_____ ____ _ 
.20 .15 .10 .05 .{0 -. 05 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
-50 -. 15 -. 20 






HSFC478 NR DELTA CEBITER B5I7EIOVI7JZX 
MSFC478 NR DELTA OR8ITR B5W17EI0V17iJX 
HSFC478 NR DELTA CR8ITEP S5W17ElDVI7JZX 


















REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
REFL 21 .2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XNRP ±422.5040 INCHES 
YmRP 0.0o000 INCHES 
ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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DELTA WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS
 
1.4 












.O2.0 .15 .10 .05 w0 -. 05 a.0 1 -. 20 
PITCHING MO3MENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 





NSFC470 NR DELTA CROZIER 85 IElUV17J2X 






















(927'595)[ U SFC47S NR DELTA ORBITER SWlTEIDVITJZA -45.D000 M.oll 0.0130 0.090 XMFFY mRP 1422.5041-0.0 0 9 1, INCHESINC H E S 
Z0R. 130.0004 INCHES 
T MCH 1.199 SC-.0ALE .035 SCALE 
PAGE ­ 8 
















.1,0 .05 .00 -.05 -I 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, ,CLM 
DATA SET SYMBSC4 C".FIGURATICR DESCRIPTI N . ELVATR AILRCU RUDDER RUDFLR 
R2756S) Q HSFC47 NR DELTA RBITER S5W17EI0VI7J2X 0.000 0.000 O.000 0.000 (R27575) Z£ HSFC47 NR DELTA OITER B5W7IEIOVX7JZX -10.000 0.0110 0.000 0.000 
(R2758S2 0 HSFC47B NR DELTA RBITER 85W11E10V1JX -30.000 0.900 0.000 0.100 
4P.275951 [ HSFC47 HR DELTA ORBITER B5W17E!0V17J2X -45.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ACH 1.459 
. 5- 2 
REFERENCE INFORNATION 
REFS 6084.0040 SG FT 
REFL 821.20U4 INCHES 
REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHRF 142Z.5040 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0DOrI INCHES 
ZIRP 130.004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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DELTA WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS
 

















-. 10 '00 20.20 .15 .10 .05 -. 05 	 -. 15 -. 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET SYHMJL. C(NFIGURATIO.tN DESCFIFTICN 	 ELVATR AILRCO RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CR27365) 0 HSFC47B NR CELTA C25ITER 8514IE1V1?i7X 0.000 0.D0 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SO FT 
(Rz7575) l MSFC4"S HR DELTA O6ITER 85WIEIOVIJZX -10,000 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFL 821 .004 INCHES 
CR275853 0 .4SFC478 NR DELTA CssIT..R BSwTEloiVI7?JX -30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFE 1422.8040 INCHES 
(R27595)[] MSFC478 HR DELTA R8BITER 854lEIOV17J2X -45.000 0.000 0.000 O.009 XNRF 1422,5040 INCHES' 
YHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRF 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 	 0.0035 SCALE 




DELTA WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS
 
















.-0. ;B .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET SYHMBL CFI&URATIcN DESCRIPTICN -
RZ756S) 0 MSFC478 HR DELTA aOITER S5tI7IOV1ZJ2X 
CR2757s) a SFC478 HR DELTA ORRITER 85t47 1V17J2X 
CR27585) 0t MSFCAI8 NR DELTA ORBITER D5WITElIOV17JZX 






















REFS 6084.0040 SG FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRF 13D.0004 INCHES 






_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
DELTA WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS


















90 .15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYHBOL CCNFI6URATION DESCPIFTICN ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CR2756 ) N FlC478 NR DELTA ORBITER BSWI7E1QVIlJZX 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.100 REFS 6084.0r40 SO FTCR275752 LA HSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER BS5I7EIDVIIJZX -10.000 0.000 D.0o0 0.00 R5FL 821.2004. INCHES(R2758s) 0 HSFC478 UR DELTA ORBITER 6S5W7E10V?J2X. -50.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 1422.8049 INCHESCR2759S J HSFC476 NR DELTA ORBITER BSWfl7EI0VI7J2X 
-45.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 XH4RP 1420.5040 INCHES 
Y$RP 0.0o0u INCHESZNRF 130.0004 INCHES 
P4AC"l .959 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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DELTA WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS1.4 -rr- 1-1-mrl r i-r i rr-rr -ri--i n-i-liii*- i 
1.2 









"1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 a.? 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. COF
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIC DESCRIFTION ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR 
(R2756S) 0 HSFC478 MR DELTA RBITER OSW7EIOVI7JSX 0.000 0.0030 0.000 0.000 
(R2757S) HSFC47S HR DELTA ORBITER 05W17E0V17JZX -10.000 0.0100 0.000 U.rO(R2758S) 0 SFC478 MR DELTA cfiDITER 85W7E1oV1732x -30.000 0.009 0.000 0.1300 




REFS 6084.0040 S Fr 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFB 1422.SLJ4E INCHES 
XNRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRF 0.0000 INCHES 
Z4RP 130.0004 INCHES 




DELTA WfNG ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS
 








.1. 0.2 0.3 0.4 03.5 O.6 0.7 0.8 E.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.8 1.6 1.7 1.9 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
 
DATA SET SYHBO CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTIO ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORHATIcO
 
tR2755S) M NR DELTA ORBITER 0.00 0.01 0.000 D0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SO FT
ISFC478 BSWlTEiOV17JZX 
IRZ757S) 4SFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 6SW7TEiOVi7JZX -10.000 0.000 0.060 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES
 (Rz75s5) mSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER S5WI7EIOV17J2X -30.000 0.000 0.060 0.000 REFD 1422.1140 INCHES
(RZ759S) MSFC475 MR DELTA ORBITER SSW17EIDVJZX -45.009 0.000 0.000 U.000 XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES
YHRF 0.0000 INCHES
 
ZHRF 13.00004 INCHES 
MACH 0.899 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
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"0'.0 0.1 Oz 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.'t 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1. 1.3 1.,4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. COF
 
DATA SET SYMBOL.A CONFIrURATIONt V ESM PTION ELVATR AILRON RUMDE RUrFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(R27565) MJSFC478 NR DELTA O-RBITER 85MTEI0VlTJ2X O.ou 01.000J 0.0110 000 REFS 6084.0J040 SQ FT 
1RZ757) l MSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W/7ElQV17JZX -10900D 0.000 0.000 0.000 rEL 821.=O4 INCHES (92756s) P.SFE97& NR DELTA ORBITER S5Wl17El0V17JZX -30.09a0 .0o00 O°.000 0.000 REFS 1422.3040 INCHES 
(RZ759S) U SFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER S5WE17J3ZX -45.00 D000 0.,100 D,.0U0 XHRP 142?..504r INCHES 
YHRF aoujoDt INCH $
ZHR0 13.00004 INCHES
 
HA0H . 0.4 0 .. SCALE 0085 SCALE 
PAGE 75
 
















0.1 - I 
0............................................... ............ .... .... __
 
-*0.1 
0,1 1.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 1.9 1.0 1.1 1.2' 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, COF
 







MISFC48 HR DELTA ORBITER B5W17El0V17J2X 
SFC47S NR DELTA OR81TER B5 LTl0VIJ2X 
MSFC4B HR DELTA ORBITER BSM7EI0VflJZX 
































ZHRF 130.0104 INCHES 
XACR S.199CALE 0.0335 SCALE 
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DELTA WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS
 
1 , .... .... .. .. . I - -rr-w---r -r-t-trIr rr. rriIi- Jil- rrrr I I t1nrr i I F rr I I
1.9 
0.9 
J 0.6 7 
I­
uL 0.4 
I.J . --6 --
0 .0 ­
13.1 ­
-- o.0 . .3 0 4 0 .5' 0, a'.7 a.' a 9 1.0 1.1 1.9 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 
FOREBOOY DRAG COEFFICIENT, CDF
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFICURATICN DESCRIFTION ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATIONV 
fRZ'565; OSFC478 MR DELTA CRBITER B5WC/7EI0VlJ2X 0.000 0.000) 0,000 0,000 REFS 6D4.0040 SG FT 5 ,7 7S) MSFC 78 t',R DELTA ORBITER S5$VIEi V1lJ2X -10.000 0.000{ 0.000I 0.1300 REFL 821 .20t)4 INCHES 
(R275:5; MS;FC476 NR DELTA ORBITER SWIEI(IVI7J2X -30.00 0.000 13.000 0.1700 REFO 1422.8040 INCHES Len 55 [ SFC4;T& OR DELTA ORSITER B5WEl0Vt JZX -4;5.000 0.000D °.000 °.{00 XmRF 14?Z.5U40 INCHESY(R3 0.0 INCHES
 
ZNRP 130 .0004 INCHES
MA.H 1.44.58 SALE 0.00..35 SCAL 
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___ ___ ___ 
DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS
 












-o.z 9 0 5 10 15 20 Z5 30O 35 40 45 so 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, OEGREES
 
DATA SE SYMSOL FZOURATION VESCRIPTICN ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RZ756s) [ C478NR DELTA ORSZjER S5WI7EIUV17J2X 0.000 0.000 0 ,900 0.000 REFS 6084 .0040 50 FT 
I R2I6(A) C76 Na DELTA ORBITER BSW17EIOV17JZX 0.000 -20"o0L 0.000 0.000 REFL 621 .2004 INCHES Inziels) MSFC47T8 MR DELTA ORSI11ER S5WlTEIUV1TJZX 0}.00}0 -0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 1420.8040 INCHES 









DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS 
1.3 
1.2 










-0.2 .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . L . . . L . 1 
5 .0- 5 10 15 2 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 6D 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCfItTIQ1 ELVATR AILRC4 RUCOER RUDFLR REFERENCE INF NATION 
(nZ7?5S) JSFC478 UR CELTA ORBITER a5w7EbVVIJ2X 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 REFS 60S4.0040 SQ FT 
(CRHZ A) MSFC478 NH DELTA ROITER 65W17El0V17J2X 0.000 -20.000 0.000 0.100 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
(2761S) 
RZ762A) Li 
ISFC4?8 NE DELTA 

















YNRP 0.00o0 INCHES 
ZNRP 130.0004 INCHES 
nCF o699 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS
 












•-1 u IV 5 i15 40] 45 552-5 5 3 5c] on 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CON/FIGURATION, r E$CR:FTIONr ELVATR AILRCNI RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION' 
tRZ7565l) C) MSFC470 Nr DE:LTA ORBITER S5W7tEI0VI?JZ9 0.000 0.00 0 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.CD040 Su FT 
(9276VoA) ZS SFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 0SW1?ElVVI7JZX 0.00]0 -20.000 U].2100 0.000 REFL 821 .2094 INCHES 
(22761S} 14SFC470 NR DELTA ORBITER 5?EIOV17J29 0.000 -30.000] 0).{0 U].UDU REFS 1422.-04G INCHES 
(R2762A) [ 8 SFC470 NR DELTA ORBITER SW7E!0V1TJ2X -30.0]00 30.00 0 0.000 0.0]00 XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRF 
Z'R4 U)-00001_0.0004 INCHES INCHES 




DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS
 
1 *4 v-r -r--r,- -r-l-r-s- -r-,-r,- -rrr-ri ,--rr-r- rrrr t,-rrr -rirr-r *r-rr r ir -rr rrr 1 -rr 


















-* l * I 
__________ 
______ ________ ___________ il i• 
- 5 a 5 IU 15 2 . 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SY$ L COCWIGURATIcN DESCRIFTION ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORNATION 
$SFC478 CRITER 0.000 0.000,(8275653 M NR DELTA BSWIEIVVY1ZX 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT
IR2760A) 145FC478 NR DELTA CR8ITER 5WI7E10V17J2X 0.000 -20.000 0.000 E.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 





$;ACH 1.199 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS
 







Il a2 i 5 2 0 2 5 3 a 3 5 4 0 4 5 s o 5 5 6 0 6 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SyM ,O CCNFIGURATICN DECPIFTral ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER rUDFLR REFERENCE INFCRMATIM 
(R2756S) NSHFC478 NR DELTA CQSITR B5Wl7ElUVIJZX 0.000 1.o 0.000 0.00OD0 REFS 6084.0040 SO FT 
(9276OA2 R HEFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 85W17El0V,7J2X EwaD -ga.ooD 0000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES0o .O
(R27615) lo MSFC478 HE DELTA CRSIThR 83Wl7EllV17J2X U030.000 0 .0013 0.090 REF9 1422.$040 INCHES 
CRZ762A) U[ MFC478 HEDELTA ORBITER 65 TEIUV17JZX -_.O30.0900 0.000 0.000 XHEP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 






















5 II0 is 5 2r 30 35 4D 45 50 56 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DAA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION VESCRI~FIC ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(92756S) [: NSFC478 MR CgLTA ORBITER S5WI7ElOVI7J2X 0.000 0.000 C,rvo 0.0og REFS 6ji84.0040 Sa FT 
(112760A) ZS SFC478 NR DELTA RBI r 65WIEI(VI7J2X 0.000 -20.,110 U.000 U.000 REFL 821 .2004 INCHES 
(727615) Q 14SFC478 NR DELTA C9SITER SW2flV17J2X 0,000 -S0.roO 0.000 0.001) REFS 14l22.8040 INCHES 
fgZ762A) [U SFC47S NR DELTA ORBITER S5W7EI0VJ7J2X -30,000 30.000 0.000 0 000 XMRP 1422.5040 INCHESYIRF .. 000C INCHES 
ZMRF 1 U.0004 INCHES 
MACH 1.965 SCALE VX0035 SCALE 
PAGE 83 
























-q).2 5 0 5 s i 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYOC- CCNFIGURATICM DESCRIPTICN 
,R275655 Q HSFC47S HR ,ELTA 5W17E1/3V17J2X 
(R276DA I HSFC4N8 HR DELTA CRBITER 85W1?Ei0VlJ2X 
(R27615) $SFC478 NR DELTA IB1TER85WI7E10V17J2X 






















REFS 6084.0040 SQ rT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
'REFS 1422.804C INCHES 
XNRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0300 INCHES 
ZMRP 130.0004 INCHES 
nAGS 2.SSO SCALE 6.0035 SCALE 
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DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS











s a 5 10 15 2 25 30 35 40 45 50 	 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET Syflf0L COFICURATICM DES-?IFTION £LVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFOrIATIC*V (R 2736s H5FC478 NR DELTA CROJTER BeW5IEIOVITJZX 0.000 0.0D0 0D.003 U.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
CRZ7CA) H4FC478 NSRCELTA ORBITEP OSW17EIOV17JZX 0.000 -20.000 0.000 0.300 REFL 821 .2004 INCHES (R27615) M5FC478 NR CELTA 'RBITERSSWI7EIOV17JZX 0(.a00 -30.000 l.000u 0.000 REFS 1422.6040 INCHES 
RZM.5AJLi MSFCA7Z ;R DELTA ORBITER l5W7EIV17J2X -30.000 30.000 01000 0.00r 	 XHRF 1420.5040 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 130.0004 INCHES 
























a 5 10 15 g 25 3a 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRITItJ ELVATR AILRO RUDDER RLJDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(R565) 0 MSFC.478 R DELTA OBIJER ESWIIE1OVIJZX 0.000 0.000 0.00a U.000 REFS 6084,0040 SO FT
 (RZG'A) HsFC478 HR DELTA COITER 25W17El0V17J2X - 0.00 -20.000 0.00C 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
(R27615) Q HS C478 OR DELTA B5W1TEIOVIIJZX 0.000 --30.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 1422.0040 INCHES-RBITER 































0 	 30 35 40 45 50 55 Go 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBO'L C04FIGURATICN, DESCRIPTION, ELVATR - AMLON RUDDER rUDFLR REFERENCE INFORHATION/ 
(RZ756S) HSFC,470 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wi7E10VlTJZX 0.000 9.00V 6.000D 0.000 REFS 60S4.VDD4 SQ FT 
CR2760A)Z MSFC4e78 NR DELTA ORBITER 8 W07EIVV7JX 13.011a -Z11.000 0.0ou .V0 REEL 501.2004 INCHES 
IR2761S) 4 HSFC478 NR DELIA ORBITER 65W17EI1JJX 0.000 -30.00E 0.000 0.000 REES 1422.8040 INCHES 
ER2762A [] MSFC478 NR DELTA OR BITER B51dTEIOV17jZX -3[1.000 39.000D 0.000 0.000 XHRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRP 0 .0000 INHCHES 
ZHUP 13D.O004 INCHES 




DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS
 
1.7. 
___ __ __ __ 
1.5 

I 1.4 __________ 
U­
















15 20 25 03 35 40 45 5u 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA .SET SYMBO'.L CCNXFIGURATIC14 D.E$Crf"TICN ELVATR AILRcN ruoo8R RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORUfTION 
(RZ756S) Q MSFC478 NP DELTA COITER 8SVn7EIV17JX 0.000 01.000 {1.000 0.000 REFS 6{184.0040 SQ FT 
CR2760A) Z SFC476 ORBITER 65WlE){Vl7JZX 0.0011{ -20.000{ 01.00 0.00D REFL $21.20{14 INCHESLl HE DELTA fR2761S) 0L MSFC478 nr DELTA ORBCITER SWlElUVl7JZX 0.000{ -30.011 {1°0r1!M 0.000 REFS 1422.SC.40 INCHES (RZ762A] Lj MFC478 HE DELTA ORBITER 615l417El0Vl7JZX -30.0131 301.000 0.{100 0.00 X14RF 1.422 .5040 INCHESY0RP 0.0000 INCHES
 




DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS 
1.7 
1.6 




















5 10,O ''I 5 '20 ' 30 35 4(1 45 50} 55 Go 65{ 

'ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. "DEGREES
 
DATA SIT SYM-,S- co FroURATION DESCRIFTICN ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
1RZ756$1(92760A) QAU MSFC478 NRSFC478 R DELTA CORITER 85td7EIUV17J2XDELTA ORSITEF BSW17EIUV17JZX 0,000D&X{D0 0.00{-20}.000 RAD0.000} 0.000 REFS U.U00} REFL 6084.0040 621 .21M4 SO FT INCHES 
(927615) 0 MFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER B5H17EIUV17Jzx 0.000 -30.000D 0.000 U.000 REFS 1422.804U} INCHES 




ZMRP 130:0.D04 INCHES 
14ACH | .199 SCALE V}.P 33 SCALE 
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DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS
 
1 .8 rri -rt -rrr-w-- --- r-r -1---r-r-rrr rrrr~l -cr-c -r-rr 1r- ,nti-c -crcrrt,r-crt 
1.4 _ 
± .5 _________ 






0.9 _____ _ 






-5. ii 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
QATA SET 5Ymv4C COtFIGURATIO* DESCRIF7a ELVATR AILR@4 RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFOAMATICN
 
(R27565) NASFCA78 NR DELTA CR8ITER 65W47C10V17JZX OE 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT
 
(RZ760A) HSFC478 NR DELTA OcOITE. 85Wjt7Ei0V17J2X 0.000 -20.000 0.000 0.000 R FL 821.2004 INCHES 
(RZ7615? 1SFC478 NR DELTA CROITER BS5W79I0V17J2X 0.000 -30.000 0.000 0.000 REFB 1422.8040 'INCHES 
(R2762A) J HSFC478 NR DELTA CRDITER 6517C0Vi7J2X -30.000 30.000 0.000 0.000 XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
Y4RP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 130.004 INCHESSCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
HACH 1.458 
PAGE 90 















.5 0 1 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 SO 05 
ANGLE OF ATTACK; ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYHMcL C*AFICURATIGJ DESCRsPTICI 8LVAW AILRQJ RUDDER RUFLR REFERENCE INFORNATICV
 
HFC478 DELTA 0.00 So
(R2756S) MS NR 0ITER B5W17 V17J2X 0.000 0.000 0.000 REPS 6064.0040 FT 
CR27A) I XSFC47B HR DELTA C0ITER SSW71OV7J2X 0.000 -20.00D 0.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES3CR07615) ISFC47S HR DELTA CSITER S5WI7CIDV17JZX 0.000 -30.010 01000 D.000 	 REFS 1422.8D40 INCHES 
(A76ZAM) HSFCC7S HR DELTA CfiITER 85WI7510VI7J2X -30.000 30.000 0.0013 V.000 	 XHRP 1422.50(0 INCHES 
YMRP 03.000 INCHES 
ZMRF 130.0004 INCHES 




_ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ 
___ 





















o 0.7 _ _ _ _ 
C 
LL 0.6 
DATA SET SyHSCL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELVATR AILRCN RUBBER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
IR2736s) MSFC478 NR CBRO R
0R.7A) 5Wl79lUVl?J2X O00 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FTMSFC978 HE DELTADELTA OBITR S37rlOVl7J2X 1°.00 -2 0.000 0.1o00 REFL 821.004 INCHES 
(FRZZ6151 MSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 85WI761FVITJZX 0.100 -30.000 0.00a 0.0111 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
JgZ763A) [] MSFC478 UR DELTA OBITER S5W7EIDV]lJ2X -30,000 30.000 0.000 0.000 XHRP 1422.5040 INCHESY.RF 0,0010 INCHES 

























0.3 	 I 
___ ___ ___ 
0.2 	
___0. 
.0 .5* 	 .. .I I . 1. 1 . J- - . I .... . JI ... . I . I.. 
15 	 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYHN6L CCNFIGURATION DESCRTPTION ELVATR A]LR2 RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IR2756S) Q MSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 85W17E1OV17J2X .O00 0.000 0.090 0.00D REFS 6084,0040 So FT (RZ7W0A) Z HSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 55Wi7EIOVI7JZX 0.00a -20.0130 0.000 0.00 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
CR27611S 0 HSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITEI85W7EI0V17J2X 0.0. -30.000 0.0030 U.000 REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
CR276ZA) LJ NSFC78 NR DELTA ORBITER BSWI7EAIV17JZX -30.00D 30.000 0.0013 0.000 	 XNRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRr 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRF 130 .0004 INCHES
 
HAC$ 4.959 SCALE 	 0.0035 SCALE 
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DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS

.20 -ri-ri n- irr -i-r i- ri-r-r -n--i- i-i J-rrr -ir-ti-- -1- I -i-i--- *r-rri- -r--,- -r--1--rr -ri 











-. Els	 .. . . . . . . . .
 
-. 0 5 1la 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 -50 .55S 6O es 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES-

DATA SET SYMBOL.I CONJFIGURATION EESCRIFTICN 	 ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRZ7'56S) JD MSFC478 MR DELTA ORBITER 5E5W17E VV17 X 1,.000 0.09 r.000 0.100 REFS 6084,.00403 SQ FT 
(r276",A)7ZS NSFEAS MR CELIA ORBITER B5W/7EIUV17JZX 0.000 -20.000 0.000 90101 REP. $21.2004 INCHES 
(R~z76lS} <> mSFC,7S UP DELTA ORBITER 0517EIOV17JZK 0.000 -30.1100 0.000 0.0110 REFB 1422.804U NCE (Ra?62 j [j mSFCA78 NR DELTA RBITER 65W/17ElD-VlTJZX -31.000 30}.000 0.000] 0.000 	 XNRF 1422.5040] INCHES 
YMRP 0.00300 INCHES 
ZNRF 130*0104 INCHiES 
MACH V.598 	 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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5 l 15 29 25 3 35 40 45 SO 55 Go 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DA,TA SET SyMVXL CONFIGURATICN CESCRI-TIOtN ELVATR AILRC(N RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFOR14ATICN 




aSC7NR DELTA ORBITER 
MSFC476 hHRCELIA ORBITER 
































YMRP 0 .0000 INCHES 
ZMR6 130.0004 INCHES 
HAC*H 01899 SCALE 6.005 SCALE 
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biU.*r ___ _ _ __ _
 
z 
- 5 a 5 IV is 21 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBO Ca4FIGURATIrN CE$CIPTICN ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATICN
 
NR 65V97EI5V17J2X 0,O SQ FT
(AZ7565) MSFC478 DELTA CRITER 0'au 0000 01000 .0011 REFS 6084.0040 

(RZ?6"A) HSFC478 NR DELTA MBITER 35WTEl9V17J2X 01000 -20.0ro 0.000 0.000 REFL 821 .2-714 INCHES
 
( 2!761S) MSFC478 NR DECTA CSITrR 05WlTEI0V1?JZX 0.000 -30.000 0.000 0.,00D REFB 1422.$040 INCHES
 
iF.2762A) Ej MSC478 NR DELTA MDITER 05S TEI0Vl7J2X -301000 30.000 0.000 0.000 XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES
 
yHrp 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRr 130.00U4 INCHES 
.ACH I.V03 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 36 








-­ _ _ _ _ ___ 
R 
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 
n_ 
SANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CATA SET SYMBO-L! CONFIGSURAIONA CESCRIrTIC.,t 
(R275sB) 0 NSFC978 KLR DELTA ORBITER B5WllV?J;,X 
IR27651A. Ll M.SFC476 UR DELTA ORBITEF 63W,,I7El0VI?J2X 
(AZ76][5) ja SFC478 NR DELTA OR.BITER 8517SjEoVj X 

















REFS 6U84..004E SQ FT 
REFL 821'.200D4 INCHES 
REF3 1422.60-40 INCHES 
XMRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YRP 11.0000 INCHES 






DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS
 
.10 


















0 5 la I5 m Z5 - 0 35 40 45 50 SO 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET 5yVi4&c CrIGURVATIC* CESCRIPTIC*' CLVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFOIRATICN
 
[RZ7565) Q SFC478 N9 DELTA QRB[TER 51W7E1,VITJ2X 0.000) 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT
 (RZE6'A) HSFC478 HR DELTA CROi[TER S5W17EIlVITJ2X 0.000 -20.0130 0.000 O.00 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
R2,7615; 0 MSFC478 NR DELTA ORB8TER BWEIEIOV7J2X O.Vo0 -30.000 0.000 0.000 REFD 1422.804U INCHES 
















-1--r- rrrr 4 Jb l 

DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS
 lf 

w~ , i 














i -. 1 
f . .... .. .. .. ........... 

.... .... . .... 
. . . . . . 
5 D 5 10 15 20 s0o5 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DAI SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTIC* ELVATR AILRO* RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RZ756s) mSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER BSW7 01V17JZX 0.000 0.000 M.O0 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SO FT (RZT76A) R MSFC478 LJRCELTA ORBITER BSWIEIOVIYJ2X 0.000 -0.000 13.000 0.00 REFL 82i.2004 INCHES 
(RZ761S) 0 MSFC47? NR DELTA fS7ITER BS5IEZOVIZJPX 0.000 -30.000 i.300 0.000 REFS 1422.804V INCHES 
cR276(ZA) U SFC48 IR DELTA OEBITER SSW IEIOVItJZX -30.000- 30.000 0.000 0.oo XNRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YfRF OO000 INCHES
 
ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES 

















LLI -. 05 
z 
$ 43 5 to 15 2D es 30 35 40 -45 50 55 60 65ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET sym CONFICURATIC04 CESCR:FTICV ELVATR AILRCH RUDDER RUDFLR .REFERENCE INFCVHATI0" 
(RZ756S} 0 MSFC478 Hr DELTA ORITER SWTEIUV17JZX 0.000 0.010 0.000.D. ODD0 REFS 5084.0040 SQ FT 
(RZ76JA) ZI SFC478 NIZDELTA CBITER 65WITE1DVlJEjX 0.000 -20.000 0.000 0.000 rEFL 821.2004 INCHES 
(RZ76151 a 14SFC478 UR DELTA ORITER 85U17E1VVI7JZX 0.000 -30.000 0.000 0.090 REFS 1422.E4104 INCHES 
(FZ76ZA3 [ MSFC470 NR DELTA CRBITER S5W7E 0V17JZX -30Oau 30.0O0 0.000 - 0.0jo XMRF 1422.5940 INCHES 
-YHRP 0.0900 INCHES
 
ZMRF 130,0004 INCHES 
MACH Z.900 
 SCALE 0,0035 SCALE
 
PAGE I M-­













• ..' 5 .. . . .. l5a .. 15 .. . .0 , 5 '''' 30 ''' 35 ' 40'. 45 . . 56 . . 55 . . E) . . 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYM&C COFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDELR REFERENCE INFORMATrCN 
CR2l56S) Q msFC478 Nr DELTA CROITER BS5WIElOVVlJZX E7.000 0.900 3.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
IRZ70A) a MSrC478 NR DELTA CGITER SSWIIElCV1TJZX 0.000 -20.000 0.000 0.000 REFL 8E1.2004 INCHES 
CR2761s) < MSFC478 Nr DELTA CR ITER SSM7EIVVl7J2X 0,000 -3v.DGU 0.000 0.000 	 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
CRZ76ZA) Lj SFC478 NR DELTA MEITER 65Wl7ElJV17J2X -50.vaa 30.o10 0.001) E3.000 	 XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRF 0.0013 'INCHES 
ZMRP 130.0004 INCHES 














 la is 0 2 JU 35 4U ,4S so 55 60 65 
v 
 ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOjL CONFIGURATICN DESCR!'FTI(:N* ELVATR AILRDH RUDDER RUDFLR(RZ756s) Q NSFC478 NR ORBITER REFERENCE INFORMATIONWDELTA B5W/l7ElUVlJZX 0 000CR7 ,A ) 41 N'-SFC4786 MR DELTA ORBITER SW 7EI0Vl7J2X O -. -0 . 00r 0 {.00D'0 r .0"0DO REFS 6084 .0040 S1.20F}(RZ761S) 0C M FC478 NR CELIA EVSITER BsswlEIDV7J2x U .OUD 2- 00.0 U.DUrr {.Dr U EFB 1 8212 00D4 INCHE SURZ6A MSFC4 769 R CELIA ORBITER SWlEIUVIJ?X 
-30.000 30.000 0.000} XMRF0,000 1422.5040 INCHES 
ZHRP 130.0004 INCHESHACH 11.598 SCALE U0035 SCALE 
PAGE 102 







_ _ _ _d__ 
S 3 
a; 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 Z0 45 50 55 601 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
V. ?A SgETSYMBOL CONFIGURATION VE$C.IPTION 
CR2756SI _ MSFC4 7: NR DVELTA RBITER SWIE1OV17J2X E'LVATR0.000 AILRON011300_,__ RUDDER RUDFLR1_.000{ REFERENCE INFORMATIONREFS 60J84 .0040 S FT 
RZ,60I)
!R27S;'S$ 
L SF478 MR DELTA 



















•(.2762A)[ Lj SFC478 NR CELIA ORBITER B5WlTEIOV17JZX _30.00 30.100 0100{ 0.,130 XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 03.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 15o .U.004 INCHES 
M4ACH 0.899 SCALE 0.,0035 SCALE 
PAGE 103 
DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS
 
.... r r.. . rrrrrrr... .. rrr-rvl- r­
.-- 2.
 
a 5 1 16 so 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 6; 
ANGLE OF A'ITACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA ,SET SYMBOL CCNFIrURATION4 CESCRIFTION ELVATR AILRCN RUDDPER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1R2756s) Q' KSFC476 R DELTA COITER 85Wl7EI0VlJZX 0.)00 ).00 U.000 0.1310 REFS 6084.0040 So FT 
IR27 ' A) Z M4SrC479 NR DELTA ORBITER j35W/7rl0VI7J2X n.00 -0*00.13 {000.00'r O.n REFL 821.2f)94 INCHES 
(RZ761S) <k HSFC476 MR DELTA ORBITER B5.417E1DVlTJZX 0.900 -30.0)00 0.000 0).0110 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 




MACH SCALE E,0035 SCALE
 
PAGE 104 




aorr 5 la-r is--r 2rr jO-54V ra 45 SO 5rGo 6 
I--





DATA SET SYMSMO C rIGUPATICtJ CESCRI FTICN ELVATR AILRC RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFC MATICW 
IRZ756S) MSFC97S NR DELTA M ITER 850IlDV1TJ2X 0.011r 0.1300 0-.Ilo 0.000 REFS 6084 .0041. SQ FT 
(RZ760A) Z2 SFC478 Ng DELTA ORBITER SW7EI0VlTJZX 0.000 -2r00DO 0.009 0.000 Rr.FL $21.,9004 INCHES 
(R Z761S) 5 MSFCATS HR CELIA MBITER S5WITEIDVI7JZY r.000 -30*aua DUVD 0.000 REFS 142;!.004E INCHES 
m.7Z6ZA) U MSFCA78 Nr DELTA CRSITER SW17ITDVZJ -30.000 30.00D 0.000 U.000 XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0 .0000 INCHES 
•ZHRF 130,U004 INCHES 
HAH .99SCALE 0 .0035 SCALE 
PAGE 105 




-- _ - _ 
ED 2 
-3 
o 2 .. . . .. . .. . . 
-15 0 5 in 5 w 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK., ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CAIA SET SYMSC(. CCVFIGVRATICN€ VESCRIPTICN ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFOrHATION 
CRZ7565) CT) MSFC475 NR DELTA ER61TER E65WITElUV17J2X D.0V0 0.0130 0.001 G.0VUD REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
(RZ760A 3 "ZX ,4SFC470 NR DELTA ORBDITER 95Va7EIl0V17J2X 0o000 -20.000 0.1300 0.000O -REFL 82.1.2004 INCHES 
(F.761,S) 0 N4SFC478 NR DELTA ORBIT-R 85Wl7ElUVl?JZX 0.000 -30.000 0.1100 U.000 REFS 1422.804C INCHES 
(92?SZA,3 U ,M5FC479 NR rELTA ORBITER BSWl7ElDVI7JZX -30.00G 3000 0.000 0.1300 *PRp 1422.5040i INCHFS 
Y14RP 0.0000 INCHES 










5 3 S5 a s 25 30 35 40 AS so 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOJL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELVATH AILRON. RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE IN'FORMATION 
0.000 DL001.507565) Q MSFC476 NR DELTA ORBITER SBI7IEl0VIJ2X 0.0 ] .Vo .UOD REFS 6084.01,40 SQ FT 190R760A)tL3 MSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 250J7EIMVMJX 0.{000 -2.000L 0.010 0.0]00 REFL 821 .2D04 INCHES 
(RZ761s) Q MSFC475 MR DELTA ORBITER S,-Wj7Ej0V17J2X 0.000 -30}.000 0.0]00 0.000 REFS 1422.8040] INCHES 
CP2762A)[U MFC470 NR DEL7A ORBITER 65Wtl7EI0VITJZX -50.000 3aJ.000J 0.000 0.060 XMRF 1422.50415 INCHES 
YHRP 0 .(000 INCH4ES 
ZHRP 13JD.UVU4 INCHES5SCALE 0 .35 SCALE 
PAGE 1 07 










; I 5 5 3w 35 401 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBODL CONXFIGURATION DESC'RIPTION 	 ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDELR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
"2756") H57 4SE78NR DELTA (CRS6TER 65W47E1l0YI7J2X 0.000- 0.000D 0.00YJ 0.001 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 2R276'A) Z HIFC, 7S UR DELTA O RBITER D65W 7E1IVTJZX 0.000E -20.000 UD.CLUU .00 REFL SZI.ZVU4 INCHES
 
I 92761S) MSFC478 MR DELTA OfiITER 85WlTElUV:I?JZX 0).6ou _30.000 9].00 0.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES
 [_jZ., MSFC478 MR DELTA ORBITER B5W TEIOV17JZX 

R62 -30.000 30.0 .OUD]U 0.000 	 XMRF 1422.504U INCH s. YMRP 0 .0090 INCHES",", 
ZMRF 13D.o004 INHES 
P CH Z,9 	 SCALE D.XU55 SCALE 
oHACH 2.091
 
DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS
 
I I I •_ _II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I _ _  I I I9 I
6 
4 
5 t0a w A 35 40 45 SO 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATIONJ 
(9 756s) JD HSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 95Wl/IEl0VlJ2X 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.011 ReFs 6084.CD40 SIRFT fFZ?6VA) 8Z SFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 85'ld17EI0VJ?J2X 0.000 -20.000 0.900 0.000 REFL 8ZI.2004 INCHES (RZ;'61S) 0 MSFC47S NR DELTA ORBITER 85Wl7EI93VI7J2X 0.000 -30.0110 0.00D 0.00U REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
IRZ762A*) U[ SFC78 nR DELTA ORBITER B~t417El0VITJ2X -30.000 30.0110 0.000 0].000 XHRP 1422.504U INCHES 
YMRP aJuDDp INCHES 
ZR 130.13004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALEMAC.(H 4.959 
PAGE 109
 















. . . . . •. •. i i• . . . I. . t. . . . .
 
.0 5 o is50 25 35 40 45 5550 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATICNCR27565) Q HSFC47T NR CELTA-cEWITER B5I7El0VI7JEX a.D0 0.000 0.000 V.000 REFSfRZ760A) I.ISFC478 NR DELTA RBITER BSWITEIOVSTJSX 6084.0040 SQ FT (R27615) [] MSFC478 NR 0.003 -20.000 0.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHESDELTA CBITER BSW17EI VITJEX 0.DU0 -30.00U 0.0U0 0.00 REFPLi 1422.8040 INCHES(RZGZA) 4SFC478 NR DELTA CRBITER B5W7?E10V17JZX 
-30.000 30.000 0.000 0.000 XMRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
MACH 0.598 ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 10
 
DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS 










f........ .... ±.... . Ltt. .....
4.LJ.t 4.44... L...- .  ..4..J.. ~ .J...t.L. J...L . .. 4..L.. .L4..-4... t..4..L. 
-0 a 5 10 15 2 25 0 35 41 45 50 55" 61 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 








sMSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOViJZX 
HSFC47 NR DELTA cRaITER SW17E0V17J2X 
MSFC478 Ng DELTA CRBIYER BSWI7E1OVI7JZX 



















































-5 a 5 10] 15 21) 25 30 35 40 45 so 5 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 




C "RATC' VE$CRIFTICMI 
HI S Ma DELTA ORBITER 85W7lEIUV17JZX 
MSFC479 NR D3ELTA, OR131rER J35W17F£1(3VI7J2X 


















REFS 60$4.00{40 3 50 FT 
REFL 921.2004 INCHES 
REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
(RZ762.A)E HSFC,978 NR DELTA ORFITER 6E54a7FI0VIJZX -30}.000 50.,000 13*000 0.000 XMRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YRZ.RP 0).0000120.0004 INCHESINCHES 
1FA ACG C.03 SCALE 0L.00D5 SCALE 
PAGE l112 








a 5 10 I 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COtFIGURATIc* DESCRIFTIOct ELVATR AILRC* RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFONATION 
"Z?'E56 5 l H5F5C478 HR DELTA cRB&(ER 65141E10V17JZX 0.000 O.000 0.000 0.UU REFS 6084.0040 SG FT 
CR2T60A1 1 ISFC475 DELTA ORI6TER 65W1?EIOVIJ2X -0.000 0.D00 821.200476NR 0.000 0.000 REFL INCHES 
IRZ765) NSFC478 HR DELTA ORITER n55W7EViTJZX 0.000 -30.ao0 0.000 0.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
( Z76ZA) J 4RSFC476 NR DELTA ORBITER 65W17E10V1?JZX -30.000 30.0U0 0.f000u 0.000 XMRP 1422.5U4 INCHES 
YMRF 0.000 INCHES 
ZmRF 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 113
 




















-5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET 5YMBO.L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI*J ELVATR AILRCOI RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFRMATION 
(A2756S) 0 HSF478 NR DELTA ORBITER 85W7E10VlJ2X 9.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 REFS 6084.0040 SO FT 
(R2760A1 fl MSFC478 NR DELTA cRBITER BSLJ7EX6VI7JZX 0.000 -20.00a 0.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
(RZ76S) 0 SFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 55W7E10V17J2X 0.000 -30.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
(R2762A) HSFC4I8 NR DELTA ORBITER BSI/L7EIOVI7JZX -30.000 30.000 0.000 0.000 XMRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
Y1RF 0.00{3 INCHES 
ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES 

















____ ___ ___ 
-0.6 5 0 5 10 is 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CATA SET SY$S.X C04FIGURATICN DCSCRI'TICR ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RZ7S6ES 0 HSF7TS NR DVELTA CRITER B5IJ7EIOVI7JZX 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 61084. 0040 SQ FT 
(;R7OA N$FC478 NR DELTA OBITER 0514?EIOV1?J2X 0.000 -20.000 0.900 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
1i6261S) 0 MSFC478 NR DELTA MIJTER 85 7E20VITJ2X 0.000 -30.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
(R62A) U MSFC478 NR DELTA aSITER BSI417EIOV17J2X _30.000 30.000 0.0o0 1.000 XMRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRF 130.0094 INCHES 





DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS
 











14 60 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET symSOt CONJFIGUREATION DESCrI'TICXI ELVATK AILROJ RUDDER VFLR REFERENCE INFRM~ATION4 
CE27565, ) Q SFC478 NE DELTA ORBITER 051411E10V17J2X 0.000 0.1100 0.000j 5.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
A L(Z NE DELTA ME1ThR BSWI0VIJZX o.000 -Z0.000, 0.000 0.000 REML 822.2004 INCHESI nsFccTO 
CR27615) 8 ASFC478 NR DELTA ORITER 8511E10V17J2X 0.1010 -30.010 0r.000 U.000 REFS 1422.8r40 INCHES 
(92162A) [ SFrCt7$ NR DELIA ORBITER B5WIVEIOqVI7J2X -30.00LJ 39.05r, 0.690 0.000 XNRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
Z-4F 130.0004 INCHES 
ANGL.F9 A ASCALE 0.0"35 SCALEP AG 2 .iNe 
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01.2 	 ____ 
5 0 5 10 15 2f 25 30 35 40 45 50 	 55 60 65
 
,ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMSO'. C. NFIGURATION DESCrIFTIC ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORNATION 
(R27561 Q ISFCAZS NR DELTA ORBITER SSW17EIIVI7J2X 0.000 0.00013 0.00ra 13.0003 REFS 6084.0940 SQ FT 
NR ORITER 
RZ7615) HSFC478 NR DELTA ORDITER BSW7E10v17J2X 0.000 -30.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 142?.t84L' INCHES 
C2762A) MSFCZ78 NR CELTA ORBITER S5W117E10V7J2X -30.000 39.000 0.000 0.000 	 XMRr 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRF 130.0004 INCHES 
ACN 4,959 	 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
(EZ76OA) LA 'SFCA7B DELTA S117E10V1?JZX 0.000 -20.000 0.000 0.1U0 	 REFL- 321.2004 INCHES 
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DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS
 










-,1 0 16 20 25 30 35 A0 4 50 55 so 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CAT'A SET SYMSCIL CCNFI&URA.TICN' DESCRIPTIONr FLVATR AILrCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IRZ756S) G) HSFC47S; NR DELTA ORBITER B5W-17E1OVV7J2X 0.000 0.000 0.01 0.090 REFS 6084.00J40 SID FT 
(R27150A) Ll SFC4T75 NR DELTA ORBITE 05147E10V17JX 0.000 -20. 00 0.000 0.00r REFL S2I.2rjD4 INCHES 
(R2761s} 0* NSFC478 N;R DELTA ORSM.2 85W'17E10V17J2X 0.000 -30.000 0.11,0 11.000 REFS 1429 .8040 INCHES 
=R 76ZAJ U nFC470 NR DELTA ORBITER b15M7TEIV17J.X -. 0 39.000 G.000 0.0DO XHRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRF 0 :0030 1NCHES 
ZMRP a3.0004 INCHES 
0 .55S SCALE 0.0_._5 SCALE 
PAGE 11;8 



















-o-- 5 IVJ i5 SO ,25 3U 3 40 4 5U3 55 6U 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMB-OL- CNFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO.N ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENICE INFORMATION 
(RZ755)(fZ760A)C 5HFC4T6 HRHSFC70 NR DELTADELTA ORBITER S5M TElOVI?JZXORBITER DSWI7__lV17J2X 0.0000.000 0I.000L-20.000 O.IU000.000 Oo.UU00.000 REFSREFL 60684.0040821.2004 5Q FTINCHES 
(AZ76SS) M SFC476 NR DE.LTA ORBITER SWl7EIOV17JZX 0.000 -30.,313 0.000 0.000 REFS 142Z.8040 INCHES 
(A2762A) ] MSFC478 Nk 05LTA ORM TER S517El0VlTJZX -30'.000 30.010 U.1300 0.009 XMRP
YHRF 
1422.50411U 0000 INCHESINCHES 
MACH 01899 ZHRFSCALE 130 ,GO0L4U.0035 INCHESSCALE 
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DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS
 













x -. 02w 
-.06
 
-SO 	 11D is5 go 25 $0 35 40 45 513 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK.% ALPHA. DEGREES
 
BATA SE-T SYMBOLt CONFIGURATIO.N {}ESCR!FTIEN 	 ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATIONf)C756s J HSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 65W17E1UV17JZX 0.000 0. BOO U.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
(RZ7611A) MSFC476 MR DELTA ORBITER SSW'%TElE)Vl7JZX 0.00D -2D00 0.000 0.000 REFL $21.2004 INC14ES 
I 92761S) MSFC478 N4RDELTA ORSITEk SW7E10V17J2X 0,000D -3.DU 0.000 0.900D REFS 1422.8040 INCHES (.2T6ZA|[ I U SFC478 MR DELTA RBITER 8S5W.TEIDV1TJX -30.000 39.00J0 U.001;J 0.000 	 XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRP D.UrDo INC14ESZCRi 130 .004 INCHES
 































- 5 10 15 z 5 0 55 40 45 50 55 SET 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
,DATALSET SYMBO'L CONtFIGURATION. DESCRIPTION ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
tRZT5S5) H,FC478 NR DEFLTA ORBITER B5W17IE1OV17IJ2X 0.0ou 0.000 0.0 0 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
(82760A) Z ,9SFC478- NR DELTA ORBITER 85wI7EI0V17JZX 0.000 -20.0003 0.000 0.000 REFL 821 .2004 INCHES 
(pz76.S ) HSFC478 NR DELTA ORD11T . 85W17EIVI7J2X 0.01311 -311.000 0.000L 0.(XOD REFB 1422.8L040 INCHES 
(.RZ76ZA) [ MSFC4€78 UR D.ELTA ORBITER BSW17EIOIV17JZX -503.000D 30.000} .rouf 0.000D XMRP 14ZZ.504E) INCHES 











DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS
 








.042LiU _ _ 
U 
m 




___ ___ ___ 
-. 08 
_ _ _ 
. . J. . . . .. . . . .. ... 4 .. k. .. . . . ... .. .. .. . . 
-. 20 . . ... 1 . 
-5 a 5 1ll 15 25 SO 55 40 45 SO 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL C-#4FILIURATI*4 vESCRIFTIra ELVATR AILRcN RUDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IR27565) 0 HsFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER BSWI7Et0VI7JX 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.00D REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT (RT6A) LA mSrC4lB NR DELTA RBITER S5Wl7EL0VI7JX 0.000 -20.000 0.000 0.000 RFFL 821.2004 INCHES 
R27615) I9SFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER S5W17E 0V17J2X 0.000) -30.000 0.1100 0.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES (R2762A) flSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIO3V17JZX -30.000 30.000 0.000 0.00 XMRF 1422.504t INCHES 
YHRF 0.0000 INCHES 














Li. .00 	 __x .02 
-JLiJ 
-. 08 • 
-5 a 5 10 153 25 35 46 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYHB.L CONFI&URATIaN DESCRIFTICN ELVATR AXLRaN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE IdFORATICN 
CR27565) M HR DELTA 8CX8TER BSW7EIOV17J2X 0.0Uo 0.000 REFS SO FTNSFC478 0.000 0.OUO 6084.0040 
(R2780A) a M sc4 NR DELTA CAITER SSW 7E1OVI7J2X 0.000 -20.001 0.000 0.000 REFL 221.2004 INCHES 
IRZ2761S) 0 HSFC47 NR DELTA OR ITER B5WXEI0V11J2X 0.000 -30.000 0.000 0.000 	 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
CRZZOZA) [J HFC478.NR DELTA CR6ITER 85W17E1V1J2r -30.000 30.000 0.000 0.000 	 XNRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 





























5 10 15 m 25 30 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBO. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICN ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR 
MSFC4?8 MR DELTA '9BITER S5W1?E10VI7J2X 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0601 
MRSFC47$ HR DELTA ORBITER S5WIEIT J2OVIJX 0.000 -20.000 O.060 V.000 0 MSFC47O NR DELTA ORBITER 85WlEI0V1?JX 0.000 -30.000 0.000 0.000 
U HSFC4783 NR DELTA ORBITER BSWIEIOVI7J2X -30.000 3!.000 0.000 0.000 
MACH Z.990 
50 55 60 65 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 6084.0040 S FT 
REFL I SZ2.2004 INCHES 
REFB 1422.6040 INCHES 
NXmRF 1422.5040 INCHES YMRF 0.0000 INCHESZMRF 130.0004 'INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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0 .0U- .01 . . . 





-. 06 I 
0 5 113 15 ?a Z5 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBc,. CcNFIGURAT.Z DESCRIFTION ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IRZ75693 Q HSFCA7S NR DELTA ORBITER O5W1EIOVIJ2X- 0.0130 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.04 SQ FT
(RZ7EA) a $SFC47 NR DELTA OBITER S5WI7EIOVI7J2X 0.0003 -20.000 9.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES

IR276IS) !D $SFC47B NR DELTA ORBITER S5Mf7El0Vi7J2X 0.000 -30. 000 0.000 0.000 REFB 142.8040 INCHES
 (2E7ZA) IJ HSFC47 NR DELTA ORBITER 35W17ElCVI7J2Y -30.000 30.000 0.000 0.000 XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES
YNRF 0.000 INCHES 
ZNRF 130.00U4 INCHES 




DELTA WING ORBITER-	AILERON EFFECTS
 
rr-rr i -r-rr-r -rrrr rr iri-jrmn 
.08 ____ ______' 
*io -,-r-r-r-	 -1--1--r- irrrri -rrrr -rrr-r- rrrr i T 
.04 















<u -. 0812_ _ _ _
 
40_ 45_ _5_ _ _ 5 6[_o -.04 5 0 1 2 D 3 

'-.12 	 __6_
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFCRATION 
C6756S ) SFC478 NR ELTA (G ITE B W 1TE JO3 0 .0003 OX E0 0 6084 S O FT 
C ,TA SET SYMSC- COFIUATIr-NDSCR! PTICN 
V17JE 0 .00 0 .00D REFS .040 
1 7 I EV 1J J X V. 0 0 1) - 2 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 r6 0. 0 0 0 REF L $ 2 1 .900 4 IN C HE S( 6276 A ) HSFC 4 7T8 HE DE LTA O RS MR 13S W
M; -3 0 .00C .00 .130 01 REF S 14 2.840 INCHES( 2761S) ISFC-78 N4R DELTA ORBITER 85WlTE1 V lTJ X DA 
-3 . 3 0. 0 .000 .0 0 R F 2 .50 4 0 INCH ES00D 000 r3 03 	 X 14 
YNRP 0.00US " INCHES 




.59R 	 ANLCH ACALE A.LP A35 
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< -. 16_ 	 _ _ _ _ _ 
-.14
 
-5 	 15 go 25 0 35 40 45 50 55 603 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA ET SyH~rL- C01FICURATIO1 DUESCRIPF~r 	 ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATICON 
C.D.7565) Q M.SFC476 NR DELTA RBITER S5WlE.IOVl7J2X 0.000J 0.000./ 0.003 V00031 	 REFS 6084,004U, SQ FT 
(SZ760fA) a HSFC478 NR DELIfA ORBITER B5Wl7El0VI7J2X 0.000 -20.00( 9.00i U.000 	 RFFL 821°E2{]4 INCHES 
(52761s) MSFC478 NR DELIA GORITER S4Wl7ElV17JZX 0,000} -30.000 0.000 0.000{ 	 REFS 1422,60-4{] INCHES 
C ,W'GZA. 8I" SFC.470 UR DELIA CORITER 55W7EJV1TJZX -30.005 30.005 0.L090 0.00{0 	 XpRil l422°040 INCHES 
yHRF 0°,00EO INCHES 
ZMRP 130.000t.4 INCHES 














-a 	 5 A 25 5 40 45 _ _ 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DAT'A SET SYMBOL. CNFICURATION DESCRIPTION4 	 ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 B0756!; M'HFC475 MR CELIA RBMTR i35WC7ElV7JX 0.000I 0.060 0.roD 0.0130 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
IMB'.,±} H 'R DELTA ORBITER S5WTEIVV17JZX r.00]0 0.000 C].BUU REF4 621 .ZVU4 INCHES,(:7 	 -20.000 
(BE761$} MSFC.478 NR DELTA ORBITER S5WI7JE1OV17JZ!X 0.0]00 -3!1oulr 0.00O 6.000 	 REFS 142Z.8040 INCHES 
JBZ762A}[ U SF'C479 NR DELTA ORBITER BS17ElCV1TJ2X -3a.0130 30.00'r 0.000 rl.rcl 	 XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP O .IVOVI INCHES 
ZmRr 1303.90VU4 INCHES 
SCALE D.0D35 SCALE
HA CH 1 .503 
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DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS
 
* o -rl-r- rrtt -1--,-- -r-r- r-rrr -rrrr -rrrl rrr-r rri-r -rrrr -rrrr -rrrr -rr-r- ­







(2 -.04 _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _i-) 
.0 





-"-00 15 20 2;' 3;' 35 Z' 4;' 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
EATA SE.TSYMBOJL CCOFICURATION DESCRIPTION ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CB27565) C) MSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER SW17E10V17J2X 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
(02760,A) Z SFC478 NR DELTA ORJBITER 0.000 0,000 REFL .821.2UU4 INCHESLl PTlEIOV17J2X -20.000 0.000 
ISZ76s3) 0 mrFC-.7a NR DELTA RBITER SW7EIOV17JZX 0.000 -30.0100 O.U00 0.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
CEZ76ZAJ U 14SFC479 NR DELTA O'RBITER SW17E1(JV17jX -30.000 30.000 0.000 0.000 XMRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRF UODO INCHES 
ZMRF 130.01304 INCHES 
H H .1gSCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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DELTA WING. ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS
 
































- 5 . 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOJL CONFIGURATIc DSCRIPFTION ELVATR AILRCI RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(82156s) 0 HSFCA78 NR DELTA M8ITER BS5L4EI{)VLTJ2X 01.00 0.0001 0.000 10.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT
 
(BZZEOA) S C 78 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOV17J2X 0.000 -2{.000 0.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
(5Z751) MSFC4I7 HR DELTA R.BITER S5WIIYElDVZTJZX 0.000 -30.0or 0.000 0.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 











DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS
 







Z10 	 is 3D 5 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA S.ET SYMSM.O CONFIGURATgIONJ DESCrIFTION 	 ELVATR AILRO]N RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CB?756S) )MSFC.78 NR DELTA ORBITER SW7EIOV17JZX 0).0110D 0.000p 0. 90 0.000} REFS 6084.00O40 SO FT 
62Z760'A) 2 MSFC478 ME DELTA ORBITER SWITE.10VI7JZX 0.000 -20.000 aDoo 0.0OD0 REEL 821 .2004 INCHES 
5? 7615) Ct HSFC4TB-NR DELTA ORSItTEE BSW17EIUV1TJRX 0.1300 -311.00C 01000 0.000 REFS 1422.$0}40 INCHES 
ISZ762A) UI- H$FC470 NA CELIA ORBITER BS5M7E10V17J2X -30.00{0 30.000} 0.1300 0.0030 	 XMRF 1422.50}40 INCHES 
YNARF D .R0O INCHES 
ZNRP 15U0004 INCHES 
AH °93SCALE 	 0.0035 SCALE 
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--5 a 5 10 16 OD 25 30 35 41) 4 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
VAU SET SYMSX4 CON;FIGURATION ESCRIPTON ELVATR AILRCN RUBBER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(SZ756S) MSHFC978 NR DELTA ORBITER S5W7ElGVI7JEX -0.1100 0.000 0.000 9.0 0 REFS 6084.0049 SQ FT 
(EZ76VA; MSFC478 NA CELIA ORBITER SSW 7El9VlTJZX 0.000 -21l.rou 00o 0.000 REFL 821 ,2U04 INCHES 
(5Z7615) MSFC478 UR DELTA ORBITEF S5W7EtOVV7J2X 0.000 -30.000 0.00 0.0C9 REFS 1422.8C40 INCHES 
IRZ76ZA) [U 14FC478 NR DETA ORBITER 65W7E00V7TJ2Y -50.000 30.00 0.000 0.000 XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHESZMR- 130.0004 INCHES 
. ACH 2.999 - SCALE 0.0085 SCALE 
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0 5 1o 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 






SYMECL. CONFIGURATICN DESCRIFTICt 
HSFC478 NR DELTA CRSITER 851417EI0V17JX 
MSFC476 NR DELTA CKSITER 6S547E10V17JX 
4SrC47B NR DELTA ORBITER BSIClOVIJ2X 
























REFS 6084.040 SQ FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFE 1422.8040. INCHES 
XNRF 1422.5040' INCHES 
YMRF 0.000o INCHES 
ZNRF 130.0D04 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS
 
















0.2 ___ ______ ______ 
10.0 ___ ___ 
0 5 10 15 20 z5 au 35 40 45 5b 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYHt FcI*I JRATIO- DE$CRtFTI - ELVATR AILRON RUDDER IUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(8Z7565) 0 HSFC47 NN DELTA ORBITER 851417E1V17J2X 0.0100 0.000 0.0100 0.00 REFS 6084.0040 50 FT 
(SZ76A) £ NSFC47 HR DELTA ORBITER 05iJ1EI1VIJ2X 0.000 -20.000 0.000 0.000 REEL 821.2004 INCHES 
(8s7615) t HSFC47B Na DELTA CRSITE& S5Wn7E10V17J2X 0.000 -30.1000 0.000 0.000 REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
tt276EA) U MSFC47tS NR DELTA ORSITER BSLJI7EIOVI7JZX -30.000 30.000 0.0 0.000 XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRF 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 . SCALEHACH 0.59$ 
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II is5 21.) 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMPO CONFIGURATION VESCPIFTIEV ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(8273653 G) HSFC476 NR DELTA OROITER 65Wl7El0V17J2X 0.000 0.000 0.00' 0.090 REFS 61384.0040 $Q FT 
i z7WA) NSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER B35WlEIOV17JZX C.000 _20.009 0.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
(627615) MSFC478 MR DELTA ORBITER SV7EI0VI7JZX 0.000 -311.000 D.U00 OX0 REMB 1422.8040 INCHES 
(3276ZA)[U SFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 55SA7El0VIJZX _30.000 30.0011 0.000 0.11or XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRF 0,0000 INCHES 
ZMRF 130,0004 INCHES 
MACH 0.891, SCALE VUU35 SCALE 
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DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS
 
2.2 
- - I 	 I .
 
. I I . 1- 1 1 1 
. . . . .-. . .
 . . . .-. .














-0.2~~~ . . 
. . 
-25 a 5 10 is 2v 25 30 5 4 45 50 55 , 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SymEF.,L CCO'FIGURATIC-U' CESCRIFTICt' ELVATR AILR.'N' RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFOEHATI(Wf
 
(6Z7565) 5 NR CROITER 85W IE17IJ2X 0.000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.00{40] Q FT
HFC,76 CELIA 
I 12760A) / 145FC478 NR DELTA CRSITEr S5Wl47El0V1J2X 0.000 -20.000 0.000 0.000 REFL 821 .2004 INCHES 
,BZ761s) NSFC478 NR D.ELTA OR"ITER S5E?01Vl7J2X 0,0013 -30.000 01000 0.0110 	 REFS 1422.8041,1 INCHES 
IEZ276ZAJ[U MSFC,7B HREDELTA COZITER S5Wl7ElUV17J2X -3{}.6{) 30.000 o'cDlo 0.000 	 XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.11000 INCHES 
ZHRF 130.0004 114CHES 
HA.CH 1.003 SCALE 	 U.UU355 SCALE 
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- E. 5 10 15 g 25 30 55 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 




















































ZMRF 130.0004 INCHES 
-ACH 1.299 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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-025 a 5 10, 15 ai s 2; 6 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SCETSYMBOL. COflFIGLIRATIOtJ DESCR~IPTION ~ ELVATh AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFQ*J4ATIaJCS2756S) MlSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 85W17E10VI742X 0.000 0.000 0.000 13.010r REFS 60a4 .0040 SO FT (Z2701A) J 3 SFC47S NR DELTA ORBI1TER 85W17E16V17i2X 6.000 -20.000 0.1300 03.000 REFL 821.9!004 INCHESc6zr61s) 0 4SrC47s HR DELTA ORBITER SSWU7EIOVXTJ2X 0.000 -30.000 0.0001 0.U00 REFS 1422.804C. INCHESCBEZA) LI SFC47S NR DELTA CfSIIER 85tflE16V17J2X -30.000 30.000 0.000 0.000 tURF 1422.904V INCHESY4RF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRF 130.=304 INCHES 
HSCALE .0035 SCALE 
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DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS 
2.2~ ' J .. 
J ,, 














ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SETSYADC C00FIGURATICN DESORIPTION ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 





SFC478 MR DELTA ORBITER SW7ElUVl7J2X 















(9 7621}, MSFCAS Ng DELTA ORBITER 95S 7EI0V1TJ2X -30.000 30.000 OUDvO ,ug XMRF 142V,504V INCHES 
YMRF 0.0030 INCHES 
ZMRF 130.0004 INCHES 
MACH 1.963 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS
 

























. . .__ . . . . . . . . .
 
-0.0 
0 5 U 2D 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 








MSFC478 NR DELTA CRBITER 651417E10Vl7JZX 
MSFC478 NR DELTA CrOITER B5W17El0V17J2X 
ssFC478 NR DELTA CRSITER MW17E10V17J2X 





















YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRF 130.0004 INCHES 
ACH Z.990 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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1'.2 a_1___ 35 40 45 511 5 6"_ 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMSA CEtFIGURATIN DEEIFTICN ELVATR AILRCN" RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATIC 
(E 27565) 
(0 760A) 
MSFC478 tURDELTA ORBITE 



















PSFCA78 Nr DELTA CROITER 












XMRF 1422.5040Y MR3 1.00009 
INCHES 
INCHESINCH S 
U ZMRFSCALE 13V,UUE140.35 INCHESSCALE 
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DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS
 
.02 ­













-. 09 _ 
0 5 10 15 w 25 30 35 40 45 5 5 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 







dMSFCA78 NR DELTA ORBITER BSW17EIOVI7JEX 
"'SFCAS NR DELTA ORBITER 05W17E10V17J2X 
14SFC478 nR DELTA ORB.TER B5W7EIr0VI7JZX 
































ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES 
I.AC. 0.598 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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-.D5 a 5 lo 15 20 25 w as 40 45 so 59 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBO COFIMURATICH DESCRIFTIC0 ELVATR AILRCN RUDMER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
(rZ7565) M SFC4?6 UR DELTA CESITFR SWlEI0V17JZX 0.0011 0XI. 0.000' 0.0013 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
(92760A) ZSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER S5W?ElVVI7JRX 0,XV0 -20.000 0.000 0,000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 












































-.--5 la1 15 20 25 30/ 35 40 45 so 55 so 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK., ALPHA, DEGREES
 
D,4T' SET SYMBOrL CC;NFIGURATI 'N CESCRIPTICN ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RVDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATIQV 
IR2756S) C) MSFC478 NR DELTA CQSMR BSW7IEjrV17JRX 0t.000 0.0Jo 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SO FT 
CR27W A)7 Ll SFC478 NR DELTA CAVITER D5W-l7El0VI7J2X 0 .000} -20.°300 0.000 0.000 REEL $21.2004 INCHES 
(RZ76151 0 MSFC478 NR DELTA CRBITE-- 85 7EILVIT7J2X 0.000 -30o000 0.OOo 0.000 REED 1422.8040 INCHES 
cR2762A.) U{ 1SFC47-8 NR DPELTA MRITER 85W7.EjVV177X!X -30.1300 311.000 0.000 0.000 XNRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0010 INCHES 
ZMRP 13U.XVD4 INCHES 
. C 1. SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
1.603 PACE 
DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS 
.04 -.-­i. n- rr .l- , rrrr 
.00 
rrrr -r-r -rrr .-..r,- rrt .­ ,i-








I) la is 25 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 so 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYAB CONFIGURATION DESLRZFTJC ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE, INFORMATION 
ERZ7365) MSFC478 MR DELTA ORBITER 55WI7EIUV17JX 0.000 ,00 0.0rD REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT0.13 )Fo 
IR2700A) USFC'78 MR CELIA ORBITER SSW17E1DVlJZX 0.000 -20.000 0.000 0.000 REFL 821.201" INCHES ItZ7615) HSFC478 MR DELTA CRIT- BSWJM17JTJ 0.000 -30.100 0.000 O.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
fR276ZA)[ HSFC478 MR DELTA OBITER 05WllEIVJ7J2X -30.000 30°100u 0.000 0.000 XHRF 1422.5040 INCHES 






_ _ _ 




















-. 5 0 15 20 gs 30 5 40 ,45 50 55 6D] 65 








HSrC478 OR DELTA OBITER 65W4TEI0)VX7JZX
MSFC478 MR DELTA ORBITER 05w17E10VI7J2X 
HSFC478 OR DELTA ORBITER B5IVW7EIV17JZX 






















REFS 6084.040 SQ FT 
REFL 821 .2004 INCHES 
REED 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRF 0.0030 INCHES 
ZNRP 130.0004 INCHES 
HACK 1.458 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS
 










-. 0 ~ ­
0 to Is1 20 25 30 35 40 4 50 5 	 60 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYI(DC4 CC*IFIOURATICSJ DESCRPrTftt ELYATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFOI*IATION
 
192756$) G) MSFCA7B Nn DELTA cR8ZTER B0WiTElVIJ2X 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0100 REFS 6084.0040 SO FT
 (R2760A) Ll $39C4?S'NR DELTA CROZIER BSWITEIUVIJZX 0.000 -20.000 0.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
( r276I3 1 0 :IS5CAIS NR DELTA CfSiBTLR B5WIFEIUV17ZX ANGLEOFAPAGE-30.000 0.000 0.000 1422.8040 1GR470.000 ^T^CK REF1S INCHES 
IRZ16ZA) jJ 1459CCl N8RDELTA CITOITeR DowiTEioflTZX -30.000 30.000 0.000 0.000 	 XNIRW I4ZZ.U040 rsncsC 
yldRr 0.01,00 INCHES 
ZNJW :30.0004 INCHES 
0.0035 SCALEMACH 965SCALE 
-PAGE 	 14 
DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS
 











___ ___ ___ 
-. 09 
-105 0 10 15 BE 25 30 35 40 45 5 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL C@JFIGURATIC DESCRIPTION ELVATR AILRCt RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFcRNATIOC 
CR27560) C H5FC470 NR DELTA ORBITER BSWZEIOQVTJZX 0.000 0.000 0.0jo 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT (R276 AJ 8 4SFC478 MR DELTA ORBITER BSW7EIOV17JZX 0.000 -Zo.00 0.000 0.00 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
CR27615) 0 SFC478 HR DELTA CRBIT R B5IAZELOVXJ4X 0.000 -30.0100 0,000 0.00O REFB 1422.80340 INCHES (FZ762A) I SFC478 HR DELTA ORBITER SSWIYEIOVITJ2X -30.000 30.000 0.000 0.00E XHR? 1422.5U40 INCHES 
YNRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRF 130.004 INCHES 





DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS
 
l-,, -rl-l-- 1 -rrrr
* 04 r,, nr-- -- r--r -,----rr -r- -,-l,--n- irr Nl fl-tr , lr -rI-,- -ll 















-. 0 5V, IV is5 2 25 30 35 40 45 5 55 '60 r5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL. CFIGUMATICIN, DESCrIrTICN ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFCRHATICN 
I RZ756S) QJ SFC476 NR CELIA ORBITER 8S5WlElUV7JZX 0.000 0.0D .00 OXEI 6084.0040' SQ FT.00 REFS (RZ760A)ZJA SFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 85W7E1UVITJ2 0.000 -20.000 0.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES (RZT61S) 0 HSrC47S NR DELTA ORBITER SW7ElDV1?J2X 01.000 -50.0va0 .000 0.000. REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 


















ANGLE OF ArTACK.{ ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMPF'..L ON,FIWATZIN DESCRIPTIM,' ELVATR AILRC.N, RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFCRMATION 
leRZleS) C-) H5FC476 NR DEL.TA CROZIER D5El0EIVl7JZ9 0.000D 0.000 (3.0a 0.000 R15FS 6084.0040 SO FT 
(RZ7T5A} IS msc47a Ng DELTA ORBITER B5El[)V17JZX 0.000 -Ea.ooU 0).00r 0.000 RMF $21.2004 INCHES 
IRZ761S, 0" MSFC478 NR DELTA OR{BITER 85&tI7ElVl7JZX 0.000D -30.013D 0.O00 0.010 REFE 1422.8040 INCHES 
(r.2762-) U RFC478 NA CELIA CRSITER BEt4 TEIGV17JZX -30D0011 30.00 0.900 0 DOD XR 1422!.5040 INCHES 
YMRp UUUUO0 INCHES
Z-R. 130.?004 INCHES 
HACH 059b SCALE 0*0035 SCALE 
PAGE 150 














'45 0 10 ts1 20 25 30 35 49 45 50 55 Go 65 
ANGLE OF' ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYNBC'..' CONFIGURATIlDN ESCRIPTICN ELVATR AILRC l RUDDER FUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IR27565) Q 
IRF761A} ZI . 
(RZ7&IS) 0 
(PZ762A) U 
MSFC478 HR DELTA ORBITER S5BEl0IVI7J2X 
SFC47a Ng DELTA OROITCR B5WLTEIV17J2X 
HSFC475 NR GELTA C)RITE D5WIEI V1I7JZX 

























YMRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 130:0004 INCHES 
H H o69SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 151 
DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS
 
.U • n rn m i ri* ri l rni r ,T,.i•, err ..r •ree 
.07 -- r j 














a 5 10 15 2D 25; so 35 40 45 60 55 6t) 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA -STSYMB CL CON..FIGURATION, OESCR:FTICON ELVATR AILRON' RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
HC78 FT 
(9z,60A)7I N1FC47 IR DELTA ORBITER 050?IEIOVITJZX 0.O30O -20.111O 0.0or= O.110 REFL SZ1.2004 INCHES 
CR,7615 ) MSF'C470 NR DELTA ORBITER SSW 7ElOV17JZX 0.000O -30.or 0.000 0.000I REFS 1422.SD0 INCHES 
[ Z76ZA) MSFCA7$ UR DELTA ORBITER 85W417E;E;Vl7JZX -30.000 30o1010 0°D000 0.000 XMRF 1422.50Z.0 INCHES 
R27565' N5F MR DELTA ORBITER BSW17lE7OVlTJ2X 0.000 0].000 0.000 0,.9 REFS 6US4.0040 SQ 
•"YHRP 0 .0000 INCHES 
ZMRF 130.0004 INCHES
 
14EH I.D5SCALE 0.003S5 SCALE
 
PAGE 152 
DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS 
.065__ 









(-I ANL OF ATTACK AP ,DGE 
DATA SET 5yI400L CCNtFIrURATICN VESCRIrTICJ"' 
9R2756S) Q) MSFCd78 NE DE'LTA ORBITER B]5W/IElVlTJ2X
R;ZT6A) a MFC478 Nr DELTA CORITER S5WlI(l{VI7J2X
CR2761S) 0 IASFC478 NR, DELTA ORSITER SSWEI-OV17JZX 













REFS 6084.000( $0 FT 
REFL 821.OPp4 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8540 INCHES 
XMRP 142Z.5040 INCHESY.RF 0 .000 INCHES 


























-. 0 5 5 3 40 __ 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMOO-L C014FIOURATICU~ DESCRIPTION ELVATR A ILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
HSFC478 ORBITER 01000 SO FT(FZ7565) J Nr DELTA B5W17TEI0V1?JZX 0.000 0.0011 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 
(RZ760A) Z SSFC476 MR 09LTA ORB17ER SSElU Vl7j2X 0.000 -20.000o 010ou 0.000 REFL 621.2004 INCHES 
ERZ7615) MS/FC470 UR DELTA ORSITFR D5Wl7TEX0V17JZX 0.000 _30 .000D auu 10000 REFS 14 :Z.604C INCHES 
(RZ762A) U] SFC478 NR DELTA ORITER 85El0~ V1TJ2X -30.000 302.000 ID E0.000 o XMRP 1402.5040 INCHES 
YHRF U. 0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 130..0004 INCHES 
YACH 1.4 8 SCALE O-0035 SCALE
 
PAGE 154 
_ _ __ __ 
_ _ 
DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS
 


























-5 0 5 10 15 go 95 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMIOL CrCCFIGURATICW CESCRIFTION ELVATR RUDDERAILRCN RUDFLR REFERENCE INFCFMATICVCR27565) Q HSFC476 NR DELTA OSITER S5WI7E10VI1J2X 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT(R276OA) LA MSFC47 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W7Et0IV17J2X 0.000 -20.000 0.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHESCR2761S) l HSFCA75 HR DELTA CRBITER 85W7E1V17JZX 0.000 -30.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES(R2762A) j MSFC47B NR -DELTA CRBITER B5WI7EICVI7JZY -50.000 30.000 0.000 0.000 XMRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 130.0004 INCHES 
HACH I.gS SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 155 











I­ff--. 04 _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 
z 
-* .02 __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
-45 5 0 1 5 30 35 4aJ 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET syHDO.t CCHFIGURATICtN DESCRIFTION . ELVATR AILRGN RUDDER RUVFLR REFERENCE INFORMATICVI
 
IR9 75 S ) C:) SFC 4.76 R DELTA CROITER 5 ~ l 7 l V J 2~X "O . cou . 000O .000 ,0 0 0, REFS 60 84 .0 04 0 S O FT
 
(R27CIA) 7 SFC478 14R DELTA
ZS OR0ITER B5Wl75IOVITJZX 0;000 -20.00U 0.000 0,000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
U.COU -30.000 0.000 O I=0 REFB 1422.804F INCHESt2 1SFC478 Nn DELTA CROITER O5W76IV2fJZXIR9761) 5W ICl VITJ2X -30.000- SO]000 00 M OD "C OO r X mRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0009P INCHES 
ZMRF 130.0004 INCHES 
IR76 ZA) [ U SFC 476 NR DELTA CO TER 




DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS
 






z- 2::1 --, AV 











___ ___ ___ ___ 
-, 5 0] 5 10 15 m0 25 30 35 40 45 Sf3 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF AtTTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CATA SET SY.N - CCNFIGURATIC*' DESCRIFTICN ELVATR AILRC4 RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INF RMATIC' 
(R27565) 0 HsFC478 NR DELTA 9RBITER 85147EIOV17JEX O.O 0.0- 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
CF2?VA) HSFC478 HR DELTA CB1TER B,51TEIOVI7JZX 0.000 -20.00 0.000 0.000 REFL 821.204 INCHESC27635 £SFC476 HR DELTA ca1TER B5WIEIOVIJ2X 0.00a -36.060 0.001) 0.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
,Z76ZA) S14SFC478 NR DELTA RB1TER DSWZ7ElOV17J2X -30.000 30.000 0.000 0.00 XNRp 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRF 0.0090 TNCHES 
ZRP 130.0004 INCHES 
MACH 4.9:.9 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 157 
__ __ __ 
_ _ 
___ 








'S -. 04 
Z-- -. O5 
. 
_ _ _ 
_ 
cIm
C U - 5 0 , 5 a 1 2 3 3 0 	 6 5 60 6 
Z -. 036_ 
Ci.0 
CD 
-RZ762A0 5 D O10 15 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SCT SY*MSC4LCONFIURATIONJ CE cR:FTIaJ E'LVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CR27565) U - HSFC47B HR DEL.TA ORSITER BSWI7EIOVIIJ2X 0.000Df 0.000 0.000 " 03.000 REFS 6084.00340 SQ FT
 
CR2TEOA) LI H.SFC4IO HR DELTA E;RBIT'I'E 85W17E10V1?J2X 
 0.l000 -20O.000 0.000 0.000 REFL 821 .2004 INCHESCR27615) ,4$94SFZ HR DELT. OREITER B35W17E10V1732X 0.000 -30.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 1422.2040 INC:HESCRZ752fl [J H5FC4?Sd HR DELTA CRBITER B5WI17EIOVI?JZX -30,000 30.000 0.000 0.000 	 XHRF 1422,5040 INCHES 
ZMRP 130.0004 INCHES 









.01 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 






0 5 6 0 6 5I s 52 30 i s 4 0J 4 5 50A 5
" * 	 l a
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
AILR ON RU DER R U FLR REFERENCE INFOR ATION DTA SET Sy B L CON TI ON ES R PTIZN 	 ELVATRFI GUA 0,D .000 0.30 .1300 REFS 6 0984,00&40SQ FT S) S FCG478 R ELTA OBITE R 0Wl lVlTJX 0.000D(Z756 	
.000{4 INCHES
 
SF 478 NR EL A ORBITER 05laEIVV1JX .1100 -20.000]& 0],000 .000] REFL 821 (RZ ?6A) 	
-30.000 0,.000& 0.000&REF S ,1422.A04D INCHES fKElol$) < HSFC478 NR DELTA OR ITER 05WV/7E%V1J2X 0.0110. 
81EX~TI V1JX -30.013D 30.3 (,LV.000O XU.[&D 1422.6413 INCH S (2762 ) [ SFC 78 NR DELTA RBITER 	 X RP 
YMRP 0 .00130] INCHES 
ZHRP 130.000]4 IMCHESSCALE . 0 ,03 5 SCA LE
 
YACH , 99 
P'AGE 159 


















4 0 4 5 50 5 6 0 6 ­0 2 5 30 3505 I 1-0 1 5 
ANGLE OF AITACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
I NF OR A T I O N E LVA T K A I LR O R UD D ER R U DFLr R E FERENCE SY " X C OFI WA T I O N DE SCR I T I OND A TA ST M. O. .00 0.00 0 REFS 60 4.0040 S OFT1.3 D .000) 4 FC 78 NR DELTA CROTEr S57E LV7J2X 821 .04 INCH S 
mC47 N R ELTA OBITER 05ETE lVJTJZX IN E S 
12756S D.0or .000 REFL.00U -20.000 ( 27 6A) 
.000 .000 REF S 14 2.8040axUoo -3 . 00U5W 7E lVlTJ X
R761$ 1 MSHFC47NR DELTA OBITER .0011 X RF 42 .50 0 INCHES 














OELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS 











-__-_ ____ __ 
C-, 
Z -°-. 036 
I -. 08 . .... 
-J 
- a 5 111 15 1 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 .65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATIC4 VECRI ;TICN ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(R27565) (D MSFC978 OR DELTA CRUITIR ESW17EIUV17JZX U.oUU 0.0100 0.000 U.1101 REFS 6084.13040 SQ FT(RZ761,A) L3 HSVC478 NR DELTA CRBITER B5WI761OV17JZX 0.000 -20°000 0.000 0.000 REFL 821 .2004 INCHESRZ7615} 
 MSFC478 ORE DELTA ORBTER SW7610V1JX 0.000 -30.000 0.0011 0.000 REF5 1422.6040 INCHES(RZT6ZA) [a SFC476 OR DELTA ORBITER SSW17EIDV17JZX -30.000 30.000 U.000 0.000 XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRF 130.0004 INCHES 
MACH 11199 SCALE 0,0035 SCALE 
PAGE 161 























SYH3, L CCHFIGURATZON VESErIFT104N 
MSFC476 NR DELTA CfSITER 65M47ElDVI7J2X/43FC478 NR DELTA CRI1TR S5t76IDVI7JX 
H SFC479 NR CELIA CFR81TER SW176l0VI7JZX 
L MsFC478 UK CELIA CESIT-R S5617El17J2X 






















REFS 61384.GG40 SQ FT 
REFL MR.200D4 INCHES 
REFS3 1422.60340 INCHES 
XMRF 1422.51341 INCHESYzRP _0000 INCHES 
ZmRP 130.00034 INCHES 
SCALE 3.035 SCALE 
PAGE i 62 
















0  -4 
a 5 10 Is 20 . 25 50 55 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBO. C0FICURATIO- DESCRIPTION lLVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUVFLR REFERENCE INFOrHATION
 
(RZ756S) MSFC478 MR CELTA SRBITER 65Wl7E10V17JZX 0.000 U.0o{] 0.000 0.000 REFS 5084.0040 SQ FT
 (R276SA) HXFC478 NR DELTA RBITER B5WI7EIOV17JZX 0.000 -20.000 03.000 0.000 REFL 801.2004 INCHES 
(R7615) MSFrC47? NR CELTA ORBITER BSWJ7E1V1?J2X 0.000 -30.00a 0.000 0.000 REES 14U.8040 INCHES 
(Xa?6A) Ui SFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOVITJZX -30.000 3.009 0.000 0.00D XNRF 1422.5134U .INCHES 


















-" -. 03 
z 
_ .....
.L .__. .__.__.__.__.__. .. L.51 
I-3 
" 5 a 5 10 is 25 30 40 45 50 5 5 so 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DA TA SET SYMBO-L CC14FIGURATICN D6SCRIPTION ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATIONJ
 
R DELTA 83 REFS
(R16) MHFC7 OR131TER 751VOV1TJZX 0.000 0XV0I .oxav 0.0300 600A.03040 SO FT 
"275?6" ) MFE4 78 NRC T BTR8 1EOIJX0.000 -20.000 13.000 9.000 REFL 821 .2004 INCHES 
tR2761$3 MSFC476 NR DELTA ORBITER 85W4 TElOVl7JZX 0.0003 -30.0003 0.000 0.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
nrZ6z, ) 145FC470 NR DEL.TA ORBITER 95MZTElDVl7J2X -3u.0003 30.000, 0 .000I 0.OD XMRF 142R.5040 INCHES 
YMRF U.UODU INCHES 
EMRP 130.0004 INCHES 




DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS
 
>-
- m ,, r r 









-,3 } 5 10 15 20 25 aa 35 40} 45 "50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DPATASET SYMBO CON FIGURATION rESCRL' TIO'-, ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMNATIONR71651 SFC478 OR__BITER 65Wl7_VlJZX 0.000 .00,0 O _ 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
(RZ60 I Z .5FC47: MR DELTA ORITR .O _~4lIVl20).0B00 00 O00RF ~ 6 INCHES
- .760s) SFC478 NX DELTA ORBITER S?El0Vl7J2X 0.00 _ -31.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 1422.Sq4D_ INCHES 
JRZ 76Z , [ MSFC476 NR CE'LIA CORBITER 85 , lelOV17JX -30.000 301[30 0.000D U.O000 XMRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRF 0 .0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 130.0004 INCHES 
HAH ,59SCALE O .0635 SCALE 
PAGE IG5 
DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS
 











VPITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLI
 
OATh SE' FC ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCESYMBC. F1GURATION CESCPIPTIC4 INFCRHATICN 
CR2753 Q m nn DELTA cRBITER 85W.7E10V17J2X 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00a REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT
 
(R276A)I,7,0017 NR CELTA OITER B5IJE10VLJZX 0.600 -20.000 0.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES
 
(RZE7S 8 145FC417 HR CDELTA C-RSITR 8507EDV7JZX 0.003 -30.009 0.00 000 REF8 14ZZ.804r INCHES
 
(M27S2AI MSFCZ78 NR CELTA RSfITER 0J5Wt7E10V17J2X -30.000 53.000 0.0003 3.00 XNRP 14Z2.5040 INCHES
 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 




PAGE I G& 
DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS 
- 13 _______ ______ _____________________ 









..°,2o I ,L ,5.D05 -- 0-1 .20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 








































(RZ762A; [Lj SFC478) Nr DELTA ORBITER 65W¢7EI:)Vl7JZX _30.00130 30.000) 0.000 0).000) XNRPYLRF 1422.50)400.,000 INCHESINCHES 
ZNRF 130.010D4 INCHES 






















.15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -. 15 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION VESCRITRIcN ELVATR AILRL'N RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RZ756S) Q MSFC478 nR DELTA cOBITER 65WIEIVV17J2X 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00t; REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
1R2760A) B 4SFC47 NR DELTA CRBITER ESWITE1DVI7J2X 0.000 -20.000 0.0u0 6.001 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
(RZ7615, 0 iSFC472 NA DELTA ORBITER BSW7EIOV±7J2X 0.000 -30.000 0.000 0.000 REFU 1422.$D40 INCHES 
CRZ76ZA) jJ 1SFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 05W17EXOVI7JX -30.000 30.000 0.000 0.000 XHRP 1422.5Q40 INCHES 
YMRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRF 133.0004 INCHES 























0.0 	 . 
-c 	 1 
.0 .05 .00 -2a55.15 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET SYJMOL CC*FIGUrATIC4 DESCRIFTIC*4 	 ELVATR AILRiN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(R27565) Q $SFC478 NR DELTA CRBITER S5W17E10Vl7J2X 0.000 0.000 0.0609 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SO FT 
(92760A) ,45FC478 NR DELTA CC6ITEq 05417EIOV17JZX 0.000 -20.000 0.003 0.000 REFL 821 .9004 INCHES 
(r276iS 0 $SFC478 NR DELTA ,OITEa S5W17E1V17J2X 0.000 -30.001 0.001 0.000 REFS 1422.0041 INCHES 
(gZ7624) $SFC478 NR DELTA CRBITER B5WI7EIOVI7JX -30.000 30.000 0.000 0.010 	 XIRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNR? 0.0000 INCHES 











1 .3 	 _____ _____ 
1.2
 
r Q&__ _1 .0 














0.1 	 _ 
0..0
 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CcFIGURATIJN DESCRIFTION ELVATR AILRcN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFMRnATION 
CR2756s1 0 HsFC47 NR DELTA ORBITER D5WfIt7EV17JZX 0U.L)0 0.000l 0.000 D .0UD REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
(RZ76OA) Zf HSFC475 HR DELTA ORBITER 85I79I0VlTJ2X 0.000 -20.000 0.000 0.000 RFL 821 .2004 INCHES 
CR27613) 0 HSFC478 HR DELTA ORBITER 65W76lE1Vi7J2X o0o00 -30.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 1422.SD40 INCHES 
(ARZGA) 9 45FC470 HR DELTA CRqITER SW79ILVI?J2X -30.000 30.0070 0.0010 0.000 	 XHRF 1422.504. INCHES 
Y1RP 0 .0000 INCHES 






















"-. J ,5.10 .05 .00 -. 05 1.I -.15 -S 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 








HSFCd78 NR 05LTA O.RBITER 
HsFC476 NR 05LTA CC131TER 
b-SFC478 NR 05LTA O.RBITER 





























YmRFZHRF. a U0LR130:0004 INCHESINCHES 
"AtH 1.965 SCALE U).13035 SCALE 
PAGE 171 






















., .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -. 15 -.20
 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET Syns.t CC4FI6URATIaJ CESCRIATICJ ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORNATIC*4 
( Z7565) (D XSFC478 HR DELTA ORBITER B5W1I7.VVITJ2X 0,00 0.0006 0.000 0.000 REFS 6984.0040 SO FT (.27S0A ) 94SFC478 NR DELTA 0BITER SWIYEIOVVJX 0,000 -20.00 0.010 0.60 rEFL 821.2004 INCHES 
(A27S6$S) 9 5SFC478 HR DELTA cRBhTER 050 7E1'JVIJZX 0,060 -30.00)0 0 .D 0.0001 rEF0 1422.8040 INCHES 
(R276A) ISFC478 HR DELTA C.BITER 05W17ElOV17J2X -30.000 30.010 6.000 0.0 0 XmRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 130.0004 INCHES 




DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS
 













0 .25 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBO4 CCFIGURATION DESCRIFTCN ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(R2766S1 ) MSFC4745 NF DELTA CRBITER BSWIEIOVI7JZX 0y.o0 0.01 0.009 0.0103 REFS 6084.0040 SQ 9T 
(R276A) MSFC476 Nr DELTA ORBITER S5WI7EIDVI7J2X 0.000 -2'J.00 0.000 0.00 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
S922761s) H5FC470 NR DELTA CRsITEr SsI4IEIoVIJX 0.1300 -30.,01 0 .000 0 .0OOD REFB 1422.840 INCHES 
IRZ7fZA) [ HSC470 "R DELTA CGOITER B5Wi7CI0WVLJSX -33.000 30.000 U.00i V.00 XmRp 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRF 0.000o INCHES 
ZNRF 130.0 04 INCHES 




DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS
 
14 .. . I I I .. .r, jI 	 "r I . n -jrj --. 1.*..-,ll.1 n.­
1.32 









1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 U.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.6 1.9 1.7 1.8 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
 
DATA SET 5YM CCtFIJRATICJ DESCRIPTION 	 ELVATE AILRf RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORHATI0N 
0
CR27565) HSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER BStJ7EXVVJ2X 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 6 84t0040 SQ FT 
IZ76A) HSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER BSWI7EIOVI7JZX 0.010 -20.000 0.000 0.100 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
AZ7615 ) 1SFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 8SWI7E1OVI7J2X 0.000 -30.000 0.000 0.000 REFE 1422.8040 INCHES 
(RZ7EZA) 1SFC478 NR DELTA OBITER 8507EIOV1MJ2X -3D.000 30.00( 0.090 0.00 	 XNRP 1422.50411 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZIRF 130.0004 INCHES 




DELTA WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS
 
ri-i-,-	 ,-n-i-- ri-Cl i-rii- J
















0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. COF
 
-DATA SET SYMS4 CCFIGIRATICtI DECRIPTICN -	 LVATR AILRCN RUDDER PUDFLR REFERENCE INFORHATION 
(RZ76S) Q H5FC478 HR DELTA CRBITER BSWIIEIOVITJZX D.U0 0.000 . 0.U 0.00 REFS 6US4.0040 SQ FT
 
IRZVlA ) I SFC478 NR DELTA OR11TER 850W1EI0V17JZX 0.000 -20.0001 0.000 0.000 REFL S2 .2004 INCHES
 
'RZ76 5) A
MSFC4TB NR DELTA ORBITER SSW1I7EIDVXTJ2X 0.000 -30.00 0.000 0.000 REFB 14ZZ.8049 INCHES 










DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS

1 .4 1c-t 1-1-rn- i II -rr--I~tjtrrr -I-----I I---Irr, rr--ITn Ir I-t IrrIIrrI I r 
1.3 
_____ 














0. 0_ 25 30' 5 40 45 so 55 60 650.2~~~~~PG ________ ___ 176_ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBO CONFICUATTON 05SCRIFTICN ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RZ756$) MSFC478 MR DELTA OROMR 85Wl7EIOVITJ2X ,o'a 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SO FT 
(R2763S}) msFC4S MR DELTA ORBITER B5WT7ElV1l7J2X 0,300 o.r0m -10.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
(927"s) MSHFC478 MR CELIA ORPITR B5W7ElOVZTJ2X r.000 0.000 -20.000 0.0130 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XMRfw 142Z.5040 INHES 
YmRP 13.000 INCHES 
ZHRF 130.0004 INCHES 




















-0.1 - /__ 
___ 
5 1 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CC$FI0URATI0 CEScRIPTICJ ELVATR AILRW RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORATIaJ 
(R27GS) H NR wBITER 85W?EiDViJ2X 0.0o0 0000 0.010 REFS SQ
CR27635) HSFC478 N! DELTA CRDITER 85W1?E10VIJX 0.000 0.00o0 -10.000 0.000 REFL 821.204 INCHES 
CR27645) 0 HSFC478 NR DELTA CEOXTER 5MElUV17J2X 0.000 0.000 -20 .0 0.000 REF 1422.8040 INCHES 
ISFC4?8 DELTA 0.0110 6084.0040 FT 
XMR- 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRF 0.0000 INCHES 

















. ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
CA.TA SET.,SYMBOL. . ... A.,,-ICNCESCr FTIV ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER 
1R27565) C) MSFC478 NR DELTA CROITER 55W1Il JZX 01000L 0,000 0.000 IR2763S) ZS MSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER SWX7 OVITJ2X aluou 0.6D0 -O,0 
(RZ764S$. 0 H$FC478 NR DELTA CrSITER D5W7SV/7I?J2X 00O, 0{ .O0{0 _R0.0110 






REFS 6084.0040 SO FT 
REFL 821.21304 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHRP 14ZEo5040 INCHESYMR: U:0000 INCHES 
ZHRF 130.404 ICHES 
SCALE 11.{0355 SCALE 
PAGE 178 
DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 



















. . . . ..
 
- 5 5 10 15 2 25 30 35 40 45 5 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK ALPHA. DEGREES
 
C-TT- SET SYPOO- CtAFIGURATICJ CESCRIFTIC-J ELVATR AILRcN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORHATIONl 
07565 0 HSFCC4T& NR DELTA ORBITER 65W47E10V17JX O.000 10.0110 0.000 0.00i REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
CR27635) ISFCA78 "! CELTA ORBITEF DSI7EIOVI7JZX 0.000 0.000 -10.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES (R764SY 0 HSFC4TB HR CELIA CROZTR BSWI7EI0VIJ2X 0.000 0.000 -20.000 0.000 REF5 1422.8040 INCHESXHfP 1422.50140 INCHES
 
YMRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRF 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 








U 0.6 ___ 
I -
U. 
I-i - __ __ __ __ 
-0.1 
"-.5 0 5 to 25 20 25 30 5 40 45 60 5 6; 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DAT{A SET SYMS%'J CCONFIGURATICN CESCRIFTICN ELVATR AILRCNf RUDDER RUrFLR REFERENCE INF(ORMATIC0 
{RAZ7565' 2l MSFC4 78 NR DELTA rCRVITER S5Wi?CIUV17J2X 0.000 0}.000 11.000 0.0003 REFS 6094.0040 SQ FT 
(R27,3517 , FC47" NR DELTA ORITER S5W17El0[VI7J2X Dr{Jcr 0.000 -10],0U0 0.000 REFL 821.0UU4 INCHES 
CF2.7"S) 0 !4SF'C478 MR DELTA rSITER S6S417910V17J2X U,[CU0 0.000 -20f.00iJ 0.000 REFS 1422.SE140 INCHES 
XMRF 1422.5040 INCHES 




















¢J 0.4 6 
F-F
 





- 10 15, 25 30 3S 40 45 it) 55 Go 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, OEGREES
 
DATA SET SYM9CL COMFIGURATICH DESCRIPTION ELVATR AILRa4 RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(R27565) 
CR27655) 






















(RZ7645S) 0 MSFC478 NR DELTA C8BITER B5Wl7EI0V17J2X 0.000 0.000 -20.000 .D00 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XNRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRF 0 0000 INCHES 
ZHRF 5.0004 INClIES 
$CH 1.965 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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.. 0.5 ______ ___ ___ 
LI­




0.2 _____ _ 
0.1 
u 
0 5 In 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 510 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET 5YMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTIOt ELVATR AILRaJ RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
cR2756S)
R2763S) 
C HSFC47B NR 












































__ ___ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ 






0.6 ___ ______ 
-I 
C.) 
0.1 _ 1_ 
0.0 _____ _ 
-025 5 111 s5 5 3 35 4f0 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DoAA ETsymp- COFIGURATION DESCRIFTI ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORHATION 
C127565) C tSFC47 NR CEL BIIER 05Wl7E10V17JX 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SO FT (RZZS3S) 1 1FC478 MR DELTA cBTIER 65W 7E10V1?JZX 0.000 0.000 -10.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
CR2745) 0 MSFC47 NR DELTA O1ITZR BS5W7EIUVI7JZX 0.000 0.000 -20.000 0.000 REFS 1422.804C INCHES 
XhRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
ymRp 0.00o INCHES 
ZNRF 130.0004 INCHESMACH 4.959 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
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DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 
.e : ...... ....I'llI -.. 1, .... . ....11.11...... 1 

















in0 is1 w 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES'
 
DATA SET SyIMS' CCIFIlaRATIa4 VESCRIFTIO4 ELVATR AILRa4 RUDDER RUDFLH REFERENCE INFORMATIOIN 
CR27565) 0 HSFC478 NR DELTA dRBITER BSWITEIOVZJ2X 0.0091 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 s0 FT 
CR2763s? Ll M5FC478 OR DELTA CfiO17ERt 65W1?E10Vi732X 0.000, 0.000 -10.000 0.000 NEFL 821.2004 INCHES (R27645) 0 M45FC47$ NR DELTA CEBITER BSWIE10V1742X 0.000 O.00ff -20.000 0.000 REFS ±4c2.8040 INCHES 
XmRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YN4RP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRF *130.01004 INCHES 
MACH 058SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 184 . 
_____ 











S 0.6 "'__ 
.a0.4 
a .r Id II I l l a a * f l t l l * a e 
015 5 5 0 25. 40 45 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA, SET SYNMSC4 CCEFIGURATICN DESCRIPTIC3 ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RZ7565) M NN DELTA CR6ITER 85M7E10V17J2X 0.000 0.000 E.000 0.000 6084.0040 SQ FTNSFC478 REFS 
(RV763S) SFCAB NR DELTA 8IER B5IEOV17J2X 0.000 0.00 -10.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
iSFC478 NR 0.0003 REF(R27649) M DELTA COBITER 85WI7E10VIJX 9.000 -20.000 E.011 1422.604E INCHES 
XMRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRF 130a0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALEMACH 0.899 
PAGE 185 
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DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 






F- 1.2 -- __ 
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. . _ .._ ._ _ . _ _0 .0 
0.3 ftol 
0,-5 0 5 10 20 9 5 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF AITACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SETSYMBOL CONFIGURATION DE$CRIPTICN ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRZ756s) M SFC478 NR =LTA ORBITER 65W1EE1VITJ2X 0.060 0.000 0.000 13.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
IR27635) MSFCd7S NR DELTA- gBITER 95W7EI0V1JJX 0.000 0.0011 _10.0013 U.000 RFFL 821.2004 INCHES 
I R7645) MSFC47T9Nr DLTA 09SIT£r 85WITEl0VI7J2X "0.050 0.000 -20.000 0.000 REFS 1422.6049 INCHES 
XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
yMRF D.vOOU INCHES 
ZMRF 13130004~ INCHES 
HACH 1.003 SCALE 0. 005 SCALE 
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DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 




















0 5 10 15 25 50o 35 4a 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SyMBOL &34FI& URATICI DESCRIPTIC* ELVATR AILRN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1R2756s) Q dSFC478 NR DELTA OBITER BSW1EIOV17J2X 0.000 0.000 0.000 U.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
CRZ7635) SFC47 MR DELTA OBITER BWlEIOVITJ9X 0.000 0.000) -10.0%) 0.000 REFL. 821.2004 INCHES 
(C2765) 0 SFC478 HR DELTA CBITER 85W17El0V1?JZX 0.000 0.000 -20.000 0.000 REFP 1422.8040 INCHES 
XMRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRp 0.000 INCHES 











_ _ _ _ _ 











o._5 .. . .. 5 . . 10 .. .16 .. . . . 25 30 35'L. . 40 " "45 . . . 50 .55 .. GoP ' ''5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
CATA SET SYMBOL Ca4FIO ATJOM DESCRFTION ELVATR AILRON rUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 





























MACH 1.45a SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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0 40 50 	 60a.5 5 10 15 2 25 30 35 45 55 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIYTZ ELVATR AILRCg RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFOR4ATION 
CRZ756S) 0 ISFC4?T NR DELTA ORBITER 85W17E10V17J2X 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00) REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
(RZ7635) . MFC478 HR DELTA ORBITER SSWI7EI0VYJZX 0.000 0.0lo0 "-1O.00o 0.000 	 R5FL 821.2004 INCHES 
CRZ764S) 0 MSFC478 "R DELTA ORBITER 85W17EI0V17J2X 0.030 0.009 -20.001D 0.300 	 REFS 1422.6040 INCHES 
XNRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
Y4RP 0.000 INCHES 
ZMRP 130.0004 INCHES 




DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 












__ __O.S ____ 
m 
nf 0.6 







'0 5 IV 15 aJ 25 Z0 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES .
 
DATA SET SYMBO CAFIGURATIOJ OESCRIFTIN ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORNATION 
(R2756S) MSFC476 NR DELTA OBITER B5WIIE1QVIJ2X 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
(R27635)





































5 a 5 *j s 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
.ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SyACt CWFIURATICN GESCRIFTIG ELVATR AILREN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
R7565 ) HSFC78 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl1EIOVI7JBX 0.00i 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
tR27635S) HSFC476 NR DELTA ORBITER BSWIEIOV17J2X 0.000 0.000 -10.000 0.000 REFL 821.20G4 INCHES 
(R976452 0 HSFC476 HR DELTA ORBITER BSWITEIOVI7J2X 0.000 0.000 -20.000 0.00 REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
XNRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRF 0:00_10 INCHES 
ZH4RF ' 130.0004 INCHES
MACH 4 959 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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- a 10 15 5 So 35 40 46 50 55 G0 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CVTA SET SYMSO CCHFIGURATIQJ OESCIFTIC ELVATR AILRON RUCOER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFOHATION 
CR27565) MSFC478 UR DELTA CASITEROS4l7E0V1l7J2X 01.0010 0.0o 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0049 SQ FT (927635) SFC478 NR CELTA ORBITER 851WC0V17J2X .11000 0.000 -10.000 0.000 REEL 821.2VO4 INCHES (R2764S) M HR CBITEE 0514 EIOVZJ2X 0.000 0.000 -20.00 10.000 REFB 1422.8040 INCHESSFCAI8 DELTA 
XYRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRF 0.00co INCHES 
ZNRP 130.0004 INCHES 
MACH 6. 5 9 3  SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
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DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 














a 5 lo 15 2a 25 0 35 
40 45 s 55 o 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
TI ON LVATR AILR ON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INF ORATI ON D T A ,S T STMERXfJ C NFIGURATI ON ESCRI 
. 0 0 0 0o 0 0 0 0 1 0 D . 0 0 1, REF S 60 84 . 0 4 0 SQ F T (R2 75 6$ 1 M3HFC 78 NR DEL T A O R I TER S 4 MTE1 VI J2 X 0 000 REFL 21.204 INCHES } RR73 .S. C7' R ELTA OBITER SSW.ElVlTJ2X 0.000 .000 -10.0001 R EF S 1 2 .8 0 4 1) I N C HES 
. 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 - 2 0 .0 0 0D . 0 0 0 
XMRP 1422. 5040 INCHES 
YMRp 0U00 INCHES 
( I 6 4$) 0 S FC 7 8 HlR DEL T A OR I TER S S 1 7 EI VV1 7 J X 
DP
ZMRP 130.0004 INCHES SCALE 0.°0035 SCALE 
ACH 0.899 
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-,2 - 5 a 5 1a 15 20] 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 so 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA," DEGREES
 
DATA ,SET SYMBOJL ONFIGURATIO.N DESCRIFT1C04 ELVATR AILRON' RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATIOCN 
(75S HF1 NR DELTA CROITER BSWEliOVIZJ2X 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 $0 FT 
(R2716f5) MSFC47S NR DELTA ORBITER B5WlTEI0V17J2X a000 0.0au -10.o01 0o090 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 





ZN4RP 130 0004 INCHES 
HAH °0;SCALE 0:0035" SCALE
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DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 
.20 i i -'-1- -r-r-r--r i rr-rr -r-rrn- nrrri












z I .. 
0.0 
I­
-".005 0 2 5 0 4 56_ 6 __5 _6
 
la0 Is_ 30 3 4 5 060 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOJL CC"FIGUR.A71ON DESCRIPTIONJ ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMtATIONI 
HFC476 NR O:RBITER 0.000 SQCR2766SS) MS DELTA S5W77EI0ViTJ2X O.06o 0.000 031030 REFS 6084.9040 FT 
CR27635)Z M'SFC478 NR DPELTA ORf BITER S5Wl7EIOVI7J-2X D.0go0 .000 -10,00u 0.0003 REFL 821 .2004 INCHES 
IRZ7r4S) HSEC4a NR ELIA ORBIT(r VSW417EIVSV17JZX 0.000 U.vVU -00.OUD 0.000 REFS 14F?,tU4U INCHES 
XHRF 142Z.5040 - INCHES 
YNRP 0J.00co INCHES 
ZMRF 130 0004 INCHES 
MACH 1.19) SCALE {0:005 SCALE 
PAGE 1 85
 












a1 	 15 go 2 3 4 ____ 5 _____ 0 5 60 
(L( 
A14GLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMSC CoNFZGURATION DESEgrITIC" 	 ELVATR AILRW RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFDRHATICV 
• 	 R27T6S' HSFC? 'R 'ELTA C B TER 05W1791VV17J2X 0.000 0.000 0.0110 U.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
(92763$1 R SFC 78 NR DELTA CROITER l33WTElUVl7JZX 0.1100 11.000 -10.000 11.0fi REFL $21.2004 lNCHES 
(RZT64$1 0 MSFE478 MR DELTA CRBITER 05WlTElV1l7JZX 0.000 0.000 _20.009 0.000 EE 1422.6040 INCHES 
XHRr 140?,1043l INCHES
 
YHRP 0:00010 INCHES 
ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES* .5__,____SCALE 	 0.0035 SCALE 
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DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 









- .0 5 10 1 2D 25 30 "35 Z) 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
ATA SET SYMBO CONFI UAT[ON CESCRIPTIa " ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER 'RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
(RZ756sl M DELTA CRBIrER B5Vn7EI0VITJZX 000 0.000 0.000 0.00E REFS 6084.0040 So FTNFC478 NR 










DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 





















r-r-r-r, -Ti i iii ii -r- i-r- tn-rri i•i rrtriI rcrri -r ,-r-r-I 
uS 
to5 15 ___ 20 ___ 25___ 30 5 0 5 s 5 6 
RCLAOBTRFV7l~7 __.0_0 O.Goa_ ______r D. 9 ES 42.04 NCE
.osp 0.nu ICE 




9$RR~.;EVAR ALO UDR Rg EEEC NOMTO 
LAOBTRBl l~{Vl , ]{9 ]{l]] {.]0 OOO RF 0494 QF 
R ET IE /. {V JX{.{D {..Q -UUU DO0 RF 2.D4 ICE 




(-3 _____ ___INCHES 
ANGLEOF ATA~gPALPA.
DGREE  






* .05 . 
z 
L4J F - 10 ­
tI­
C-,1 
5 IS 1is ZD Z 5 30 35 40 45 513 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SAiA SET SYMBOL. COlFIrURATIONe DE$CRIPTICN ELVATr AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 























-XmRr 142.5040 INCHES 
YHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 1 0.0004 INCHES 
J .99SCALE 0.O033 SCALE 
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Z5 40 46 5 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SY"P CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(92756S) HSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER SWl7ElVl7JEi 01000 0.0o 3.000 0.090 REFS 6064.0040 SQ FT 
IRZZ635) H SFC4T8 MR CELIA OBITER 05 YELOV17JZX 0.0110 0.000 -10.000 0.000 REFL 821.U0D4 INCHES 
(RZ764$} 0 14SFC478 MR DELTA ORBITER BS1A7EI17~JX" auou D.Dac -20.000 0.000 	 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XMRF 14n.,5040 INCHES 
YN4RF 0.000 INC14ES 














S 0 .5 10O is 20 2'5 so5 35 40 45 so 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ArTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CC-NFIGURATIrON DESCRIPTION ELVATR ArLRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
(RZ756S; MHFC4 7 NR DELTA CRBMTR BS'lIIElUVl7JZX 0.000 9.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 6USB4.0040 SQ FT 
CRI1765 2 1HSFC 78 NA DELTA CRSITER 85Wl7E1UVIZJ2X 0].000 0,000 -10.00, 0.000 REFL 821.20034 INCHES 
CR27S¢5) 0 MSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 85WVI0[V17JR>K 0.000 0.000 -2,0.0i 0.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XMRF 1422 5U49 INCHES 









DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 






530 a 35 413 45 5 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBO CCNFIGURATICN DESCZIFTICN ELVATR ATLRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
M-17-56S, USFC47: HE DELTA MBITER V5WTEIfIV17J2X 13.000 6.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084 .0040 SQ FT 
(A2,635, SFC.7R Ng DELTA CSIT r 65Wl7E10VlTJZX 0.000 0.000 -10.000 0.000 REFL 821.2V04 INCHES 
(92764S) MSFC476 NR DELTA C0131ER 65MTEl0V17J2X 0.000 13.100 -20.0!jr 0.o313 REFB 142Z.8040 INCHES 
XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0o0000 INCHES 
ZMRF 130.0904 INCHES 
MACH 3.0113 




DELTA WING ORBITER-- RUDDER EFFECTS
 








ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATt SET SYMV-4 CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTICN ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CR2TS6S) MSFC478 NR DELTA CROZIER B5W17El0V17JEl 0.00 0XIo0 0,0 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
(92763s) N SFCA78 NR CELIA OfIITER 95WTE10Vl7JEx 13.0603 13.00 -11T.011 0.1110 REFL 821.2604 INCHrS 
CR276451 0 SFCdt8 MR VELTA ORBITER 135WTElV17J2X V.000 0.009 -20.900 0.000 REFB 142?.8040 INCHES 
XRRP 14U .5040 INCHES 
YHRP O.GD oo INCHES 
ZR IZ0.0004 INCHES 










2 0 15 gm 2 30 35 40 45 51 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMSD CCVFZGURATICN VESCRIFTICN ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE TWFCQ ATIC0
 (R2756S) mSFc47a vJR DELTA CRSITER S7ElfVI7J2X 0.000 0.000 0.000 0. 00 REFS 6004.01140 SQ FT
 JRZ7635S) mSFC478 FIR DELTA OROTER 05WI79:lV17JZX 0.000 0.0ro -10.000 0.00 	 R FL $21.2004 INCHES (R276sd) MSFC478 VR DELTA ORITER 05Vn7ZlV1IIJ2X D.roD 0.000 -20.1109 0.nbu 	 REFB 1422.6040 INCHES 
X"RF 14 22°5l40 INCHES 
YMRP 0:0001) INCHES 
ZMRP 130.0004 INCHES 











--- 0 -5 1 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION VESCRIPTION ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
fRZ756S) Q MSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER BSWIDVI7J2X 0.000 b.1113 3.000 -0.000 REFS 6084.1104G SQ FT 
"R7635) HlSFC478 MR DELTA ORBITER SW1EI0V17J2X 000 0.000 -10.000 0.0013 REFL S21.,04O INCHES 
CR276 S) MSFC4718 NR DELTA ORBITER 6S5TE0607J2X 0.000 0.0or -20.000 0°13gr REFS 1422,8040 INCHES 
XMRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRP O.DO0 INCHES 
ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES 
MAHSCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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5 	 .. .1 i5 . A 25 3 .. 5 40 45 51, 55 so 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK., ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET-SYH6M CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I R2756S) C) MSFC478 MR DELTA CQ6MR 05WTEIVl7JX' V.oUD Q.ovu 9.(U 0.009 	 REFS OUS4.UU40 SQ FT IEZ7635) 11 SFC478 NR DELTA ORSMR 65W 7ElOVl7J2X 0.000 0.000 _10.000 0.000 	 REML 821.,2004 INCHES 
(RZ7615) MSFC478 tMR DELTA ORBITER 8514TE/CV1TJ2X 0.o011 0.000 -20.000 0.0VQ 	 REFS 1422.6040 INCHES 
XMRP 1422.6040 INC14ES 
YHRP 0.0001) INCHES 














_!' E' 5 10 15' 2D Z 3cr 35 40 45 50' 55 6V 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET 5YMSC CONFIGURATI(N DESCrIPTICN ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFCRMATICV 
HFC475 0.000 REFS(R21756SI N NR CELIA CRB17ER 85TE19VIJUX 11.000 0.000 V.000 6084.1104f SQ FT 
,R,76353) 2SFC 7S NR CELIA OBITER 85617EIOV1IJZX 0,000 0.000 _10,000 0.000 R9FL 621.2004 INCHES 















03.8 ___ ___ 






5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
pATA SET SYM9C. CalFXRATIa4 DESCRITIONE rLVATR AILRCa RUDDER RUDrLR REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
(Rz7s6s) 0 mFC47 !OVITJ2X 0.000 0.009 6084.0040
S NR DELTA cRBITER B5wIE 0.000 0.00 REFS SQ FT 
(R27635) 7l NSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER S5W17El0V17J2X 0.000 0.000 -10.000 0.000 REEL 321.2004 INCHES 
R927645) 0 HSFC478 NR DELTA CrITER B5WI7EXOVIJ2X 0.000 0.000 -20.00o 0.000 REFS 1429.8040 INCHES 
XIRF 14?0.5U40 INCHES 
YNR? 0.0009 INCHES 
ZNRF 130.0004 INCHES 
MCS 0.59c SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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10.2 	 ___ 
5 0 5 le 15 go 25 30 35 40 AS 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMSCt CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELVATh AILR* RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFRMATION 
CRZ7565) M$SFC47S NR DELTA OBITER B5W'IEIOVI7J2X 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SO FT 
CR27635) HSFC47B NR DELTA OBITER 85Wl7E10V17JZX 0.000 0.000 -10.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
cRZ76451 M H DELTA OBITER &5WITE10VITJZX 0.000 0.000 -20.000 0.000 14ZZ.304U INCHES*SFC478 	 REFS 
XMRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZIRr 150.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALEHACH 0.899 
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DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 










-0 5 1 15 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 05 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CVTA 5C SYMc C 1JRATIC4 DCSCRIFTIM ELVATR AILRal RUDDER RUVFLR REFERENCE INFOMATION 
(g2756S 4SF a NR DELTA C3IER B65W7ELOVI7J2X 0.000 0.000 0.000 U.000 REFS 6064 .S40 SO FT 
IPZ7635 Sa BITER 0.000 0.000 -10.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHESNRDTA 8)5W7E10V17J2X 
1R27645 MSFC S MR DELTA &SI6 F 651?EZOVZ7JZX U.000 0.0100 -fZ.va0 U.000 REFB 1492.8V40 INCHES 
XNRP 1492.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 130.0004 INCHES 
MACH 1.09 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE. 2t0
 










0.0 ______ _____ _ 
-03.2 _____ _ 
-5 0 5 ±0 I5 2 25 r0 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYr18C CCNFI&URATIJ DESCRIPTION ELVAm AILRa4 RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(;275651 1SFC478 MR DELTA ORBITER BSWIIEIOVIJ2X 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.0011 REFS 6004.0040 SQ FT 
1RZ7635) 4SFC478 NR DELTA CCITER 35W7E10V17J2X 0.000 0.000 -10.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
(I22645) 0 MSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 85W17E10VI7JZX 0.0030 0.0 -20.000 1.00 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES
 
YMRF 0 . 00 INCHES
ZHRF 150.0004 INCHES 



























5 ( 5 to 15 20 5 3 35 40 45 50. 	 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SY9B0L CCMFIGURATICM DESCRIFTI* ELVATR AILRa4 RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFCRjATICN
 
(RZZS6S) MSFC478 NR DELTA CR&ITER BSWI EXUV1TJ2X 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT
 
MSFC478 8ITR 85W±7E1VI7J2X U.00
LRZ763 ) NA CELTA 	 0.000 0.00 -10.000 REFL 823.2004 INCHES 
JRZ704S) 0 .SFCZ7 HN DELTA CROITER 5MElEOV17JZX 0.000 0.000 -20.009- 0.000 	 REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHRp 1422.5040 INCHES 
YRP 0.000D, INCHES 
ZMRP 13oOO.4 INCHES 
9ACH 1.458 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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- 0 5 0 i5 20 30 35 40 45 50 5 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYnBI- CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTI'N ELVATR AILRC*N RUDDER RUFLR REFERENCE INFORHATION 
(R2756S) 1SFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 85W17E10VIJ2X 0.000 0.000 U.000 0000 REFS 6084,0049 SO FT 
(F27635) I4SFC478 MR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOVi7J2X 0 .000 0.000 -10.060 0.000 REFL 8Z1,2004 INCHES 
1SFC47 $ 0.000 REFS(2270S1) N NR DELTA ORBITER B5W7El10V17J2)( 0.000 -20.000! 0,300 1422,804r, INCHES 
XMRF 1422.5049 INCHES 
YHRF 00006 INCHES 














5 15 10a 2 2 So 35 40 45 5 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBC CEFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELVAR AILR RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORHATION 
12756S) 0 HSFC476 NR DELTA OR3ITER BS47ElOVITJX 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 6984.0040 SQ FT (RZ7635) HSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 85141EI0V1?J2X 0.0110 D.000 -10.000 0.000 REFL 821.2 4 INCHES 
CNZ76S) M HR ORBITER 65WJ7ElV17J2X 0.000 0.000 -20.00 0.000 REFS 1422.8010 INCHESNSFC478 DELTA 
XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMR9 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRF 130.0004 INCHES 
MACH Z99a SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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(5 5 10 15 g Z5 39 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL cCFIGU2ATItI DCSCR!FTICt ELVATR AILRaI RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
iR2736S)(z2763S)5 
(Az7cS) 
MSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER S5W7EIVI7J2X 
SFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER BSWI7EX0VITJ2X 






















XMRF 1422 .504 INCHES 
YHRF .0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 130.0094 INCHES 




DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 
.14 1 










o-1- 5 10 15 90 25 30 35 40 45 SO 5v 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA 5ET SYP&OJL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTICN ELVATR AILRCIN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
R 75'551) "SFC478 NR DELTA CRSITER SSWTeIUV27JZX 
 0.000 0.000 U.000 0.000 REFS 6W84.VU40 5Q FT {R" 3 ) 2 SFC,7 R CELIA OMBER SWTEtV1TJ2X 13.000 0.000 -10.0 0c 0.000 REFL 621.2004 INCHES 
(9276ZS) 0 MSFC478 NR DELTA OR.BITEF. B5MTEIOVl7JZX 0.000 0.000 -20,000 0.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XMRP 1422.5040 INCHESYM2RF .000 INCHES
 
ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES
MACH 0.590 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
PAGE 216 















-0-5 0 5 10 15 20 25 3D 55 40 45 51 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
VIATASET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIal ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RU)DFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RZ1$651 IISFC470 NO CELIA M IIer B5WI7EIlVIIJ2X 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 REP S W84 .0040 SO FT 
IR ..... 2 ... 'o MR DELTA ORBITER E15WI762OV17JZX 0,000 0.000 -10.000 0.001, REFL 821 .2004 INCHES 
(921645) 0 MSFC479 HE DELIA ORBITER 55WJ7EL0V17JZX 0.000 0.00 -20.000 0.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XNRP 1422.5940 INCHES 
YMRP U.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 130.00:14 INCHES 
MACH 0.899 SCALE 0.0035 SC4LE 
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< -. 08 
5 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 










































YMRP 0.000o INCHES 
ZNRF 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
2.093 EACH 
PAGE 218 
DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 
















- 50 1 5 o 2.5 M 55 A_ 	 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORNATI ON
 
(rZ7565 ) IISFC47 8 I E .0110 0.00
L A S / 7 l V T E 0RD 0 .00 0 .000 REFS 6084.0040 5e FT 
If75) SC7 NR DELTA ORS1ER B5WlElVV7J2X 0.00 .G00 -10.000 0.00.1 REFL 821.2004 INCHES (R2764S) 0 MSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 55WlTEIOV17JZX 0.00t; 0.009 -20.000 0.000 	 REFS 1422.SO40. INCHES 
XHRP 1422 5040 INCHE5 
YR 0:0000 INCHES 
ZRRF" IZ0.0004 INCHESSCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
PAGE 219 



















-. 5 10 	 25 0 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
ATA ST Sy ME CON 	 ELVA TR AILRON RUDFLR RE FRECE INFORATIONO WFIGURATION CESCIPTION 	 RUDDER 
CR27565) (: MSFC478 NR CELIA ORBITER 5W7EIlV17JZX L.00 0.j. 13.0110 0.000 	REFS 6084.0040 So FT 
E27635) I- HSFC476 WE VE(.TA ORBITER SSW17EIOVlIJZX 0.000 0.000 -10.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
1927 51 MSHFC470 nR VELTA ORSITE" S5E:10VllJ2X 0.000O .oua -20.000 0.000 	 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XMRF 1420.504U INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000D INCHESZHR. 130.0004 INCHES
 
.ACH 1.46 	 SCALE0.6a55 SCALE 
PAGE 22O
 
DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 















X -. 08 
-06
 
-, 5 " 0 5 IV if, w 25 0 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK- ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMOO.L( ¢oNFI6;URATICN DESCRIFTIO N ELVATR AILRONJ RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE 11NFORMATION' 
(92756s) Q M$FC478 NR VPELTA RDITER 851W 7EI0V17J2X 0c, 0 000 ,00 0.000 .D REFS 08B4.0040 Sa FT 
JRZ763S} LA SFECA78 NR DELTA ORSITER SW17El0VI?JZX 0:000 0.009 -10.000 0.00O REFL 821 .209{4 INCHES 
CR27645) 0 SFCZ7,S NR DELTA EROITER SSW17E%{UV17J2X 0.000 0.000 -20.100 0.{00 REFS 1422.80]40 INCHES 
XHRP 1422.3640 .INCHES 
YHRp 0.00[09 - INCHESCHRF 130.0004 INCHES
 














0 -­ 1 
a____ 1____ 10 15 it 2 3 
ANL OF0 ATAK 
ANGLE OF ATTAC__, 














S AL E 
222 

















-.10 5 (1 5 IV 15 20 25 an 3S 40 45 so 55 Go 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMSO- CONFIGURATION rESCRIFTION 	 ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1927565) MSFC476 NR DELTA ORsiTER B5Vn7E:I0V1J2X 0.000 D1000 J.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
IRZ 35) MSFC478 Nq DELTA CRVITER 85N!I7elOV17JEX Oxon 0.000 -10.000 0.000 REFL 8$I1.2004 INCHES 
P.27:45) MSFC478 Ni DELTA ORDITER 85WlTEZOVI7J2X r.co 0,000 -20.00c 0.00D 	 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XMRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRF 0.10150 INCHESZ-RP 130.0004 INCHES 






















0 inD is 5 w 25 .30 35 40 45 50 5 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 






mSF'C I7 "NR 
































YMR- 1422.50400.0000 INCHESINCHES 
ZNRP 1303.0004 INCHES 





DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS 
"r--1 --rrr rrrrr rr-----r-r---rr~T- r rr ' 










_ __ _ _ __ _ _ 
m 
Lj L-°1 
-"5 O 5 to 15 0 25 3D 35 41D 45 50 55 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK,.ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYH r0 CIFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENE INFORMATION 
11273651 8SFC479 ,IR DELTA CRBITER S5W7EJ6VlTJ2X 0.000 0.009 11,000 0.000 REFS 6064 .0040 SQ FT 15.7635) SFC 7a N DELTA QRBM R l35THI7ElVITJ2X 0.0013 0.000 -10.,30 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
(SE764S) HSFC479 MR DELTA GRBITR SWTElVV17J2x 0.110 0.000 -20.000 0.001) REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XNRP 1422 5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0:0000 INCHESZ*RP 130.0004 INCHES 




DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 













, ~ ,~ . . ~. , ,~ , , . ., . . .. ~,., , ~ , ~. , ,~ , . ,., .. . .,. ,. ., , , 
-. 10 5 5 10 15 0 35 40 45 50 55 6 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMUL CC9FIGURATIN VESCRIPTICN ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
,oxD r.0orD 0.00 0.009 REFS 6064.0040 SO Fr 
162763s) Zj SFC478 NR DELTA OR13TER 85W17El0VI7J2X oxco '.1300 -10.000 0.000 REFL 821.2f)(4 INCHES 
(SZ7US) 0 MSFC478 NR DELTA GRITER 85W TEIDV17JX 6.000 .O -0.000ca 0.0913 REFB 1422.6040 INCHES 
XMRF 1420.504E) INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 13C.OQU4 INCHES 
HAH oO SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
I BZ7565) 0 MSFC470 NR DELTA DITER 85Wl~rj0V17J2X 
PAGE 226"
 
DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS 
.10 I'- ii i ii iii -i-i-i n-ii -ii,-, -Fi-T- 'n-ri -rrrr ni nii I i i 
.08 7TL 
.06 -­ ' 
.04 
_ _ _ I-_.0--






-­ 5- is w es5 313 35 41 45 so 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 






M$FC470 NR DELTA ORB]R 
SFC470 NR DELTA ORBITER 






















XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRFZ-RP 0 0aboI3 0_04 INCHESINCHES 

















n- -. o4 
___ 
_-___ 
-0 -. 0co 
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0 5 10 15. S0 25 30 35 40. 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 





HSFC418 NA GELTA 
14SFC418 NR CELTA 

























YHRF 0.00130 INCHES 
ZNRF 1W0.0004 INCHES 
MACH 1.450 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
-PAGE 228
 
DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 











-0 5 10 is 25 0 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMAt COFIURATIC DESCPIrTICN ELVATR AILRO* RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(82756S1 0 HSrC47 NR DELTA ORBITER BSWi7EIoV17JZX o.oo 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
R52T6511 S- C478 NR DELTA cRITER B5W17E10V17J2X 0.000 0.900 -10.000 0.00 REFL S21.2004 INCHES 
(527645) 0 NSFC478 MR DELTA IXgIThR B5W1TEIOV217JX .DD 0.000 -20.00 0.000 REFS 1422.80411 INCHES 
XNRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZmRP 130.0004 INCHES 
NACH 1.965 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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0 5 10 15 go 25 M 35 40 45 50 55 s0 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SY14ecL CO*FIOURATCIO DESCRWMTON ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATICn
 
£Z?565) HSFC476 NR DELTA 85W1l7V1?J2X 1.000 REFS
C TaZTER 0.0o1 . 0.000 0.000 6084.0040 SQ FT (Z7635) HSFC47T NE DELTA cRBITER 85M7EIVI7J2X 0.000 0.0 0 -10.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
827645) MSFC478 NR DELTA cMITER S5WI7EIV17J2X 0.0o0 S.M0 -2Z0.000 0.000 REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHRp 142Z.5040 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 130.004 INCHES 
OACH 2.990 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 230
 
DELTA WING'ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 












D -. 16 
____ ___ ___ 
-. 14 
l - . i t . .J . . 4 4 i .l , 1...4..A i i iiL 4-ii i-~ ± i i ii... .l... . L 
-f1 0 5 10 1ff 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, OEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMxt CCNFIURATTON D5SCRIFTL'2 ELVATR AILRCW RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFcRKATIal 
I Z7565) Q MSEAt70 NR DELTA CBIIER 8517E10VI7J2X 0.00r 0000 9.0o0 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
'827635) L 14SFC47 NR DELTA c96ITER 654TEIXVI7J2X 0.000 0.00 -19.000 0.000 REFL 021,.2004 INCHES(8276S3 HSFC4?8NR DELTA COBITER 65W41E10V17JZX 0.000 3.000 -20.000 0.000 REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
XMRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRF 1 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRF 130.U04 INCHES 
HACH 4959 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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.5 40-0 2 5 0 c 10 is 0 30 35 45 50 55 so 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 

























CCZ76(5) M SFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 85E lIV7J2X 0.0110 GOD -20.00D 0.060 REFB 1420.8.141) INCHES 
XmRF 142F.5040 INCHES 
YMRP 0 00 0 INCHES 
ZMRP 130.0004 INCHES 
C .5SSCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MACH 0.392 
DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 




















*l- 5 1 0 'w 25 30 35 40 45 50' 55' 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIrTION ELVATR AILRON RUDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
1B27565) Q MSFC47$ MR DELTA ORBITCR 65S7 I0IVIJZX 0.009 O.UOO 0.0ou 0.00D REFS GUS4.004C Se FT
 ID276305 Ll SFC470 MR DELTA ORBITER 0l7CI0VlJ2X 0.0011 0.009 -1,O0.00 .0 	 REFL 621.2004 INCHES 
(6276,5) 0 MSFC470 MR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl7fI0V17JZX 01000 0.009 -2u.1300 0.000 	 Rc.FB 1422.8040 INCHES 
XMRF 1422.504Q INCHESY0rp 0.0000 INCHES 
ZrF 130.0004 INCHES 















HACHU.00E 0 _____ ____ _PAGE 
Li.760.8 HS_7 ET 











_ ___ _ DOO 1.D 
. E°D 
_1__.___ 
__ ___ _____ 
.10rF 2.04 
0.F3ATACCALHALDGRE 
__ROSS REEL __ _21.20S 
.S EB 1E.0D 
___,__5 _AL 






234__  _ 






















. . . . . . . . . .
 
0. 50 15 20 30 35 40 - 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 






SFC478 NR DELTA C8ITER B5WI7EQVITJZX 
SFCA7S NR DELTA CR6ITER B5W17E10V17J2X 
























YmRF 0.0009 INCHES 
ZMRP L30.0004 INCHES 




DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDERtEFFECTS
 




















-3 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYIX DESCRIFTICt AILRCN RUDFLR INFORMATIONCON.&JFIGURATION4 ELVATR RUDDER REFERENCE 
(82755S) 0 HSFC47B NR DELTA 'R13ITER S5WITEIOVI7J2X 0.1300 0.030 0.000 0.01300 REFS 6084.0040 $Q FT(8327635) HR DELTA 05100E10V1J2X0.000 'L H4FC478 -R6ITER 03 -10.000 0.1000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
(8Z764$) 0 $SFC478 HR DELTA RBITER 85t417E10V17J2X 0,000 0.30 -20.000 0.000 REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 

































___ __ _ 
. ~ '' l' .1 5f ,i .20 . , , t F~t . . . ,..., , 
5 0 15 2605 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 






MSFC47 NR DELTA ORBITER BSW17EIOVI7JZX 
SFC478NR DELTA OBITER 65l7EtOVX7JZX 






















XNRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRF 0.000a INCHES 
ZNRF 130.0004 INCHES 
HACH 1.965 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 237 


















.0 	 ___, _ _____ , 
L...3.-0.24J. 4J. L L.J .... ....- .... - ~ 55 60 65.~ 
5 0 5 10 15 0 25 30 35 40 45 50 65 
. ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBM CfXFIGURATIC DESCRIFT[IC ELVATR AILRCt RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFCMATICN
 
IZ2756S) ) MSFC47T N DELTA CQSITSR S5Wl7E20V17J2X 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.00 REFS 6G84.0040 SQ FT
(92763S) Th NSFC478 NR DELTA CR8ITER B5W17E10V17J2X 0.009 0.000 -io.000 0.0C0 REL 821 .2004 INCHES






ZMRF 130.0004 INCHES 
CH Z.990 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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-0 - 5 in is 2,015 25 30 35 40] 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA BE! SYM90L CON4FIGURATICN DESC]RIPTION ELVATR AILRCN RUDD ER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(8V756S) C) HSFC478 OR DELTA EORBITCR 8]5W176l{V1l7J2X 0].00D .O00 13.0 0.D300 REFS 6084.0040 SO FT 
1 SZ7635)















•XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRF 0 .0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES 
MACH 41959 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 2:39
 
DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 










-'05 5 10 5 20 25 30 35 , 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 




HNSFC478 MR CELjA 
MSFC478 MR DELTA 
$FC4T 1JR DELTA 
O8ITR B5W7ElOVI7JZX 
CSITER EB;WTEIVIIJ2X 



















XNRP 1422.5049 INCHES 
YMRP 0.06oo INCHES 
ZNRF 130.0064 INCHES 
MACH ,.1598 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE -240" 
DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 











_i.09 _ _ _ 
• I 
-. 0-5 10 o 015 30 35 40 41 5 ll_ 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. OEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBO CCNFIGURATr0N DESCRIPTION ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORNATI O
 
(R07565) C) HSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WL7EIDV17JZX 0,000 0,O 0.,000 DDO 6084.OO4Ul
. ,0 REFS SQ FT 
(1,0765S) 8 HSFC478 HR DELTA ORBITER 85Wl7'IOV17JZX 0.00 0.000 -10.0D0 0.00 REML 821 .2004 INCHES 
IP?7U$} 0 MSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER r5WI7 lOVITJZX 0.000 VXMO -E0.u0'j 0.000 REMD 1422.804E) . INCHES 









DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 









20 25 0 35 40 45 so 55 6 0 651_ 13 1 i s5 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
ELVATR AILR CN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORATIONDATA ST SY MBO COFIGURATION DESCRIT O 
6984,0040 SQ FT 
'" 756SI .0 lo - 1 0 l . 0 0 13 82 1 °2 0 1 0.000 
0.0011 0.091 0.000 REFSMSFC478'NR DELTA ORBIIER B5WI7EIUVtTJ2X ( g R rD rEF L N C H E SR I M S,5 .6 " . "7NR DELT A O B TE R 0S 0 7E I EV 1 J X 

(R a?65 ) SFC478 85 E T V 7J X C:00D -2 0.
R DELTA OBITER DZ 0 D:.ljf 0:00 90 	 REF S 1422 8040 INCHES 
XNRF 1422:5040 INCHES 
Y14RF " lailu INCHES 




DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 
.04 1.. I .. j I.. I I I I . .... .. .. .. . . .  .. .. .

.03 ___ __ __ 
.02 __________ ____ 











Id-.01 __ __ __ __ 





-. 08 ___ 
.0- 5 0 5 10 15 40 -45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 






SFC472 MR DELTA 
SFC478 NR DELTA 




























XMRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRp 0.000 INCHES 
Z$RP 130.0004 INCHES 
V'ACH 1.199 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 243 
DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 
.02 















LL -. 05 
I'­
-. 07 
-.0S _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
IV10 is1 2]0t0 25 30 35 40 45 511 55 "so 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
?ATA SET SYMBO. CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTIc-- . ELVATR AILRcO RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(R756S) 0 HSFCA7S NR DELTA CREITER BSW17E10V17J2X 0.boI 0.000 0.000 0.00U REFS 6084.0U40 SQ FT 
(R2763$S; SFCA78 UR DELTA COBITER BSWI7EIOV17J2X 0.000 0.00 -10.000 0.000 REFL 821 .2004 INCHES 
CR27645) 0 HSFCA78 1JRDELTA OBITER 85W17E10V17JZX 0.000 0.000 -20.000 0.00 REFE, 1422.8040 INCHES 
XNRF 1422.J040 INCHES 
YNRF 0.00 INCHES 







DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 
.04 r rl r 1.I I rIi I I I I I I i I I I I ­
.02 ____ 










-5 - 0 5 10 t5 W2 25 "-30 35 40 45 50 55 60 85. 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SCT 5vg,,Bct CO F1GURAT~c*4 DESCRIPTItSS ELVATR ATLRO4 RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORNATION 
CR27565) 0 IA$SC47S HR DELTA c-RB1]TER 651tL7EI0V17J2X 0.0&00} 0.005 0,.00 0.000 REFS 6084.0]040 SQ FT 
CR2765) /L HSFC4IS NR DELTA BITER SWIEIOVI7J2X 0.{000 0.000 -10.000 0.000 REFL 321.2004 INCHES 
cet?6's 0, MSFC4TO HR CELTA cReITE SSITCI/7OVIYJZX 0.,00 { 000 -20.000 0].000 REFS 1422.0040 INCHES 
XHRF 142"2.5r940 INCHES 
yNRF :.0{.D000g INCHES 
ZHRF 130.0004 INCHES 




DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS 



















-. 0 5 a 5 20 35. 40 45 50 55 'D .65 
ANCLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYH61XJ CCNFICURATIC" CESCRIPTIC ELVATr AILRCN RUDDER RUrFLR REFERENCE INFO3RMATI CN 
IRZ756S) 0 MSFC478 Ng CELIA MallER BSmTElaV17Jpx 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
, R27635) Ll SFC478 NR DELTA CRBITER 051T70OV1TJaX 0.000 0.0170 -ID.xua 0.000 rEFL 821.2504 INCHES 
CRZ? Sj 0 MSFC478 HR DELTA ORBITER 85WTEl0VITJZX 0.000 0.000 -20.000 0.090 REFB 14ZZ.6040 INCHES 





M1H 1.990 SCALE 0.035 SCALE 
PAGE 24O
 












-° 5 0 5 10' 15 21 ?s 30 35 40 45 iU 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. A PHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBO CONFIGURATION rESERl-TION ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 





SFC476 NR DELTA 



















XHRP 142Z.5040 INCHES 
YMRP 0,0090 INCHES 
zmrr 130,0004 INCHES 
MACH 4.959 SCALE ODU~s SCALE 
PAGE 247
 











.°00 1 2 5 4 ___0 5 0 5 0 6
 
a 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 60 65
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYHBO CC#FIGURATICf DESCr!PTICN ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
12275651 MSFC4IS HR DELTA ORBITER B5SW7IOV7J2X 0.000 0.00 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SO FTHSrC47S N2763S)DELTA 0.000 -10.000 REFL 'INCHESSR ORBITER 0SWI7E10V17JZX 0.000 0.000 821.2004 
,,2764S) 0 MSFCd78 NR DELTA -YITER B5w47C10V1?JzX 0.000 0.000 -20.000 0.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XMRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRF 130.0004 INCHES 














ANGL OFATAK APA.DGRE 
DATA STET SYMBOL CCN FIOURATICN DESCRIPTION 
1RZ756s) (D MSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER BSW 7EIGVI?32X IRZ763S)/ Ll SFC47S NR DELTA ORBITER SSW 7EIOVI7J2X 


















- REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
REML 821 .2004 INCHES 
REFS 142F.8040 INCHES 
XHRP 1422.5EMU INCHES 
YMRF 0.0cou INCH.S 
ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE {0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 249 














-. 02 - _ __ _ _ __ 
. . .... ....I.... .... . . . . . . ..
. ... .. . .. . . .. . 

-a!5 10 15 20 25 3 35 40 45 5, 55 so 65, 








HFC472 NR PELTA ORBITER 65WI7E1OVl7J2X 
HSFC4O,8 Nr CELTA ORBITER 05W17E10VITJZX 


















REFS 6084.0040 SO. FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422a.04t, INCHES 
XF4RP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRF 0.0300 INCHES 
ZmRF 130.0004 INCHES 
- SCALE 0D35 SCALE 
MACP 143 
PAGE 250 















-4 0 5 0 5 30 45 .00 45 50 .5 55 - So 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
aATA SET SYM'P64. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CR27565) 0 SFC478 HR DELTA ORBITER 85iITEIOVI7J2X 
CR2763s) ISFC47B HR DELTA ORBITER 05W17EIOVIJfX 


















REFERENCE £NFC ,HATI0N 
REFS ' 6084.0040 SQ FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REF 1422.8040 - INCHES 
XMR? 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRF 0.0030 INCHES 
ZHRF 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 251 
DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 






















_ _ _ _ 
5 0 5 i 5 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBCL COCFIURATICt DESCRIPTICa ELVATR AILRC RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RZ756S) MSFC478 NR DELTA ORI7ER e5W17E10V17JZX 0.0130 OOD 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
R27635) R NSFC78 NP DELTA WRlITR B5WI7EIOVI7J2X O.0D 0.0o0 -10.006 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
CR27645) C HSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITE? 85W1?EIO1VIZJZX 0.000 000 -20.010 O.000 	 REFB 1422,8040 INCHES 
XNRP 1422,5040 INCHES 
YNRP 0,0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 13D.0004 INCHES 










m .04 L1 
z -. .03 
_11 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBO CONFICURATICN DESCRIPTIO ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR 
IRZ756S) (D MSFC478 NR DELTA CRSITER 65W17EWY17J DPu 0, .1300 0.000 " 1.013 
fFZ?63S) MSFC478 NR DELTA ORBTER 0SM7EIOV17JZX DAM0 O.Up!] -10.000 O.VU0 




REFL Sal .?QU4 
REFS 1422.8040 
XMRF 1420.504 
























x! 5 5 1E, 15 '2 '25 ,30 '35 49 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELVATR AILRCN RUQDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRZ7565) MSHFC478 NR DELTA OfZ81ER 65W17EIVVI7J2X 0.000 0.009 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
(RO7655) MSFC475 MR DELTA ORBITER 65WlElVV17J2X 0.000 0.000 -10.000 0.000 EEFL E21.21104 INCHES 
JR21US)" HSFC478 MR DELTA CQBITER S w7EirV17J2X 0.000 0.000 -20.00 0.O00] REFS 1422 8040 INCHES 
XMRP 1422:5004 INCHES 

























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SEI SrMDgOf CONFIGuRATIC-. DESCRIFTIrC, ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(EZ7565) M)SFE476 NR CELIA CRBITLR B5WI17El3Vj7JX UoU 0o000 13.00c 0.003 REFS 6084.0040 60 FT 
(R27635)L MSFC470 NR DEL.TA C.eBITER 55W17ElUV17JRX 0.000 0.100 -10°00c 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
A27?645) MSFC475 ME DELTA CRSITER 85WJ/TE1DVI7J2X 0.000 0o000 -20.D00 0.000 REFS 142;?,8040 INCHES 
XNRr 1429.504D INCHESYHRP 0.000_ INCHES 
ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES 
MACH 4'.959 SCALE 0.0035 SC LE 
PAGE 255
 
DELTA WINGORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 
.01 
- I.01I.i I J il .... _ _ ... .. 
k- -.0o__ ___I­
vic 
zU -"____ __ 
jj -.05 _ _ _ 
X­
l -' 0 10 1 2R 30 35 40 45 so 5 6 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
PATA SET SyMEOL "CONFIG gATIal CESC rPTIC ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATI i 
(RZ/756S) -D MSFC478 NR DELTA CRUITER WW7EICV17JZX U ,VU 0.00V U.UU 0.000" REFS 6084.0040 SO FT 
f .2763S) Ll SFC476 NR DELTA CR5ITER 6%4?EIUV1FJZX 0.000 0.000 -10.011f 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 

















u_ -. U4 	 'j 
cr	 
-I--Z -. 135l 
Z -.as
 
fB- 5 10 is LV 25 313 35 40' 45 50 55 Go 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
PATA SET SYMBO CONFICURATICNCESCRIFTICV 	 ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFCRMATION 
IRF-635) HEFC478 MR DLTA OBITER Sl7EI0V17J2X 0.000 13.0000.00  -10.000 0.000 	 REFS 6084.0040821 2 04I RZ156S) MSHFC478 NR ELT RBIT P5W lV17JZ 001 	 EL SQINCHESFT 
(92764S) MSFC478 MR CELIA ORSMR 57E 0V17J2X 0.000 0.000 -26.000 0.001; 	 REFS 1422.$040 INCHES 
XMRP 1429.5040 INCHES 
YNRP 0.09O0 INCHES 
ZLRP 134.054 INCHES
 




DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 
IO f . iI j I I a I I I j I I I I j I j I I I I I i , I I I I I I i 
k-­
-. 03 
."j - •1__ 
_ 






 NL C4 A
tI
 
Z -.06 _ 0.030 INCHE 
-J 
C 
--' 5 o. - 5 10 15 ] 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
: ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET 5Y48C4 CC4FIOURATICU.e DESCRTPTION ELVATR "AILRQtJ RUDR RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CAZTSES3 0 NSFC4ZB NH DELTA aBioER B5SW1TEIDVITJ2X 0.000J 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.13040 S FT -
CR27653 LI HSFC4IB HR DELTA G 51TER S5WI7EIOVIIJZX 0.000 0.000 -10.00J0 0.000 REEL 821.2004 INCHES 
CR27645) 0 SFC4TS HR DELTA c 81TER 65141EX0VIZJ2X 0.000 0.000 -20.000 0 'i00 REFB 1422.2040} INCHES 
XMRF 1422.50SL} INCHES 
YMRP 0.000/0 INCHES 
ZMRF 130.0004 INCHES 


















LZ -. 04 	 _ 
Li ­
f-,8 a 5 " 0 is 25 30 35 40 45 50 	 55 so 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DAA SET SYP60L CONFrGUqATION DESCRIPTION ELVATR AILRO RUDDER " RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMArI 
(R765) Q MSFC478 NH-VELTA ORITER 85M 7E JV7X 0.000 O.X0 q.0019- 0.000 REFS 61384.0040 $e FT 
MZ2763s) L HSFC476 Nr DELTA ORBTER 85W 7CIOV17JRX 0.000 0.000 -10.000 0.000 RCFL 821.2004 INC14ES (RZ764SI 0 MSFC478 HR DELTA ORBITER BSW1TEIOVlTJ2X 11.000 0,000 -20.00i 0.00 	 REFS 1422.8040 INC14ES 
XMRP 14ZZ.5040 INCHES 
YMRF a vvv INCHES 
ZMRF 130:0004 INCHES 




DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 













LZ -. 05 
L 
Z -. 06 __ __ __ __ __ 
C.0ft 
--5 5 10 is1 20 Z5 30 35. 40 45 50 55 Go. 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL- CONFIGURATION VESCRIPTICN ELVATH AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(R2756S) MSFC476 NR DELTA ORBIlER 65Va7lUV17JX 0.000 F.00'r 0,000 0.,101 REFS 6084.0040 SQ OT 
tRZ763S) NSFC478 MR DELTA ORBITER 6547EIDV17JZX 0.000 U.0110 -IS.DUD 0 .000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES (R276dS) M"SFC478 MR DELTA ORBITER BSW 7ElVVlTJZX 0.000 [).BUD -pa005 0 .000 REFS 1422.804D INCHES 
XHRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.000'r INCHES 
ZmRF 130,0004 INCHES 

















Ij~~~. .0  _ .._ _ . ._ .. 
-,.o 5 .I a 15 20 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
,ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CAVA CT.SYHS.'{ CON FIGURATI .,M DESCRIFTCO' ELVATR AlLRON' RUDDER RVDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
{RZ75633 P.SFCA7s NR DELTA CRSITR 65'.,'7EIDV1TJZX 0.0or 0}.00 0.{000 0.00D REFS 6084.X040 5S FT 
CRZ76351 / MSFC478 VELTA ORBITER SW79IOVI7J2X 0 .000 0.000( -1 .000 0].000 REFL 801.20j4 INCHES 
(RZT65) m5HFC4?0 UR CELIA ORBITER VS lElCVI7J X 0.000 0*{000 -S0.000 0.000 REFS 14VZ*aV4O INICHES 
XNRP 1402.50J40 INCHES 
YMRT 0.0000, INCHES 
.SCALE ZHRF 150.003040.103 INCHESSCALE 
'PAGE 2G1
 
DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 
.01 











. . . ..-. .
 
] 5 I0 $ w 25 30[ S6 40' 45' 5U 65 GO 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATAt ST SYMBOLW. CCN'FIG[VRATIC-.€ DESCRIPTION "ELVATR AILRO& RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION4 
R5 5 
IR Z76 3 5 )
ORZ7645) 20> 
S NR DELTA 
5$C4 7 8 R DE L TA 
145FC76 MR DELTA 
,ORDITn SW ElDV 7J2X. 




0 0 00 
0.000 
0.000L 01000D 
0 .0 D01, } 0 [ 
0.0130 -20.000 
0.000 REFS 








XMRP 1422.50}40 ' INCHES 


























Of -.0 7_ 
I-I
 
0 5 la0 20 Z5 30 35 4a 45 511 55 60I 65 
ANGLE OlF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYPSO_ CCNFI6UZATI0N/ DESCRIPTIqXN ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORHATTIN
 
1 NR ELOV1TJEX U.Ur 6ga4 00401 n071 S} N-5FC475 DELTA 1IR1LTER 55WI U.UL1 0.000 C.000 REFS SQ FT (R276 35 L .5 FC478 NR DELTA OR.BITER 85WIEIVlJ2X 0}.00 0.0130 -10.000D U.000 REML 821.21[304 INCHES 
(.27645) H5FC,478 UR DELTA morTer B5W[7El(7VlTJZX 0].00 Mu.ll -20.060 r.UUVP REF13 1422.8040 INCHES 
XMRP 14ZZ.S5}40 INCHES
 
yMRF 0 .{000 INCHES
Z.R0 00.0004 INCHES
 





























.0.15 .10 .05 .00 -.-. -1 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET SY46a CMFIGURATIaJ DESCRIPTICI ELVATR AILRC4 RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFCRMATION 
CR27565) ,SFc478 NR DELTA CR0!TER BSI7EOVI7JZX 0.000 0.0300 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084,0040 S FT 
(RZ7835) Hi SFC47ASNR DELTA CR5BI1F 8514IE20V1?JZX 0.000 0.000 -10.000 0.000 REFL 8Z1.Z004 INCHES 
(RZ764S) 0 HSFC478 MR DELTA OBTER BSIJ7EIOlV7JZX 0.010 0.000 -20,000 0.000 REFS 1422.6040 INCHES 
XHRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRF 130.0004 INCHES 
MACH 0596 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 264
 
























s.5 .10 0 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 







HSF478 NR DELTA 
NSFC478 HR DELTA 































YHRP 0. 00 INCHES 
ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES 
4ACN 0.899 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 265
 






















-0 .2 .15 .10 
 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -. 5 .20
 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET SYMPt CONFIGURATION 0E$CRIPTICN ELVATR A:LRCN RUDDER RU0FLR REFERENCE INFORMATION­
(R27565) M NR DELTA CRBITER 0.300 .01) 0 REFS 5QNSFC478 S5WX7EXOVIJZX ,U 0 .001 6084.0040 FT 
CRZ7635) MSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER S5W17E10V17J2X 0.0001 0.000 -±1.000 3.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
(R2764S) 0 HSFC478 NR DELTA OR8ITEF BSWI7E1OV17JZX 0.000 0.001 -20.000 0.00 REFS 1422.0040 INCHES 
XNRF 1422.5C40 INCHES
 
YMRF a .0000 INCHES 
- ZMRP 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALEMACH 1 1003 
PAGE 266
 
DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 






















.W0. .15 .10 .05 .130 -. 05 .01 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET SYMC*. CC$FIGUTATION OESCRI.'TICtJ ELVATR AILRC@J RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE IWrCRIATION 
'RZ756S) Q SFC4T$ fl} DELTA CRiSITER SWITEIO0VIIJZX 0.000 0.00S 0.000 0.000 REFS 6004.0U40 SQ FT 
ICR27535) MIISFCAIS MlR DELTA crBITER S5WT7ElV7JZX 0.0903 0.000 -10.00r 0.09 REFL 821.2004 'INCHES, CR275451 C 14FC478 NR CE(SA CAS1TER S5WSEIOV$?JZX 0.000a 0.000 -20.000 0.0010 	 REFS 14Z2.6V40' INCHES 
XNRF 1422.5047 INCHES 
YNRF 0.0006 INCHES 
ZMRF 130.00034 INCHES 
$SH 1.199 SCALE -0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 267
 














.is l 0 .00-0 .O 
PITCHING-MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTIO - ELVATR AILRON RUDDER RUDFLR 
msrC4?s MR DELTA ORBITER BEW7EIOVITJ2X 0.000 0.0131 J.0110 0.000 
MEFt7S NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl7E10VI7J2X 11.000 0.010 -10.000 0.000-




REFS 6084.0040 SO FT 
REFL 821.20U4 INCHES 
REFB 1422.8040 INCHES
XURP 1422.5640 INCHES 
Y0RP ..1303 INCHES 
Z-E. 130.1O04 INCHES 
SCALE 0.00-5 SCALE 
PAGE 268 
DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 




















-. 0I., •* • 
010 .05 .00 -.15 -.20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYGBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIOcN ' ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORM1ATION 
CR2755S1 fD NSFC478 N DELTA OR131TER 85W17E10V17JZX V.ILIU 0.0D 51.0c0 0.009 REFS 6U84.00140 SQ FT
 
IR27635) fl HSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 5U7EIOVIIJ2X 0,000 0.000 -10.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES
 












DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 



























-. "i- .15 .10 .09 .100 -. 05 -. 1 -. 15 -. 20" 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CQNFIGURATIC DESCRIFTIC' ELVATR AILRQN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(R756s, 0 MSFC4O NR DELTA ORSIfER 05W1?EIOVIlJ2X 0.000 0.0DOE0 0.00D 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ'FT
(R2S3S) HSFCe7B NR DELTA CR8ITER 05W17E10V17J2X 0.000" 0.000 -10.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES
 CR27645) 0 HSFC47 R DrLTA OeITE 054I7E10V17J2X 0.000 0.000 -210.000 0.000 	 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 130.0004 INCHES 





















.15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 -. 1 -. 15 -. 20 
PITCHINGMOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGRATION DESCPIFTION ELVATR AILRO RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(r2?S6s) HSFCA78 OBITER 0. 0. olo REFS 6084.004r $8 FTMR DELTA S5W1?EIQVIIJZX 000 0000 0.000CR?63s5) MSFC478 MR DELTA ORBITER 05W YEXOV17JZX 0.000 0.00 -10.000 0.00 REFL 862.ZU94 INCHES (R2764) SISFC478 NP DELTA _R5ITbR B5At4EIOV1IJZX" 0.000 0.000 -20.000 0.000 REFS 1422.80411 INCHES 



























a0.1 .. .3 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 .6 1.7 1.8 
FOREBOJY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF.
 
DATA SET SY1 O4 CONFIGURATI N'2ESCRIPTIN ELVATR AILR*N RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
CR2Z56S) 0S IR27 HSFC4T8S C47B HR DELTAR DELTA cBITERO0ITER B5WiEIOVIlJZXBSWI007EIOVIYJZX 0.0000.0 0.0000.000 r.01)-10.000 0.000.000 REFSREFL 6084.0040821.2004 SQ FTINCHES 
CRZ7645) 0 sFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER SSIJ7EIOV17J2X 0.000 0.0011 -20.000 0.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XMRp 1A22.5G40 INCHES 
YNRF 0.00305 INCHES 
ZmRF 130.U04 INCHES 
XACH 01596 SCALE 
0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 272 
DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 














•-. oL.2 .3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 i.7 i.e 
FOREGODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, COF
 
DATA SET SYX ML. ccNFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION ELVATR ALLRMNt RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFQRNATICN 
(A27565) 0 ?SFC47 N DELTA ORBITER S5WI?ElV17J2X 0.005 .OU 0.000 0.0013 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT (HZ76355) .SFC47 NR DELTA CRBITER BSt17ElOVIJZX F.OD 0.1130 -10.000 0.0001 REFL 621.2004 INCHES (927645s ) HSFC47B na DELTA ORBITEF BS5WiEIDVIJZX 0.000 0.000 -20.000 0.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XNRp 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZmRr 130.0004 INCHCS 
P'ACH 9.899 SCALE 0.0135 SCALE 
PAGE 273
 


















0.1 _ - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - _ 
, .. 4.J.J,, .J..L.L. ,...t SJ. .L.L ..L4-L . i • ipf.L * 4,4.L. .. kL.. *, .i. *L .I if;rIl 
O--00'.M.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.0 .0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CUF
 
DATA SCT SYFE, CctFrGURATIV4 DESCRIFTIQ4 ELVATR AILRCN RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( Z7565) l SFC470 NR DELTA CORITER 55W17EI0V1?JX 0.000 .000 0.0100 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SO FT 
(R7635) Li H5rC470 HR DELTA CRBITER.BSWII7EI0V17J2X 0.000 0.000 -1D.00 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
CR27645) 0 MSFC47B HR PELTA ORBITER SSW1EIE10VXJ2X 0.000 0.000 -20.000 0.000 REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRF 0.000 INCHES ZMRF 130.0004 INCHES 
.co I .C3 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 274
 
DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 
1.4 












a32 02 0.3 V.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 
FOREBODY flRAG COEFFICIENT. COF
 
DATA. SET SYMrct Ca4FrOURATIC44 DESCRIPTIQ4 9LVATR AILRC*N RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORNAJ1QN 
ICaZ?56S, Q HSFC473 NR~ DELTA OiBITER O5WI7EIOVI?42X 0400 0.000 13.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SO FT CR27638) aX NSFC478 Ng DELTA M~ITER SSWI7EI0VIYJfl 0.0030 0.000 -10.001) 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
192764S) 0> HSFC47S NR CELIA CV.8LTEP SSWITEIOVITJ2X 0.Col) 0.000 -20.001) 0.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XNRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRp 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP iSO).0004 INCHES 
MACH 1.199 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 2/5 
DELTA WING ORBITER- RUDDER EFFECTS
 
... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 









4-44i--.o1I --.----.---- i k-- --- J.­
.... + 
-0.2 
0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, COF
 
DATA SET SYX6L C FIWRATIrc CESCRIFTION ELVATR AICRC* RUDDER rUDFLR REFERFNCE INFCOMATTCN 
(RZ76S) £2 MSFC478 NR DELTA OBITER BSWL7EOVIlJZX 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 0 FT 
(R27633) A HSFC418 NR DELTA OBITER B5WIE1V1?J2X U.000 0.003 -10.000 - 0.99O REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
(F7645) 0 RSFC4I8 NRDELTA RBITER B5WI7EIOVI7J2X 0.000 0.000 -20.000 0.090 REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRF 0 .00 INCHES 
ZHRF 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE!ACH 1,458 
PAGE 2'/
 





















0.1 -- -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- -
O. .. . .. . ..
 
32.o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0J.5 0.6 0.1 0.6 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 15 .6 1.7 1. 
FORESODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. COF
 
DATA SET SYMFlX CCNF1&URATfcN DESCRXFTIct4 ELVATR AILRCtJ RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFcRMATIC0 
CR27565) M SFCZZS NR DELTA C8BflER SW1EIOVI7J2X 0.9000 0.009 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.00 So FT 
(Rz7635) MlSFC478 HR DELTA CR5TR SSWITEIOVIIJ2X 0.100 0.0a!) -10.0100 0.000 REEL BZ1 .2004 INCHES 
IRZ?64S) NSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 65M47E10V11JRX 0.090 0.000 -03.000 0.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
M2IRF 142Z.5040 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 





DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP-'LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY























-. 18 - ­
. .. - .. ...
-. 20 . ....-. ..- ...- . -.. . .. 
- 6 5 4 3 2 -1 1)[ 1 2 3 4€ 5 6 7 8 9 107 ti ii 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION ALFHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRS?3IV) Cl I45FC478 HR DELTA ORBITER 85W17E0 X -0.050 a.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
(RZ773_) LS HSFC478 MR DELTA ORBITER EfiIf7EOVZ?J2X -0.070 0.000 15.000 0.010 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XNrP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRF 0.0o010 INCHES 
ZMRF 130.0004 INCHES 























-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SCT SYE4J- Cc*FIGURAtIlC DESCPrFTI N ALFHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFQRNATIQ 
(RVOID2)








XNRP 1422.504 INCHES 
YIRF 0.9000 -INCHES 
ZRRP 13020004 I1CHES 
HACH I.90 SCALE 0.1035 SCALE 
PAGE 279 















_____7 9 1 
6 ° 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATIC) CESCalTIGN ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLE (RZ761D) (: MSFC478 NR DELTA OBITER f35TElIX 






REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
REFL 621.200 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHRF 142Z.5040 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 13 0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCLE 
PAGE 280 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 










-' 6 -5 -4. 3 - 2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 •5 6 7 a 9 10 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SEI SYHFX 
(R2781-) C) 
offZZ7311 L 
CICFIGURATI W GESCRIPTICN 
MSFC478 NR DELTA CROITFR 05WI7E1QX 












REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT-
REFL 621ZC0D4 INCH 5 
REFS 1422.6040 INCHES 
XMRP , 1422.5040 INCHES 
YmRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZmEP 13150DU4 INCHES 
MA H 1.458 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 281
 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 













-. RF 0.14 NCE
 
SIDE SLIP .ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES "
 
DAT, .SET SYM '-t ccJFlGURAT cM DESCRIPTX.24N ALA-IA RUDDER- RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORHATCON 
CR2?O1CI 0' HSFC4IB HR DELTA cfiBITER 65W17E10X - -0.050 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 Se FT 
caIT?570) 7"{ HSFC4IS NR DELTA dR81TER 851417E10V17J2X -0.°070 0.000 15.000D 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
X1IRP 1422 .5041' INCHES 









DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
.. .. . .. .' ....... .... .... ...





o -. 4 _ -- -- -- -- ­
-.06
 




6 5 -4 -3 -2 -1 "0 1 2 5 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 ±2 
DATA SET SYMEO 
(R27510) 0 
(CR773r) Ll 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
CCNFIGURATIC* DESCRIFTIa4 ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR 
HSFC47S NR DELTA CRBI7ER 5WIEIOX -0.050 





REFS 6D34.0040J 50 FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 14?2 040 INCHES 
XNRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNR?ZNRF 0.0000130.004 INCHESINCHES 
VACH Z.990 SCALE 0.0635 SCALE 
PAGE 283 












--. 10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -­
-. 16- _ 
-6 -- -4 --3 - -1I 0 1 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 la 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYM5BC CCFIGLRATIaL DSCR!PTI V ALPHA RUDDER RUOFLR ELVAiR REFERENCE INFCRNATIaJ 
(nZgIc) ) HSFC478 NR DELTA CRBIIER 05WEIOX -0.650 0.00) REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT (R21730) l HSFCC7I HR DELTA CBITER 65W17EIGV17J2X -0 .070 0.0o6 15.000 0.000 REFL '821 .9004 INCHES 
- REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
XKR 14ZZ540 INCHES






DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
. n... . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . .... . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . I.













r s5-- 4 -- -z - I a 1 2 34 4 5 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYHNtD CaAJFIGURATIC8I DESCRIFTI ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR 
I 2S71D) ) MSFC478 NR DELTA CRBITER B5W17E1VX -. 050 






a 9 IQ 11 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 6084.0040 SO FT 
REFL. 821.2004 INCHES 
REFB 1422.8040 rNCHFS 
XNRF 1422.5-40 INCHES 
YIIRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 13.0004 INCHES 




DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY















 SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOLt CC*IFI&tJZATICM DESCRIPTION4 ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLP ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATIONt 
(RZBIDJ MSFC478 NR~ CELTA ORBITER G5'WI7EIOX -0.0750 0.1300 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT (FZT?3) Ll M5FC478 HR DELTA ORBITER 85W17E10V17J2X -.0.070 0.flDU 15.0c; 0.009 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFSB 1422.8940 1INCHEs 
Xm1RP 1422.5040 INCHES 
yHR_ 0.oava INCHES 
Z"RF 150.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 - SCALEHACH z.ooo 
PAGE 286
 












-. ,. 5 4 -- . 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 a 9 IQ 1 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES .
 
DATA SET SYHPO COFIGURATION rESCRIPTICN . ALEHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR "REFERENCE INFORMATICO" 
faz76lp-) 0 msFc4s uR DELTA f smr 05wi7Ei. '43.05D 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 se FT 
(A2773C) IN PSFC'78 NR CELIA M6ITER 85WI7ZlVVITj2X -9.070 D.roo 15.600 0.01M REFL 821.20,14 INCHES 
REFS 1422.80413 INCHES 
XMRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRF 0.00110 INCHES 
ZmRP 130.r040 INCHES 




DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
.... .. ...... .......... .......
 
M .04 











-0i6 -$ -4 -3 -2 -1 a 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
CATA SE SYHSC CCNFIGURATIal GESCRIPTIC ALFHA RUMDR RUL;FLR ELVATR REFErENCE INFC MATION 
(927SID) (D MSFC476 NR rELTA ORSITR 85WITEIOX -.. 30 0.0rV REFS 6084.00401 SQ FT 
f92773cl U MSFC478 UR rELTA CQSZTER 6507ELOV17J2X - .070 0.100 15.0060 .0910 REFL 821.20,14 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8940 INC14ES 
XMFRF 1422.504G INC149S 
YHRP 0.00"i INCHES 
ZHRP 13r,.9!1!4 INCH4ES 




DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 


















56- -4 -3- ... 2- 1*'- 1 n 1 2 "3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l10{] 1 12 1l 
DATA SET 
(RZ7S1D)(R2773p) 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
SYflBOt CONFIGURATIZO DESCRIFTIcN ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR 
0 NSFC478 HR DELTA ORITER 05W4EIOX -0,050





REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 









DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL-STABILITY
 
... .........


















r3 - ----- 1- --------- -1--------------------------------..a'' 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYJBL CeJFIGURAT'ION DESCRIPTINC ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(R27810) Q HSFC476 NR CEL'A ORBITER BS5WIIE1X -D.059 0.000 REFS 6084.00-340 $ FT 
(R2773D) L MSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER S5W17E10V17J2X -0.070 0.010 15.009 0.00E) REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.6040 INCHES 
XNRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YIIRPZHRF 0OOV0o130.0004 INCHESINCHES 
HACH 290 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 230 
.07 


















A-.- 2. - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 0 11 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SY4AEL CO.fFIGURATIUN DESCRIPTION ALFHA RUDDER RUDFLr 
(227810) (D NSYC47o HR DELTA OWRITER 85W17E10X -0.050 






REFS 6084.0040 SO FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XNRF 1422.540 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0055 SCALE 
PAGE 291 
















Z- -. 0 C 
I R 





~--, - - 4 -3 .-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ±0 II ±2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA ET SyMBC, Cck4F:&URATCtJ' DEScWTFTIOJI ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATON4 
CR27810) 0- HSFC4YS HR DELTA C BITER 85Wt17E10X ".050 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
CE277301ZflHSFC47S NR DELTA c 8ITER BSW17E±0V1J2JX -0.070 0.000 15.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
ErFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
XNRP ±422.5040 INCHES 
YH 0.O uO INCHES 
ZNRP 130.0004 INCHES 






DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
02 ff 














Z -. 06 
CD 
-. 07 
A -- 1 a 4 5 6 7 9 10I 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 





















REFU - 1422.6040 INCHES 
XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0003 INCHES 
ZNRF 130.0004 INCHES 
HACH 1.009 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 293
 









C -, 5 
z 
Z -. 4- 1 2 4 
I p 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA ST SYMBOL CCMFIOURATta4 DESCRIFTION ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
(RZSI1D)
(RZIZSD) 
HSFC478 NR DELTA OBITER BSI7EIVX 
$MSFC 78 N DELTA ORBITER SSFR(EIOVIISZX -0.050 -0.070 0.000 15.UU (.0000.000 REFS REFL 6084.0040 821 .004 SO FT INCHES 




























SID SLI ANLBTA ERE
 
-,j 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SrV14EC CC*FICURATICM nESCR:FTIc* ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFO*IATIcN 
R92761 ) HSFC47B HR DELTA OBITER BSW7EIX -0.050 MD00 REFS 60g'4.0049 SO FT 
(RZ?73D) HSFC4T8 NR DELTA CRI T W1EIVI7J2X 0.070.013 15.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.304U INCHES 
XMRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHR? 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 130.0004 INCHES 
HACH 1.5 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 295
 

















--G -5 - 4 - 3 - -I 5 7 10 . 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
,DTA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESC IFTICNJ ALPHA RUDDER rUDOFLR ELVATR REFERENCE IMFORHATION 
(R2751f; Q MSFC479 MR DELTA ORBITER E;5W7EjGX -0.059 O.OU REFS 60$4.0D40 SID FT 
2773D)ZLi SFC4ZS HR DELTA ORITER 55 tPEIOVl7J2X _4.0.70 0.000 15.006 0,000 REFL , 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XNRF 14EE.5549 INCHES-
YMRF 0.000.3 INCHES 
ZoRP 130.0004 INCHES 
=- H .SC $ALE O.GO35 SCALE 
PAGE 29G
 







-1 -£2 2 3 4 5 6 1 1 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA ST 
(1RZ51)CREZ?7D) 
SYMBOL CO rIGURATICN VESCRICTION 
C, MSFC470 NR DELTA ORS1ER B5Wl7E0X 












REFERENCE JNFC MATICN 
REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
NEFL SRI .2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XRRF 1422.5E140 INCHES
yHR- .. 000 INCHES 
zdRP 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 297 
DELTA WING ORBITERrCOMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 














-.00 6 s 4 - 3 -2 1, D 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a O 1 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBO CI.FIGURATICN SESCRI-TION ALPH4A RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRO781C) Q HSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER MW E10X -01050 r.0000 REFS 6084.004, SQ FT 
(P.2773-) Ll SFC4T8 Nn CELTA CrBITER 85Wl7E1DV17J2X -0,070 0.0130 15.0ro 13.000 REFL 821.2094 INCHES 
REFS 14 ZZ8040 INCHES 
XMRF 1422.S040 INC14ES 
YMRP 0.10011 INCHES 
ZMRP 130.O00 INCHES 




DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 












>- -. Qz 
. . . . . .. . . .......
 
.SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA ST $yu-L CONFIGURATIONDESCR!PTION ALFHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IBZSI-)(EZ77301) 0-IS MSFC478 HE DELTA ORBITER SFC470 NR DELTARBITER S5t417El0X SV7ElOV17JZX 
-0.050 


















ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES 
HACH 0.603 SCALE 13.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 299 


















-5 4 4 5 a_ 9 11 it 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SY1CC CCFIGURATION DESCRIiTIOJ ALPHA RUDDER PUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORNATICM
 
)CBZ/MSFC478 HR DELTA ORBITER 8SIE1OX -0.050 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT
 
(,27730) 2 ISFC47 NR DELTA CROITER B5Wi7EIOV1IJX -0.070 0.200 i5.000 04.00 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFE0 1422.8040 INCHES 
XmRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRP 1.0000 INCHES 

















D -. 0. 
- -5 -4 --3 -% n I 4 6 85 7 9 la 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
CATA SiT SyMHS.C CrNFIGURAT!a. OESCRIFTJN ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFCRMATI N 
1 E2751-) 0 MSFC478 NR DELTA C.SITER BSWI7EIOX --. 0 50 0.000 REFS 6084.00 40 So FT 
ISZ773D) . MSFC478 NR CELTA 'RZEITEF BSWI7EIOV17J2X -0.070 0.000 15.01) 0.000 REFL 021.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422,Z040 INCHES 
XHRP 1422.504-) INCHES 
YHRP u.o0{ INCHES 
ZMRP ±30.0034 INCHES 
NCH - ini7 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 301
 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
.07 - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ - - - _ 










- - 5 - 4 -3 -2 .1 a 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 111 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYM50L CO FGURATICN D9SCRVPTIC" 	 ALPHA RUDDER RUrFLR FLVATR REFERENCE INFOMIATION 
fS2761D) (D HSrC479 NR DELTA CIRITER 95S TE10X ) 050 C,.no 	 REFS 6084.0,0413 SQ FT 
(PZ?73D) LX SFC4?8 NF VELTA CRUTER S5WTE10V17JZX -0.070 0.01ro 15.01.3 6:001) 	 REFL 821 .2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.B040 INCHES 
XHrF 1402 504r, INCHES 
YMRF 0:000 INCHESZmRP 130.000A INCHES
 
14AH .5 	 SCALE D .U035 SCALE 
PAGE 302
 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 












z EE)L -°01 .'
 
- 0_ - 5 - 4 - 1 a 1 2 35 4 6 . 7 iL 9 1 11 .1 1 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL- ErONFIGURATIr3" CESCRIFTION AVPHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(927010) HSFC479 NR DELTA ORBITER S5W47E1OX -0.05c, V.0Oo REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
(UZ773DI 2 MFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER SW7ElrVl7JZX -0.0}70 a.ooO 15.Ll00 11.000 REFL 821 .2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.804r, INCHES 
XMRp 14Z2.5040 " INCHES 




 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 303
 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP-'LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
. . . . .. . . . .. . .
.o. ., ,. .. .. . . . ..I . . . .. . .. . .. JI.. 


















-- '' - S -- 41 3- - z - 1 2 3 ' 4 7 9 laD 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBO CONFIGURATION DEC PTION ALPHA rUrVER FUrFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(EVZ70D) C) 15FC478 NF DELTA ORBITER 05W ?C1DX -0.050 0.000 REFS E084o.0040 SQ FT 
12Z773D) a HSFC478 "R DELTA ORBITER SW17EIEIV17JZX -.0.07 3.000 15,00 0 . 000 rEFL aE1.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.$040 INCHES 
XmRPyMRF 1422.50400.0000 INCHESINCHE-
ZMR- 130 .. 04 INCHES 
SIDH S.99I SCALE 0.035 SCALE 
PAGE 304
 












S . -01 
-. 0.
 
-6 - 5 -4 - - 1 13 I z 3 4 6 7 8 9 1o 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 




MSFC478149 DELTA rJRSITER S 7EI!X 












REFS 6684.00040 SQ FT 
rEFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REF5 1422.8040 INCHES 
NR 1422.5040 INC14ES 
YmEP 0. 0orl INCHESZNRP 1300004 INCHES 
MACH 9.959 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 305 





 o I 
-i 





t-5 -43--L13 4 a 9 I 1, 1 
I C
 0 --I-0 
- .07~- - - - i 0 1 
.J2-. 06)_a_-S-C-----R-DELTA-ORBITER-S5---E-r-----X--0.070-0.-----1--00---C.0-30 ------ 821.2004- INCHES 
RF 12.204 INCHES 




DELTA WING.ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 




















- 5 -4 3 - -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
SYMCOL CON4FIGURATICN DESCRIFTIc*J ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR 
1 HSFCC7S HR CLTA R0ITER SSWZIEIOX -0.050 






8 9 10 11 12 
REFERENCE INFORNATION 
REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
REFL 621.2004 INCHES 
REFB 142Z.8040 INCHES 
XNRF 142Z.5040 INCHES 
YMRF 0.010D INCHES 
ZMRF 130.6004 INCdES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 307 

















- 6 - - E -1 0 1 2 3 A 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE.-BETA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CC*FIGURATI*4 DESCRFIPTION ALFHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(62781C) Q MSFC478 NR PELTA ORBITER B5W17ElOX -.0.50 0.000 REFS 6084.9040 S FT 
(faz73S) a MSFC4 T NR CELTA ORaITER aSSW7E±0V1TJaX --1.070 0.000 15.000 0.000 REFL 82I.E004 INCHES 












DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
















. . L' . ... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ' L . . ... .  .. . .. ... ..... . . 
- 6 -- - -4 3 0 1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMO C0 RATIC DESCRTPTICN ALPHA RUDDER HUMP ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( Z751S) C HSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 65W7E10X _B.050 0.000 REFS 6084 .0040 8 FTC62773C LXFSFC478 HR DELTA ORBITER BSWIE1EVI7JZX -0.070 0.600 15.000 0.000 REFL 821.20U4 INCHESREFS 1422.8040 INCHES 




ZMRP 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALEMACH j145$ 
PAGE 309
 




.. FII I 
 , I I IJ l.l. 
 .I  j JI I jl .






;>- -. 01 
'C 
0.0 











SIDE SLIP ANGLE. B TA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMP".- CCNFIGURATfON PESCRI.-TTl q ALPHA I RUDDER RLQFLr ELVATR REFERENCE INFC)RATION 
i 82761C) Q MSFC478 NR DELTA CQSITER 8S5WM7EOU _u.LS50 0o000 REFS 6984.0040 SQ FT 
f?27730)7 ZI sFC47& NR DELTA ORBITER 85Wi1EIVVIIJUX -030701 0.0111 15.000, 0.090 REFL 
REFS 
821.2004 
1422.8t]40 INCHES INCHES 
XHRr 1422.5040 INCHES 
Ymrp 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRF 1300104 INCHES 




















-3 -. 06 
-J 
C 










 $ - I 'll 
 .1 1, 1 ,, 
 I'llJ 








5- 4- 3-2 - 1 0 1 
CaW.IGUATIE DESCRXFT'YP 

85VSc4, flR DELTA CfiBITER 85W17EiOX 




2 3 4 75 7 
ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR

-0.050 0.000 
-0.070 0.000 15.000 0.000BETA~ 

1 
 l ll 

_ 
8 9 10 
REFERENCE 




































DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT-BUILDUP7 LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
,011 




Ld-.03 - - - - - - - - - - - - - _-
Ld 






.O ....................... .............. . .. .. .. ...
 
SIDE SLIP-ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET StR C4- CaJFrGURATICN OESCR'FTICN ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(627810) M NR 6fiSITER B5WE7EOX -0.050 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FTHSFC4TB DELTA 
(B277301 L MSFC47Z NR DELTA C OZTER )5W17E10V1?12X -0.070 0.000 15.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XNR 142.5U40 INCHES 
YHRP 0.03H0 INCHES 
ZNRF 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALEMIACH 4.959 
PAGE 312
 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 







-­0°.14 Li { , . t p l t __ __=~ __ ___,_ _._ _t 
Ld 
0.0 
CATA SET SYHMBO 
CR27810) QCRZ773) 44 
0.6 1.0 1.5 2.0 
CC4FIGJRATICN DESCRIFTICN 
HSFC478 NR DELTA CrBITER BSWIEI1X 










4.0 4.5 5.0 
REFERENCE INFCRNATIC* 
REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
REFL 821.20D4 INCHES
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XKRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YmRP a.00Cc INCHES
ZHRF 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.3035 SCALE 
PAGE 313 
___ 






















DATA SET iYMSt CONFIGURATION rEsc ITION ALPH4A RUDDER RUDFLR FLVATR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(R27610} 
(R27730) 
Q MSFC478 NP DELTA ORBITER 













REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 













.0 -. 0005 
EL 
(n 





>5 3.0 3 .6 
4 .17 4 5 _ 
DATA ST Y MBO COFIGURATI ON DESC I TI ON 
.(R2 7 0 1 ) Q S F C 7 8 N g D E L TA O B I TER 6W 7E O X 
CZ7 7 3 P) i HS F C7 8NR C E L A O B ITER B 6W7E l V I 7 J X 
MACH NUMBER 
ALPHA RUDDER 
-. 0 5 0 
-q ,0 7 0 EDOG0 0l 
RUDFLR 
1 5 .0 0 G0 
LVATR REFERENCE INF ORATI ON 
. 0 0 0 R E FS 60 4 .0 4 0 S OFT 
.0°0 0 RE FL 21 .2 94 I NHE S 
REFS 1422.80411 INCHES 
XmRP 1422.5S140 INCHES 
Ymrp 0 Woo0 INCHE3 
ZMRP 130:0004 INCHES 
SCALE G.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 315 






























- -4 -3 -2 - 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 le
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA yTSynrL CtFIGUIATION ESCIITICO ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFOHATICN 
I9T8z C)" HSFC4T NR DELTA O MBITER85W7E10X 15.860 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ Fr 
CE27745) RS MSFC41 NR CELIA OBITR BSWI7EIOVXIJ2X 15.470 0.000 15.001 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XNRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZURF 130.0004 INCHES 
rACH 0.601 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 316 

















6 -5 -4 3 -2 -1 a 1 2 3 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SY14SOL CCNFIGURATICN VESCRIFT[CN ALFHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(R270ZD) C) MSFC478 NR DELIA CRBITER 05MIElUX 15.8r 0.1300 RE FS 6084 .0040 SQ FT 
(RZ7741,1 Z H rC4T6 NR CELIA ORDXITCR 05vaTElVVI7J2X 15.470 0.010 15,00i 0.009 REFL a21 .2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XmRP 1.422.5940 INCHES 
YmRF U.0900 INCHES 
ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES 
MACH IXE z SCA LE D,0D35 SCALE 
PAGE 317
 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
.10jQ ,l E rrr ll Ill Jill il~t-rrrrl ,-rr1o -rrrrrr rnI rr-rr -n-yr ri-I- v-t-n­















6 - 5 - 4 - 3 2 -1 a 1' 2 3 4 S 6 7 a 9 lo 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
- ASE T SyM96C COFIGURATICH CESCRIPTIC( ALFHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORHATICN 
CR27ZI-)D 0 MFC478 HR DELTA CRBIT69 B5EO1X 15.860 0.000 REFS 6064.GD40 SQ FT 
(R?774r)ZLl SFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 85Wl?5I9Vl7JEX 15.470 0.00D 15.000 0.00i rEFL 821.2004 .INCHES 
REFS 1422.8f340 INCHES 
XRr 142Z.5040 INCHES 
Yt4RP 0.13013 INCHES 
ZHRF 130.G004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
HACH 1.198 
PAGE 318 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
.10 l la $111 -1 1r-r , ol - FlIst t1rll-r irr lrrl "rr














-­ 5 4O - 1 a 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 "3E 1 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
BAIA SET SYMBO CCIFIWR ATION VESCRIFTION ALFHA RUBBER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1R2782c)IRZ774D) [) a . SFC478SFC478 NR NR VELTA VELTA ORBITER ORBITER 65WITf1QXSW7E10VITJ2X 
15.86U 











1422.80401422 5144 INCHES INCHES 
Y.RF 018GOO IN S 
ZHRF 130.0504 INCHES 
MACH 1°.;9 SCALE 0.0055 SCALE 
PAGE 319 











. .. .. . . .... .[ .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . . . . . ... ...... . . . ,C -­
-. 14 
-. -5 3a- 2 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 la 11 12 
SlOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SCT 5YMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALFHA RUDDER RUDFLR CLVATR - REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1RZ782) [ MASFC47$ NR DELTA, RSITER 65,17E20X 15.860 .OXUS REFS 6084.040 SQ FT 
qZ774)c a 145FC478 NR DELTA ORBITER BSWIEIV17JZX 15,470 0.000 15.000 0.0110 REFL 821 .2004 INCHESREFS 1422.80340 INCHES
XNRF 1422.5040 INCHES
 
YNRI 0 .00003 INCHESZNRp 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAC A.E3b 
PAGE 320 














-- -5 -4 - - 0 -1 a 1 .- 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 1 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
VATA SET SYM TA CONFIGURATION VESCRIFTION ALPHA RUCEDER PUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORATION 
IR278z.-) MSFC478 NR VfLTA ORBITER askn7E20X 15,86i Do.W REFS 6084.0040 So FT 
IR27T4-) MSFC478 NR rf.LTA ORBITER 85 JTElVVI7J2X 15.470 0.1160 15. 0u 0. 03 REFL $21.2004 INCHES 




. 0010 INCHESINCHES 
7vRp 130 0C14 INCHES 
PACK 2.990 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 321
 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 












SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
CAA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIFTIC ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR aLVATR REFERENCE -INFORMATICN
 
(R2782-) (D MSFC478 NR CELTA CROITER 65WTEIOX 15.860 a Grl) REFS 6064 .1340 SQ FT
 
IRZ174-1) L HSFC416 UR IVLTA ORBITER 85WI1VITJZX 15.470 0o009 15.000 0:000 REFL 891.aO4 INCHES
 
REFS 1422.804U INCHES 
XmRP 1402.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.000.3 INCHESZHR. 13.004 INCHES
 


























DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
. 8 .. .. ..... .... . 
In 








- 6 5 -4 3 -Z 1 a 1 2 4 5 6 7 a 10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. OEGREES 





HSFC41B NR CELTA ORBITER 35W17EICX 
SFC478 NR CELTA ORBITER SW7EI0VI?JZX 
15.661 









REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0rou INHES 
ZHRU 130.00U4 INCHES 
CX1o92 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE. 
PAGE 324­
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 






-'-6-5 - 4 a - 2 -1I 0 1 2 3 A 5 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
7 a 9 In 11 12 
-_ATA ,SE[T $YP3(,".X. CECIFICURATION DESCRIPTICN 
faz7dz ) Q MFC47$ NR CELIA .i{Ij S5WlEIX 













REFS 6064.U040 SQ FT 
REFL 621.2004 INCHES
REFS 1422.$040 INCHES 
xmrp 1422 5V40 INCHES 
YMPF 0:000 INCHESZ.0P 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 325 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 













S 5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SY43 CC.FIGURATICq DESCRIPTION ALPHA 'RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORHATIN 
(RZ7$2;0 l-SFC478 HR DELTA ORBITER S5WItEloX 15.860 0.009 REFS 6084.0040 sQ FT 
C9Z774DS L SFC478 NR CELTA ORBITER B5W1YElVI?J2X 15.470 9.00U 15.00 0.00 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XNRF 1422.504V INCHES 
YHRP D.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 130.0004 INCHES 
MACH 1.439 SCALE 0X0035 SCALE 
PAGE 326
 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY 













-6 - 5 -4 -­ 0 1- 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 in 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 





MSFC478 NR DELTA ORPITER B5W1TElOX 
SFC478NR DELTA CRETEETER S V107J2X 
15.660 









REFS 1422.804,1 INCHES 
X¢IRP 142Z.5040 INCHES 
YHRPZ.0P 0.01000130.0004 INCHESICHES 
14ACH 1.9,6 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 327 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 














-.46 5-$ - 4 3- -- 25 - D 1 2 ; 4 ,5 6 7 6 9 11) 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SY980rL CONFIGURATIr-H VESCRIFTI04 ALFHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
( 27sll)C 12 MSFC478 NR DELTA CRSITER 85M7EIX 15.860 0.01]r REFS 6084. 0040 SQ FT
 






YRp O .0vor INCHES
 






























J-4 - 1 5 	 9-6 - -3 2 -1 ak 2 3 4 6 7 a .. .. 11 4a' i 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL. CC.e4FIGURATZC*J DESCRIFTI"N 	 ALPFHA RUDDER RUOFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORHATION 
CR2790. ) 0 MSFCB NR DELTA ORBITER 6517E10X 15.860 - 0.000 	 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
(R2774-1) Z S SFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER SSW7YEIOVI7J2X 15.470 0.000 15.000 0.00 	 REFL 321.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XNRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRF 0:.0oo0 INCHES 
ZHRF 130.0064 INCHES 
Y.ACH 4.959 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 329
 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 












Z -. 06 
-
.. . .. ,... .. . .. . . . . ........ .... .. . .,. .
.. , . ........ ..
.13 5 -4 3 - 2 1- a 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 111 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
jDATA SET SYMBEOL CCNEIGUrATf0.N CESCRI-TION ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFOrNATIOW 











DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 












. . . S*. . . . . , . . . , . . , , , . , . . . . 1 , , . 
C," -- 3 -2 .- E­I"2640 8REFS 9 I 1ICE 1 
SSESI NL, EA ERE CL
 




YNRP 0.{ :2HE 
-3 0 -2.-I1 2 5 4 5N6H7S 
HASIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DAT ESCLF~c*SE S~gc ccI~~uRT~cl ALHA RUDER UDLR LVAR EFEE E 331R4AI~ 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
'"T 




j -. 0 
'07 
----- - -- -- --- --- 1 2 4 G-- 9 in 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYAS C FILURATICNDESCRIPTION ALMHA RUDDER R*UDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
(927ZD C) MSFC979 HR" DELTA CROITER B5W7ElDX 15.860 0.000 REFS 6084 .0041. SQ FT 
CRZ?74D) ZI SFC478 Ng DELTA ORBITER 03WI7El0VJJX 15.470 0.000 151000 0.000 REFL 821 .2C04 INCHES 
REFB 142Z.9040 INCHES 
XHRP 1422.504C INCHES 
YmRp 0.0000 INCHES 

















z -. 06 
, 5 -4 -3 - 2 -1I 1 2 6 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA,, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBO COFIGURATION O$CRIrTION ALFHA RUDDER RUDFLE ELVATr REFERENCE INFORHATICV 
IRZIOZV) 0 MSFC478 NR VELA ORBITER F,5 7EIVX 1 .arj 0.U0 REFS 6D049 54Q FT (RZ7741) 8 SFC478 MR CELIA ORBITER 8507EIDVIIJZX 15.470 0o000 15.000 0.000 RErL 821,2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XMRV 14Za 504U INCHES 
YHRF 000 INCHES 
ZHRP 130.OVV4 INCHES 




DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
II 









Z -. 06 
-. 
"-- -5 -4 -3 - - 1a 4 6 7 a 9 10 11 IV 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 




MSFC478 NR rELTA ORITLR 05W17EIUX 












REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRF 0.00001 INCHES 
ZHRF 130.0004 INCHES 
MACH 1.956 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 3:34 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY

.............. ....I...... .. .. .. .... . . ... .. . .. .. ..
 




- -. 04 
Ia 
u 




- o6 5 - 4 - 2 1 a.-.. .1 2 " A 5 6 7 8 9 1 1) 1 1 1 2 
Si DE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COTNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE IN\FORHATION
 
tRZ7820} G) MSFC470 NR DELTA ORBITER St17E10X 15.86E) 0.000 REFS 6084 .0040 $e FT
(RZ7741,) L HSFC470 NR VELTA ORBITER B5WI7E10V17JZX 15.470 0.001) 15.000 0.000 rEFL 821.00 4 INCHES 
REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
XMRP 1422 .504E] INCHES 
YmRp 0.0090 INCHES 
ZMRP 130.01,04 INCHES 
MACH 2.99r SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 335
 














-. 08----- 4 - 3 - 2 1-- 1 - 4 - 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SyIs- CtJIFIURATIC DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORNATION 
ca2702O) Q 8SFC478"NR DELTA ORBITER 85WEIOX 15.860 - 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SG FT (R27741) . HSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER BSW17EXOVIYJ2X 15.470 0.000 15.0011 0.000 REFL $21.2004 INCHES 
REFB 142?.S040 INCHES
 
XMRe 2422%5U40 INCHES 
YMRP o.o000 INCHES 
ZNRF 130.004 INCHESSCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PACH 4.953 
PAGE 33S 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
rrrr -w-rrri Jl rrn-i rtirr rrrr1 -rr i 166i .,r rrrr.]



























SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SnIS'A. OMFIGURATIC44 ESCRIFTION ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(827820) 
(27740?I 
C HSFC47 Ng DELTA ORBI7ER 65W1?EIOX 
HSFC470 NR DELTA CDITER D5W1?E10V17J2X 
15.86 












XNRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YtIRF 0.0,00 INCHES 
ZMRP 130.0004 INCHES 
PACH 0.601 SCALE 0.0035 SCRLE 
PAGE 337
 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 










6 -5 - 4 -3 -2 -1 a 1 Z3 4 5 6 7 8 9 la 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
VATA SET Sy 5,DL CCNFIGURATItj VIESCRIPrICN ALPHA RUDDER RLUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
6g27821-) 2 HSFC478 NR DELTA rASITER 05WJ/ZEl0X 15.860 G.rU'. REFS 6084.10 40 SQ FT 
1-2774C) HSFC478 HE DELTA DrDITER SW7E19V17J2X 15.470 9.000 i5.01rD 0.000 REFL $21 .2694 INCHES 
REFS 1422.86,0 INCHES. 
XHRP 142Z.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0-0009 INCHES 
ZHRP 130.0004 INCHgs 
YACH 1.11w SCALE 0.05 SCALE 
PAGE 338
 














. . . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . . 
S- -- --- --- --- -- 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 a 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 





$sFc4?8 NR DELTA O61TER B5WIEiX 













REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XMRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRF 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAflr: l220 
.07 












4.... ... ... 1' '' 2 . . 3' .4 ... 5 ... 6 ... a. . 9 toI 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMDO CON4FIGURATION DESCRIPTICN ALPHA RUDVER R'JDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(SZ7WO) G) HSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 850T70OX 15.860 0.000 REFS 6084.UU40 So FT 
fSZ7741) a 1SFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER SW7EIVVIJ2X 15.470 0,.00 15.100 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8U.0 INCHES 
XHRP 1422.504C INCHES 
YMRP U,0000 INCHES 


















. . l i [ l lI i , I I t i i i . . . . l T i i i. . . i i l . . . . 1 .. . . i l 1
. . e , e~~l I 1 1 

-'6 - 5 - 4 - 3 - 2 -1 0 1 2 a 4 5 6 7 S 9 10 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA -STSYMBO CONFIGUIATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
62Z769D) 0 HSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER BSW17EICX 15 860 0.000 REFS 6084.0.4 SQ FT 
6 2774P) I MSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER SWTEILIV17JZX 15:471)0 .090 15.001, 0.09E REFL 8Z1.2004 INCHES 
KEFa 1402 8040 INCHES 
XMRP 14 225E340 INCHESY-RP 0,U000 INCHES 
ZMRF 130.0004 INCHES
 



















.00D _ . 
-c 
-0 4 ---3 -2 -1 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 la 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 



















REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
XNRP 14ZZ.5040 INCHES 
YNRP 0.000 INCHES 
ZNRP 130.0004 INCHES 
4ACH SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 342
 









0U . 0 
U 
S -. 0 -D 
-. 03 
_. . . . .. .. . ......... .. . ... L.... L.... . . .. ..... 
-'i - 5 -4.-3 - -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYHEL CtJFIGURATICU DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR 
(6Z78ZL) 
(52774-1) 
-MNSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 85WE1OX 
HSFC4TB NR DELTA CRBITER 5Wi7ElDVI7J2X 
15.860 
15.470 1.00 15.00' 
MACH 4.959 

7 a 9 .. l.. 11-12 
ELVATR REFERENCE INFOHATION
 
0.U01 REFS 60,84X040 SQ FT 
03.060 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFE 1422.S40 INCHES 




130.0Uo4 INCHES INCHES 
SCALE 0.1035 SCALE 
PAGE 343
 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 













I...... ...  ..: 
-6 -5 -4 -.3 -2 1 0 1 3 4 5 6 
SIDE.SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYHVDc CCWFIGURATICN VESCRITIaN ALPHA RUDDER RYDFLR 
(527820) 0 MSFC478 N, DELTA ErOITER 8S51,I7ElOX .15.860 






8 9 10 ii 12 
'REFERENCE INFOMATLC 
REFS 6084.004r SO FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 14E2.8040 INCHES 
XNRP 1422.5040 INCHESYHRP 0.0066 INCHES 
ZHRP 13.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 344 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 








o -. 06 
SIOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBO COFIGURATICN rESCrIFTIC) 	 ALPHA RUDDER RNDFLR ELVATR REFERE1NCE INFCRATION 
6084 .0040 SQ FT 
1127741-) LS SFC478 1R DELTA CXSITER 65W17El0Vl7J2X 15:470 o.roo 15.0130 0.090 	 REFL 821.2094 INCHES 
REFS 142Z.8040 INCHES 
XMRP 1422.504C, INCHES 
YMRP 0 .0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 130,.0004 INCHES 
FACH 1o5az SCALE 0,0035 SCALE 
I EZZDID Q SFC478 NR DELTA CROITER BSW1791LX 15 860 ..060 	 REFS 
PAGE 345
 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
l J, '-r 1-r-r r-r-r-rihi j rrrri -r--r- rrrr rrrmi


















6 . 7 a 9 . 1] 11 12 
. - -3 - 2 a. 1 2 4-"'-5 4 -1 

SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE IFC RHATICNDATA ST SYHS50L CONFIGURATION4 DESCI~rION ALPHA 
0 .C60 REFS 6084 .0 40 SQ FT16.860DELTA ORBITER IB15W7EI{DXI B2702-1) G) HSFC4I78 NR 15 .470 0.000 15 000 0}:000 	 REFL 821.004 INCHES 
REFS 14E2.8j4O INCHES 





ZmRP 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.,0035 SCALE
 




DELTA-WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
.02 'Jil- rrrl 1-,-1- Ttrt rrrr~ll -rirni ii-- i-i-, i-, -,--n- rii- I ,-'r'-1-i- rrj 











-* 5~~~~ 2 3 4 5 7 a 110 11 12
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYHeO CONFIGURATION DESCEIPTICN ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFMt]ATI 
f32762D) C) MSFC478 NR DELTA C013TER SWTEIUX 15.860 0.000 REFS 6US4.00U SQ FT 
c3Z , 7C) a HSFC478 NR DELTA CRSITER B5WITEIOV17J2X 15.470 0.00 15.000 13.000 REFL 8ZIZOV4 INCH[:$ 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES 







DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 

















o -S6 -5 - - ­
-- -5 -4 - -2-V 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10 " 1 1 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATI-;( DE$CRIFTIC " ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(,12782-) srC478 NP DELTA ORBITER SSW17EIX 15.60 0 0011 REFS 6084.00D40 SQ FT 













DELTA WING ORBITER:COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 



















-- 6 2 - I 1 3 4 6 7 a 11 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
CAT. SET SYMBOL COrFIGURATICi DESCRIFTIy ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
LS27$Z)(62770) Q Ll HSFEC4 8 NR DELTA OR8ThER 85617EILX MSFCC76 Nn DELTA CRBITER 65W17E10V11J2X 15.860 15.470 u.v00 15.000 0.000 0.00U REFS REFL. 6084.0040 821.(004 SO FT INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XMRP 142Z.5040 INCHES 
NRP at00 INCHES 
ZMRr 130.0004 INCHES 
MACH 2.99D SCALE 0.DN35 SCALE 
PAGE 349
 










. 2-4 3 -' - a 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 to it 
SIDE'SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBO CagFIGURATION CESCRIFTICI ALFHA RUOPEr RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
,62782 _) fD MSFC478 HR CELTA ORBITER SW7EIVX 15.860 0.000 REFS 6084 .0940 SQ FT (BZ774.-) L MSFC478 NR CELIA ORBITER ;5WlTEI0V17JZX 15.470 0.000 15.001 0.o00 REFL 821.2r04 INCHES 
REFS 1422.6040 INCHES 
XmRr 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRP (3.0000 INCHES 
Z,4RF 130.0004 INCHES 
YACH 4.959 SCALE 0.1035 SCALE 
PAGE 350
 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 













-0200. a 1.0 1. 5 *Z.E Z. 5 3. 0 3. 5 4.0 4.5 5 .0 
MACH NUMBER
 
D TA SET SyH CC rIGURATICN DESCRIFTIC0 ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR rLVATR REFERENCE INF NATIC 
(92102C) Q MSFC478 NR DELTA C)RITER 85Wl7ElOX 15.60 0.000 REFS 6084.GD40 SO FT 
























-. 0005as_ ____ 
Laj 
0z 





DATA SET SYMBOL 
tR278220 0 
(R277 4 C) 2 
0.5 1.0 1.5 
CCJFIGURATIC" DESCRIPTICN 
HSFC476 NR DELTA CBITER 85W17E0X . 
MSFC478 NR DELTA M*ITER 85417E1V17J2X 









4.0 4.5 5.0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
REL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
XNR? 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.00cC INCHES 
ZmRP 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 352 














- -CH NUMBER 
_w -. 00 0o 10 .5_0 _54..___ 45 
0. . 05 15 . 25 . 35B. 1 4 .50 IN .0E 
XRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
XY4RP 142.5040 INCHES 
ZNRF 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 353 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 








-6 5 4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 ii 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMB4 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO -- ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORHATI O
 
(RZ783-1) MSFC478 MR DELTA ORBITER BG07EIIIX 32.900 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 OF
 






Y14RF O .000 INCHES 
ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES 
MACH 1.198 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 354
 


























5 -4 3 -2 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 it .1 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFMMATrTJ (R2763) 
(RZ75D) 
I4SFCA7S NR DELTA ORBITER 













REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRP v.0U00 INCHES 
ZNRP 130.OUU4 INCHES 
4CH _o461 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 355
 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY .
 









LOZ-.02 ____ ____ 







-$ ..- 5 -4 -3 - 2 - 1 2. 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 





























YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRPSCALE 130.00040.0035 INCHESSCALE 
PAGE 356
 













It .O5 . ... 
Li 
-. 14 
-6 - 5 -4 -5 -2 -1 a 1 2 3 4 5 6 7' 8 9 10 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 




HSFC478 NR DELTA RBITER BSWI7EIOX 












REFS' 6964.040 SQ FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.804 INCHES 
XmRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRP 0:.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES 
MACH 2.990 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 357
 

















-3, -2 1 0 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA,-DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYHC-
(RZ783D) Q CONFIGURATICN DESCRIFTIC*-J SFC47S NR DELTA.OIIER 657EVIX ALFHA 52.900 RUDDER RUOFLR ELVATR 0.000 REFERENCE INFORMATION REFS 6084.040 So FT 
(R2775D) 17 HSCS47 NR DELTA cOSITER S5W17E10V17J2X .881) 0.0o0 15.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XMRe 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRF 130.0004 INCHES 
MACH .959 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 318 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY

.08 .... .... ,-... ,rtt-.-. ri n . .. .. -r.... ............. .... ... ..... ......... '












SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 























•REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
xmrF 1422.5010 INCHES 
YHRP 0. 0001, INCHE5 
ZHRP 130.0 00 INCHES 
HAH ,lS CALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 359
 











6 . . 1. . . .. . . . . . ..  _._._. 

- . .. - - 2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 -1 6 '1 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE.-BETA. DEGREES 
DATA .SETSYMS 
, R2763DI t 
IR27750) fjl 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
MSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 65Wl7ElDX 








15.1o .00 .D9 
REFRENCE INFORMATION/ 
REFS 6064.0040 SO FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFD 1422.8040 INCHES 
XmRr 1422.5040 INCHES 






















-'U- -5 -4 --3-- - - - - - 1 2 4 5 6 T a 9 1) 11 -
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYmEa- CFIGURATICN VESCRIFTIIX ALPHA RUDDER RVDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFoRHATION 
( RvanD (D msFC4?s uR DELTA ORBITER ESWTEIDX 32.905 r.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
(RZ775DI LS SFC478 HE DELTA CeITER V5W17EI0VITJZX 32.880 0.000 15,ODn U.G0V REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFD 1422.8040 INCHES 
XN4RR 1422.5640 INCHES 
yHRP 0.00135 INCHES 
oSCALE ZHRP 130,00940.035 INCHESSCALE 
PAGE 361
 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 












- -. _ _ ___ _ 
-.03 
_o . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . I . . 
-6 - 5 -4 - 3 --2 -1I 2 3 4 5 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOLI CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR 






a 9 10 11 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 6684 .0040 SO FT 
REFL 821 .2094 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHRP 142Z.5040 INCHESY.R0 0.00L INCHES 
ZMRP 13OXCO04 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0535 SCALE 
PAGE 362 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
























-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4. 5 6 .7 8 9 10 11 1-2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
&ATA SET ST$SCt 
(R27830) f 
J SZ?751) LS 
CCMFIGURATIC 
MSFC47S NR'DELTA 















REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
REFL 8Z1.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8540 INCHES 
XNRP 1422.5040 INCHES 











DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
rrt-irrrr
.02 rrtl-1-r r,-rr. -r-,-rr rn-r tllll T *fliT -r-,r-r rrr rl-r trrr n-,-t *j ­1 
'-4
 










... .. . . 
z -A3S 








DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
l ffilf r
1l- - n v -t-ri6-r*, n- .- rn-i- ri-i-
l 
 inn-
-i 1n-rn n-tin- in-.t n,-..ri - -rr -r v-v
 

















5 - .0 5 - 5 - 4 - 3 -­
6_ _-I0123•1 _ _ 
Z -. 06 - _ _~_ _ _ _ .- - _ 
85 5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 i 2 3 4- 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOt CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFOMATION 
IR2768D) 0HSFC47T NR DELTA ORBITER S5WIIEIOX 32.900 O.00 REFS 6084.0040 SO FT 
IRZl75D) a HSFC47B NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOV17J2X 32.880 0.000 15.000 O.j06 REFL 821 .2094 INCHESREFO 1422.8046 INCHES 
XHRF 1422.5146 INCHES 
YMRP 6.6666 INCHES 
ZNRF 130.0004 INCHES 




DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
.0± 	
















IRZ7$3.r) G) MSFC479 NR DELTA ORBITER 05WlElDX 32.900 0.000 	REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
tp.2175r) L MsFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Va7EIEVl7J2X 32.880 0.000 15.090 0.000 	 REML 321.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.SD40 INCHES 
XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRP 0.XVD9 I NC.ES 
ZMRF 130.G004 INCHES 
MACH 1.961 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 366
 















1 4 5 6 7 0 1 i 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES







ZMRF 130.0004 INCHES 




DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY

.0 1 .... .... t .o_ -...-... ...  





- -. 03 
Lii 





4 -53 -2 -1 0 ± 2 3 4 £ 6 7 a 9 10 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
PATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONJ DESCRIFTICN ALPH4A RUDDER rUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFCORMATION 
iRZ753D)















ZNRF 130.0064 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCLE 
PAGE 368 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 


















-. 4 - -1 a 1 4 5 6 7 a 9 1 11 - 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMJS - CONFIGUATIN DESCRIFTIC - ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(SZ7830; 0 HSFC47S NR DELTA ORBITER 85w17EI6X 32.900 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SO FT(uc75) Ll ISFC478 NR DELTA RBITER BS5W17Ei0V17J2X 32.880 0.005 15.000 0.000 REFL S21.20!4 INCHES 
REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
XNRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP C.OCO0 INCHES 
ZHRF 130.0004 INCHES 
MACH 1.198 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 369
 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP-,LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
)S~~~~~ , ,4, J,,4 i 1ap i ~~II i I I I I 1 9l 1 1 1 1 li 

















-4 - 2 1 0' 1 2 f4 5 6 7 a" 9 10 .11 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES . 




NSFCA7S NR DELTA 















REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 




ZNRF - 130.0904 INCHES 
JACH 1.461 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
-PAGE 370 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
. 08. 'Il~1l~ll ol tr lf T1 rrtil -t-rr lrrli ,-r-rrt-- rrrr rrrr rrr rrin r -rrrl~ 
II 
.06 ---- f----­












-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 ± 2 3 4 £ 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
VATA SET SYMECO CO*tIGURATI C DESCRIFTICN ALFHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATIcN 
(B2783D) 0 HSFC47 HRDCELTA CSBITER B5W17EIOX 32.900 0.00 REFS 6084.r040 SQ FT 
cez7753 LS MSFC476 NR DELTA O T61TEB5I4IEJOV17JZX 32.880 0.000 15.000 0.0GO REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XMRF 1422.6040 INCHES 
YNRP 0.6009 INCHES 
ZHRF 130.604 INCHES 
















-6 -5 -4 - 3 Z' --I V 1 2 3' 4 -1 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
PATA SETSYMBO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR 
CSZ783D-) Q HSFC478 Ng VELTA ORBITER 85WI7EIIX 3Z.990 






8 9 10 11 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 6084.0040 SO FT 
REFL 621.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHRP 1422.5640 INCHES 
YMRF 0.13130 INCHESZZRP 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 372­
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY




















-XiG -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 1 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 IS 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET $yMPXD CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION ALFHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
I12783S,) - Q MSFC47C NR DELTA ORBITER 35WlElLX 32.9011 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT














DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 















SATAE  SYMB'A. 
COZ?63) D 
(82775P) ZS 
5 -4 3 -- a-- z 4 S. G 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
CMFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALFHA RUDDER RUDFLR 
MSFCZIS NR DELTA CRBITER 85 WlEIOX 32.900 





a 9 1a 11 12 
REFERENCE INFCRATIc 
REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFB 1422.604E ' INCHES 
XNRe 1422.5040 INCHESYHRP 0.000 INCHES 
ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.055 SCALE 
-PAGE -374 

















-. 8 - - 4 -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 5 7 8 l1O 11 ii 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SyJ1V-'L CCNFIGURATIC14 :ESCRIPTICN ALFHA WUOOER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFCRtlATIIC 
C B783P Q HSFC478 NR rELTA rOITER SWI7EIOX 32.900 ".000" REFS 6064.00401 SO FT 
(11275pD) L 14SFC476 NR PELTA CRBITER 0S5WI7E1OVI7J2X 32°880 O.0rOO 15o0DO0 .000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFU 14ZZ.0040 INCHES 
XMRlp 142Z.5040 INCHES 
YmEP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRF 130.0064 INCHES 
MACH 1.461 
 SCALE 0.11035 SCALE 
PAGE 3'75 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 














0l.6 5 - - -2 -J 1 Z 4 5 6 7 a 9 1a 11 12 
-o 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SyMVt Cd.FI6URATIO44 DESCRICTIG4 ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(&Z?630) MSFCC78 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17ElX 32.901 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT (r2775,) LS 4SFEC478 NR DELTA ORBITER BS5WlEIOVI7JZX 32.880 0.000 15.01) 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
XMRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.1000 INCHES 



























.ATA SET Srn cl. Ca ffICURATItN 
(327830) 0 NSFC47S NR DELTA 
(32775_;) LI HSFC47B HR DELTA 
- AC-5 -4AL 99 -. 33 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
GESCRPTIai ALPHA WOODER RUDFLR ELVATR 
C 81TER 85W.17E10X 32.900 . 0.000 





ZMF 3.013 NCE 
REFERENCE INFORHATIa4 
REFS 6084.0040 SQZFT 
REFL 821.2004 S2CALEIN H S 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XNRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRP 0.00D1) INCHES ZNRF 130.D2004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 377
 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 















- 5 -- - 3 2 1 2 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 





MSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITR B507ElUX 













REFS 6,184.0040 SQ FT 
rEFL $21.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.$040 INCHE 
XMRF 14ZZ.E010 INCHES 
yMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 378 





I -_-._ ___ 
(f) 
Q 
(3> -. 012 
-
0 




0.5 1.0 1.5 2. 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 




ISFC4TS NR DELTA ORBITER 635W17E1X 












REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
R5FD 1422.8940 INCHES 







SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 379
 













- -. 0040 
. "1 -. 0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 























REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
XNRF 1422.504G INCHrS 
YMRF. 0.06fil INCHES 
ZMRP 130.0004SCALE -.. 035 INCHESSCALE 
PAGE 380
 
















> -. 0045 
zI
 
, 00 00.5 .0 1°5 F .5 3°( 5 4.0 4 5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
CT T SyMOO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERNE FHTI 
CA2703D) C) MSFC478 HR DELTA ORBITER BE1417IOX 32.909 0.000 REFS 6084 .0040 SQ FT 
(R27?50) a 14SFC478 NR DELTA OBTER B5WITEI0V1TJ2X 32.880 01000 15°D .000 .3 EFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8049 INCHES 
XMRP 142.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.100t) INCHES 
ZHRFSCALE ­ 130.009450035 INCHESCALE 
PAGE 381
 























- -4, -- 3i -2 -1 1 Jt . 3 5 6J 7. . 9 11 le0 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SETSYML CNIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORhATION 
I9704D) Q HSFCA78,?N DELTA ORBITER 05W17EIOX 48.280 0.00 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT (R2776 ) l MSFC478 NR CELIA OBITER 05W47EI0VIJ2X - "48.265 0.I00 15.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
-REFS . 1422.6040 INCHES 
XNRF 1422.5040 INCHES 







DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 












-. lli llll .I@OIIIA 4.4.. . .4. I.. . .... .J. It J l4- .E t- 4 ..- . t . J . I tL.. 
-5 4 -1 -2 -1 a 1 a 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRTFTION ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLS ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(R0784D) MSFC47Y NR DELTA ORSITER BSDW7EI0X 46.960 0.000 REFS 6004.0040 SQ FT 
tRE?76D) 2 HSFCA78 MR DELTA CAQITER B5W'7EIDV17J2X 48.260 0.000 15.0o1 0100 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRF 0.00U0 INCHES 
ZmRF 150.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
1.45 PACH 
PAGE 383 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY

.10 ,flll e, 'etl rrr1~ rr {-rrr -rrr- rl-r -rrT-rr -rrT- -rrrr I 1nr, -rrr rrrrl~ -rrrjrrrIrrirr 
.68 	 -"_ _ _ _ - _ ___ _ _ 
.04 
, .­
-_ .00 - -2-- -	 ­
z 






-. 14 wI 
- 6 -4 -3 2 -1 0. 1 2 J 4 5 6 7 8 _1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
CATA SETSYPOC EOFIGURATICU CESCRIFTIGN 	 ALPHA RMDER RUDFLR ELVATr REFERENCE INFORMATIC" 
48.20, 13.000 REFS 61184.1040 SQ FTI RZ?6lDI Q MSFC475 HR DELTA CGITER 85WIEI0X 
IR2770) Ll SFC478 NR DELTA CIIITER 65WlElVVlTJ2X 48,260 0.000 15.ODUu 0.000-	 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFP 1422.8940 INCHES 
XNRP 1422 5940 INCHES 
YKRP 0,00co INCHES 







DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 














-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -I a 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET sYMsct C.UFIGURATICt VESCIrTIC ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENLE INFORNATICN 
(R27C) Q MSFC478 NR DELTA CRMTER ;5W 7EIX 48.280 .0.300 REFS 6084.0340 SO FT 
CRZT7c-) a XSFCZ7? Nr DELTA ECm1lTER B57EIOVI7J2X 48.260 0.U00 15.XD 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.00O0 INCHES 
ZMRP 130.0004 INCHES 




DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
,,-I-Irn I- i-I-I-I -II I- -i-a -ri-I-I-I l'-- i-I-iI '-~li-a ,I-T1 rrI- il l~ ,-rr-
.08 


















- .Z- 6 - 5 - 4 - 3 2 ... 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 1 a 1 l 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORATION 
C27 54) C) SFC 7 8 NR ELTA OR ITER B 5VnTE OX 48.28 0 . 000 REF S 6084.004 9 So FT 
(R776) Ll SFC478 NR DELTA OSRBITER55W1EIV17J2X 4&:260 .00 15.00 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 






ZmRp 130 0004 INCHES
 
SCALE 0:0035 SCALE




DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 




















"'-6I -5 _-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 





























ZNRF 130.0004 INCHES 
rACH 1.199 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 387
 











- _ _ _ _ _ _ -















~t......-..... L..LL... .... &L4. 4.4..t6 7..J.4.~. J. 11..-J4Jt 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE; BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYHS.OL CE4FIGJRATI0N DE$CRIFTI-N ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFOHATICV 
(R2?8Tc) 
CFZ7760 
0 HSFC478 NR DELTA OBI1UR 85W17E13X 













REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XmRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRF - 0.0000 INCHES 
ZRP 130.0004 INCHES 
HACH .458 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 388
 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 



















-. 03 __ 
l W J. 4Jl'Ld JlL. 4e1- lS 44r AlIJfl 44.LA JItt 4-i-i. .4±4t 4teIII 4.44-. ai-Jafl71 
-6 -5 - 4 -3 - 2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8, 9 ±0 ii £2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
CAUT SET SYHBL CrNFIGURATION DESCrIFTION ALFHA RUDDER RUJFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CR27814) 0 HSFC4TS NR DELTA cRBITR B5W1EIX 48. 8 0.V00 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
(RZ?76C) R SFCA78 NR DELTA cOR1TER B5ITlIEIDVL7JZX 48.860 0.000 15.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XMRF 1422.5340 INCHES 
YHRF 0.000 INCHES 
ZMRF 130,0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALEMACP 1.9&3 
PAGE 389
 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
























E -. 01 
z	 I.I 
,,. . . . .. .. . . ..... . .. .. . . ......... .. .. ...... . .
5 -4 -3 - - 0 1 2 4 6' 7 a 9 10 11' 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGrfrTICN DESCRIPTION 	 ALFHA RUDDER RUDFLR 'ELVATR REFERENCE I FCRHATION 
CR2754C, 2) MSFC476 NR DELTA ORBITER 13517EIDX 48.28U 0.000 	 REFS 6004.0040 SQ FT 
















DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY















5 A,---2 -1 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
CATA SETTSYH90L CONFIGURATICtl CESCRIPTIC-V ALFHA RUDDER RUDFLR El-VAT' REFERENCE INFO3RMATICN 
{RZ784) Q} HSFC476 tNr "-ELTA ORBIT&R V5MRIEILEX 48,2SCI V.XU REFS 6D}84,r(J40 SO FT 





YHRF 0.000OC INCHES 
ZMRP 130.090{4 INCHES

- Ac -4.959 SCALE 9 0 035 SCALE 
PAGE 391
 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL-STABILITY
 
.02 -t--r- r nI-~ l r--r, ,n,-,~ -rl-*,--I-7fJ J --- oJ-j -i--r -r-rr -r-rl rrrr fl-rr,,r tr
 
.01 - - - - .... .... .1 
X 









..... .... .... .... , , . . , . .
 
6 5 - - - -1 a 1 a 4 5 6 7 9 11 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SY14DC CCFIGURATIC(4 DESCRIFTICN ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR" ELVATR REFERENCE INFORNATICU 
IRE78--D) Q MSFC478 NR DELTA C iITEr 85W17CIOX 48.280 0.000 REFS 608$4.0040 SQ FT 
fn2?7SD_) ZI SFC476 NR DELTA CRSITER BSwl7910VI7J2X AS.260 ' 0.000 15.000 0.00U REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REED 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHEP 1422.5040 INCHES-
YHRP - 0 .010C INCHES 






DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 













Z -. 06 
- 6 s - a- - 2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 in 11 l o 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA T SYMDCI OCIFIGURATICN oEsc FTTCN ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFCRMATICV 
Cr2784D) fD HSFC478 NR DELTA CORITER SW1El0X 48.280 D.oD REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
C1R277M) Ll SFC478 NR DELTA CRBITER 65S 7IOV17JZX 4S.260 0.000 15.00D 0.1100 REFL 821.,2004 INCHES 
REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
XMRF 14Z2.5040 INCHES 
YmRF UouDou INCHES 





DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 









-.08 . . . . . . . 
. . 
- 6-- -- --- --- -- 5 - --- 9 10 1L 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYN r CCFIGURATIN rESCRIPTICN 












REFERENCE INFORHATI C 
REFS 6984.0040 SO FT 
REFL SE1.2004 INCHES 
REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
XMRP 1422.504C INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES
ZHRP 1-0°004 INCN-S 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 394 


















-'U s -5 - 35 - 2 -1 El 1 2 3 4" 5 6 7 8 9 in 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMF CONFLURAIIO rESCRIFTION ALPHA RUVDER RUVFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATIONtRZ784r; sHSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER BSW 7EIOX 48.260 000 REFS .6084.6049 Se FT2776c, FC476 MEDELTA CQBITER B5W17EIOV17JZX 48.260 	 0100r 15.000 13.000 REFL 6212004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.80AD INCHES 
XmRP 1422.50411 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCH4ES 
ZmRP 130.004 INCHES
MACH 2.99 




















-- -- 6 - --
CD-0 .07 
z~~ ~ ~ ~ LNR 

DATA SET SYMBOLCONFcaIGUJRATION 
ICR2784C) Q M4SFC418 rJR DELTA 
(2776,0) LS I4SFC47S NR DELTA 
_­
- _- _ 
-.04 





DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLJ? 
CRSIfTER 85W17E10X 4S.280 















REPS 6084.004D SQ FT 
REFL '821.2004 INCHESREPS 1422:-804C, -INCHES 
X14RP 1422.5040 INCHESYNRF 0.00003 INCHES 
ZHRF 130.0)004 INCHES 
0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 396 















- 5 -4 - - 2 -- 1 a 1 2 4...5. . 6 7 a 9 o-A11 1z 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SE T SYMSO'L CONFIGUFATIO-N DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
8B2764c) Q MSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 65W17E103X 46.280 O.OrD{ REFS 6084.0140] SQ FT 
(SZ776-) L. MSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER fS5417E10V17J2X 48.260 11.00f) 15.000] 0].000{ REFL $2.1.2094 INCHES 
REFS] 1422.80]40] INCHES 
XMRF 1422.5:140 INCHES 
YNRF 0.000]0{] INCHES
 
ZNRr 1 50}.000]4 INCHES
 
MACH" 1.°199 SCALE 0.001]{35 SCALE 
PAGE 397
 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 









- S'_6 4 - 3 - - 1 1 2 3 4 5 6' 7' S 9 IS 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYHDCL CONFICURATIC" DESCRIFTICN ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORANA 
(52784C) (D MSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER BSW17ElDX 48.280 13.000 REFS 61384.0040 SO FT 
SFC478 DELTA 0.000(6277_) HN NR CRBITER F,5WlElCVITJZX 48.26i 0°000 15.000 	 REFL 821:21104 !NCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XmRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRF 0:00130 INCHES 




DELTA-WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 














SIDE SLIP ANGLE BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMOL COOFIGURATION VESCRIPTICV ALPHA RUBBER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORHATION 
(02T8401 Q HSFC475 NR DELTA ORBITER S TE10X 46.2811 V.U000 REFS 61384.0040 SO FT 
5?Z7760) Ll 1SFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER BSW17EIOV17JZX 46.260 11.006 15.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 








.08 liT- i -rr1 *l-TI;'- Iii- -
DELTA WING ORBITER COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
f1ll- -i-,n 6-rrn r-rrrla -rr1 
 *'- J-J ' 



















- -- -­4 --









REFERENCE INFOR ATICN 
REFS 6084.VO40 SQ FT
REFL E21.2004 INCHES 





























J's 6 - -4 -3 -2 - 1 I t 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYhBML C'c"FIURATIC DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFaRHATIaJ 
cCZ784D0) HSFc478 NR DELTA CRITER 65W17E10X 48.28U 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
C82176SD) 14SFC478 HR DELTA RBITER 8S5j47E10V17J2X 48.260 0.000 15.000 13.000 REFL 821.2904 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 





P, CH SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 401
 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP-,LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
.02 rrrr ilrr 1-rrri in 7 -rrr-I ln illrlr, T ii jfl~7fll '111111 iij11-6n- ,lrnrl~l 
.01 	 . 
.00 	 ____ 
cn 
m  -. 02 
m 
z 








SIDE SLIP'ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
1AlA SET SYMBOL CCEFIGUrATICJ OESCRIiTION ALPHA RUDDER R'JDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CB2184D) Q MSFC478 Ng DELTA ORBITER SSWI7EIOX 48.280 0.009 REFS 6084.0040 - SQ FT(&Z776) HSFC478 Nn CELTA ORBITER 85Wl7E10V17J2X 48.260 0.000 15300 0.00 	 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFB 1422.8010 INCHES 
XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 130.0D4 INCHES 
SCALE 0.003b SCALE 
MACH 1.199 
PAGE 402­
DELTA WING {ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY.02,rrrr ,rrr 1-rrrl r-n-T- f-i-~- flfl- 11ii i-i- rn-i- r,-r fl-iT T-TT imni -ii-n, lli~i+ni 















SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYASO CONFIGURATICN DE$CRIPTICN ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLN ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATIC0 































6 -5 -4 -3 -2 22 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SY BCL CCtFIGURATIt OESCRICTIC* ALPHA RUDDIER RUDFLR 
(B32?SD) ,SF47 MR DELTA CROITER 85W17CIOX 48.280 
t-5Z776) 2 MSFC7S MR CELTA CRITER BSW17E1OVI7JZX 48.260 0.000 15.00o 





REFS 6084.0040 5Q FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
Ras 1422.040 INCHES 
XHRF 1422.5049 INCHES 
YIRF 0.099r INCHES 
ZNRP 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE V.13035 $CALE 
PAGE 404 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 





>. -. 01-- - - - - - - - - _ - -_ _ 
oo I 









=SATASET SYMBOL, , C,:NFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION ALFNA RUDDER RUDFLR ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
B784C¢) C) MSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER r5wmio1x 48.2so 0.1300 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT
 




YlR- 0_.0 00 -CHES 
ZNrP 13D.M0I4 INCHES 
MACH 2.99r SCALE C.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 405
 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY

















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDDER RUDFLr ELVATR REFERENCE INFORMArION 
CS275D) C) MSFC478 NP DELTA ORBITER B5W TEIVX 48.280 0.001, REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
E$2776D)]L iisFC478 HE CELIA ORITER 05W17EI0Vl7J2X 46.260 MME 15.90'r 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XMRP 1422 5040 INCHES 
YMIRP 0O.O01S INCHES 
ZMRP 130.0004 "INCdES 
MAH .99SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 406 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP- LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 












-"0. 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 



































SCALE 0,0035 SCALE 
PAGE 407 
DELTA WING ORBITER-COMPONENT BUILDUP--LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY




















M SFC978 NR rELTA ORBITER BSWI7EIGX 











REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
REFL $21.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHRp 1422.554!1 INCHES 
YHRP 0,9000 INCHESZMR- 13.0004 INCHES 
SCALE U.D1S5 SCALE 
PAGE 408 


















. " .0 0.5 10 1.5 2.0 2.5 .- 3.0 3.5 4. 1 4.5 5 0 
MACH NUMBER
 



















rEFS 1422.6010 INCHES 
XHRP 1422.504r INCHES 
YHrP o00oa INCHES 
ZNRP 130.0004 INCHES 














5 . . 0 ..­
- . . -25 .. -2'0 -is' ot . . . 
. -40 ' -35' ' 
- Sf1. . - 45 
ELVATR
 
SYMBOL ALFHA FA'.AHETRIC VALUES D.TA SOURCE REFERENCE INFOHATION2 zACH BETA
. 4 1.461 0.600 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR PEFS 6.84.0040 SQ FT 
815.90c1 AILRG4 0.009 RUCDER 0.0u D275 5 - 30.000 02?57S - 10.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
O 2.F00" RUCFLR 0.01r, 2756S 0.000 REFB 1422.8040 INCHESOXYRF 142.504D INCHESYNRF 0.14000 INCHES 
ZMRF 1313.0004 INCHES 
CATA MIST. CODE oGICM SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC 478 -B5W17EIOV17J2X ELEVATOR INCREMENTS (02758S) 19 MAR 71 PAGE 410
 




.10 	 _____ _____ ____ 
.05 




X ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SURCE 	 REFERENCE iNFWChATICN 
4.0n MACH 1.460 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 684.00,40 SQ FT 
AILR'C 0.0in RUDDER 0.DD D27S8S - 30.000 D2757S - 10.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFB 1422.8040 INCHES
,055 RlrLP 0.6009 02756S 0.000 	 XHRF 14P..5540 INCHES 
YNRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRF 130.0004 INCHES 
ATA $157. CCOE H 	 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC 478 -B5WI7EIOVI7J2X ELEVATOR INCREMENTS (02758S) 19 MAR 71 PAGE 411
 
DELTA WING ORBITER-ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS AT VARIOUS ANGLES'OF ATTACK
 
, i. ~ l_*I___l 
____ ,l_ I I ,laI____ 
.11
 
* 9rr r -rrr -40 r -r ,-25, -,-i-15-t1- r,6 5 
-SO
 




.0 .-,__ -___ -___ -5__ -___ _ - - 15 -1D _ -_ 5 _ _ _ 
L; PARAPETR1C VALUES DATA ,SOURCE REFERENCE 1NFORMATIaJ20.00 1.960 BETA 6.000 DATASET . ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 6084.0040 SO FT 
16.000 AILRCJ 0.00D RUCOER 0.000 027585 - 30.600 027575 - 10.000 REFL 821.2034 INCHES 
o> 20o.00 RUOFLR 0Ji00 027565 0.000 REFB 1E.0D ICE 
o' 36.660 YNR? U.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 130.0004 " INCHES 
DATA HIST. CODE 4GI4CX SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC 478 -B5WI7EIOV17J2X ELEVATOR INCREMENTS- (02758S 19 MAR 71 PAGE 412
 
DELTA WING ORBITER-ELEVATOR 	EFFECTIVENESS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
 
.2~0 - ''45 i ,40-- rt r -rmr -r -t -1 r-0 r ir 5 115r 
II 
.15 	 _____ _____ _________ _ 





HMJx AL MA , ARAM4ETRIr VALUES DATA SORCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
49.0 ; 14AC 1.90 13TA 0.000 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
509.006 AILRO 0°009 RUDDER 0.000 D2758S -39.000 D27575 1 3.0017 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
OZ756S 0.0ro 	 REFS 1422.80411 INCHES 
XMRF 1422.5040 INCHES 





DATA MIST. CODE TI CH 	 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
SFC 478 -BSW17E 9V7J2X ELEVATOR IN EMENTSEAT2758ST 19 MAR 71 PAGE 413
 













SY"E'X ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFOCIATION 
.0911 MACH 2.s90 SETA 0.000 DATASET ELVATR DATASLT ELVATR -REFS 6084.040 SQ FT 
10.90D AILSRO 0.000 E' DER 0.I00 027585 - 30.000 027575 - 10.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
2 
o 1.055 RUDFLA 5.000 027565 0.000 REFBXNRF 1422.8040.543 INCHESINCH  
Y30.095RF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRF 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
DATA MIST. CcCE *GI*CM 
MSFC 478 -85W17EIOV17J2X ELEVATOR INCREMENTS C02758S) 19 MAR 71 PAGE 414
 
DELTA-WING ORBITER-ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
 
2 n 1 05







SrMl- ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA ,SCJRCE REFERENCE INFCRHATION 
CLVATR REFS 60$4.0040 SQ FT0.00 rATASET ELVATR DATASET
49.009 MAC Z.990 BETA 30.000 02757S 1 0.050 REFL 821.2004 INCHES50.010 AILRC 0.000 RUDER 0.000 D?7585 14 INCHES0 o00 " 02756S 0,00D ~REFS 5422.8040RUF .00 
Y(R3 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 130.0004 INCHESSCALE 0.005 SCALE 
DATA HIST. CODE *0I*CmMSFC 478 -BEWI7ETTVI7T2X ELEVATOR INCREMENTS C02758S 1 MAR 71 PAGE 415 
-- 
DELTA WING ORBITER-ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
 
,20 -4,t -r40 r- 35- vi t- rr-r -lr -ri -1- -,
 
S10E 





---. . .-.-40 ' -35 . .. .. . . .-6 -20 . -15 . -10 -..S . . .. 
ELVATR 
SYHSOL ALPHA PARAIAEC VALES DATA SCURCE REFERENCE INECORMATION 
QD . BETA 0:Qofl DATASET ELVAIR DATASET ELVATR RES 68404 SO FT 
o] 300 o 2.000 0 EEER 27SS 0.00XHRF YNRP 1422.5040 0.0000 INCHES INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *Gl cm SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC 478 -85W17EI0VI7J2X ELEVATOR INCREMENTS C02758S) 19 MAR 71 PAGE 416
 




.10 	 ____ 





-5" -45 -40 Z5 -.3 .2 -2 0Z -15 -1 5 05 
ELVATR 
3YHD0L 	 ALFU PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATIC 
A40.000 HC 4.960 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 6084.0040 SO FT 
50.000 	 AILRCM 0.000 RUOER (.000 D2758S - 30.000 02757 - 10.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFB 1422.8040 INCHESD27565 0.0000 60.000 REFLR 0.OO XYRP 1422.5040 INCHESYmRp 1.3D:000 INCHES 
ZNRP 10.0004 INCHES 
SCALE O.DD5 SCALE
DATA HIST. CODE *01*04 
MSFC 478 -B5WI7EI0V17J2X ELEVATOR INCREMENTS CD275BS) IS MAR 71 PAGE 417 
00 





.... ..~~ . . ~~ ... ... . .... . .
 . . .. . .

a5 -45 -t0 -35 -30 -25 .20 -15 -10 5 a . 
ELVATR
 
5YM4OL ALPHA PARAMIETRC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.00 NAfC 1.460 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELVATR DATASEf ELVATR REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
10.000 	 AILRON 0.000 RUDER 0.000 D2758s - 30.000 D27575 - 10o000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
RlFR 0.D0 0.000D27565 0.000 REF 1422.8040 INCHESXHRP 1422.5040 INCHES
 
1 	 30.000 YHRP U.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALEDATA HIST. CODE *GI*CH 
MSFC 478 -B5W17EIOV17J2X ELEVATOR INCREMENTS C02758S) 19 MAR 71 PAGE 418
 
____ 







-. 05 - __________ 
-. 15 
-45 -­40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 - 5 
ELVATR 
SYnSO AFHA PARANMtRIc VAWES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4o. w MAH 1.460 ZMA 0.000 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 684.0040 SQ FT 
50.000 AILRGJ 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 02758S - 30.000 027573 10.000 REFL S21.2004 INCHES 





ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES 
DA"A 1419T. COOS *GI*CN SCALE D.0035 SCALE 
MSFC 478 -B5WI7E1OV17J2X ELEVATOR INCREMENTS CD2758SJ 19 MAR 71 PAGE 419
 
DELTA WING ORBITER-ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
 







-.10 	 ______ 
"5 -45 -40 -35 -30 -25 -2 -s15 -10 	 a 5 
ELVATR
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMERIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION2 0 .000 MAC 1.960 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS ' 6084.0040 SQ FT 
"*0.0 AILRoJ 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 	 D275s - 30.000 D27575 - io.oon REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
D2756s 0.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHESo 2.Ow RUmFLR 0.000 	 XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES o 50".0w. 	 YmRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 130,0004 INCHES
 
DATA HIST. CODE GI*CN 	 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC 478 -BSWI7EIOVI7J2X ELEVATOR INCREMENTS (D2758S3 19 MAR 71 PAGE 420
 










-. 15 ____i____ 
-*- -5 -40 -:5 -. 2 -5-0 -5 -1-
ELVATR
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUE-S DATASOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION40.000 1.960 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 6084.0040 So FT 
50.000 AILRCN 0.000 RWDER 0.000 D2758S - 0.0O0 D2757S - 10.008 REFL 821.20E4 INCHES 
60.1m0 RDFLR 0.000 D27565 0.000 REF 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHRP - 142a.5040 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
Z4RP 150.0004 INCHES
DAA MIST. CODE 4I*CM SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC 478 -B5WI7EIOVI7J2X ELEVATOR INCREMENTS C02758S) 19 MAR 71 PAGE 421
 
DELTA WING ORBITER-ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
 









-4 -35 -30 -25 -2 -15 -10 .- 5 0 
ELVATR
 
SYBHO ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SURCE REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
0.000 M2,990 BETA 0.000 DATASCT ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 6984.0040 SQ FT 
10.000 AIL c 0.000 RUDDER 0.,1D0 V2758S -30°0 D27C7S - 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
20.000 RUDFLR 0.009 02756S 0.091 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XNRP 1422.5040 INCHESO 3o.000 YNRP 0.0000 INCHESZHRP 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALEDATA HIS7. CODE *GI*C:4 
MSFC 478 -BSWI7E1OV17J2X ELEVATOR INCREMENTS (D2758S) 19 MAR 71 'PAGE 422
 
DELTA WING ORBITER-ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
 





*i0 -5 -40) -35- -3w -5 - 10 -i t) -s 5i 	 5 
ELVATR
 
SY*4Bc 	 ALF"A FARA4ETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.o00 fMAC 2.990 BETA .0010 DATASET ELVATR DATASET 6LVATR REFS 6084.0040 So FT 
50O.00 AXLRCt 0.00D RUDDER 0.000 02756S - 30.00 P2757S - 10.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 IVCHES00.07f RUDFLR 0.000 	 D27565 0.000 XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRp 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 150.00U4 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE DATA HJST. CCDE *r04CM 
MSFC 478 -85W17E10V7J2X ELEVATOR INCREMENTS CD2758S)" 19 MAR 71 PAGE 423
 
DELTA WING ORBITER-ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
 














;YHZCt ALPHA PARAMETRIC VAI (ES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
50 	 MA 4.90 TA 0.000 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS -6084.0040 SO FT 
AI 0.130 RUDDEP 0. 000D27585 - 30.000 02757S - 10.o0 REFL 821.2004 INCHESj0*
o.oon 	 0207565 6.000 X!RP 1422.5040 INCHES 
S 7N 	 5 S S YMRP .0G0 INCHESZHRP 130.0004 INCHES
DATA MIST. CIVE *CI*CH SCALE 0.0055 SCALE 
MSFC 478 -B5WIEIVI7J2X ELEVATOR INCREMENTS C02758S) 19 MAR 71 PAGE 424
 
DELTA WING ORBITER-ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
 
,15 ____ _ 





-045 -Z! -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 
ELVATR
 
SYHBC ALFflA FARANETRIC VALUES DATA SYJRCE REFERENCE INFORNATION 
4.000 MACH 4.960 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 6084.0040 So FT 
0.000 02758S - 30.000 02757S - 1O.oo REFL 02!.20D4 INCHES50.010 AILACN 0.090 RUDDER 
RFR 0°00755 0.000 REFS 1422.8040 iNCHES6.002 
60.00 RU2F.R 0400XMRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRP o.o00 INCHES 
ZMRP 130,0004 INCHES 
DATA HI$T. CODE #GlimC SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC 478 -B5WI7E10V17J2X ELEVATOR INCREMENTS CD2758S) 19 MAR 71 PAGE 425 
DELTA WING ORBITER-ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
 
.25 -_______________ 







-°-50 -45 -AD -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 
ELVATR
 
SY$BCt- ALFHA FARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORATICM20 .01 MACH 1.461, BETA 0.000 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 6084.001-1 SQ FT 
10.000 	 AILRC* 0.009 RUDER 0.000 0Z6S - 30.000 D2757S - io.*oo REFL 821.2r, 4 INCHES 
RUGFLR 0.130 CoE0I0Z756S 0.000 REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
XMRF 1422.50400 5;60.0 	 YMRF 0,0000 INCHESINCHES ZORP 130.0004 INCHES
 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALEDATA MIST. CCCE *GI4CM 
MSFC 478 -B5Wl7EIOVIYJ2X ELEVATOR INCREMENTS (02758S) 19 MAR 71 PAGE 42G
 











-5. .-4 -40 -35 -30 -25 - . -15 -10 -. 5 U 5 
ELVATR
 
SYMF, 	 ALPHA PARAHETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFO-RMATION 
A40.000 MACH 1.460 SETA 0.09. DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 6084.(040 SQ FT 
50.E1 AILRON r.r06 RUDDER 0.100 D2758S - 30DO{ 027573 - 111.0 REFL 821 .2004 INCHES 
6r DoVvil 0UOFLED2756S 0.000 	 REFS 1422.8940 INCHESWXRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
Y1RP U.0000 INCHES 
ZMRF 130.0004 INCHES 
DATA MIST. C0fJE *GIH 	 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC 478 -B5WI7EIOV17J2X ELEVATOR INCREMENTS (02758S) 19 MAR 71 'PAGE 427 
-.30 
DELTA WING ORBITER-ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
 
.25 42 _ _ 
.20] 
.15 
_____ _____ _____ 
.10 
____ ___ _ 
- .05 
-Sf10 -45 -0 -35 -0 -25 -20 -15 -10 -505 
ELVATR 











DATASETDZ758S ELVATR-30.001) DATASET02757S ELVATR10l.1300 REFSREFL 60840U4VS21.2004 SQ FTINCHES 







ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES 
DATA HIST. OW-C t*GICM SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSCC 478 -B5WI7E10VI7J2X ELEVATOR INCREMENTS C02758S) 19 MAR 71 PAGE 428 














_ _ _ 
-305 .... -30 -40 -35 .- 15 -0 5o a 5 
ELVATR
 
2 ALPHA FARAMETRICSH E P VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 0XIAD MACH 1.960 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
50.00 AIIRa. 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 D2758S - 30.10C 02757S - 10.000 REEL 821.2004 INCHES 
60.,0 RUDFLR 0.0"D 027585 0.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHESXmRP 1422.5040 INCHES
 
YNRP 0.00ou INCHES 
ZNRP - 30.0004 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *0i*Cs SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC 478 -B5W17E10V17J2X ELEVATOR INCREMENTS (02758S) 19 MAR 71 PAGE 429
 
-.25 
DELTA WING ORBITER-ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
I., I,,I I 
.20 i l l l a ._._ 
 l l i 1 i l 









.001  ____ 
-qs -545 -40 -35 -30. -25 -20 -15 -it) - 5 
ELVA TR
 
SY$SOY. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C'~ 0 00ol ACH( 2.990 BE:TA 0.000j DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
£0.0UDAIR 0.009 RUDDER 0.020 027b65 30.090 02151$ 10.000 REFL 142.2040 INCHES 
?0.m MFR 02756$ 0.000 RF 1422.5040 INCHESoc 

263.9"o RUFR 0.0 HRF 102.0040 INCHES 
YHRF 10.0000 INCHES 
-5SCALE 0. 35 SCALE 
MSFC 478 -65W17E10V17J2X ELEVATOR INCREMENTS CO2758S3 19-MAR 71 PAGE A30 














-.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. J. .. . - .. a.. . L.L. L .. . . 4--S 
-50 45 -40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 5 D 5 
ELVATR
 
$*YKq , ALPHA FARARETRIC VALUES DATA SOJRCE 	 REFErENCE INFc tIATICQ2 40.100 MAC 2.990 BETA 0.00 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
59.000 AILRCJ 0.000 RUDDER E.009 02758S - 30.000 D2757S - i.000 REL 821.2004 INCHES -
C- o0 o.oo 0Z756S 0.000 REFB 1422.8041 INCHESE. 	 RUDFLR XMRP 1422 504U INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 130.0064 INCHES 
DATA HIST. CCE *GI4CM SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC 478 --B5W!7EIOVI7J2X ELEVATOR INCREMENTS C02758S) 19 MAR 71 PAGE 431 







0CU .00______ _ 
-.05
 
-. 15 ____ 
-. 20 __ 
-3-50 -45 -40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 
ELVATR
 
SV14CL ALPHA PARAHETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE RZF5RENCE INFCRMATICO2 .0Dc MC 4.960 BETA 0.090 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
19.0o0 AILRON* 0.000 RUDDER 0,000 02758S - 30.000 D27575 - 10.00 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
o RUDFL 0.000 "0756S 0.000 REFB 1422.8040 INCHES XNRF 1422.5040 INCHES
o YFRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRF 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALEDATAMIST. CCCE NT1SCPG 
MSRC 478 -85W17E10V17J2X ELEVATOR INCREMENTS (02758S) 19 MAR 71 PAGE 432
 
DELTA 	WING ORBITER-ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
 
1 	 I ­.E 




.10 -____ 	 __ 





S"V-	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES VATA S0(UECE REFEFENCE INF IMATICV 
411.15C MAC 4.9ei CETA 0.090 DATASET ELVATR GATASET ELVATR rEFS 60,64. 0,40 SQ FT 
35115 AILRC44 ll.Gri RUDDER 0.090 OZ758S -311.000 D9757S -I1.1.001) REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
6C.C9o RU,-FLP 9.ucl V2756S 0.000 	 REFr 1422.8j49 INC14ES 
MHRP 1422.504r INCHES
 
YMRP 0 .0009 INCHES
ZMRp 0 .0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
CATA MIST. CCGE *GCllC 
S cr 478 -95Wl_7EiOVj7J2X ELEVATOR INCREMENTS C02758S1 19 MAR 7; PAGE <33
 
DELTA WING ORBITER-ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS DERIVATIVE.



















-. 00 6 5 i Is 25 30 5 40 45 so 55 611 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES







A I LRCN 
RUIFLR 
0.00E 
0.51.3 REFS REFL 6084.0040821.204 So FTINCHES 





Y1IRF 0.0000 INCHES 







YSC 478 -B5W17E1OV17J2X ELEVATOR INCREMENTS CX2756S) 19 MAR 71 PAGE 434
 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 




















5 IT 5 in .15 2 25 30 35 40 45 6o 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
sv,I CHFAFAMETrIC VAL--$ REFERENCE INFCCMATICO 
2E9! REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
RUF90 XMR 1422.5640 INCHES 
g.9; YNEr OxOU INCHES 
ZNp 130.0004 INCHES 
DATA elSI. ,O E _p SCALE 0.0055 SCALE 














-005 a 5 111 is Fa 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPH4A, DEGREES 
vyB- " FARAPETRfC REFERENCE INFC(,bATICNz4CH VALUES 
2 . FTA A.0 0.0Z9 6084.0940 SQ FTILrC REFS 
1.9c7 PU.CER 0.0 0 .RUiFLR -0.1090 REFL 8Zl,ZUU4 INCHES 
REFV, 1422.8040 INCHES
 
.90XHRP 1422.5040 INCHCS 
A.9E'. YMRP cl,0r0u0 INCHES 
ZHRF 130,0004 INCHES 
-'AT IST* CcrE p SCALE 0,X035 SCALE 
YS;7C 478 .BSWI7E OV!7J2X ELEVATOR INCREMENTS CX2756S) 19 MAR 71 PAGE 4--6 




9 	 I 
D 
x 6 	 _ 
-J I 
Lti 049 ELVAIR__ 	 ____0_11c_ REF 604 000 _F 
AILPRaJ 0.0r!) RUDDER 0.000 	 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
rU-E.L5 0.0520 	 REFS 1422.8540 INCHES 
XMRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRP 0.c002 INCHES 
ZHRF 130.0004 INCHES
 
SCALE: 0.0035 SCALEDATA HIST. CoGE 4GF 
MSCC478 NQ DELTA ORBITER 25W17EIOV17J2X E2752S) 19 MAR 71 RAGE 437 

























NUI0BE YACH INHE 
ZRF 1430.004U INCHES 
DATA HIST. CODE *GF 
MSFC478 NR DELTA ORBITER 85WJ7EIOV17J2X CE2756S] 
SCALE 






















() 0.2 ____ 
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 6.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAREThIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATIC* 
BETA 0.000 ELVATR 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
AILRCtJ 0.0,0 KIDDER 0010 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFA 142E.8040 INCHESRUDFLR 0.000 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0055 SCALEDATA HIST. CcUE *OF 























0.0 5 la Is go3 25 30 ' 35 .40 45; 5U 55 60 GS 









MSFC478 Nr $T C.61TER 
SFC,478 HR ST ODRBITER 
145FC,4?8 IJF 5 RI; ITER 























ZNRF - 50.50005 INCHESSCAL  
PAGE 440
 
08' L s 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- COMPONENT BUILDUP 




















. . . . . . . . . . 










NiR ST Cf-SITEE S6H~ 
























STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- COMPONENT BUILDUP
 








.20 a- 5___ 1____ 15___ 
_____ 5 _____3_ o 55 60 
t- 05C 
C-)1 
MS__ :41 ffS RBTR66000-RF 
_F 38.04 
-C27Z3 
(Li] _ _ 
SC7 RS 


















N4-12 0 .01525 3- 5E045 
ANGLE.95 ATTACK. ALPHA. 





PA-55 5 650 6N5E 
ANE IN~~4.TI2 















___ __ _ 
0.2
 
fft14 -tAAi t.ti 
O* 10 15 20 25 30 365 40 45 50 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
tATA SET SYHI4C CONFIGUliATICM DESCRIFTI.* BETA HTAIL AILRCJ REFERENCE INFORMATION 
LCZ32IC) G) MSFC478 NR ST CRITER 86 01000 REFS 3084.0!340 So FT 
ICZGZC) 8 ?SFC478 NR ST ORBITER 06W0 0.000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
(CZ73C) 0 t1SFC478 HR ST ORBITER 86H12 0.000 0.0511 0x.0 	 REFB 1490.0j40 INCHES 
(&2-71C) U MSFC40T NR ST ORBITER BI6IWH12 0.000io o.00 0.000 	 XiIRF 12953.0040 INCHES 
YMRF 0.0009J INCHES 
ZMRF - 50.5000 INCHES 
























0.63 1-7. 17 
0 5 10 15 S 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYM5,X COtFIGUPATIO OESCR1ITICV 	 BETA HTAIL AILRCI REFERENCE INFCRMATIC0 
ICZZOXC) 0 HSFC4?8 R ST c;SITEr 66 0.010 	 REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT 
CCZ7OZC) LA MSFCZ7 HE ST 'EBITER B6WIl- 0.000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES
 
ICZ703C) 0 ,SFC478 UR ST ORSITER 56H1Z 0.000 O.000 6.00c REFS 1490.0040 INCHES
 
CD&712CJ *47SFC47 
 R ST CBITER 86W6H12 0.000 0.00 0.000 	 XIIRF 1293.0040 INCHES 
YHRF 0.,300 INCHES
ZMRP - 50.5000 INCHES 
ACH 4.9-9 	 SCALE 0 SCALE.0035 
PAGE 4A4
 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- COMPONENT BUILDUP 
.6 
.4 







a 5 to 215 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 50 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 






MC4C78 NR ST CEITER J6 
SSC478 N ST rQSITER 6WO 
I SFC478 NR ST ORBITER 06HI2 












REFERENCE INF IMATICV 
REFS 3084.0040 SO FT 
REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
REFS 1490.9040 INCHES 
xmRP 1293.0040 INCHES 
YHRP U.Mig INCHES 
ZHRF - 50.5009 INCHES 
PAC14 4.959 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 445 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- COMPONENT BUILDUP
 









0 5 15 is 91 25 3wo 35 40 45 50 55 Go 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYHa0L CONFIGUFATICH DES rIPTIrN BETA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INF kRMATION 
(Cz7r1E) Q PSFCd7E N R ST C4,1ER 66 D1.031. REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT 
{¢28 Ll MSFC476 NR ST ORBITER Z;6Wlr 0.0a REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
REFB 1490.00,40 INCHESI CZ703C) <> IISFC419 ;R ST CQ01TR 136HIZ o.orc 0.000 Moo0 ID~C212 Lj 1SFC478 NR ST ORBITER 86141HIZ 0.00'r 0400 0.0011 XMRP 1293.0rHl INCHES 
YHRP D.0'rug INCHES






















°"8 .7 .6 " ' .4 .3 . - .0' ' .1 '-.2' -.3 -. 4 -.5' -. 6 -a7 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
STET Sy'tM DSRITTA 	 BEIUAT HTAIL AILRCNi REFERENCE INFMNATION 
(CZ7!)C) C)- M$FCZ7S NR ST ORBITER 36 0,XV0 REFS 3US4.13040 SQ FT
 
(CZ702C) a SFC478 NR ST RBITER 86W1 V1.900 
 REFL 322.9904 INCHES 
C27C3C3 . 14SFC476 NF ST ORBITER 86HIZ 0.00 D.rljj 0.0000 REFS 1490.0U40 INCHES 
0D2712C) Lj1SFC4T$ NR ST ORSITEF SAGWUH12 V.Var 0.00i 0*XV 	 X1mRP 1993.004 INCHES 
YHrp E3.0090 INCHESZ04P - 5.5000 INCHES 
VACH . .959 -SCALE 0.0-35 SCLE 
PAGE 447 















0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 1.0 1.2 1.4 .6 1.8 2.0 .2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. COF
 
£ATA Cc*JFIGUATICti FETA AILRaJ INFORHATIaJS  SYMS'X OESCRIFTICO HTAIL REFERENCE 
(C271SC) Q MSFC47S NR ST COITEV 86 o.x00 REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT 
'CZT7ZCJ LI MSFC4Z& NR ST 6BITER 56M1 a.o00o REFL -322.9004 INCHES 
(C273Cj 0 HSFC4IS NR ST r4SITER 66HI 0.001 D.000 0.000 REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
("ZT72C) I S5FC470 NfR ST CCBITER j6W1OH12 0.013 10.C 0.0D XMRP 1293.0040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.000) INCHES 
ZNRP - 50.500 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALEMACH 4.959 
PAGE 448 

























I C2701C}lCZT0ZC ) 
(Cz7lC}1 
Cz 73: C) [ 
5 A0 is A 2s 36 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
CONFIGV ATI N CESCRIFTIrA BETA ELVATR AILrM 
N SFC478 NR ST CeSITER E:6 0r.or 
MSFC478 NF ST ORBITER 66 P 0.000 
HSFC478 NR ST CCEITER 66HI 14 0.060 11.001) 0.000 
IMSFC476 UR ST CESIT£E B6w|!)H16EI4 0.000 0.00.0 090 
E o99SCALE 
50 55 60 65 
REFERENCE INFC HATIID 
REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT 
REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
REFS 1490.00}r. INCHES 
XmRp IM9.0040 INCHES 
YmRp 0.000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 50.500r INCHES 
0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 419 












- 5 10 is 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SET SYX-D7 EOFICURAT10N VESEKIPTIN rETA ELVATR A ILR EEENEIFNAI 
000 REFS 31184.0040 SQ FTfCE27IDC) I;SFE17S - ST OESITER 6E C Z ) 'C5FE78;RE ST ORBITER 86WID Elo000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
I C2721) <> :iSFC470 t4R ST OPSITER SGHIEE14 0.000 .,VE) O.Otil REFS 1491.0040 INCHES 
I CZ73CC [L sFC470 NF ST OFFITER S6W rHI6E14 0.000 0,000 G.000 XmRp 1293.0040 INCHES 
YHRF 0.0000 INCHES
 
ZHRP - 50.5000 INCHES 
.59SCALE V.0035 SCALECACH 
PAGE 490
 
















0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYHM'X COFIGURATIal DESCRIFTION 	 BETA ELVATR AILRa4 REFERENCE INFCRIIATION 
Cz?9xca I5FCC7T NR ST ORITER 66 0.0c! REFS 3184.0040 SQ FT
(C2W2C) L Y SFC478 JR ST ORBITER C6E) 
 *.r05 	 REFL 322.9004 INCHESCC2721C) HSFCC76 NR ST CRBITER'66N16EI4 0.090 0X.0D 0.000 REFS 1490.0040 INCHES(CZ7,C)JU ISFC476 NR ST RBITER saIOHISEi4 0.000 0.000 .100 	 XNRP 1293.0040 INCHES 
YMRF 0.0060 INCHES 






















aJ{ 5 110 1 2l 25 30 35 40) 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
ST qyHL C FIGATZr 4 lESCRIFTZCJN PETA ELVATr AILRCMI 
Lj MSFC4 78 NR ST CRSITEK 36 {0.000 
ZI 14SFC478 HR ST RBITER 136W/IV CAM[ 
0 MSFC475 HR ST CROITER B61H16E14 {].{]VE) U ol.00 ,0 
U MSFC4TS HE ST CCEITEP B6 IOH16EI4 0.09 03.000 MOM]{ 
MAC;H 4 .959 
50 55 6Go 65 
REFERENCE INF'C RIIATICVT 
REFS 3084.[1040 S( FT 
REFL 322.91jG4 INCHES 
REFS 1490.004U INCHES 
XmRF 1293.W0 INCHES 
YmRiv 0,000r INCHES 
zmrF - 50.509.) INCHES 
SCALE 0 .003)5 SCALE 
PAGE 452 
3.0 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- COMPONENT BUILDUP 












5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 






4SFC476 HR'SI ORBITER F6 
HSFC478 NR ST OBITER BEWIO 
ASFC47B NR ST ORBITER B6Hl6E14 



























SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 453 









,7 10 is ZD 25 So is 40 45 50 5 5 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGRE'ES
 
CATA seSYMBO C"FOURAT]ON VESCRIPTIN BETA ELVATR AILRON REFERENCE INFORCIATION 
f CZ71 1C) M SFC476 NR ST ORBITER 56 0.009 REFS 984.0040 SQ FT 
fc2752c) 
IC2721C) 
ISFC478 NR ST ORBITER 86WI0 
H5FC478 NR STORBITER 66HI.1_4 
0.000 







ICZ735C} L] PSFC478 NR ST ORBITER 66W21HJI1 13.1300 0.0flo l.Dor XMRP E293.0040 INC14ES 
YmRp 0.0000 INCH4ES 
ZHRP - 50.500O INCHES 
BACH 4.959 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 434 





















REM, 322 900 INCHES~

.99
CZ72C Ll 'MSF47 HR ST ORB. 8ll ITE 
E. 0 0 . 0 0 o m R EF S 1 49 . 00 4 0 I N C H E S
 C 2 7 ,- C ; S FC 4 7 8 N R ST C E I T R 6 6 6 I 

. 9 0 0 . 0j u 0. XO O x mRP 129 3 . 0 4 0 IN C H E S
 (C 2 7 30 C ) SFC 7 $ H E S T R B I T E R 6 WIH I E 4 







SLE 0 35 SALE 
H4.959 
PAGE 4t55 
_ _ ___ 
























DATA SET SYMBOL CC4FfI&URATIC1 CESCRIFTIC4 BETA ELVATRZ AILriC REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CZ7,ZC) JSFC478 NR ST CREITER 86W16 0.000 	 REFL - 322.9004 INCHES 
CZI1C) 	 0 $SFC4TS NR ST OP8ITER 86H16E14 9.060 0.090 O.OG rEFB 1499.6040 INCHES 
LMRP 1290.0040 INCHES 
AEH 4.959 SCALE 	 0.M035 SCALE 
PAGE 4b6
 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- COMPONENT BUILDUP
 








0.4- _ _ 
o. 0.2 0.4 '0.6 0. 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. COF
 
DATA SET Sfl',L C(CIGbATICM OESCRIFTICJ BETA ELVATR AILRCN REFERENCE INFCRhAICN
 
LCZYOIC) ,4SEFCC78 NR ST CROITER 66 0.000 REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT
 
(C27 2C msFCC78 NR ST rXITER 6619 0 .DOU RCFL 322.9CO4 INCHES 
CCZ21C) HSFC478 NR ST CROITER 66816E14 0.00 0 01.39 0.009 REFB 1490.0040 INCHES 
tCZ73C) lSFC76IKHR ST CV.SITER 631W4H16C14 0.000 10.13 0.000 XmRP IZ93.0040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.001.3 INCHES 
ZHRP - 50.5000 INCHES 




STRAIGHT WING ORBITER -HORIZONTAL STABILIZER EFFECTS (BODY + MID-HORIZONTALT 










u~C 1.8 - ___ ___ 






--. .~t~ 4...L ... L..L . L.L L. .L .J.. J.LZ.. L S. .. . . a . . ... . . .... 
0a 15 1 25 30, 35 40 45 50. 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 










MSFC418 MR ST ORBITER 65HIZ 















"4SFC4IS VR ST 1FBITER 56*412 













VACH 14.959 .SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 459 











a2 5 10 15 20 25 36 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF -ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYmzCL CCHFIGURATICN DESCRIFTIN BETA HTAIL AILRO REFERENCE INFoRHATICN 
,CZ71iC) HSFCSIB UR ST ORBITER 86HI2 0.000 -59.000 0.00g REFS 3084.004r S FT 
cCz?10Ci L HSFC478 NR ST CBITER 66H1Z D.0u0 -40.°00 0.000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
fCZ769C- IASFC4ZS NR ST CBITER 8612 0.060 -30.000 0,095 REFB 1490.0040 INCHES 
c Ci LI USFC'7S tSR ST CF.8I7ER B6HIZ 0.0o -20. 0 0,tt0 XMRP 1293.0040 INCHES (C7ZDC) 15FC478 NR ST OBITER BH12 0.000 10.000 0.100 YNR? 0.0000 INCHESCCZISCJ HSFC47& tR ST ORBITER 86HI r.000 0.000 0.000 ZHRF - 50.5000 INCHES 
4.959 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 4 M 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER -HORIZONTAL.STABILIZER EFFECTS (BODY + MID-HORIZONTAL)





















0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
CATA SET SYfE-L CCt4FI&URATICtN DESCRIPTI4 BETA HTAIL AILR@N REFERENCE INFRMMATION 
ICZZIIC) 
CCZ710C 
HSFC478 UP ST CRE0TER 66H12 














LCZ7OSCI L MHSFC478 NR ST CRITER 86HI2 mSFC7S NR ST ORBITER B6612 Q.000 0.100 -30.100 -20.000 0.00 0.000 REFS XHRP 1490.0U40 1293.0040 INCHES INCHES 
ICZ7t7C) FMSFC47 NR ST -RBITER 86H12 0.001 -10.00 03.00G YNRP 0.0090 INCHES 
(C27OSC) MnSFC47S UR ST CESITER 36HIZ 0.000 r.000 0ARIO ZtRF - 50.5009 INCHES 
MACH 4.9S9 SCALE 0.0055 SCALE 
PAGE 460 
















0 5 10 15 20 25 3 5 40 45 50 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION BETA HTAIL AILROt REFERENCE INFORMATION 
tC2711C) D HSFC478 UR ST cEBITER B6HI2 0.000 -50.001 0.090 REFS 3084.040 50 FT 
(C270C) L HSFC47 Nr SY ORBITER 66H12 0.00. -4'.600o 0.000 REFL 322.9104 INCHES 
(CZIPCI 0 C76 NR ST CF.BITER 868H12 U0D -30..UDU U.U'0 REFB 1490.0049 INCHES 
PSFCC?6 ST ORBITER 8 0.09) -20.100 XNRP INCHES (CZ707c0 PSFC478 NR ST ORBITER 86812 0.000 -10.000 0.060 YNRP 0.900C INCHES 
(Cz7iiCfC MSFC478 NR ST ORBITER 86HI2 0.06H 0.000 0.000 ZNRP - 50.500 INCHES 
MACH .95l9 SCALE U.0035 SCALE
 
C2C7" M IJR S12 0.006 1293.0040 
PAGE 461
 












u. 5 20$ 16 0 es 30 35 40 45 5u "55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
14TA SET SYMEC- CCHFIGUrATICN VESCrIFTIC" BETA HTAIL AILrC0 REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
IC2T11c) (: MSFC47& '4R ST ORITER Z61412 0.000 -50.000 0.009 REFS 3084 .0040 SQ FT 







IISFC478 UR ST CRBITER 861412 
SFC476 NR$ST CRBITER GENIE
MSFC478 :R ST GEITEn 86N1Z 






















SCALE C5.AT SCALE 
MACH 4 .959 
PAGE 462 






.0 LiL ___ __ __ 
z 
Li -A ___ 
0 -. 2 __ 
-.6 
10 is15 a 30 35 40 45 50 55 6 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 







,SFCA78 NR ST OBIfTR PEHI 
MSFC47S NR ST ORBITER B6HIZ 
HSFC47S NR ST ORBITER BEHIZ 













































rACH 4.9;9 SCALE 0.9055 SCALE 
PAGE .4C3 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER -HORIZONTAL STABILIZER EFFECTS CBODY + MID-HORIZONTAL)
 









0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SyP, CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA HTAIL ALRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CC271 I C; ;4SFC478 Pig ST ORITER 06MI2 0.000 -50.000 0.Orl REFS 5084,0040 $0 FTC27 C) 4SFC478 Ne ST OBITER B6HIZ 0.000 -40.00-L 13000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES
CZ799)0 14SFC4 76 Ng ST ORBITER EH12 0.000 30.000 U.009 REFS 1490.0040 INCHES
I CzO6C), SFC478 Ng S ORBITER C6HIZ 0.000 20.000 0.000 XNRF 1293.0940 INCHES (C271,70 IISFC4 78 NA Si ORBITER 86HI2 0.001 -10.001 0.000 YNRF 0.000C INCHES
IC27,13C) MSFC476 qR ST ORBITER SHI2 0.0000.000 0.0170 ZHRF - 50.500 INCHES 
FACH 4.059 SCALE 0.005 SCALE 
PAGE 464
 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER -HORIZONTAL STABIUIZER EFFECTS (BODY + MID-HORIZONTAL)
 











.3 -.4 '-.5 - .6 -.70. " .7 .6 5 4 .3 .2 _ .0 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYJHAOI CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA 
 HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INFORNATION 
CC2711C) 0 HSFC4 NR ST OBITER tRGHIE E1.000 -50.0092 .OO REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT 
rC27?D0A; MSFC47 UR ST OBITER 66HI2 U.000 -40.00C 3.000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
ICzE 90) 0 MSFC78 HR ST ORBITER 86H12 1.00 -30.100 0.001 REFS 1490.0040 INCHESC270SC) i $SFC.7& *NR ST ORBITER 86ML* 0.j00 -20.000 .000 XHRP 1Z93.0040 INCHES 
NC2707C; 0.00 -10.000 0.0o YrF 0.0090 INCHESMSFCA 8 NA ST ORBITER 86HI2 (C272c5) PSFC478 NA ST ORBITER 86H12 0.0D 0.000 0.000 ZP - 50.5000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.u035 SCALEONH 4.959 
PAGE 4C5
 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER -HORIZONTAL STABILIZER EFFECTS' BODY + MID:HORIZONTAL)








0-00 0.2,-.,4 0.6 0.9 1.0 1,2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 L.4 2. 6 2.6 3.0 
FOREBoDY DRAG COEFFICIENT. o 
CATA SET SymDP CONFIrURATr.'" rE~scrIfTtv SETA HTAIL AILROV REFERENCE INFORMATION 







(CZ70gC)" !C HSFC4?78 N ST OVI TER 06H1Z 0(ooD -30.000 0,.000 REFS 1490 0040 INCHES. 
(C27"6C) Lj SFC4 78 MR ST ,CCUTER 961112 0.000 -_2o.00 0.000 XMRP 1295,0040 INCHES 
(C2707C) - SFC478 NR ST XSI TER 06HIZ 0.1300 -10,000 0.000 YHRF 0,.0000 INCHES 
(C2703c) IJSFC?,79 , ST CASITEr 06HI2 01000 0.010 0.000 " ERP - 50,5000 INCHES 
4.C959 SCALE V0035 'SCALE 
'PAGE 4C-o 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER -HORIZONTAL STABILIZER EFFECTS (BODY + MID-HORIZONTAL)











z 2.0 	 ___ ___ 
1 . 
I 1 	 40 Gola0 is 25 30 35 45 so 55 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMUC-1 CuFI6VRATIa4 DESCRIPTION BETA HTAIL AlLrCN REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I C270c}c Q MSFC478 NR ST ORBITER BENIZ 0.090 o.roo uxoo REFS 3084 Xr4Q SO FT 
- C279 C) MSFC478 NR ST ORBITER 66H12 oxci 10.000 VOO REEL 322.9094 INCHES 
CEZ7L 5) MSFC478 NR ST ORBITER B6Hl2 	 0.990 20.10 0 0.000 REFF 1490.01,40 INCHES 
[CZ7 5C) U MSFC470 NR ST RBITER 06HIZ 0.000 3P.Duo 0.000 	 XMR? IZ93,0040 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0!710 INCHES 






















-.2 5 in 15 •0 2.5 30 35. 40 45 s 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
, AASET SyMOCL COFIrUrATION VESCUIPTIN BETA HTAIL AILRON REFERENCE INFCRMATICN 
jCz7C,3c) M'SFC4?8 UR ST ORBITER 9GHIE 0.,O9l 0.0or0 .000 REFS 3084.6040 $ FT 
(CZ71, C) 
(C271,-E) 
MSFC47$ NR ST 

















C27gclJ [ MSFC478 U;R ST CRSITER 8SH12 0.0j" 30.00a 0.000 XmRP 1295.0040 INCHES 
•YMRPZ-RF - 0.000050.5005 INCHESINCHES 
FACH 4.9iD SCALE V'.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 408 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER -HORIZONTAL STABILIZER EFFECTS (BODY + MID-HORIZONTAL)

















35 400 5 10 is 20 z5 30 	 "45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
'All SET SYMBOL..4CEOFISUPATION DESCRIPTION" 	 BETA HTAIL AILRON' REFERENCE INFOR1ATIONI 
0.00 0.00 0.090 REFS 3084.0049 So FTICZ7930) IISFC478 NR ST RB ITER B6IZI C27! 4c) HSFC476 UR ST ORJBITER B61412 01000 10.00r 0.09r, 	 REFL 322.910S4 INCHES 
, CZT750 IISFC478 NR ST ORITER 86NI? 0.000 20.1100 E1,013C 	 REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
, C27!6C ) L MSFC,?8 UZRST ORBITER SCH12 0.000 30.0aa 0.000 	 XMRP 1293.0040 INCHES 
YHRP 0 .0000 INCHES 
ZmRP - 50.5005 INCHES 
MACH 4.959 SCALE 	 0.005 SCALE
 
PAGE 4 G9 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER -HORIZONTAL STABILIZER EFFECTS (BODY + MID-HORIZONTAL)
 
rt rr. rr. r .rir -rrrr'





a. 5 1D is 0 25 30 41) 45 SO 55 so 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
OATA FT SYMBO CONFIGUrATICU DSCRIPTION BETA HTAIL AILRO REFERENCE INFCCMATION 
0.uor REFS 308Z.6040 SO FT1C27113c) [) JIFC.79 N ST OF717Er PSH12 11.001, 0.0rif IC2704C) HlISFC478 Na ST 0 617E B6HI2 0.000 19.000 3.000 REEL 322.9004 INCHES 
O 20.0.1or 9.0cl REFB 1499.0041) INCHES
-.
ICZ705c} <> 14FC478 NP ST OCUTER BH2I CZ7!;6C)[ Ej SFC478 NR $T ORBITER 86.412 0.90 30.jorD 0.0017 XNRP 1993.0040 INCHESY8RF 0.0009 INCHES
 
z0RP - 5..56up INCHES
 
. ACH 4.94 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 470
 















.05 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 





MSFC47T NR ST 







































YHRF 0.0909 INCHES 
ZHRF - 50.5000 INCHES 
FACH Z.959 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 471
 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER -HORIZONTAL STABILIZER EFFECTS (BODY + MID-HORIZONTAL)
 















30 35 40 45 So 55 60 65o5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
MITA SET SyF.8 CCIrIGURA rICN VVESCRIFTICH SETA HTAIL AT LRCN REFERENCE INFCRHATICN
 
I cz?3C) JD 45FC478 NR ST ORBITER 66HI2 0.09 0 .01j 0.001 REFS 3084.13040 $0 FT
 
IC2794C} MSFC478 R ST CeSITER SHl 0.000 l0.000 0.009 REFL 322.9004 INCHES
 
{C271,5C0 11SFC478 UR ST RBITER 8GHlZ 0.000 5zoOwr 0.000 REFB 1490.Clr a INCHES 
C2706(C) U 115,C78 NR ST ORBITER 6fHIZ 0.000 30.000 13.00 XHRP 1293.0040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0our INCHES 
ZHRP - 50.5000 INCHES 











0.14) *5 5 
5 10 15 2 2 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE 'fFATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYHNS4 CCNFIGURATI** DESCRIPTI* BETA HTAIL AILRON REFERENCE INFCRIATIN 
(CZW3C) G HSFC476 NR ST OR.SITER 36H12 0.900 0.000 0.005 REFS 3084.040 SQ FT 
(CZs4C; ISFC70T n ST CITER 16HIZ 0.000 10.000 0.000 REFL 3ZE.9004 INCHES (CCZIOCC 0 HSFC47S NR ST OBITER S6H12 0.000 20.000 0.000 REFB 1491.0U40 INCHES (CZW6C) [ IIFC47? HlRST OSITER FSHI2 0.000 30.000 0.009 XHRP 1295,1040 INCHES 
YH'PF 0.000! INCHES 
ZHRP - 50.5000 INCHES 
'50H 4959 SCALE 0.U035 SCALE 
PAGE A73
 











.. L. . .-- A L. .. L. . .J--.- . Lf. -ZL 4a . .. .LL4L 4. .L . J tL. 4Lt~4. . .
.0 .7 .6 .5 .4 . .3 *. ,1 .0 -. 1 -2 -. 3 -. 4 -. 5 -.6 -. 7 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
CTA SET SYMaOL COtFIGLRATIC" CESCRIFTIC* BETA HTAIL AILR(DJ REFERENCE INFORNATION 
(C27013 0 HSF(478 IF. ST ORBITER 0681Z 0.001, 0. 0.0100 REFS 3084.040 SQ FT (C27 4) mSFC47S M ST aSITER 36H12 0.001 1,.00 0.000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
.CZ75C) 0 HSFC478 UR ST OPSITER 86H12 0300 O.u300 3.000q REFB 1490.0940 INCHES 
CCzT[ECSSC Li SFC478 NR ST CE6ITER 06112 - 0.o00 30.000 0.3o XHRP 1293.0040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRF 50 5000 INCHES 




STRAIGHT WING ORBITER -HORIZONTAL STABILIZER EFFECTS (BODY + MID-HORIZONTAL)













0'%0 0802 04 10 6 12 .4 .6 .8 .0 .2 .4 .6 2.8 3.0 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. COF
 
ACTA SCT SYMBOL CCtFIGURATICf DESCRIPTION BETA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INFOR1ATIC0 
(CzTJC) C) PSEC478 NR ST ORBITER f6H12 0,00 0.000 0.000 REFS 3084 .0040 SQ FT 
(C27W4 c Z HSC470 NR ST,ORBTER 06J112 0.00V 10.000 9.000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
(C275CJ 0 MSFC478 NR ST OBITER 66HIZ 01000 20.000 0.00 REFS 1490.0049 INCHES 
ICZ706C)I U 14SFC47Y UR ST ORBITER 641z 91009 30.000 0.00 XiIRp 1293.0040 INCHESYMRF 0.6099 INCHES 
ZMRP - bD.5U'0, INCHES 
MAC1 - .959 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 475 























.t0V 15 g 25 3 35 40 45 50 55 SO 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CAT? SET SYMBOL CCN4IrGRATICt4 DESCRIPTIQJ BETA HTAIL AILROt REFERENCE IHFORNATIa4 
(CZ7ZoC) C iSFC4i NR ST CRSITER S6SWOHIIZ 0.oo0 -50.002 0.00D REFS 3084.01740 se FT 
(C2719C) 145FC416 NR ST -RITER B6W1OHIZ 0.000 -40,00 0.000, REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
CC2TIC) " 4SFC478 HR ST QRBITER 6W1DHIZ 0.000 -30.802 0.000 REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
(127I7C) HSFC47S HR ST ORBITER BSWIHIZ 0.002 -20.0o 0.00 XNRE 1293.0040 INCHES 
IC7I6C) ISFC476 tR ST ORBITER H6WIUH12 0.1300 -10.002 0.000 YMRF 0.0000 INCHES 
'oZ'IZC) [ 'S;FCz76 HE ST CROSTER 86W1OH12 0.000 0.012 0.090 ZNRP - 50.5000lo INCHES 




STRAIGHT WING ORBITER-HORIZONTAL STABILIZER EFFECTS EBODY+WING+MID-HORIZONTAL}
 
r -rr -- .r-r-l.











LLIi3 .3 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _C *  _ 
I 
a' 5 0D is 2 25 30 35 40 45 5a 55 6o 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACKo.ALPHA, DEGREES
 
TA SET SYMBOL COFICUrATJ DFSCRIFTICN BETA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C27C) "HFC47: .11R ST ORBITER 56WIOH12 0.000 50.000 O.Urou REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT (_12119C HSFC"7 NR ST ORBITER BGWIUHIZ 0,00 -40.000 0,009 REFL 392.9.104 INCHES (CZ716C) SFC. 78 NR ST ORBITER 66WIHIZ 0.o0jr -30.609 Marl9 REFB 1490.004i) INCHES 
01000 _00.000 MOO XRF IZ93.0040 INCHES(CZ716C; .1147, B6OH12 0.00 0.000I z j7 j 1SFC47S '.UR ST OBITERI  5 W10HI2 -11.09 YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
f"ZT 2C) IISFC475 "a ST ORBITER 66 DH12 r.00 0.0au 0.000 ZMRF - 50 .5SOUL INCHES 















__ _ _ 
tx 
°50 	 4t 55-0 -
ANGLE OF ATTACK. A!LPHA, DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMCL CJ FfIGUrATIEN VESCRIFT104 	 1ETA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INFORHATIM 
3U004,U4 SQ FT 
CD2719C)Za SFC478 MR ST CROITE 6641OH12 13.000 -40o.00 r.000 REFL 322.9904 INCHES 
(C2718C) 0 14SFC476 MR ST OROITER 1361410"12 0.000 -51.8va "o.rllr, REFS 149O.C00 INCHES 
fCZ7trC) 	 ID MSFC478 N, ST CQPITER 66WUHIZ V.,OVU -50XV10 0.000 REFS 
(V2717C) L HS5C478 UR ST ORFITEr 86MUDH12 0.060 -2(3,000 0,0a "xIHRP 1293.0040 INCHES 
iCZ716c) MSF'C476 NU STEORSITEr 136WU/H12 0.0ca -10.00 0.00E) ymRP 0.0090 INCHES 
(DEZZIZC) 	 Cj1SFCA?$ HP ST CE.ITER 66wiuH1z 0.130 0.130 0..13 ZHRF - 50.50011 INCHES 




STRAIGHT WING ORBITER-HORIZONTALSTABILI-ZER EFFECTS (BODY+WING+MID-HORIZONTAL)
 











0 5 10 15 213 25 30 35 4{3 45 50 55 60 65 
- ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 








IzS SiR ST BEWi{Hi2 
MFC478 NISST ORBITER 0eWIOIl2 . 
4SFC478 NR ST CBITER'D6W10H2 
H1.2FrC4?6 NR ST .BITER BS{IOHIZ
SFC47 fR ST ORBITER 06W1H1 































PACH 4.959 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 479 














0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYPOt CONFIGURATIO DESCRIPTION BETA HTAIL AILRCI REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CzlzC2C 0 FSFC47 UR ST ORSITEE 5SWI0HIZ 0.000 -50.000 0.000 REFS Z084.0040 SQ FT 
(Z719C) L£ MSFC478 NR ST ORBITER B6W10H12 0,000 -40.000- 9.006 REFL 322.904 INCHES 
ICZ7IOC) 0 -HSFC478 NR ST OBITER B6OHIZ 01000 -30.800 0.000 REFB 1490.0040 INCHES
cDzIiCi Li JISFC47S NR ST OITER 561410HI 0,000 -20.009 0.000 XHRF 1293.0040 INCHES 





















IL -. 4 
I-4
 
0 5 10 15 20 25 3u 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CATA S T SYMBO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 BETA HTAIL AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
1C2720C) HSFC47B HORST ORBITER 8611EHI2(&2719C1 .SFC47S HR ST ORBITER B6W10H12 	 0.000 tSO.- O 01.3c REFS 3084.!040 SQ FT0.001) -40.900 0.0u REFL 322.9004 INCHES(CZI$C) I SFC478 NR ST ORBITER B6W40HI2 	 0.0 -30.810 0.00 REFB 1490.0040 INCHES
C02717C) SFC7S R ST ORBITER B61V41012 	 0.000 -20.000 0.000 XNRF 1293.004.9 INCHESIC2716CY HSFC478 HR ST ORBITER 86WI10HIZ 0.000 -1.100 O.00 YNRF 0.br0o0 INCHESt 7712cC r ISFC78 nR ST ORBITER V6W/UH12 	 0.000 0.000 0.000 ZMRF - 50.5D00 INCHES 
IIACH 4.959 



















11 5 21 25 a0l 41) 45 50 55 so 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBOL. CCVF16URATIN VE SCR{IFTIEO BETA HTAIL AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION, 
I cz7Z.C)
ICZ71t9c) C Li 
MSFC478 NR 
MSFC478 UR 
ST ORBITER B6TIIoHl2 













Cz7la( l 0 SFC'78S NR ST ORBITER 06,410HIZ 0.000L -20.800 0.000 REFS
= 
1490.0040. 1NHE 
D2 77C'i CZ716C) HSFC 78 N R ISFC4 7 R ST ORBITERST ORBITER B6kS/OHIZ 0.0000°0au -clou-10.000 ToOu0 ,000 _6_IVH12 XMRF Y1RP 1293.00.00.0_o_ INCHES INCHES 
D271ZC) C 145FC4 TS UR ST ORBITER B6w/oHm 0.009 11.00, 0,00} ZMRPF500 



















0.4 . . .. . 
.8 .7 .6 .5 .4 .3 .2 .1 .0 -. 1 -. ? -. 3 -. 4 -. 5 -. 6 -. 7 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
4,TA SET SY'1." ONFIURATION DESCRIPTION BETA HTAIL AILRaY REFERENCE INFCNATICJ 
IC2ZOCJ MSFC476 NR ST OBITER 36WI1H12 0.000 -50.0110 0.000 REFS 3084 .0 40 SO FT 
1-2719C) Q ISFC47S UR ST ORBITER 66W10HI2 0.000 -40.100 0.000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
CCTIC) 0 IISFC4?8 HR ST cRITER-SW10Hif 0.000 -30.000 0.090 R ED 1490.0040 INCHES
 
fl2717CI . MSFCZ7T On ST -aBITEP 606W4H112 0.009 -20.0!10 0.000 XNRF 1293.0040 INCHES
 
(CZ716C) HSFCC76 UR ST ORBITER BSWIOHI L.IMI -11.000 0.000 YNRF 0.0000 INCHES
 
(CZ7IZC) [ 14SFC478 NR ST XEBITER B6WIOH1E 03.000 U.000 Oo.n ZNRP - 50.5006 INCHES
 

















.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 
FOREEODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, CoF 


































































SCALE 0.0035 SCAtE 
PAGE 484 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER-HORIZONTAL STABILIZER EFFECTS (BODY+WING+MID-HORIZONTAL)












0.0 a 5 lo .. 15" 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 6i 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
IATA(S SET SYplaC_ C0NFI(UFATICN CESCRIFTI"4SFC478 NE ST ORBITER S6VdVH12 BETA OM HTAIL11.000 AILRCN 0or, REFERENCE IRFORNATION REFS 3E784 .0_4C SQ FT 
(CZ713C) Ll SFC478 NA ST OBITER 86WOH12 0.000 l0.0rc, 0.00, ,REFL S22.9004 INCHES 
fGlC2 NS FC'70 NR'ST CESITER 0SWOH12 0.006 20.000 0,000 REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
ICZI-C)[ 1SFC4,76 NR ST ORBITER 66WON12 
8YMRP 




ZmEP - 50.5000 INCHES 
AH S CALE a 035 SCALE 
PAGE 485
 










Ld !iJ~~. . .3 . .___ ... __ 
0 5. l 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 51] 55 SO 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CATA SET SYMB-OL 
(DZ71ZC) C) 
IC2713C) ZX 
(I 4Cczr <> ,c
• 2715c)F 
COGFIGIU ATICUXDESCRIPTIONJ 
H.SFE478 Ng ST ORBITER 06Wql0NIZ 
SFC478 Ng ST ORBITER 06WOHIZ 
SFC470 UKR ST O.P.ITCR DOWqOH1Z145FC476 NK ST ORBITER BC'41VH12 

















REFS 3084.rQ40 SQ FT 
REML 322.91,04 INCHES 
REFB 1490.0040 INCHES 
MHRF 1293.00340 INCHES 
ymri: 03.0,10 INCHES 
ZliRp - 50 .5001 INCHES 
0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE' 486 





















-. 2DI • J. • , L I . * , .• • .J• .J•t 4. - .4. . .  .1LaJ. .4L.LL .,• A L .	 .4* . .41 4aL. . 
0 5 i 15 20 05 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
VATA SET SYMEX COtFIGURATICJ OESCRITIC BETA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(_CZ'IZC) MSFCA7S NF ST C4 UITE B6WIH12 0R00 O.US 0.000 REFS 3084.0040 SO FT£C2713C) MSFCA7S HR ST E811ITEr 86WIJL12 0.00 10.000 03.000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
(CZIACJ 0 HSFC478 UR ST ORBITER 66W1H12 01.000 20.010 Q.030[ REFS 1490.0049 INCHES (C c LI 14SFC47? NR ST ORBITER BGWIOHIZ O.00 30.000 '.0o0 	 XRF 1293.0040 INCHES 
YRPF 0.000i INCHES 





STRAIGHT WING ORBITER-HORIZONTAL STABILIZER EFFECTS (BODY+WING+MID-HORIZONTAL)
 










Cl;{ 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 .40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMB.L C:FIGURATI-. CESCRIFTICM PETA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INFORMATICOF 
(0-2712C) C PSFC47 teeST CABITER BG410H12 0.000 0.00 0.000 REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT 
tC2?13C3 145FC473 fR ST ORBITER C OtUlHI2 0.000 10.000 0.000 	 REL 322.9004 INCHEs 
(CZ714C) I mSFCZ8 NR ST C(ESITER S6N4)HI2 - 0.000 20.00) 0.000 	 REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
CCZ?15C) U IISFC47S NR ST CiBITER 66111H12 0.000 30.000 0.000 	 XMRF 1293.0040 INCHES 
Y$rP 0.0009 INCHES 























0.4 ____________ ________ 
0.2 ___ __ ___ 
_5 0 15 20 25 30 35 4) 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
t'Tt SET Syact_ CC4ICUATLCN PESCRIFTIC SETA HTAIL AILRa4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(C2712C) 0 MS5C478 UT ST CSBITER OGWI0Hi2 0.0m] 0.00C 0.100 REFS 3084.X040 SQ FT (Cz13C) Ll fISFC478 R ST CBITEE BGWIOHI2 0.010 10.000 0.00 REFL 322.9094 INCHES 
(C2714c) < HSFC4 8 UR ST CeITER SGWIOHIZ 0.600 a0.010 0.000 REFO 1490.0040 INCHES 
(CZ715C)I SFCZ7I NE ST CBITER 86WII0H12 0.000U 3.Cou3 1.0u XHRp 1Z95.'004j INCHES 
YMRP 0.0OVO INCHES 
ZHRp - 5U.5000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0343 SCALE 
'959 PAGCH 
PAGE 4RR 














- . . . . . . . . , .
 .
 
o - .-	 _ 2 5 0_5 4 4 5 s o 5 5 6 0 6 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
-A TASE MaL CONFIGURATION VESCRIFTICN 	 BETA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE 'INFORHATICN 
ro.ru REFS 084.0040 SO FTI C712C) (D 	 MSFC978 HReST ORBITER D6WIL)HIZ 000 0.00 (CC2T1C) 	 HSFC478 N ST ORBITER 136AE7HI 0.000 10.000 DAMN] REML 322.9004 INCHES 
HSC478 rGW 0.000ICZ?4C) 14 U.1 ST ORBITER 0HIZ 0.013 2a.aw REFM 1490oXV40 INCHES 
5 1 SFC178 UR ST ORBITER 06WIH12 0.000 313.60 0.111 XMRF 1293.0!4 INCHES fC76C S 
 YHRr 0.000] INCHES
Z(RP - 50.5 	Uu INCHES
 
















. . I. .. .. .. .. . .. . ... . . .. . . . . . . . . .
.. . . . ..
 
. 0 5 1 0 15 25 so 5 40 45 so 55 6 0 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 







R $I OBITERNR $T ORBITER 





















(CZ?I§C} [U MS C476 NR ST ORBITER 8600111 0.000 30.0mJ U, O0* XMRP 1293,0940 INCHES 
YHRr 010000 INCHE$ 
ZMRP - 50,5000 INCHES 
Cm 4.959 SCALE 010035 SCALE 
PAGE 491
 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER-HORIZONTAL STABILIZER EFFECTS (BODY+WING+MID-HORIZONTAL)











0.0 .6 5 .4. -. 1 -.2 -. 3 -. 4 -. 5 -. 6 -. 7 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
OATA SET SYMO-a CCFIGUrAT1ZC# CESCRIFTIfN PETA HTAIL AILRaJ REFERENCE INFOHATI* 
2C) HSFC478 NR ST Ce.0ITER £SWIOHI2 0.01 0.009 0.01m) REFS 3084.0040 5 FT 
fCC713C) $SFC478 NR ST CAITER 8E6140HI2 0.000 10.00 0.000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
(CZ71CC) 0 HSFC478 NR ST c4WITER B6WiOH1Z 0.000 20.000 0.000 REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
LCZ7ISC) [ ,SFC47s flR 5T CRITER SG510H12 0.000 30.000 0.000 XHRP 1293.0040 INCHES 
YNRp 0.0000 INCHES 
ZIRP - 50.5000 INCHES 
MACH 4.99 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 432
 




















0 .0 0. 0.4 0.6 1.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1. 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, COF
 
SATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIOURATICa DESCRIPTLON BETA 1TAIL AILROtN REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(1-272C) C) MSFC4Th NR ST CRBITER 86W1UHI2 0.000 0.000 0,00 REFS 3084.004V SQ FT. 
CC713C) Ll ISFC47B Na ST ORBITER 86W10HI2 0.000o 10.006 0.000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
(C271 CJ1 NSFC478 "r ST ORITER SEWIGHI? 0.XUS 20.000 0.000 REFS 1499.0040 INCHES (CZ715C) ] SFC47 NR ST RBITER 6SWI0HI2 0.000 30.000 0.000 XNRF 1293.0040 INCHES 
YNRF 0.000 INCHES 
ZMRF - 50 .00c INCHES 

























3 35 40 45 50 55 60 _ 651 5 la is 0 25 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
" 
P.¢TA SET SYM80'L CCtIFIOURATION4 DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON. REFERENCE INFORMATIONI 
IC27290) M ORSI TER S6H16E14 0.000 -5 000 0.000 REFS 3084.0040 $Q FTPSFC4 78 Ng ST 
fCZ726c) MSFC478 tHR ST O-RBITER 86HIGE14 0,000 -40.800 0.000 REFrL 322.9V04 INCHES 
0.27268) HsFC476 STST ORBITEROR__BITER SG6H10600 0.__ 30 00 0.000 1293.0040REFS 4 0 3
8R OH16E14 -2 . 0 ], o0 XNRP INCHESI C2727C) 1HFC,8 NR 0CZ72.6)HSFC 7, NF ST ORBITER 66H16E14 - 0.00_ 10.000 0.00&] YHR _0.0va INCHES 
te2721c) [ SFC478 HR,ST ORBITER 96M16E1A 0.000 0.0120 0.080 7HRF - 50.50co IINCHESPANLCH AT9C.9 SCALE .ALHA5 SCALE 
PAGE d44
 










45 50 55 60 65
V-. £ 10 15 25 30 35 40 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
BETA ELVATR AILRON4 REFERENCE INFORMATION'
 
(CZ?29C) C) HSFCZh HR ST OrBITER S6$X6E1C 0.0(30 5(3.000 0.003 REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT
 
(C2?28C) LI HSFC4TS HR ST ORBITER BENIEE11 0.0(30 -40.000 0.00( REFL 322.9(304 INCHES
 
(C2727C3 NSFC4T8 HR ST O RBITER BGHXE4 0.000 -30.003 0.0(0 REFB 1490.0040 INCHES
 
DATA SET SYJAB CON4FIGLJRATIC- DESCRIFTIONI 
CCZIZSC) Li ,SFC478 HR ST ORBITER 86fl16E14 000 -20.000 0.000 XMRF 1293.0040 INCHES 
1C2725C) LX SFC4T8 HR ST ORBITER 66H16E14 (00( -10.030 (30(0 yHRF 0.003( INCHES 
(C27ZEC ( HtSFC47S HR ST rOITER 66816E14 0.000 0.030 0.000 ZMRP'- 50.503 INCHES 
MACH 4°9)9 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 4S5
 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS (BODY-+ LOW-HORIZONTAL)

*20 i i rrrr-r iii-nr--n - ,
-rn-- ii m -1-rrr -r-rrri nirr ]
 
.15 _____ ____ ____ 









Lii .00_ ___ _ 
0
 
t -. El5 
Ld
 




____5_ 55__ SO__ 
0 5 1a 15 m0 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
OATA SET SYI4O1t CCEFIGURATICH DESCEIFTI BETA ELVATR AILRCtJ REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CZT2gC), HSFC4?8 NR ST CIRBITER BSHZ6E14 .O{)-50.1300 OOGO REFS 3084{.0040 SQ FT 
MSFC47ZCZZ OL)fiR ST OITER E6HI EX4 0.000 -40.000 3.00 - REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
(C272IC) 0 NSFC4Z7 HA ST CQBITER 8GHI6EC4 o.090 -30.000 0.090 REFB 1490.0040 INCHES 
(CZ726C) Lj MSFC478 HR ST ORBITER B6HX6EI4 0.009 -20.000 O.9o9 XNRP 1293.0040 INCHES 
(C225C " HSFC47S NR ST ORBITER BEHX6EI4 0.090 - °10.000O.O0 YNRP 0.0010 INCHES 
£2?21 C) $4SFC478 HR ST ORBITER B6HI6EI4 0.000 0.009 0.000 ZNRF - 50.50110 INCHES 













. . . . . . . . . . . 
a 5 IV 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
.ATA SET SYMBOL Cc*FI&URATI*J CESCRIPTION 	 BETA ELVATR AILRON REFERENCE INFCRMATICN 
,C729C) C $SFC478 NR ST ORBITER 86A16E14 	 0;000 -50.000 0.010 REFS 3084.0U40 20 FT 
ICZ72C) NSFC476 NR ST ORBITER 86H16E14 0.000 -40.000 0.600 RFFL 322.9004 INCHES 
0 -CZ?2?CI 'R ST OSITER SEH1E14 0.000 -30u.00 0.000 REFS INCHESNSFC4TO 	 1490.0040 
6CZ7FC)U MSFC4I7 HR ST ORBITER B1HI6E14 	 0.000 -20.000 0.000 XHR? 1293.0140 INCHES (CZURSC) HSFC478 UR ST ORBITER 56H16E14 0.000 -10.000 0.000 	 YMRF 0.00M] INCHES 
ICZ7ZIC) C SFC4TB lIR ST ORBITER 86H1604 0.900 0.000 0.000 	 Z4RP - 50.5000 INCHES 




















0.6 ___ ___ ___ __ _ 
0::1.0 - - _____5 4 50_5 55 6____ 65__ 
0.2 ___ ______ 
0.0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 4.J- 44.t~.. . ... . . .4 .L4....L....-.  .- .~L.. ~-....-I.L. J...LL I4. .- 4.J.L 
0 5 10 is 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA DESCRIFTIt BETSyA ELVATR AILRC0 REFERENCE INF0RHATICNcyfIGUATIt A 
(C27z9C) C MSFC476 NR ST cC&ITER SH1e14 0.000 -50.000 0.000 REFS 3084.0040 $a FT 
(CZ728C) B mSFC478 NR ST ORBITR 8SHIrE14 0.09r -40.000 Uj.000 REFL 32Z.9004 INCHES 
ICZ7Z7C) HSFC478 NR ST cEBITER 16H16E14 U.000 -30.000 0.006 REFB 1490.0940 INCHES 
CC276C) LI MSFC7S tiRST OBITER SShXGE14 0.000 -20.000 0.000 XHRF 1293.0D40 INCHES 
LC27Z5C) IN MSFC?8 NR ST ORBIER 8686CG14 0.000 -10.000 0.0 YMRP 0.000E INCHES 
(C272!C) [ HSrCe78 NR ST ogBITER 66HISEI4 6.000 0.000 0.0o0 ZNRP - 50 .5000 INCHES 
























la is 2D 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET Sy:$00 CCNFIGVRATION DESCFIFTICN rTA ELVATR AlI t REFERENCE INFC)HATICV 
iC27Z9C) 
1 C272c)ICZ7Z7C)
CE 7Z G( ; 
Q HSFC4?6 NR ST CRSITEr s6Hl6E14 
SFC4?8 NR ST rDITFR 86H16M14 
MSHFC9 78 NR ST ORBITER 66HI6EI4 

























tEE725() IMSFC478 NR ST ORITER 66H16E14 *D -0.000 0°.000 YMRP 0.0000 " INCHES 
(CZZIC H5FC478 UP.ST rISITER M6HSE14 
CH Zo59SCALE 















0.1 is 2 25 30 35 40 _1 45 50 55 Go 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 

























1HSFC,1S NR STFCeITER 86HI6EI4 















MSFC478 NR ST CRSITFR S6HIOEI4 













MACH 4.959 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 500
 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS 	 (BODY + LOW-HORIZONTAL]
 












.8 .7 .6 .5 .4 .3 .2 .1 .0 -. 1 -.2 -. 3 -. 4 -. 5 -. 6 -. 7 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
&ATA SET SyHeCL C FIGURATICN CESCRIPTIC' PETA ELVATR AILRCN REFERENCE INFORHATICN
 
£C2l27C) MNSFCC76 NR ST 09OITER 6HI6514 04500 -50.000 0o000 REFS 3004.0040 SQ FT
 
CZ?$C) JIHSFC478 NR ST CSITER GI16E14 0000 -40.000 0.000 REFL 32.9004 INCHES
 
(CZ7Z7C) HSFC473 NR ST C4WITER B6HX6EI4 r.000 -30.000 9.000 REFB 1490.0040 INCHES
 
(CZ2 6C, HiSFC47IS NR ST CR8ITER eEHI6EI4 0.090 -20.000 0.000r XHRP 12930040 INCHES
 
(CZ7ZSc) MSFC ?B NR ST *YPBITER B6HIGEI4 	 0.0o0 -10.000 04,009 -"y 0.000r INCHES 














0-°. 0. 04 0.6 0.0 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 '3'.0 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, CDF 
IATA SET SYMVO CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION BETA ELVATR AILRO REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C2729c) C) MSFE976 fir ST ORBITER BGHIEI4 0.00(3 -50.010O 0.0011 REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT 
tC272$C) L HSFCA7B HR ST RBITER 6SH1614 0.000 -40.009 OG139 - REFL 322.90P4 INCHES 









(CzTz5C) HSFC T8 MR $T ORITER B6HI6EI4 0.000 -10.000 0.000 YR 0.0000 INCHES 
(C2721C) F- MSFCA75 UR ST ORBITER SHI6EI4 0.0110 0.000 OGo ZHRr - 50.5000 INCHES 
SCALE 010035 SCALE 
MACH .9bo 
PAGE 502 





STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS 	 CBODY + LOW-HORIZONTAL)





























5 10- 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRtI REFERENCE INFORHATION 
CVZ721C) MSFC47S MR ST ORBITER 36HI6E14 0.000 13.09 0l.0 REFS 3084.0040 SO FT 
1CZ722C) ImSFC47Y MR ST OBITER 86H16ZI4 0.090 10.000 0.00 	 REFL 322,9004 INCHES (CZ723C) HSFC4TS MR ST ORBITER BSHIE6I4 0.000 20.009 0.000 	 REFS 1490.0040 INCHES(CZTZZCJ Li SFC47$ NR ST ORBITER S6HI6EI4 0.009 39.0w' 0.00i 	 XNRP 1293.0040 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 50:.50U INCHES 
VACH .959 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 5C3
 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS (BODY + LOW-HORIZONTAL)
 














-. 5 l 15 20 25 30 3fi 40 45 60 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
CATA SET SYYDC 




M SFC476 fir 5T .SITER E;6f'oE'1SFC4?8 UP ST CESITER BEH1614 
H SFC478 UP ST rASITER 96H16E14 


















REFS 3US4,0040 SQ FT 
REFL 3ZZ.9004 INCHES 
REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
X14RP 1293.M10 INCHES 
TURF 11,001or INCHES 
ZMRP - 513.500C) INCHES 
0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 504 













0 5 10 15 f0l 5 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBTO. C*JFIGURATIOtk pEScRIPTICN BETA ELVATR AILRCN REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IC27ZlCI Q $SFCCIB NR ST ORBITER 86H16E14 E.0003 0.000 0.000 REFS 3084.r040 SQ FT 
(CzTZZC, a ISFC4T8 NR ST RBITER BH616E14 0.000 19.00 .009 REFL 322.9004 INCHES (C2723C) < t4SFCA78 NR ST ORBITER S6H16EI4 0.000 20.000 0.000 REFS 14901.0040 INCHES (Canztc) U HSFCC78 NR ST ORBITER BSH16EI4 0.000 30.000 0.0j0 XIIRP 1293.0040 INCHESYHRP 0.000 INCHES 
















0. . . .. . . . . 20 .. .25 . . 30 .535 .. .40 .. .45 . ..50 55 ' . .6065 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
VATA SET SYRE C COFIGURATIN DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRCN REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I CZ721C) C) MSFC478 Nil ST ORBITER S6H16EI4 6.909 0.60r 0.001. REFS 3064.004U sQ FT 
{cczlzz) Li FC476 UR ST RBITER 3GH16EI4 0o00 10.1,1 0 0.000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
I C?273C)ICZC)[ <U SFC478SFC470 Np STU R ST CCEITERORBITER BGHlGE1456H16EI4 
0.0c 20.000 









YNRP E1.00lo INCHES 
ZNRP - 50.5000 INCHES 
-ACH 4.959 SCALE OX935 SCALE 
PAGE 5n6
 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS (BODY + LOW-HORIZONTAL)
 












C 1.2 ___ ___ ___ ___ 
m 
1.0 
0 5 10 15 20 25 3d 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYHC COtFIGUKATIC* DESCIFTICN BETA ELVATR AILRCt REFERENCE INFCRNATIa0 
IC7ZC) 0 I4SFC4 NR ST CBITER P6HI16E4 04J0 0.00 1ob012 REFS 3084 .0043 SO FT 
CC2S22C, H5FC478 NIXST rABITER BSHIE14 0.0OD 10.06 0 . 0L 0 REFL 322.9104 INCHES (C2723C) IfSFC478 NE ST OFBITER 6HI6014 0.00 21.000 0.000 REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
(cZ7zCC; LI MSFC47$ *JR ST CSBITER EHI6E14 0.0o 30.22 0.0j2 XHRP 1293.0040 INCHES 
YNRP 12d0D' INCHES 
















in is1 25 30 35 40 .45 50 55 6" 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 





HSFC478 H9 ST ORBITER 56HI1E14009 
























YHRF 0.0ou INCHES 
ZMRP 50.5005 INCHES 
AH .g9SCALE 0.0055 SCALE 
PAGE 5088 















.30 . . . L .0 
0. 0 i5 5 5 40 45 50 55 60 6; 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
ATA SET SYyVX C FJGURATIIN ESCRIFTICN BETA ELVATR AILRM REFERENCE INFCRATIC0(C2721C) C) :SFC478 UR ST CIBITER 86Hl6E!4 0.000 E3.090 0.00 RE FS 3,$4.1304'j SQ FTCC2722c) L mSFC48 NR ST CaRBITEr 136H16EI4 0.000 0.00 0.000 EF L 322.9004 INCHES(C2723C) 8 ST ORBITERP.SFC476 149 B6M16E14 0.000 20.00g 0XIM7 EFS 14990.040 INCHES(C?7Z4C) [ M5FC476 NR ST alITER BEH1E14 E1,000 3r.009 0.01jr xmrr 1293.1040 INCHES 
zmrp - 50.5009 INCHESA H .9 9SCALE 0 .0035 SCALE 
PAGE 509 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS (BODY + LOW-HORIZONTAL)
 











". .7" .6 .5 .4. .3 °3°1 ° -. - -4 - -°.5 -. 7 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
CATA SET SY:aOL CONeFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMHATION 
tC2721C)(C27220ICo723C) 
C) MSFC470 NRe ST7'Ll1SFC470 NR ST! MSFC478 NR ST 













IC2724C)}[U SVC47S NR ST .)RSITER 06'11l6EI4 OOlall 30.0{00 0I.01r XMRF 1293.00]40 INCHES 
CATASCTSY;4C4. CcfFIGI~ATctJDESCIFTQ4 BTA LVAR A1RQ ~ YMRFZ0R.E - 0 .000050.5090GEE INCHESINCHES510HTI 
.9SCALE .05 SCALE 
PICHN M N E N 









0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, CDF
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILFON REFERENCE INFcRMATIC0 
(C27ZIC) S "F ST ORBITER B6HIEI4 0.000 0.005 0.000 3084.0.40 SO FTn5FC478 REFS 
fC72Z1C3 1 P. ST RBITER 6GHiE14 10.00 REFL INCHESNSFC4B 0.00 0.000 322.9004 
1C203C) 0 HFC476O sfrcBITEr 0E-H1614 0.009 2o.00v 0.000 REFO 1499.0040 INCHES 
(CZZZC) [] mSFC478 NR ST OEITER 86H16E14 U.000 30.000 0.000 XHrp 1293.0040 INCHES 
YMRF 0.:0130 INCHES 
5rF5o.50t INCHESA 
cg 95SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS (BODY+WING+LOW-HORIZONTAL)
 
3.2 





















0 5 10 15 00 25 30 35 40 45 50] 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA- DEGREES
 
PATA SET Syn.C, CCFIGRATIC1 OESCRIFTICI BETA ELVATR AILRCN REFERENCE INFORNATICI 
(CZY3BC) M SFC478 HR ST ORBITER B6M41HIE14 .0.00-50.000 0.000 REFS 3684.0049 SQ FT 
(CZ737C) 1SFC47S NR ST ORBITER 86W103H6E14 0.0]0 -40 .000 0.00i REFL 322.9004 INCHES0C736C) HR ST ORBITER BW14OH16E4 0.000 -301.000 0.000 REFB 1490.0040 INCHESHSFC4? 
LCZ735c) Ll HSFC4TS HR ST ORBITER 86W10H16EI4 0.000 -20.000 0.10 XMRF 1293.0040 INCHES 
(CZ73cC) a HSFC478 Or ST CBITER B6WIDHEEIA 0.0119 -10.00U 0.00 YmRP 0.000. INCHES 
1C2730C) D NSFC47 NR ST ORBITER BEWIOHIEEtA 0.000 0.000 0.000 ZHRP - 50.5900 INCHES 
























1) 5 10 15 go Z5 30 35 403 45 5{3 55 603 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CA'/A SE r SY'Ha."J CINFIGUFATION DESCRIFT1ON FBETA ELVATR AILRCN REFERENCE INF( fHATICN 
(CZ3SBC) "SrC478 MR ST -SITER 66MtOH16EI4 a, {30 -50.009 0.000 REFS 5084.0049 SQ FT 
ICZ?3?C}. 14'SFC4T78 R ST ORBITER 06WOMIGE14 0:000{ -403.0009 13.,00- REFL 322.90114 INCHES 
0.000{ _30.000{ 0.000 REFS 2490.00,40 INCHES6WOH16E14
,C-'?36c, _ SFC 78 NE 5TCtI[ ­(( Z7311 H1c,8N ST :STTER SEW CH16E14 01000 -20.090{ 0.6019 XtRF 1293.09411 INCHES 
IC27S4C, MSFC478 MR ST COZITER 6WU{HtGE14 03.000{ _10.00{0 0°13003 YMRF 0.6000{ INCHES 





STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS (BODY+WING+LOW-HORIZONTAL)

.20 *"' "'.l .1~1 il~ r m r,,.,l I i O l , -11l *1b .. ** ,7 
















-.0 5 a0 is 25 25 30 35 40 46 so 55 613 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION' BETA ELVATR AILRON', REFERENCE INFORMATIONI 
(CZ73SE) M SFC478 UR ST ORBITER 36WIOH16EI4 0.000 -50.000 U.000 REFS 3084. 040 SQ FT
 
(CZ737C) 7 MSFC416 NR ST OJRBI TER 06MOH16E14 0.000 -40.000 0.090 NEFL 322.9004 ,INHC
 
1 C2736c) m sFE4TRHR ST RBITER B6WOH16EU4 0.000 -30.000 0.0rou REFB 1490.004r INCHES IC2735C) L sFC478 N R ST CR131TEK 66W10HI6E24 U.000 -20.rva 0.090 XMRF 1293.DL140 INCHES
 
(CZ73-'C) MSFC4 78 UR ST ORBIT£ER M1I14 0.1300 -I0.ro0 0.000 YMRP 0. 0ovo INCHES
 





STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- EtEVATOR EFFECTS (BODY+WING+LOW-HORIZONTAL)























0 5 10 15 0 25 30 35 40 45 5b 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
OT. SET SYVS's C MFbOURATIC DESCRIFTIC LETA ELVATR AILRON REFERENCE INFC MATION
 
ICZ73SC) HSFC47 OR ST ORBITER S6WIOH16E14 0.000 -50.000 0.00 REFS 3084.0040 SO FT
 
CCZS7C) IISFC4YS NR ST ORBITER D6W]HIEE14 0.000 -40.000 0.000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES
 
CCZE6C) MIsFC4 NR ST ORBITER BSWIOHI6E14 0.09f -30.0, 0.000 REFB 1490.0040 INCHES
 {C255C2S, i IFc7. IJR ST C98ITER S6'4IVH16E14 0.000 -20.000 0.6o0 XiIRP 1293.6040 INCHES
 
ICZ74C) HSFC47S PR ST ORBITER 66W40HI6E14 0.000 -10.000 0.000 YMRF 0.0000 INCHES
 
CCZ730C) HSFC478 HR ST ORBITER 06w1H16EI4 0.000 0.000 0.000 ZNRF - 50.S0C INCHES
 



















_______ 45 _ O _55 6s 
m 
1.0 _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ 
0.8 
___ ___ ___ ___ 
0.6 
___ 
0.2 ___ ___ 
0 5 10 16 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPH4. DEGREES
 
CATA .SET SYMBOL CaJFIGURATIC'4 OESCRIPTICON BETA ELVATR AILROtJ REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CZT3BC) 0 M'rC47S "r'ST ORBITER BSWIHlIE4 0.000 -50.000 0.000 REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT (C2737C) SfC478 nCSST CBITER B6WXOICLE4 0.00') -40.00 0.000 REFL 322.90034 INCHES 
(C2736C) nSrCZ7B NR ST ORBITER 86W10H16E14 0.000 -30.000 0.000 REFF 1490.0040 INCHES 
IC2735C) " JSrC4TS hR ST ORcITE B6WICOIH16E14 0.000 -20.000 0.00 XHRF 1293.0040 INCHES 
f ZZ3-C) MSFC47B ar ST -RBITER B6WLOHIEE4 0.000 -10.000 0.000 YNRF 0.U0LIO INCHES 







































O is-F5e 35 45 55 6-5.7a S' 10 30 40 so Go 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
ATA.SET Sy;NS, - ,C ON'FIURATION DE CI MTI M 
I :Z73$C) G) MSFC4 78 NR ST ORBITER ZWIOH16EI4 
CZ T 3 C ) ZLl EFC A;'78 N ST ORB ITER 6W IH I E 4 
I C2736C; MSHFC476 UR ,STORBITER 66141UH16014 
C 735C} [ SFC478 NR ST ORBITER 6140]HI6E14 
(C ZE73:C SFC478 NREST OR SUTE R 8E6 HI 6Erl 
C27 0 C ) C[ i MFC 7 $ n P S T OR ITER 8SW IH 16 I4 
AH .959 
BTA ELVA R 
U.,Clog -50.000 
0 X V0] -4 0 .000J 
0].000 -30.0000{] 
0 000 -2 1) 0130 
0:00 0] -1 r.:0{30 
. 00]0 O .{otl 
A LRC N 
03.000 





EE RENCE INFOR 
REFS 30384.0040 
R FL 22 .90 4 
REFS 149E).0040 
X RP 1293.09340 
y RF .0000 








IN CHE S 
SCALE 
PAGE 517 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS (BODY+WING+LOW-HORIZONTAL)
 













0 5 it 15 2 30 35 41D 45 Si 55 il 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK., ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DAA ET SYMBO..L CONFIGURATION CESCRIFMON- FTA ELVATR AlLrOM REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( 273SC) 0T HSFC478 NE ST ORBITER o6WIGlH16El4 0.000 -50.000 0J.000 REFS 3084.00,H] S( FT 
(Cz}37'C)7a HS45(,70 UR ST ORSITER OGWIEDHIGE14 0.000 -40.000 0.000 REFL 32Z.9DG4 INCHES 
1 C2736C) < 1.4SFC478 UR ST ORBITER B6-dIVfHIGEI4 0.000 -30.00 0 .0al REFS 1490.0040 INCHES IC2733C) H$ FC470 UP ST OR131TE 8601416E14 0.00I -20.O000 0.00/.r XMRF 1293.0,340 INCHES 
(EZ734C) L SFC478 NR ST OR BITER SBWIVH16E4 0].001) -10.000 0.0130 THRP 0.O000c, INCHES 
(C27311c) b MSFC478 UR ST ORBITER B6WI!3Hl6EI4 C.000 {0.0c 0.000 ZHRP - 50.5000 INCHES 
PAC" 4.939 
 SCALE 0.0035 SMAE
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STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS (BODY+WING+LOW-HORIZONTAL)
 












.6 .T .6 .5 .4 .3 .2 .1 .0 -. 1 -. 2 -. 3 -,4 -. 5 -. 6 -.? 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
a4TA SET 5YsC,- Cc.NF1GURATIct4 &ESCRIETItN BETA ELVATR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CZ?3SC) 0 4SFC478 NR ST ORBITER B6IOHI6EI4 ].0130 -50.00 0.09i REFS 3084.13040 SQ FT 
(CZ737C) SFC478 NR ST ORBITER B6-10HI6E14 r.000 -4.00V 0.000 REFL 322.9!04 INCHES 
(CZT36C SFC478 NR ST ORBITER B6WI0HI6EI4 0.000 -30.070 0.000 REFB 1490.0040 INCHES 
(C2735C) L 4SFCZ76 ;: ST ORBITER 8fW10H16E14 0.001) -20.0001 0.000 XMRF 1g93.0040 INCHES 
(CZ?34C) MSFC47 14R ST ORBITER 66WIGH16E14 0.000 -10.600 0.000 YHR? O.UGD00 INCHES 
(CZF3OC) 14SFC476 NR ST RSITER 86WI0)H16r14 0.030 0.000 0.00 ZHRP - 50.50C1 INCHES 




STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS- (BODY+WING+LOW-HORIZONTAL) 












0. 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. COF
 
SATA SET SyrSL CCNFIGURATIC*4 DESCRIFTI* BETA - ELVATR AILROR REFERENCE INFCRMATION
 
CC2738C) M) NR RBITER 0.000 0.00 3084.0040 So FT
NFEC4IB ST 86WIH16EI4 -50.13 REFS 

tC2737C) " SFC4TB HR ST REBITER BSGW1HISE14 u.000 -40.000 0.001 REFL 322.9004 INCHES
(C2736C) 0 mSFC4 76 R ST CRBITER 6W11H16E14 0.000 -30.000 0.00 REFS 1499.0040 INCHES
 (C2735C) [1 t5FC4?8 NR ST ORBITER 66WIHI6E14 0.000 -20.000 13.009 XNRP 1293.04 INCHES
CCZ734c) iSF4C48 NR ST CRBITCR BGMi1OHI6EI4 0.030 -10.000 U.000 YNRF 0.900vL INCHES
CZ73.cCl [ mSFCrACTO ST ORBITER SBw5HIGEi4 1.00) 0.03 0.000 ZHRF - 50.5000 INCHES
 




















I is i_ 3S 40 45 50 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBO CONFIGURATION rESCRIPTIN BETA ELVATr AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
{CC730C) C) HSFC478 NR ST C)RITER P6WIEHI6EI4 0.oO G 0.000 E),UOD REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT 
(CZ731C) a NSFC476 HR ST ORBITER SWIHIEl4 !).Iruu la.j 0.001. REEL 322.90U4 INCHES 
luC272C 0 MSFC476 NR ST ORPITER MWEIH16Z14 0.009 RoX0. 001i RDEFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
(CZ733C)[Lj S4FC47$ NR ST ORPITEF 0GWJlIH16EI4 0oams maxog 0.000 XMRF 1293.0040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0rDov INCHES 
Z14RP - 50.,MIE7 INCHES 
MACH 9.959 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS (BODY+WING4LOW-HORIZONTAL)
 


















a-.2 5 10 i5 25 0 35 4;' A5 50 55 s0 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
iATA SET SYMDL CC4FIGURATI N ESCRIFTICJ ETA ELVA1R AILRCN REFERENCE INFc(,I4ATICa 
Ccz73c) MSFCA7T UR ST ORBITER S6SWHIS6E4 1t60 o0. 0.000 REFS 3084.0(40 SQ FT (C2731C)7 1SFC47 MR ST cO8ITER O6WIOHi1EI4 0.000 10.00i 0.000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
CCZT7ZC) 0 ,SFC4?8 MR ST ORBITER 661CH16E14 0.610 20.00o 0.00, REFS 1490.0040 INCHES (CZ733C) [ SFC4Z78 NR ST CESITE1 G6EWIH16E14 0.00 30.00 0.000 XMRP 1295.0940 INCHES 
YMRF VO-O001 INCHES 
ZHRF - 50.5000 INCHES 
PACH 4.959 SCALE 0.0055 SCALE 
PAGE 522
 
















. 5 la 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50. 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. CEGREES
 
CATS SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOJ OESCRIFTICN BETA ELVATR AILRCO REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
C730C) 1SFC47? Nr ST ORBITER 86W16H16E14 03.060 O.o 0,)60 REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT
 
(CZ731C) LI $SFC4?8 tEST ORBITER B6WIOHIE14 0.900 10.06ff 0.000 REFL 322.904 INCHES 
CC2732C) 0 4SFC47 NR ST ORITER 061410i-16E14 0.000 2i.000 0.000 -REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
(C2?33C) Uj j45C47irNA ST c~fBITE~i 66W13H16E14 U.O 0.06 500 0.066r XNRE 1293.004i INCHES 
YNRP 0000a( I NCHES 
ZHR - 5050L130 INCHES 
SCALE 0.01 "5 SCALErACH 4.959 
PAGE 523
 






-l .2 __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
o 0.4 ______ ___ 
0.2 ___ 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 a0 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 





,H4FC478 R ST rEBITER 86W1UHIE14 
1FC418 UR ST CE&ITER S6W0HI6E14 
NSFC4?8NR ST CA6ITER 866UH16E14 

























YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRF - 50.5000 INCHES 
4.959 SCALE 0.0035 GACH SCALE 
PAGE 524 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS 	 (BODY+WING+LOW-HORIZONTAL)
3.0 n-r ,-,- -r--rn -r,1--, -r-r--r ---,---r -rr,-, v-nr,-l -ri-r- -r ,- ,,,, ,,,, -r,, 
2.8 
z 















0 5 le 15 f l 30 5 o 45 50 	 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
C TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION VESCRIPTI0 BETA ELVATR AILROM REFERENCE INFORMATIOM 
(C2730EC) HSFC478 NR ST ORITER 66OHI6E14 r.000 0.0119 0.000 REFS 3084.0U40 SQ FT (CZ73IC) MSFC478 NR ST ORBITER 86WOH16E14 0.0Q00 10.000 0.000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
C2732E} 14SFC478 Nff ST ORBITER 86WI6E14 0.00D 20.000 0.000 REFS 1490.004t) INCHES (CZ753EC [j JSFC476H UR ST ORBITER E;5WIVHl6El4 13.00 30.000 0.000 	 XHRP 1293.0040 INCHES 
YMRP 0 0001 INCHES 
ZMRF - E5:5-1 INCHES 
VACH 4.o£9 	 SCALE 0.00 5 SCALE 
PAGE 525
 







E .2E___ ___z~~~a 
-.4
 
.7 . 5 toD is 20 25 30 35 40 45 ;a* 55 Go 6;5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DPATA SET S"BOL. CONFIGU"RATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRCN REFERENCE INFORMATION 
W3 4o0049 50 FT 
(CE73%C), SrC47 NE ST ORBITER B6141OHI65I4 0.000} 10.0130 {}.1111 REFL U 2.900]4 INCHESI C273 Cl - HFC,4,7, NR ST OFSITEF 06WI}HI6614 0.000D O.DQu{ G.Ur{ 
REFS 
(CZ73zC) MSFC,76 NR ST O3RBITER 66WIOH16914 0}.000 E{}.ol 0.013E] REFB 14901.0040 INCHES 
(CZ733C) U 14FCITS NRF ST ORBITER 06W/9HI6514 0.001; 313.000 a.rurr XHRP 1293.00403 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0oDu INCHES 
ZHRP - 5D °5Coo INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALEMACH 4.059 
PAGE 5,26
 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- ELEVATOR EFFECTS (BODY+WING+LOW-HORIZONTAL)













a 5 in is 25 30 35 40 45 53 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
_IATA SET SYVIC COGFIGUPATION IESCRIFTIN BETA ELVATR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(C9730C) 'AHSFC47,3 NR ST RBITER 86WI0HI6EI4 0.0jo 0.00i 0.1300 REFS 3084 .0040 Sa FT 
(C2731C) 2 SFC470 NJR ST-ORBITER 86WOHI6E14 0.0oD 10.000 0.000 REML 32z.9jC4 INCHES 
CZ73ZCJ ja MSFC478 NR ST ORBITER 86WICH16EI4 0.000 20.000 11.00 REFB 1490.0040 INCHES 
ICZ733C}[ SFC47$ HR BT ORBITER BFWIUHI6El4 30.000 XMRF INCHESU 0.009 0.05O 1293.0040 

















.6 .7 .6 .5 .4 .5 .2 .1 .0 -. 1 -. 2 -. 3 -. 4 -.5 -. 6 -. 7 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 















































ZNRP - 50.500C INCHES 
4ACJ 4.95 GSCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE .523
 





0 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.,_ .2 2,4 2.6 2.8 3.0 
FOREBOOY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
 
CATA SET SYMBOLJ, CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON REFERENCE INFORNATICN 
(CRZ3rC) G) MSFC478 UR ST OR13MR ;6W1HLI4 0.0011 0.000 .000 REFS 3084.0940 SR FT (C2731C) 11 EFC478 Na ST ORBITER B6W1UH16E14 0.00D 10.000 0.000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES(CC2T32C 5 MSFC478 NR ST ORITER 66W1OHIEL4 0.000 20.0110 O.ROr REFa 1490.10040 INCHES 
IC2733C) L HSFC470 PR ST ORITEr 86W10HIGEL4 0.000 3!oaa 0.000 XHRP 1293.0040 INCHESYWRF 0.0000 INCHES
 
ZHRF- - 50.5000 INCHES 
VACH 4.959 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 529
 






















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORHATICUCATA SET SYMEC COFIGURATICN DE$CRIFTM4 BETA HTAIL AILRCN 
, 0.000 0.001 REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT S E 7 : T B E E O I
g1 E 7Z ¢ nD a o.qgof 213ji' REFL 322.90,94 INCHES
.2739C) L 14SFC479 MR ST 1 61TER 6610HI2 
REFS 1490.8040 INCHES 
XHRP 1293:0040 INCHES 
YNRF 0.0090 INCHES 
ZmRF - 50.5000 INCHES 




_ _ _ 













aD 5 0 5 29 25 39 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SAX.ETSyHsr CFIGURATIEN ESErIPTIC.O 	 BETA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INFORATIN 
(EZ712c) MSFC478 NR ST CQSITER 06WIVHIZ 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 3084.01340 SQ FT 
feZ739c) MSFC478 09 ST CRSITEF 56WIUMIZ 0.000 	 0.00 20.000 REFL 3ZZ.9094 INCHES 
REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
XVRF 1293°0W40 INCHES 
YVRF o0.0U0 IN4CHES 
ZMR F - 50.500 INC E S 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALEPAC" 1.956 
PAGE 531 














ZMR --- 5.5°0 INHE
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA s-y 5,-pa. COtWIGURATJC DESCRIPTiEC BEA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INFOPNATImA(E271ZC) fl MSFC4?8 NP ST rASITER BEvflOkl2 - .000 0.000 0.000 REFS 3064.0040 SO FT" 
IEZ?39C) Zfl ISFC47S UR ST *4 S1TER E@'2UH1Z 0.0011 0.000 EU.UJ RiEEL 32?.L)14. INCHES 
REFB 1490,.0040 INCHES 
XHIRF 1293.0040 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 















0 5 10 15 20 25 w 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
.rTA SET SYBOL CaAFI&URATIt CESCRIPTICN BETA HTAIL AILRaJ 

(E271ZC) C .ISFC47? NR ST ORBITER D6SWIHI2 .0.0ar" 1.004 0.0o 

(EZ739C) L ISFC47B NR ST ORBITEr 861420H1Z 0.000 0.000 20,009 

MACH - 1.956 
so 55 60 65 
REFERENCE INFc ATItN 
RE S 3084.0040 SQ FT 
REL 3Z2.9004 INCHES 
REFE 149).0040 INCHES 
XmRP 1293.004C INCHES 
YmRP 0:.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 50.5000 INCHES 


























O ~-....L.f 4 ~.J.1 . . ... L...j . . . - i-. .4 .L W .44 .. ±. .. a .L 
X 10 15 2 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA 3Cr SY'48L CCNFI&LPATICtJ OESCRIPTIC BETA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INF0MATTN 
£EZ7IZCJ Q HSFC478 HE ST OBITER 86WI0H1Z 0.000 U0.00 0.000 REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT 
(EZ739C; L HSFCZ7 HR ST CRSITEP 86W10HI .IR0 0.000 20.001 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
REFB 1490.0040 INCHES 
X14RP 1293.0040 INCHES 
YHRF 0X,00 INCHES 
zmRP - 50.50o INCHES 
SCALE 0.V035 SCALE 
PAGE 534
 
_ _ _ _ _ 













025 0 35 40 45 50 55 61) 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SE SYMFI C13FIGURATICIN DESCRIPTION BETA HTAIL ArLRON REFERENCE INF MATICV
 
f I!710C) MSFC478 NR ST RVITER 06WIUHlZ 
 r0,0 0.0ja 0,000 rEFS 30840040 SQ FT 
.E2739c? MSF¢ 70 HE ST CQ81TER 86SICHI2 0.009 0,0ig 20.000 REFL 322.9004 INCHESREFB 1491.UU4'0 INCHES
 
XNRP 1293.0040 INCHES 
YNRp 0.0000 INCHES 
ZmH7P - 5S .50gu INCHES. 
9ACH 1,956 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 535
 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 









5 10 15 2 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
0ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMSSL CCNFIGURATICN ?ESCRIPTIC0 SETA HTAIL AILRC REFERENCE INFORIIATION 
(EZ7IZCJ 0 MSFC47 NR ST CfieITER 66W1OH12 O.L? 0.000 0.000 REFS 3084.0040 S FT 
(E2739C) Ll V4SFC4T8 HR ST CeSITER 66W1WH12 0.000 0.000 20.000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
XHRp 1293.0042 INCHES 
YHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRF - 50.5000 INCHES 




STRAIGHT .WINGORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 
































4 .J.J.. .-. ..- ..At t-. . L.A-.-.. 44.. .JL A ...­
.. 44L..L..~~~~~~~~~~~0] 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYPISL CCNFIGUFATIC*N OESCUIPTICN BETA HTAIL AILRC4 REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
(E271SC) C) HSFC47h NR ST CBITER BGWIOH2! 0.00o6 0.000 '3.060 REFS 3684,0040 SG FT (CZ739C) l4SFC4?8 NR ST ORBITER $6W10HIZ 0.000 0.000 20.00 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
REFB 1490.0040 INCHES 
Xtlrp 1293.0040 INCHES 
YMRP 0.G60 0 INCHES 
ZNRF - 50.50011 INCHES 






















X 5 la 15 20 25 S0 35 40 45 50 55 .60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBOL C.YUFIGLRATION DESCRIFTICK BETA HTAIL AILROt REFERENCE INFORMATION 
E2712C3 0 SFC478 fR ST C-BITER 86W0H12 C.090 3.00 [1.000 REFS 3084.00 0 SQ FT 
IEZ739C) l 4SFC478 NR ST ORBITER 86t4HU12 0.001 0.00i 20.000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
XMRF 1295.004' INCHES 
YNRF 0.000 INCHES 
ZNRF - 50.5090 INCHES 








< -. 030 
-. 035 
< 















ANGL O.F5 ATTACK ALPHA. DEGREE Z -PAG14304 INCHES 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 
~­
±.6 ________ "" __ __ 










____ ___ _ 
.8 .7 .6 .5 .4 .3 .2 .1 .0 -4 -. 2 -. 3 -. 4 -. 5 -'6 -. 7 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYmaX CtrWFIGURATIN DESCIUTICN BETA HTAIL AILROt REFERENCE INFORMATICt4 
(E2TZZC) f MsFC478 IF ST W . 3 0.6Di 3084.004QCRUTE B IOHIZ 0010 O.OGD REFS SQ FT 
(EZ739C) MSFC47 NR ST CNITER BG6WOHIZ 0.00J O.000 20.009 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
REFB 149.D4V3 INCHES 
XIRF 1293.0040 INCHES 
YmRP U.00OG INCHES 
ZNRP - 50.501rl INCHES 
KACH 1.E56 SCALE 0.0035- SCALE 
PAGE 540
 
STRAIGHT WIN6 ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 










-J 0.4 __________ 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. COF 



























REFB 1490.1040 INCHES 
XMRP 1291,VL4V INCHES 
YHRF 0.0091 INCHES 
ZHRF - 50.5000 INCHES 
MACH 1.9-6 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 541 




















I~~~i i~ , .1 t .* I* .m .t .~ .l It . . . I l l.,..
 2.0 .5 2v 25 3 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
gATA SFT SYMBO CNF GURATICN OESCRIFTIN BET HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 2112) MSHFC47B NR $ ORBITER b6WICHIZ ,0130 Q.000 0X.EG REFS 3FJ84 .0040 SQ FT 
P,2739C; MSFC478 na ST ORSITR 36WIDH12 0.000 0.000 20.001 REFL 322.904 INCHES 
CC2747C) MSFC'7$ HR ST -rITER 56VIION1Z 0.000 0.000 40.000 REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
XHRP 1293.V040 INCHES 
YMRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 50.5000 INCHES 




STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
fl6J16






(-3 	 3 
.2 s o 1M45G 
uiC oE 
S.1~~ 	
_ _ _ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK ALPHA DEGEE
 
l 	 i . .
-2 	 4iii o .I L .. I I I .. I-.L . .44 .l.l i i , . , . . . . 
-5 10 15 20 -2 50S 35 40 45 50 	 55 60 65 
•ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYI4C( CC*FIGVRATXW. DEsCRlrTIC4 	 ETA EITAIL A1LRON ~ REFERENCE INFORMATIaJ 
:4SFC47 6WI0H12 	 REFS1 I712C; NR ST CSCBITER 0.0a01 0.011 E.000 3084.0040 SQ FT 
m "279; SFc478 NR ST ORBITER 0684ESH12 0.000. 1.00o 20.000 REFL 322.91104 INCHES 
(CZ7 7cJ HSFC78 MR ST CfSITER EGIVH42 0.00 0.000 40.000 	 REM 1490.0040 INCHES 
XNRP 1293.0040 INCHES 
Y1RP D.000 INCHES 
ZNRF - 50.5010 INCHES 
SCALE 0.1035 SCALEACH 4.959 
PAGE 543
 
















CS -. 1O 
__ 
Ill5 is__ ED__ A"____5_ AS ____ ____ 5 
-. 15 
£- 10 15 l 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 -60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
OATA SET SYMBOL CC*FIGURATICN DESCRIPTICt BETA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INFOCNATION 
WEfl2C7 C) HSFCA7 NR ST OR&ITER 06WISHI 0.000 0.00J0 0.000 REFS 384 .0040 SQ FT 
, a..9C) z MSFC47Z NR ST 'YWITER BGWiH12 0.000 or 20.000 REFL 3Z.9004 INCHES 
(C247C) 0 HSFCA78 tR ST OF.BITER 06t0HI2 U.00)0 0.0010 40.000 REFS 2490.0040 INCHES 
XNRP 1293.0040 INCHES 
YNRF 0.000!) INCHES 
ZNRF - 50.5000 INCHES 
MACH 4.939 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 544
 








0.0 0 5 in is 11 3 0 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
,	ATA SET SYMBO CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTIN BETA HTAIL AILRON REFERENCE INFCRMATICM 
UgZ722C) Q NSFC476 NR ST ORBITER 86W10112 O.,OEI 0.00 0.1100 REFS 3084.0040 Se FT 
rZ2739C) LI SFC478 NR ST ORITER B6V/IOHIZ 0,000 0,000 MGM0 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
(CZ747C) MSFCA78 NR ST ORBITER BSW OH12 0.090 0,000 40.000 	 REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
XMRF 1293 0040 INCHES 
YHRF E).UUU INCHES 




























0.0 	 I is 21 5 3 vs 40 45 50 55 60 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
tATA SET SyvaOL CCFIGURATIC" CESCRIFTI4 BETA HTAIL AILRC* REFERENCE INFCRMATI* 
(12712C) f ISFC478 NE ST MITER GSWIOHIZ 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 3084.0D4, SO FT (C2739c) LS m5FC478 NE ST cROITER SW14H12 0.000 6.666 29.000 -	 REFL 322.904 INCHES 
tCZT47CC 0 MSFC478 HR ST CEPITER 66V401112 0.000 0.000 40.006 	 REFB 1490.0040 INCHES 
XHRF 1293.0641 INCHES 
YNRF 0.0090 INCHES 
ZHRF - 50.560M INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALEMACH 4.959 
PAGE 546
 














.7 0 5 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
BATA SET SYMBO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA HTAIL AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 







ICZ?7c) 0 HSFC476 14H ST ORBITER SMI)H1Z 0,00 0.000 40.00D REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
X IRF 1293.9040 INCHES 
YHRPZ-RP - 0.01jou50.5000 INCHESINCHES 
ACH 4.959 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 517 







.0''''5 la 15 zo 25 450 35 AD 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 




"5-C476 NR ST ORBITER 36WWH1 !lFC 7 na ST OBITER S6MUH12 



















XHRF la93.0040 INCHFS 
YNRP OODE INCHES 
ZNRP 50.5000 INCHES 
HACH 1.95V SCALE 0,.005 SCALE 
PAGE 5,.8 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 
-rn--rJ i 	 rr-rr [rrnn.060 [..r-ri 	 -r--it--ri- r---irr -r-r-r-t rrrr r--rr -rrr= rrrr= r nbI-









-. 00 -__ 	 _ 
-.02 a 5 la is g 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CA.TA SET SYXE C ONFIGURATI tl rESCRIFTIN BETA HTAIL AIUG REFERENCE INFCRHATIM 
(DZ712c) (D MSFC478 Nn ST CREITER 06wiLHIZ 0.009 D.1100 0.009 REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT 
('Z739C) Z HSFC.7S NR ST ORBITER 66MO112 V.000D O.r00 000 REFL 622.91,04 INCHES 
(CZ747C) 0 MSFC478 NR ST OR13TER 86WI13141 C.900 ELMOD 40.COr 	 REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
XHRP 1093.0940 INCHES 
YHRF OungD INCHES 
ZmRP - 50.5000 INCHES 
MACH 4.959 SCALE U.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 5 t9 










- .07 _ 
z 
L­
-.01 a 5 0 15 20 25 50 35 40 45 50 55 60 6 
ANGLE OF'ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
,ATA SET Sy DOLt CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA HTAIL AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
taz/lZC) JD MSFC478 MR ST OR BITER C6WV1.7HI2 0.00 0.090O XU R.J30EFS 3084.004{) SQ FT 
(C2739C) LS FC478 NF. ST RBITER 8661UH12 0.00(0 0.0}{0 20.010 REFL 322.9904 INCHES 
/CZ747C) 145FC478 MR ST ORBITER 96WI3HIZ 0).0oD 0.000 40.D000 REFS 1490 .0040 INCHES 
XMRF 1293.0(340 INCHES 
YMRP 0 .D0030 INCHES 
ZHRP - 50.59ou 11NCHES 
SCALE 03.0035 SCALE,H '4 .959 
PAGE 550
 
















zi -. 05560_ __ 
LI 
Z -. 0 
.a 
-. 5 to_ 15 2a 30 5 40 _545 50 55 60 65 
ANG3LE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
VATA SET SYMSCLJ CONFIGURATION VESCRTPTICN PETA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INrCRMATICN 
I C2712C), ' HSFC Tt$ NR $T ,EDITER 06 /0H12 11.000 0.09~o D,0jo REFS 3084'.00 49 SG FT 
(Cz?3gE)Z 2 SFC47$ VR ST CRSI'ER B6WIOHIZ 0.000 0.11jo 211o.00 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
4(CZ747C) <> MSFC478 NR ST CoRSITER 86WI.PHI2. 0.000 0.L00J 40,j0r REFS 1490.00490 INCHES 
XHRP IZ93 °0040 INCHES.• 
YMRP 0.0901, INCHESZHR - 50.5090 INCHES
 














0.6 .7 .6 .4 .3 .2- .1," -.1 -. 2 -.3 -.4 5 -. 6 -. 7 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DAIA ST SYHMt CF6URATI DESCRIPTION BETA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(OZTIZC) C HSFC478 NR ST CRFITEE B6410H12 0.000 0.001 0.001 REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT 
(CZ?39c) l NSFC47? HR ST , 6ITER S6EWIHIZ o60 0.000 20.000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
tCZTSICI 0 mStC4? NR ST OUITER WH1612 0.000 .0 0 1 40.09i 	 REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
XHRF 1293.004. INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 'INCHES 













L.2 0.4 0.6 ES 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 -22 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, COF 





MSFC478 N&E ST ORBITERHSFC478 Nr ST OBITER 

























9SCALE ZHRF - 5U.50CIO0. 35 INCHESSCALE 
PAGE 5F3 




















000 5 la 15 20 95 30 36 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
_1ATA SET SYII, C01FIGURATION OESCIFTIN BETA HTAIL AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
CC2716C) 14SFC476 NR 51 ORBITER e6w__2 (1.30 _10.009 OGo REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT 
ICZ74C) HSFC476 UR ST OrBlTea 86WI41 0.0.11 -10,000 20.000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES" 
fC27 15C) MSFC478 Nr ST ORBITER S6WOH12 0.000 -10.000 40.600 REFR 14911.0040 INCHES
X1RP 1293.0040 INCHES 
Y.F6 0.900c INCHES 
Z0R. - 50.5090 INCHES 




STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON.EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL 

















uC 71' ;'6IOI _ 0.00_ _ _ l 00 F 
a° 5 lo1 -15 20 25 30 35 4D "45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
CATA SETSYqBC CCf FIGVFATIEN DESCRIPTION BETA HTAIL AILRON 
(C7ZC) 8 SFC478 0RSBTR'6IHI ,D I.D .909 
(CE7 H C7 R ST ORJBITER 06MOHIZ 0.00 -10.009 2oGorD 
rCZ14CC) 0 IISFC478 NR ST ORBITER 06WI0HIZ 6.000 -10.000 40.900 
MACH 4°959 
50' 55 60 65 
REFERENCE INFORMATIONl 
REFS 3084.0040 eF 
REFL 322.9004 INCIIO 
REFB 1490.0040 INCHES 
XHRp 1293.0040 INCHES 
YHRP 0,11000 INCHESZiRF - 50.50(1 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 5F5 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 












.00 5~ 30 3- 4 6 
-'"'" 0 15 20 25 4 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYRDD CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA HTAIL AILRCN. REFERENCE INFORMATION 
fczz;6Cj SFC478 NR ST CABITER S6W lHIZ 0.000 -10.000 0.0110 REFS 3084.004r SQ FT 
-10,000 20.00'r REFL 322.9004 INCHES1 (27.C) R SFC478 NR ST ORBITER 86WOH12 0o000 IC27411c) 0 IISFC4T8 fUR ST ORBITER 66OH12 0.000 -10.000 40.000 REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
XHRr 1293.904r, INCHES 
YNRP 0 0900 INCHES 
ZMRF _ 50.S5UUE INCHES 
SCALE 0.00S5 SCALEMACH 4.9 9 
PAGE 556
 







0.4 . . . . . . . . . 
0 5 1o 15 2 ?5 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SATA SET SY11 CCWFIGURATICN DESCRITICN BETA HTAIL AILRCV REFERENCE INFCRHATICN 
( CZUE1C) H5FC4?8 H12 ST ORBITER 661410812 0.0091 -10.000 0.600 RECFS 3084.004r SQ FT (CZ?4C) £ NSFC47S RR ST OBITER 86SMH12 0.00 -10.000 20.00V REFL 32Z.9104 INCHES 
(C2745C) 14SFCC78 Ng ST ORBITER 86WIH12 0.000 -10.000 40.00 REFS 1490.1040 INCHES 
XHRP 1293.004'0 INCHES 
YNIP 0.000C INCHES 






STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS. MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL 
















1.2 ___3___ _____1_ _____ 
1it]0 1 5 m P1 w 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CATA SET SYMBO 
IC2716c) 
lCZv. C) 2 
tCZ74!;C) 0 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIN 
NSFC478 UR ST OITER B6W rH12 
SFC470 NR ST OBTER DGWVHIZ 
M4SFC476 NR ST ORBITER S6WIDH1Z 














REFS 3084.004E 0 FT 
REEL 32Z.9004 INCHES 
REFS 1490.0040 INHES 
XHrF 1293.01390 INHES 
YHRF 0 OW INCHES 




.STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 
.8 -lii -- n-rrr rrrr -rrrt--rrrr r-rrr -trrr-,--r-- i 1-r- -r--r 













--° 5 111 15 2 25 0 5 40 45 50 55 611 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET- SYMF' L CCNFIGLURATIC14 DESCRIPTION BETA HTAIL AILRONI REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C2716C) 0 MSFC478 NA ST ORBITER r6WlUHl2 17.1013 -10.UG 0,000ra REFS 3094.0-34A SO FT 
(C2744C)ZLl SFC478 NR ST RBPITER 86W12 U.Iluo -10,vara 20,000 REEL 322.9004 INCHES 
(CZ?4!;Cj 145FC476 NR ST ORBITER 86WI!)HIE r.000 -10.090 40.001i REFS 149U.Gr40r INCHES 
XmRP IZ93 0040 INCHES 
YHRp 0:0009 INCHES 
EHRF - 50.5-jou INCHES 




STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 










10 15 2D 25 30 35 40 45 5 55- 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMF COFIGURATICN CESCRIPTIN BETA HTAIL AILRC- REFERENCE IHFCRMATICN 
, C2716C) MSFC478 UR ST ORMIER 66W 1HI 0.009 -10.000 011300 REFS 3084,0040 SO FT 
(CZ74 C} MSFC478 MR ST CQBITER B6WrHIZ 0.0100 -10.g0 2010oD REFL 322,9urD4 INCHES 
(C?74"Cl HSFC476 V!R ST CRVITER 5606HIZ 0.000 -10.000 40.000 REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
XNRF 1293.0040 INCHES 
YmrP O.OOUO INCHESZMRP - 50.5000 INCHES
 




STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MI-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 
.0 .I~ i. .. . . 41.a.Ja










0 .6 O 0.6 __­
0.4 
.7 .6 .5 .4 .3 .2 .1 .0 -. 1 -. 2 -. 3 -. 4 -. 5 -. 6 -.7 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
OATA SET SYMECL CONFIGURATION DESCRITI*4 BETA HTAIL AILRCJ REFERENCE INFORHATION 
(C2716G) MSFCA78 NR ST ORBITER 3SW OH12 0.000 -10.000 0.000 REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT 
CZ744C) 2 HSFTC4?8 lR ST ORBITER 6W1H1± 0.000 -10.100 21.100 REFL 322.9,04 INCHES 
£C2741C 0 NSFC78 tJR ST ORBITER B6W10HI2 0.000 -10.100 41.31 REFB 1490.41 INCHES 
XMRF L293.r040 INCHES 
. YNRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRF - - 50.5000 INCHES 
4C .99 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 561
 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL








LiioD 0.8 ______ 
0.49__ 
~.O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 l.a 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.0 3.0 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. COF 
DATA SIT SYXB_ CONFIGURATION DCSCRIPTICV rETA HTAIL AILROI REFERENCE INFC4MATIm 
C276IC) Q HSFC478 Ng ST ORBITER 861OH12 0.000 -101000 0.000 REFS 5084.0040 SQ FT 
IC2744C3) HSFC478 Ng ST ORBITER SWIOH12 0.000 -10.000 20,000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
ICz?4;CJ < USFC47S UR ST ORBITER 6SFWHI2 0.00 -10.000 40.000 REF 1490.0040 INCHES 
XHRP 1293,0440 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 50.5000 INCHES 
VtEH 4959 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 562 


























1 a 11 16 20 25 an 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMPO COFIGMATICU DESCRIETIN BETA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INFORHATICU 
tcz7l70) 1-$FC478 Wm$T CBITEF E;6,njH1? 0.000 -213.0ig 09r REFS 3084.0049 SQ FT 
C27411c) 1S4sr7 W 51 CQSITER 96WI42 0.010 -213.0110 20.0130 rEFL 392.9ojA INCHES 
(C2?45c) 0 14SFC78 OR ST ORSITER 86WE]HI? E.IMS -20.0013 40.090 REFS 1490.0C40 INCHES 
XmRp 1293 0040 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 




STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 













1.4 	 ___ 
U .8 
1.0 	 ___ 
0.8 ________ 	 ________ 
1.2
 
0.6 	 ___ 
0.4 	 ___ 
0... . .. . .. t - LLLL ... . . .....i .. . .... .4 ... ... . i 	 w . . a 4 
00 5 10 15 5 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBCY ONFIGURATIC* OESCRIFTICN BETA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(C2?17C) Q MSFC478 NR ST ORBITER 86W1H12 0.100 -20.000 0.000 REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT
 
(CZ?4IC) U SFC476 NR ST iXBITER B6WOHIZ 	 0.010 -20.000 20.000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
CCZ?745c 0 145FC478 HR ST ORITEr 06W10H12 0.000 -0,000 40.0090 	 RCF0 1490.0040 INCHEs 
XNRF 1293.0040 INCHES 
Y$4RF 0.000 INCHES 
Z1RP - 50.:5000 INCHES 
FACH 4.939 SCALE 	 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 564
 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 












f iO. w' 3''5 '4 * sot50I ' It 6
- .2 a ' 5' ,2'0ilu 1.5J 25 * '* 0 ' 45 55 t60 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
BETA HTAIL AILRON' REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( 2 7 17 C ) SFC 78 R ST F.OBI TE R 6 WI HI 2 1.0 0 0 - 2 0 .0 0 11 0. 0 6 5 RE F S 30 8 . 11 1, 4 S OFT 
C74 C) MSF C78 NR ST R BITER B6 G IHI 0.010 - 2009 2.GrD REFL 322 90 4 IN CES 
f CZ T 5 C ) PSF C 7 8 N R T ORBI TER 6 WI H I 2 0,0 0 0 - 2 0. 0 ,0 0 4 'j. j !J REF S 1 9 0 0 0 4 IN C H E S 
XHRF 1293.9049 INCHES 
DATA ST SYMBOL CONFIGURATION, DESCRIFTICN 
THEP r.!701 INCHES 


















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
AIL r c N REFE REN C E IN FOR AT I O N A T A ST SY POI C OF I G VA TI , N E SCRIPTI N BE T HTAI L 

(CZ 7E ; FC 4778 R 5T OB ITER 6W I 
 H IZ .1100 -20 . 00c. . 000 REFS 3 0 84 .0 040 S O T 
(CZ1 1 SFE 7 NR $I OBITER B 6WIH lg . 1 0 - 2. 0 10 M DU.D RE L 22 . 004 INCHES 






ZNRP - 50,50 0 INCHES 





STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 










0 £ 10 1q 2 . 25 30 35 40 45 -.50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
'ATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INFORIIATION 
NSFC478 ST 0.000 FT(CZ717C) M NR RBZTER B6WICH12 0.00.0 -20.000 REFS -3084.0040 SQ(CZf7IC}10 MSFC47 fMRST ORBITER SOWOHIZ 0.310 -00.000 20.000 REFL 3ZZ.9004 INCHES 
CC2745c) HSF0476 MR ST ORBITER B8wiOHmi 0.009 -20.000 40.009 REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
XMRP 1293.00U40 'INCHES 
YmRF 0.000 INCHES 
ZmRp - 5U.50v0 INCHES 
HACH 1.956 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 567
 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HRIZONTALTAIL
 i a
 
















5 in is 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
&ATA SET SYMBOL CCMFIGURATICNJ DESCRIPTICO BETA HTAIL AILRCt4 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(CZZ7C) ) MSFC475 HE ST ORBITER BS6WOr12 0.90 -20.000 0.060 REFS 3084.0040 S3 FT
 (CZ74IC) fl MSFC478 HR ST ORBITER 66W6H12 O.1 -20.000 20.000 REFL 320.9004 INCHES 
(CZ7Z5C) 0 HSFECC? HE ST ORBITER 86W1412 0.000 -20.000 40.000 REF6 1490.0040 INCHES 
XNRP 1293-0040 INCHES
 
YmP 0.0003 INCHES 
ZHRF - 50.5030 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALERAC 4.959 
PAGE 538
 









0 5 10 " ED e " 0 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE..OF ATTACK.. ALPHA, DEGREES 







MSFC476 HR ST ORBITER EGWOHI2 
14SFC478 NR ST ORBITER 06I a12 



















XHR 1293.004F INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 50.5000 INCHES 
FACH 1.956 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 569 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 





. . . .
. . . .
 
I 0 .0 
0.4 
1.2 
.D0 " 5 IV 15 20 Z5 311 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYmDX ECFIGURATION CESCRIPTIN SETA HTAIL AILRON REFERENCE INFCRHATIGN 























X14RF " 293.UO40 INCHES 
Y14RF 0.0 000 INCHES 
ZMRP 5U.SVEID INCHES 
FACH 4.959 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 570 




















0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 - 5s 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMDO CON5IGUrATIC0 DE$RIPTIV BETA HT'IL AILrCN REFERENCE INFCRMATICN 
C2717C) Q. MSFCAIS 14 ST OR6TER 66WICH1Z r.arl -20.000 0.000 REFS 3964.0040 SQ FT 
CZ741C) 41 SFC478 NR ST CeBITEr 06WIH12 0.01r, -20.000 20.11ral REML 322.9004 INCHES 
xHRx 1293.004fl INCHES 
YMRF 0..000 INCHES
 
ZMR0 - 50.5COO INCHES
 
0.0 H .956 W.00W5 SCALE SCALE 
PAGE 575
 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL.TAIL
 















O .2 __ _ __ 
1.4 
0 .0 5 " a 15 20 25 _ _5 4 0 4 5 -50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA; DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYXO0L CCtFIGURATICI 0ESCRIPTI* BETA- HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INFC.HATIa4 
fC27TC3 0 HSFC47S t:RST IASITER B6W1Oj12 0.00 -40.00o 0.00o REFS 3084.0040 S FT 
(C27 lC) L& HSFC478 N4R ST COSITER O6SWOH1Z 0.010 -20.0r 20.00S REL 322.9004 INCHES 
£C2f75C} 0 I4SFC478 UR ST OPBITER 66Wg4H2 0C.000 -20.000 40.000S REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
XHRP 1293.0040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0900 INCHES 
ZHRF - 50.5000 INCHES 
















U -. 3 
-. 4 
C C__ R__ ST_ CXV___SM ____ 
-. 7 
a. 5 11) 15 20 25 30 55 40 45 5c) 55 60 --5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
IATA SETSYME O CCNFIGURATICN DESCRIPTIN BETA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(C2717C; 8SFC47B OR STORBITER ftBJ HI? 0.000 -29OO .011 .. E REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT 
{CgT:I': 1AFC7 0.0T10RB6OID, -Eloo 20.001; REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
iC2745C) 14&FC478 HR ST CITER B6MOH12 UC00 -20.000 40,XV0 REFS 1490.004i INCHES 
XmRF 1293.01740 INCHES 
YfirF 0.0009 INCHESZHRP - 50.500i INCHES
 
C .9 SCALE 0.01,35 SCALE
 
PAGE 5-13 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 














1-J7 25 aa 35 40 4s5_5 
ANL OFATC.APA ,ERE
 
BATA SET SYPOL EONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION" BETA' HTAIL AILRC44 REFERENCE INFORHlATION 
(CZ717E) MSFC478 OR ST OR.BITER VWIOHlZ 0.001, -20.000 0.000 REFS 3084.VO40 SQ FT 
, CZ7- IC) M5 ST O..RBITER SWUH12 0.010 -1j.000 9U.00 RECL 392.900 INCHESHFC470 Ur 
(CZT45C) 14SFC478 1R '5T rORBITER 66w"JH1z 0.000 40..0110 REFS 1490.11040 INCHES 
XMNr 1293.0040 INCHES 
•YMRP 0:0000 INCHES
 
ZMRF - S500 INCHES
 




STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- 'AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 
i-,2 	 -n-r FrF- r-n-r- 1 r-r*r t-crr ,rtrr rrrr -rr ,-r , ,,
 
1o0 	 _____ 
0.7.9 __	 ..... 
• 0.8 	 ____ 
-J­







0. a 5 10 is 20 25 5 40 45 50 	 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBO CCCFIGURATIO14 DSCRIFTIC MIA HTAIL AILRt REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
fC2717C) MSFC478 NR ST ORBITER 66WIE)HI2 0.000 -2U000 0 .90 REFS W064.0040 SQ FT
 
I CZ74C MSC47S NR ST ORBITER 96WIDHlZ 0.010 20.0011 20.009 
 REFL 302:9004 INCHES
 IC2745C) C IISFC478 Nr ST ORBITER SEWUH12 O.XVU -20.00i 40.000 	 REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
XNEF 1293.U0411 INCHES 
YHRP 0:0000 INCHES 

















0-1 O0 5 10'5, 5 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SETSYMV - CCNFIGUrATICN DESCRIFTIV BETA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(C 071 SFC4 78 NR ST CC ITER B 6WHI_ 0 .0 0 - 2. 00_ . 000 EFS 3 E84 . 0 4 ! S F T7C } 

(CZ7-.IC 14SFCA78 NR ST Ot-IITER OGWICHIZ 0.010 -20.000 2D.000 rEFL 322.9004 INCHES 
CCZ745C) MSFC478 UR ST ' .ITER 66WIOHlZ r,.Clj[ -20.00i 4U.0,00 REFS 1490.6041 INCHES 
XtIRF 1293.0040 INCHES 
YNREr cloC00 INCHES 
2HRP - Bgsv:5lr INCHES 
F H .B9SCALE 0o0035 SCALE 
PAGE t-76 











.2 0 - 5 I S i s 2 0 2 5 30 3 5 4 1) 4 5 5 0 55 
60 6 5 








ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
C ON'FI GURA T I ON. DECR P T I E ON ETA HTA IL 
A ILRO N 
SFC 76NR T OR(BITER 96MHIZ 0,9DU-20 .00 . 00.1 
SFC 7 8 N;RST , SITER 6W1 HI 2 .01 9 -20. 00 
0.00 0 
SFC 478 R ST ORBGITER 6W HI 2 "" "00 -
2O D0.0 EHL 
-.010 
R EFER ENCE INF R AT I ON 
REFS 3 84 .0 4 0 S FT 
REF L 32.9 04 INCHES 
REF S 149 . 04 G INCHES 
-___ 50 501 ICHE 
XMRF 
Y mRPS CALE 
1293.CU400059
.   INCHESSCAL  
ACH 1 . 5 6 
PAGE 577 
.055 












0300 15 20 2 3 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
OATA SET SYwaC CcMFIGURATIM CESCRIFTICV BETA HTAIL AILRaN REFERENCE INFC NIATICN 
cCZ717c) Q MSFC47O NR ST OR41TER 86W10H12 0.000 -20.000 O.0 REFS 3084.0040 SO FT 
(C4ICJ 1,1 MSFC478 NR ST ORBITER SWJHI0.02 1 -2LW.00 20.00 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
C2745c) <> MSFC478 NP ST ORBITER 861HM12 r.060 -20.000 40.000 REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
XHRF 1293.0046 INCHES 
YMRF 0.000 INCHES 
























0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 43 45 51) 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYH?X COtFIGLrATIOa DESCRIFTIC*J BETA ' HTAIL AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION0C2717C)CD SrC478 M ST OCBS'7ER Ev6fln12 0.01109 -2.000 a,000 REFS 3004.U040 SQ FT 
(CZ741C1 F1FC478 NR ST COIoTER 86W!3I2 0.010 -20.000 E0.30 REFL 322.9904 INCHES­(CZ745C) 0 HSFC47S MR ST oRB1TER 6W1izH12 0.000 -20.61 4U.000 REFB 1490.004C INCHES 
XHRF 1293.0040 INCHES 
YNRF 0.0000 INCHESZNRF - 50.5001, INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALEMACH 1.956 
PAGE 579
 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 

















-.01 0 5 10 is w 25 3 33 4t 45 so 55 60 65 
ANGLE 0F.ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES­
1ATo SET SYMW CCFIGURATf DESCRIPTION SET HTAIL AILRON REFERENCE INFCRMATION 
:C2717C) 15FC470 OR ST ¢IER 6SWH12 0.000 -20.,013 9.000 REFS 30840040 SO FT {CZ7 C; NSF "a8 HR ST rXITER 86WIUHIZ 0.010 -20.000 .000H REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
(CZ745C, 14SFCA?8 IMRST CF-6T r S6AVHIZ 0.30 -W.000 40.000 REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
XHRP -lZ93.0040 INCHES 
YmRF 0.0{1 INCHES 




SIRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 
-. 020 - ­
- .025 ___ 
m 





m -. 055 
. 
Z -.. 355 
LL-S 
C 




5 00 15 , 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYJ4t CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTI" BETA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(Ct717C) Q MSFC47 NR ST Oc.ITR B6SWH12 .0.00 -2.000 o.00 REFS 3064.0040 So FT 
C2741ZCf) 14SFC479 NR ST CRSIER E6EWH12 0.010 -20.00 2000r, REFL 392.9004 INCHES 
(CZ7,SC) 0 ISFC47S N4F ST ORITER 6SWI0HI2 0.00 -20.000 40.000l REFS 149U.0040 INCHES 
XMRF 1293.!040 INCHES 


























5 10 is 5 3 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA.'OEGREES 
COFIGVRATION DESCRIFTIN BETA HTAIL AILRON 
MSFC47S 14 ST ORBITER 6661OH112 D.C00 -20.0W 0.000. 
SFC47,3 MR ST ORBITER C6WIHIZ 0.01r, -20,0ou 20.0r0 
MSFC4TS 'HR ST ORBITER BSW HIZ 11000 -20.000 40.00 
ANGL49O9 L.0PHA 
50 55 6 65 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 3084.0040 SG FT 
REML 302.9004 INCHES 
REFS 1490.0040 INCHESXMR. 1295.0040 INCHES 
Y-R0 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 50.5oub INCHESSCALE SCALE 
PAGE 582 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 
2.0 nrr1 -rlr rrrT -rrrr-i-rn -w-.-r -''-r- -rrrr i-i-ntl rrrr rrrr oi rri-rri 1fl-i~ 1 










. . . . .6 .5 .4 . . . . .1 . . . 1-'2 -. 3 -. 4 -. 5 -.6-.7 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
CATA SET SYJ'SE CONFIGURATION CESCRITJI.I BETA HTAIL AILRO REFERENCE INFORHATION 
CCZ7TZC) Q HSFC47S NR ST ORBITER 6WnH12 0.009 -20.00o 0.000 REFS 3084.0040' SQ.FT 
(CZC1C) fl MSFC478 NR ST ORBITER 66lWH2 0.010 -20.000 20.000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
'CZTCC3 0 ISFC4T HR ST ORBITER 861H12 .0.0 -20.010 40.000 	 REFE 1490.0040 INCHES 
XMRp 1293.D040 INCHES 
YNRF .0000 INCHES 
ZNRF - 50.5000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.X036 SCALE 
PAGE 5C3
 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 








.4 .7 .6 .5 .4 . - - -3 4 -. 5 6 -. 7 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
GIATA SETSYHS CONFIGURATION DESCRIrTIN BETA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INFORMATroN 
(CZ717cjC) F SFC4?S tUR ST CESITER 86MUH12 OO -0.0_1.6 6.000 REFS 3084.0040 SO FT 
(C274:C) HlSFC478 NR ST OBITER 66WUHlZ 0.010 -20.9jo 21.0'oD REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
ICL745C) 0 MSFC478 1R ST ORBITER 86WIroHIZ 0,000-20.000 40,000 REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
•Xm.p 1R93 0040 INCHESYoRF 0.0090 INCHES
 
Z0R. - 50.540 INCHES
 
MACH 4.959 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 5e4
 









1 1o 0.6 1 
0.6 
0.4 _______ 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, CDF
 
DATA SCT SYPaO cc*FIGURATICtl DESCRIPTION BETA HTAIL AILRCJ 

(C27?7C) M NR ST CROITER BBSGWiLZ 0.000 -20.000 0.000
SFC478 
(CZ741(C IISFC470 NF ST CB1TER BSW1fHlZ1 0.010 -20.000 4O.DOL 



















YMRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZKRF - 5D.50D0 INCHES 
SCALE 0.9035 SCALE 
PAGE 535
 




STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 


























0.£ 10 15 w 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CAIA sT SyNaCL CC#rIGU;ATI0cUGESCRIFTICt BETA HTIL AILRC REFERENCE INFORHATIC0 
(CZ71SC) IHSFCCIS NR ST ,ORITER 8S6WH12 000 -30.60 V.000 REFS 3084.0049 SQ FT (CZ7C6C) MSFC478 NR ST CESITER O6WIOH12 0.00 -30.000 20.000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
tC27TCC) ISFC47S Nr, ST CQSITER B6VIIGH2 0.000 -30.000 40.000 REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
XHRF 1293.0040 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0090 INCHES 




STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 












0 5 10 15 w 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK.-ALPHA, DEGREES 
,AT' SET SYHVI CCVFIGURATI0N rESCUPTIC NLC TA HAI REFERENCE INFORNATICN 
(CZZISC) V NF CIMITER a6Wl!)H1a 00cl -30.8il. (3.0cl REFS 3084.0040 SQ FTHSFCA7S ST 
(CZT46C) MSFC478 NT ST OrPITER B6WIDH2 E1,001 _30.000 20.000 REFL 322,9004 INCHES 
CC2lZSC} 14SFC478 14R Sr CRETER 86WIE]HIZ C.009 -30.1irD 40.000 REFS 14911.0040 INCHES 
XHRr 1293°0040 INCHES 
YmRP 0.0000 INCHES 






STRAIGHT*WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 [ I 6 p l l j l l i l l j li J ~ j ll I l l , p i l l 
,151
 




















____ ____ ____ 
a 5 .10 15 .2f 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES'
 
CATA SFrTSyR a CzFIGUATICM DESCRIFTICt &ETA HTAIL AILRCa REFERENCE INFClRIfAT1CN 
(C271$C) 0- 45FC478 HF?ST COITER &6W1HIZ 0.000 -30.800 0.000 REFS 3064.0040 59 FT 
CCZ746C) LA IISFC478 NR ST . TEERb66bIOHlZ 0.0100 -30.000 20.000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
(c2ICZC) 0 HSFCA7O Nr ST ORBLTER BGWIOHIE OXV.0 -30.000 40.000 REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
XNRF 1293,0040 INCHES 
YMRP a.WOE) INCHES 
ZMRP - 50.5000 INCHES 
VACH 4.959 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 588
 










0 5 10 15 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMB'X tC.FIGURATI* cESCRIPTIN BETA HTAIL AILRM REFERENCE INFCRATION 
(CZflIC) 0 115FC4?8 NR ST rDBITER BEWIOHIl 0.01D -30.000 0.000 REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT (CaflGC) M$FC47S ;S ST c 8ITCR 06W10H12 0.0o0 -30.0 2].0o0 REFL 322.9004 INCHES (C'742C) 0 mSFC478 NR ST *YWITER 86w1Hi2 0.000 -30.000 40.00r REFB 1490.0040 INCHESXMRF 1293.0040 INCHES 
YHRF a.0000 INCHES 
ZHRF - 50.501m INCHES 
ACH 4.959 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 589
 














1.0 5 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 55 60 65 
S ANGLE 0€ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
 
,-ATA SETl'SYDL OFIGURATICN VESCRIPTIV BETA HTAIL AILRON REFERENCE INFOtfATICN 
fcz?lac) Q MSFC470 NJR ST M ITER 56W10142 0.000 -30.800 0.00g REFS 31384.0040. SO FTf 
(CZ7TC) 41 SFC470 NR ST IfiIER 66IHIZ U.uoO -30.,oUU ZU.011 1EFL 32Z.9904 INCHES 
fCZ74ZC) 0 14SFC47$ NR ST OPSITER. 86W"OHiz 0.001 -30;XV9 40.000 REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
XlJRF 1293.0040 INCHESY0R. 0.000 INCHES
 



















a- 5 IS 15 2 0 30 35 40 45 513 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
VATA SET SYMBO CONFIGURATION CE$CRIFTIN BETA HTAIL AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
i C271aC) SFC478 NR ST C rITER 86 DH12 O.Gull -30.90i r.0913 REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT 
SS6 VH12 0.000 -30.00O 20.11117 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
ICZ742E) MSFC478 N4R ST oeITER 66WIGH12 6.6,65 -3E;.u-j5 40.00D REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
XlRRP 1Z93.00O40 INCHES 
1 CZ76{ "MSCE78MR ST ORSITER 
HR, 0.0.990 INCHES
ZORF - 50.5000 INCHES 

















010 5 lo 15 21 2- 30 S5 40 45 5D 55 . 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBO C0NFIGUrATIN DESCRIPTION 13TA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INFORMATION0C.716C,m F47S NR ST CITR 86WIH1I O.Gog -30.600 0.10 REFS 3064.1104, SQ FT 
(¢Z7 6c) HSFC478 HR ST ORBITER 86WICH12 60090 -30.0013 20.00'r REFL 322.96,04 INCHES 
tCZ74zc) 14SFC476 NR ST ORBITER ESOH12 0.000 -30.060 40.009 REFS L490.600 INCHES 
X14RF 1293.UO40 INCHES 
YNRI aO.{D INCHES 

























- 5 j is go 5 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES­
tATA SET SYMOCI Cc4FIGURATIC DESCRIFTION rETA HTAIL AILROJ REFERENCE INFOR ATICa 
(CZ218C) MSFC478 HR ST BITER 66W61H12 0.000 -0,8 0.00 REFS 3E84.0040 SQ FT 
IC27ASC MSFC470 OR ST CR8ITR GSIOH12 0.000 -30.00 20.000 RCFL 322.9004 INCHES 
CCZfl2C) MSFC478 HR ST R1OITER 56UH12 0.000 -30,000 40.0j0 REF6 1490.0040 INCHES 
XHRF 1295.0040 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZpRP - 50.5000 INCHES 























o .03 ___20 
w 
.0 
a°0 5 10 is 25; " 3D5 45 55 650 1.5 a 40 -50 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
'AT 
. 51T SYP'V': CCi IOURATIr.N' PE$CRIFTICV BETA HTAIL AILrCN REFERENCE INFCRMATI i 
, C2716C) C) 14SFC,478 tjR ST OJRBITER 8BWIDHiZ 0].000{ -- 311.600 0.{000 REFS 31)84.'00413 SQ FT 
ICZ746C) MSFC476 Nr ST OqSITER 06M IZ 0.00c)9 -30.0u9) 20.009 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
fCZTRIC) P.SFE478 tnR ST CiRSIT£E BSWljH12 0.00O0 -30}.00[) 40.009 REFS 1490).9640 •INCHES
.01NRp 1293.0040 " CHES 
YMRP a °voorH INCHESZ*RF - 50.5000 INCHES





STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 
-0.5 
-. 020 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- _ 
- .025 
< -. El 






 z a 
Li 
Z -. 055___ __ 
-. 080 - 5z0 15 o 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 Go 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. OFGREES
 
nATA SET SYMBO CrNFIGURAFION rESCRIPTICN BETA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INFOR1ATION 
ZC9718C) C) MSFC478 NR ST ORITER B6WIUIZ 0.000 -50.800 0.001 REFS 3084.9040 SO FT 
(CV4 6C) Hl14FC476 NR $7 ORBITER BOW10RIZ 0.000 -3F.V,,rl 2D.Elgi REFL 522.9004 INCHES 
(C27¢2C) 0 HSFC478 NR' ST OR f TER Md r12Z 0.000 -50.000 40.00 rEFB 1490.0940 INCHES 
XHRP 1293.ro4o INCHES

-YMRP 0.,.100 INCHES 
ZHRF - 50.50VO INCHES















6 " . . . . . . . .0 . . . .. . . . .. . . . . 3 ' ' ' . ' .... .. 

.6 .7 .6 .5 .4 - .3 . .1 .0 -. 1 -. 2 -. 3 -. 4 -. 5 -. 6 -. 7 
PITCHING MOMENT CCEFFICIENT. CLM
 
CtTA SET SYEC4. CcFIGURATIZCf OESCRI'FTII BETA HTAIL AILRCt REFERENCE INFORnHATICtI 
(CzISCI C SFC478 OF ST CQBITER B6WIOrHI - 0.000 -30.809 0.0001 REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT 
(C2746C) HSFC475 NR ST rX8ITER S6W1H12, 0.000 30.o0 29.00 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
(CzC2ZCJ * HSFC47S NR ST ORBITER 86WI1,H12 0.000 -30.000 40.000 REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
XIRF 1293.0040 INCHES 
YHRF 0.0001, INCHES 
ZNRP - 50.5000 INCHES 



















0.2 - - -- - ___ ______ 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2,0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, COF
 
2ATA SET SYMB(L. CCAFIGURATIOt DESCRIFTICM. BETA HTAIL AILRCEI REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(C2I IC) Q -SFC476 NR ST cR8ITER 86WIOH12 0X.V0 -3U.800 0.0c0 REFS 3084.0140 SO FT 
IC2746C)3 MSFCC7S NF ST CEITER 66W0H12 0.000 -30.000 20.0003 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 




ZNRF - 50.5000 INCHES 












Z.4 ___ ___ ___ 
z 














0.£ E 5 10 15 2 25 30 35 40 45 50 5 ' 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
tATA SET SYvi'O CCIFIGURATIckt DESCRIFTIC BETA HTAIL AtLR'N REFERENCE INFcHATIoN 
(CZ719C) C SFC47 tJR ST CBITE O6WiGHI .000 -40.000 04.00 REFS 3084 .0940 36 FT (CZ743c) 2 HSFC4IS NR ST ,,.BITER B6ifFl0H2 0.009 -40.00C 20.000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES
REFB £490 .094C INCHES
 
XNRF 1293.034fl ICHES 
Y1RP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRF - 50.5UD, INCHES 





STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 
_ _ 
I_ I I_ "I _ 















t 1.6R___ 1490.0 INCH 
0.0 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 *35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
aATA SET SYISCI. CCC4F1GjrVATICN DESCRIPTICM BETA HTAIL AILr0'J REFERENCE INFORMHATION 
(CZ7I9C) C) ESFC476 tip ST QE5ITCR l,6W,11OH12 0 .00 -40.1000 0.0020 REFS 5364.001403 SO FT 
(C27-3C) 14SFgIC478 NR ST rVBITeR 65W10fl12 E3.00921_40.0003 203.100D rEL 392.90034 INCHES 
REFS 149.3041 INCHES 
XMRF 1293.90 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZIIRP - 50.500C INCHES 
VCH .95R SCALE U.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 59
 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 











-."' * ' '*1 in 1 15 2*'' 2** 5 SOl0* ' 35 fl 411I * 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CATA ST SYMP-C CCHFIGURATICJ PESCRIFTIN BETA HTAIL AILRCN 
(C2719C) G) mSFCA78 UtR ST CRBITER 66WIUHIZ 001i -40.000 C1..10c 
(CZ7=.3c) L MSFC 76 UP ST O ITER 6SW10IZ 0.000 -40.000 zolRov 
M H .96SCALE 
' 59 * ' S ' 60 ' 1 65 
REFERENCE INFCRMATION 
REFS 3084.004G SQ FT 
REFL 22.9004 INCHES 
REFB 1490.0a40, INCHES 
XfRRp 1293.0040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0909 INCHES 
ZMRF - 50.5101, INCHES 
0,0035 SCALE 
PAGE n00 










.cL .2. _ L__. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
;11 
C7 EEREI _7____ _____ A HTI ILO EFRNC N HTO 
oC7E) S~7 RS IE 6JHZOOD-ED 009RF 0404 QF 
REF 1400" INHE 
-. 1 -H____-_5_.5____IN HES 







STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTALTAIL
 
.15 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 










- jL~ .- -.. L. ... . . f.. A l W~ JL.. ~.... ~ ....t .... ...4 
-.00 5 10 156 ED 5 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 05 
ANGLE OF ATTACK.-ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYRxct CrsJFI&URATICJ CESCRIFTIcM BETA H-TAIL ArLRCt4 REFERENCE INFCRNATICJ 
ICZI9c)C) 0 sC7 f ST cfiSITEg 0.0013 6.6100 RE~FS 3084.0040 FTHE~Z? £6W10IH12 -40.1390 SO 




YNRF 0.0~ INCHES 
ZMRF - 50.5000 INCHES 
1.96 FSCALE .- U0935 SCALE 
PAGE S02
 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
I I

~ I. 0i lf l I I I I i j I I I I I I I I I I I I I Ii i i I I 








Ci . ___ _ _5_ 
-JLi 
-. 15 . . . . . . . 
5 ill 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 .60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
STAE S~e.!B CONFIGURATIOJ CESCRIFTI% 1ETA HTAIL AILRON REFEREOCE INFORMATION 
CC2719C3 QD HSFC978 HR ST RBITER B6WI1HI2 0.009 -40.000 0.000 REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT 
ICZT73C) ZS -SFCAZS NR ST ORBITER B60NIZ 0.000 -40.0930 20.010 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
'REFB 1490.0040 INCHES 
XmRF 1?93.0040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.930L INCHES 
ZHRF - 50.5000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.35 SCALEMCH 4.959 

PAGE 603 
STRAIGHT WING.ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 









-- 1.? 5_0.R _SFC4_ ] 
0 .0 1 . . . . ... 
o RF.050.000_NCHE 








ANGLEAL DGRE ATACCALHE U.03 















0 5 10 1 5 .30 5 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYHPfLt CCfFIGURATICM CESCIFTICN BETA HTAIL AILRCt REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CZ719C) 2 V4SFC478 HE ST CCDITER 66W10H12 o,000 -40.100 0.a00 REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT 
IC2743CI ISFCf7s NR ST CGBITkR 86WV0Hf1 0.000 -40.000 ?0.000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
REFB 1490.0040 INCHES
 
XNRF 1293.0040 INCHES 
YHRP 0:0000 INCHES 
ZMRF - 50.5C00 INCHES 
FAEH 4.959 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 605
 


















t o 1. 2 5 0 3 5 _ 4 1] 4 5 5 1 ' 5 1 6 D 6 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES"
 
CATA kT SYMPI CONFirURATION DESCRIFTIN BETA HTAIL AILRON REFERENCE INFCRIATIC0 
IC2719C) C: HSFC479 NmRST SITER ESMOH12 0,00 -d.400m 0XV REFS 3094 ,X040 $0 Fr 
JC2743C) Ll SFC47a UP. ST CQ ITER 6WIHIZ 0.10M -4r ,!] 20.0 0 REFL -322.9004 INCHES 
REFB 1490.0041, INCHES 
XHRF 1293.0040 INCHES 
YmRP a V1090 INCHES 
ZRP 50:50110 , INCHES
.1.956 SCALE 035 SCALE
 
PAGE T A A G 


















0 5 10 15 u 25 30 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
IATA SET SYVa CrtFIURATIOII ESCrIFTICN BETA HTAIL AILRY 
,CZ719C) NSFCfTS NR ST OBITER 36WI0H12 0.00r, -410.000 U.000 
(C27.3C) PSFC476 UR ST FfBITEF B6WIHI2 0.00c -40.13o0 20.0139 
HCH 4.959 
50 55 60 65 
REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT 
REFL 32Z.9004 INCHES 
REFB 1490.0040 INCHES 
XMRF 1293.0040 INCHES 
YNR. 0000 INCHES 
ZNRF - 50.50U0 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 607 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL




















5 1 15" i. 25 
ANGLE OF 
CCtFIGURATIaJ DESCRIPTION 
mSFC47a R ST CeBITER -6W1OH12' 
HSFC47$ HR ST .YiITER 6W 012 
1.95& 
30 35 40 45 
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
BETA HTAIL AILRt 
0.EOfL -49.000 0.001, 
0.000 -49.00 200013 
50 55 60- 65 
REFERENCE INFORNATION 
REFS 3084.1340 SQ FT 
REFL 322.904- INCHES 
REFB 1490.0040 -INCHES 
XMRF 1293.040 INCHES 
YNRF 13.01301 INCHES 
ZHRF - 50.500: INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
P 
PAGE 60.8 









__ .. . . . . . .. L_. . . . ._ ._ . . 
-.7 0 6 la 15 20 5 30 .3- 41) 45 50 55 So 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DPATASETSYYDr~t CONFIGURATION PE$CEIFTIl" BETA HTAIL AILRON REFERENCE INFCRHATION 
(CZ719C) MSFC478 UiR ST ORBITER BBWIE)HIE L3.OUU -4r.000 0.0B0 REFS W084.0040 SQ FT 
ic2743¢} IISFC478 Na ST ORBITER 36WIVH12 0 000 -40XWE 20.00B1 	 rEFL 322.9004 INCH ES 
REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
XHi:F 1293.1104, INCHES 
YHRF U.0000 INCHES 
ZHRF - 5D.0 l INCHES 




STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MIDLHOR-IZONTAL TAIL









0. laI 15 "20 30 35 40- 45 50 	 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA; 'DEGREES
 
-,A ST SYF,-t C @ FIGUqATI-:t VESCRIFTICN HTAIL AILRCN -REFERENCE rNFCRMATIONt 1ETA 
C2719C, CD 15FC476 NJR ST CRITER E6WOHIZ O.b O -40XUD O.Elj REFS 3084o0040 SO FT 
fCZ?=3C) Ll isFC478 Ng ST CRITER 66W10HIZ 0.000 -4!].VjO 20-00D 	 REFL 322.9094 INCHES 
REFS 149C.014E) INCHES 
Xmrp 1293.0040 INCHES
YHRP 0 _OVO INCHES 
ZHRP _ 50.5CUO INCHES 
HAC SCALE ClUD35 SCALE 
PAGE . 610 









0110 15 zu 35 40 45 so 55 6so 6
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION SETA HTAIL AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
fCI!719C) MS.HFC476 MR ST ORBITER aB6WI42 S.011 -40.0W r.0or REFS 3084.6040 SQ FT 
(CCZT3C} mSFE ?6 NR ST ORBITER 66WDHIZ 0.00O -40.um 20.000 REFL 322:.14 1INCHESREF0 .490.,040 INCHES 
XMRP 1293.U940 INCHESYfR0 . .006 INCHES 
Z0R.- 50.50.3 INCHES 
HACH Z.955 CL ,03 *
 
PAGE 6ii 



















.020 0___ 5 Q 1 2 5 30 3 0 5 5 5 o 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
" 
DATA SET$SYDC CONFIGURATIO-N DESCRIPTO BETA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
, C2719C) MSFC478 UP ST ORBITER P.6-lH12 0.0ul -40.000 0.0j' REFS 30S4.0040 SQ FT

-C743CJ MSFC4T8 NR ST ORBITER B6W__HI2 0.000 -40.000 zo.__ 	 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
REFS 1490.0a40 INCHES 
XHRP 1293.01349 INCHESYr. 0.0000 INCHES
 





_ _ _ 




STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 

















-.020 0 5 10 15 on ' 30 as 40 45 50 55 6L, 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SE T SfHPI C-_FIGUAATfN PESCRIFTIC1 BETA HTAIL AL REERENCE IHFORMATICN 





YmRP 0o0it0o INCHES 
ZMRF - 50.51,31 INCHES
-ACH 4059 SCALE 0.1035 SCALE 
PAGE O13
 













.0 5 S . IV_ Is 20 _ 9 _ __35 40 45 50 55 cc 5 
ANGLE OF 'ATTACK,ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYmVC CNFI'GURATICCI VE$CRIFTIN 	 BETA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INFORNATICV 
[CZ719c) Q MSFC478 Nr ST C vITR,-;SW1-HI2 0.009 -49.001 0.0jr; 	 REFS 3084.0040 Sa FT 
tCZ713C) L MSFC478 NR ST C i-0TEF FGSjHI2 rluv.0 -40.000 2j.oor 	 REEL _ 322.9004 INCHES 
REFS 1490.IJE74 INCHES 
XHRF 1293.0040 INCHES 
Y IRE 0.0900 INCHES 
ZMRF - 50.500!j INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALEHACH 1.956 

PAGE 6:4 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 
























.01 a 5 15 25 3510 0 30 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CA1A SET SYMRCI. CC4FIGURATI.CI CESCRIFTIC BETA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INFORMATMa 
(CIS) C ) ISFC47B NR ST CRBITER BEWICHI2 0.00 -40.00 0.0o0 REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT (C 73C) C 1iFC478 NR 5T CBITER 06Wn1Z 0.00 -40.0U Zi.OL REFL 3?f.SLIL4 INCHES 
REFr 1A90.0040 INCHES 
XNRF 1293.04, INCHES 
YHRF 0.0090 INCHES. 
ZNRF - 50.50 0 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALEYACH 4.9'9 
PAGE G!5
 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 




_ _ _ _ __ _ _Xr 
-CO5 
u 








-.06 a 5 10 is 20 25 30 35 40 45 .50 55 60 65 




IATA 5 T SYMV- E'DFICURATICUIDESCRIETIO BETA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INFORMATICI 
(CZ719C) 14SFC478 NR ST CEBITER 06WI!)HI2 1.000 -40.000 0.9ju0 RaFs 3184.094i SO FT 
((73)' SrC178 NP ST ce.SITER E6WIGH12 13.0i -40jRl -20.000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
REFS "1490.0640 INCHES 
XHRF 1293.0U4j INCHES 
YRF 0.0009 INCHES 




STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 










w -. 055(D 
C 





~ .Jt*&.- ..js--jIa-.0w5 ... ._._.. 
S0 5 10 15 20 25 3. 35 40 45 50 56 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYrDiC C"FIGURATIC4OESCRIFTICN BETA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(C2719C) C P.SFC4 & NR ST CEBITER SWCHI -. 099 -40.000 0.00 REFS 3084.040 So FT 
1C27?C) 1 14SFC47T NF ST ORBITER BSWIHI2 0.000 -. 001 10 2o.0 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
XMRF 1293.0040 INCHES 
YNRF 0.00oo INCHES 
ZHRF - 50.5090 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 6.7
 






1 8 . 6 . 4 .3. .4 . . _15 -. 6_ 7_W 1 00 
- 5 0 
o 1.9 S E: .0035 SCLE 
PAGE 618 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 

















0.0 . .' . . ... .....5.... ... .. .. ... . ..... . . . . . . 4". . . .
 
a .7 .6 .5 .4 .3 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.3 -.4 -.5 6 -.7 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
CATA SET SY'C-t CCUFIGUrATICU OESCRIPTIrt BETA HTAIL AILRaJ REFERENCE'INFORMATIC" 
ICZZ:9C) Q MSFC47S NR ST CDITEE 86W1HI 0.000 -40.0-30 0.00 REFS 3084.0040 SG FT 
IC ZC) [ 1SFC476 NR ST ,A6ITEr E6WIOHI2 0.000 -40.000 20.000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
REFB 1490.0040 INCHES 




ZMRP - 50.5600 INCHES




STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 
2.0 1 1rr 1rrII "­
1.4
 






. .2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.a 1.4 1.6 1.8 Z.. .0 .4 Z.6 2.8 3.u 
FOREBOUY DRAG COEFFICIENT., COF
 
DATA SET SYME-X CCuFICtRATIOC DESCRIPTION ETA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(CZ719C) (D SFC478 iR ST ORSITER B6WIVHIZ r,009 -40.090 0.00 REFS 30$4.0040 So FT
 (czc3C) U ISF4SC4Z8 OR ST CESITER a6WIHI2 0,000 -40.O0 20.00.1 PEEL 392.900A INCHES 
EES 1490.0040 INCHES 
XMRP 1293.0040 INCHES 
YIIRF 0.000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 50.500 INCHES 
SCALE: 0.0035 SCALE 
1.956 PGCHPAGE" 820 










o 0.8 ___ 
0.6' 
0.4 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 
FOREBODY CRAG COEFFICIENT. COE
 
PATA SET SYsecA. C,.NFLG0QATICN DEsCRIPTICn BETA HTAIL AILRCJ REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CZ719C) 0 HSFC4TS NR ST CFSIlEfR 86W41HIZ 3.00 -40.00 U.000 REFS 3084.0040 5Q FT 
(ra73C) Ll I$SFC4?8 NF ST OR6ITER BGWIOHI2 .. 000 -40.060 2.000 RErL 322.904 INCHES 
rErB 1490.040 INCHES 
XmRP 1293.0940 INCHES 
YNRFp 0.00t0 INCHES 





___ ___ ___ ___ 




























0 5 11 15 20 25 30 35 .4 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SETA St'EctX CCNFIGURATIC" DESCRITIC. BETA HTAIL AILRQ REFERENCE INFORMATION (C2739C) MISFC478 NP ST CRBITER 53WI0H12 0.60 0.009 20.000 REFS 3,S4.0040 SQ FT CZ7.IC) ISFC78 UP. ST CRBITER 86W10H12 0.610 -20.000 20.313 REFL 322.904 INCHES (CZ743C) 0 IISFC478 fhR ST crBITER B6W10H12. 0.00i -40.00 20.000 REFB 1490.094i INCHES 
XtIRP 1293.0040 INCHES 
YMRP .0000 INCHES 
ZfRP - 50.5009 INCHES 
ACH 1.959 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 622
 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 
3 6 ~~ ~~ ~~~~~. J , , ji i I I I,Is I~ I I I . J * , l , I , , 
3.4 
3.2 
3.0 I 	 __ _ _- __ _ __ _ _ --
Z 2.6 	 ______________ 
z 
- 2. 	 _ _ __ _ _ _- _ _ _ 
- 2.2 	









_ _ - _ _ _ _ 
IV 15 -w PZ 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
O:ATA SET Sr-teIc CC*4F160RATICJ O5SCRIFTICJ 	 eETA HTAIL AILRG*I REFERENCE INF~rHATIC0 
I(Ca? 9c) Q M.SFC47O NRF ST OR5ITER eeWI0tfla 0.00 0.000 ?0.030 	 REFS 30$4.0040 SO FT (CZZ4JI LN 245FC478 14RST CR6ITER 66W10812 0.010 -20.00i0 20.0o0 	 rCFL 322.90174 INCHES (CZ7C3C) l459C4?6 Um~ ST 01-EEr 66W1Cr12 0.0.13t -40.000 20.00 	 REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
XN4RF 1293.0040 INCHES 
Y14Re a.0000 INCHES 
ZNRF - 50.5000) INCHES 
FAH .99SCALE 	 0.00I55 SCALE-
PAGE 623
 









5__ a s__2 0 3 4 ___ 5 5 50 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
BATA SET SYMB-C COWFIGURATICN DESCFIFTICC4 BETA HTAIL AILFLV REFERENJCE INFCRMATICN 
(C2739C)' MSFC4 78 NR ST IFESITER 66 H12 0.00c 0.000 20.011 REFS 5684 .0040 SQ FT 
CD2741 CJI FC 7' OR ST c, BITER 06WIVH12 0.010 -21".CGE2 MUM0 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
(C2743C) IHSFC478 Ur ST rC.ITER 66WIGH12 O.E]Ul -40.010 2OoXUV REFO 1490.0040 INCHES 
XmRP 1293.0040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0009 INCHES 
ZHRF - 50.500:3 INCHES 
' CH 1.919 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE V24
 


















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
14TA SET SYMVI CCFIGURATION CESCRIPTICN 	 SETA HTAIL AILrCN REFERENCE INFC RMATILV 
{CZ?39C) MSFC478 MR ST ORITER 3BWIOH12 	 0.0ug 0.1306 00.000 REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT (C274IC3 145FC476 MR ST CABITER S6WUHI2 	 0.010 -20.000 20.001) rEFL 322.90D4 INCHES 
ICZ743C) l4SrC4TO MRST ORITer 56-diUMIZ 0.000 -40.00!7 W.000 	 REFB 1490.0040 INCHES 
XMRF 1293.01140 INCHES 
YHRF 0.O000 INCHES 
ZHrP - 50.5000 INCHES 
MACH 4.959 SCALE 	 0.00S5 SCALE 
PAGE G25
 













W..90 0 Is3456 
.. .... .... 




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DEEERIFTICN, BETA HTAIL AILRON 
HSFC476 NJR ST ORB.ITER S6W1UH12 OrOro 0.00.0 20,0ro 
SFC47$ U4r ST ORBITER BS~HIZ1 0.o310 -20.0ou 20.000 
MSFC478 NR ST OFSITER 66wi!)HZ2 0.000 -40.60 20.U00 
ANLCH1O959 ALHA35 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT 
REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
XMRF 1293.0040 INCHES 
YHRP 13o00(i INCHESZmRF - 50o5990 INCHES 
SCALE SCALE 
PAGE 626 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 
.154 





L : .... .... ..... ... .. . . 
.205 10 15 ' 5 3{] 55 40 - 45 so 55 60 65 
-ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
,-ATA SET SYXEYD C':NFIGURATIa.4 CESCRIPTICH PETA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INFQiRMATION 
I CZ739C) 2 MSFC478 NR ST ORSITER 56W.0H12 0.000 DIM, 20100.0 REFS 31184.0940 SQ FT 
-9j.009 20,orli R:FL 322.91,04 INCHES 
IC27431) 0 14SFC478Ur STRB R rWHI 000 -40.000 n0,Oou REFS 1490.0040) INCHES1 C2711c}) 145FC76 " ST C.S*ITEFZ D6WIVH12 0.010 on aOm 
X14RP 1293.040 INCHES 
YORP 0 .V00 INCHESZ1RP - 50.5000 INCHES
 
SCALE 0,XV35 SCALE'ACH 4.959 
PAGE 627
 







4 a 10 15 20 ?5 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
A TA 5ET SYl fPC CCIGlUFATI VESCAIFTICN DETA TAIL AILrCN REF{rENCE INFCVHATION 
IC2739C; MSFC478 Ur ST 196ITER SSWIH12 0.000 0.001 20.000 REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT 
(CzAlC) MSFC4?8 NR ST OCSITR 66WILHIZ 0.010 -Z0.000 20.000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
fC2743C) v,srws7 Na ST aiSITER E6WICIHIZ 0.01.0 -40.1300 MOVE RgFr 1499.0040 INCHES 
XHRP 1293.004b INCHES
Y.RP 0*00m) INCHES 
Z0R. - 56.50DO INCHES 
0.C0 1.959 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE A28
 








5 10 15 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
OATA SET sYICe-- CC*FICURATICJH S5SCRIPTICN BETA HTAIL AILRC* REFERENCE INFORNATICN 
CC2I39C, MSFC47$ iJR ST ORITER 6WI4HI f) 0.00 rE0.01 20.000 REFS 3084 .0040 52 FT 
(C2IAIC) IISrCCY& HR ST CBITER 86IOH12 0.01 -20.00 20.060 REFL 322.90-04 INCHES 
(C27e3C) 0 sFrC478 NR ST QBITEr 6&110 12 0.090 -4(Y.'Ji 20.000, REFB 1490.0040 INCHES 
XNRF 1293.0040 INCHES 
YHRF i3 -o0 INCHES 
ZMRF - 51:.5003 INCHES 
















0.4 ____ ________ 
44CL .4ZJ.o *XE .4....i i-.-.. J.L.. . &. ..... J..L4W. &i4.J..LA-i1 4~ .. .0 5 10 15 20 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
ATA SET SYPIECt CCFIGURATIC ?ESCRIPTIC" BETA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INFORhATICN 
(CZ?39C) f qSFC478N71 ST C4WITER DWOI0HI 0 .000 .0 ,0.000 REFS 3084.0040 SO FT (C14IC'; HSFC478 NR ST ORBITER S6WIOHIZ 0.010 -21.000 20,000 REEL 322.9004 INCHES (C2743C) JISFC47V tR ST CEITER 86Wl0HI2 0.000 -40.100 20,000 REFB 1490.0040 INCHES 
XmRF 1993.0040 INCHES 
YHRF 0:.006 INCHES 
ZMRF - 50.5010 INCHES 




STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 


















0.0 0 5 so 15 20 25 3 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYD& CCNFIGURATICt OESCRIFTICa BETA HTAIL AILRC REFERENCE INFORHATIaJ 
(C2739C' 0 $SFCA7Z Nl ST trAITEr GWIH12 0.000 0.00 20.010 REFS 3084.0040 S FT 
(Cz?jICI .14SrC478 H_ ST caJTER B6Wlr102 0.010 -20.606 20.000 REFL 32.9004 INCHES 
(C27lC) 0 4ISFC415 NR ST C)SITER 86WIH12 0.000 -40.00, 20.000 REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
XNRp 1293.004U INCHES 
YMRP 0.0100C INCHES 
ZMRP - 50.5000 INCHES 
'ACH 4.959 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 631
 


















-705 1 5 25 35x 40 45 50 55 6a 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SCAT SYM60 
I C27 9C) C)ICZ741C}) ZS 
(CZ743c) 0 
C NFIGURATICN CSCrIFTICN 
MSFC476 NR ST CRBITER B6WVHL2 tSFC4?t3 NR ST CRSIT R 56W gHIZ 















REFS 3084o0040 SQ FT 
REFL 3P2.9004 INCHES 
RE FB 1490.0040 INCHES 
XHRP 1293.0040 INCHES
YzRP 0.000a INCHES 
ZLRj - 5 .5000 INCHES 
CALE 0.00 5 SCALE 
PG G3 












-.6 l__ ___ 
I-I
 
-7 5 1 5 25 30' 35 40 45 50 55 so 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA C SYIB.Z CJFIGUrATIrC IESCRIFTTCN DCTA HTAIL AXLrON REFERENCE INFcHRATIC
 
(C2739C) 0 MSFC478 HR E 66WIVH12 0.000i 0.000 20.000 REFS SQ
ST ITER 3S84.0A40 FT 
CCZ4IC) 41 SFC478 NR ST ORBITER B6WOHXZ 0.010 -20.000 20.00r REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
(CZ7?3C) 0 mSFCA76 UR ST CRMITER £6WIH12 0.099 -40.09 20.000 REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
XHRF 1293.0042 INCHES 
YNFF 0.00!3 INCHES 
ZNRF - 5S0.5'130- INCHES 
MACH ..959 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 633
 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 
. i 1 1 1 __1 _, _






0 5- 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYM6t. CONFIGUrATION CSCRWIFTII BETA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(C2739C' C HSFC476 N, ST ORBITER 56W1H12 0.00E 0.00r 20.r00 REFS 304.pO4 SQ FT (C274CC f 45FC473 NR ST CRhTER 06/DH1Z 01010 -2Z.EtLu 2U.09D REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
(c2U3C) 0 45FC4?8 42 ST ORBITER 6SWOHIZ 00 -40.009 20.000 REFB 1499.0U0 INCHES 
XNRP 1293.040 INCHES 
YHRF 1.0901 INCHES 






STRAIGHT WING ORBiTER- A'ILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 













0 5 10 i5 20 95 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 85 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
&ATA SET SIMX CCNFl0VUATIrS DESCRTIQJ BETA HTAIL A!LrCE REFERENCE INFCMATICN 
(C2739c) Q HSFC47S NR ST OPSITER BGW1H12 0.000 1.00M2 2.0O REFS 5084.0040 SQ FT 
(CZ741C) S C478 NR ST CXSITER S6S10H12 0.010 -2a.000 20.000' REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
Ic2745C I SFC478 UR ST ErBITER S6WIH12 000 -40.00 20.000 REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
XImVp 1293.904. INCHES 
YNRF 0.-000 INCHES 
ZMRF - 50.5COO INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALEMACH 4.959 
PAGE 635
 

















-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, OEGREES
 
CATA SET 5Y II CCUFIGURATjrX CESCUIPTIN BETA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENE INFORMATION 
(C2739C) M SFC476 Nr ST ORITER c6wivHuZ 0*900 0.0cl 2c.000- REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT 
C2741C) VSFC478 NR ST RITER 86HIUH12 0.01E] -20.U00 2r.130 RCFL 322.9004 INCHES 
ICZ7-3C) M.SFC478 UR ST OrSITER 66VIEHIZ ,OXD -40.00r 20.009 REFS 1499.0040 INCHES 
xmRP 1293.004U INCHES 
YH4RF 0.6000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 5i.50OU INCHESMH9SCALE 0.035 SCALE
 
PAGE 6:;6 





















.020 0 5 11 15 25 3 ) 5 40 45 50 55 so 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACKI, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
--ATA SET Sy11,ga- COC/F16URATICU VESCRIFTIC" BETA HTAIL AILRC)N REFERENCE INF R14ATICO 
{CZ739C) 1 NF. ST 661419H12 300 .013, 0 . 01 rEF$ 3084.0040 FTHSFC47,3 rXOITEr r5s SQ 
(C2711c} H C478 NF ST C ZSITEP B6-09MI? 0.010 -20.00 20.0613 R-EFL 322.9604 INCHES 
{CC743C) 0 14SFC478 14R ST CV01TER 3SW/0HI? E3.30D -40.0 MO.VE) 	 REF6 1,490 .0040 INCHES 
xHRF 1?93.0043 INCHES 
THUP 0.00!3 INCHES 
zmrp - 50.5[003 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALEMA-CH 4.959 
PAGE 637
 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL















Lir .20 ___ ___ ___ 
C 
r 
40 50 60 65
0 10 is 25 30 35 45 55 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMI:l CNFIGUR1ATI-N PESCrIPTIr BETA HTAIL AILRCN REFERENCE INFORNATICN 
I CZ/39C VSFCC78 NR ST C&ITER B6WIOIZHl 0.000 r.009 20.000 REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT (CZ7,CICJ tSFC478 NR ST *gBITER S6OHIZ 9.010 -2Uo100 2.100 REFL 322.9094 INCHES 
(CZ73C) 0 NSFC47B HR ST ORITER E6WIHI 6.000 -40.V0 Z0.000 REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
XMRF 1293.0040 INCHES 
YHRF 0:.091 INCHES 
ZNRF - 50.5000 INCHES 
















15 is 2 Z5 30 35 40 45 so 55. 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
BATA SET SYJ.FA CCOFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA HTAIL AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
fC2Z39C, M5-CFE7? MR ST -ESITER DBMOHI2 0.009 0.000 2. lOu REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT 
fCZ7.JC) SC.70 MR ST ORBITER 86GILH12 0.010 -20.1300 MAIER) 	 REFL 32Z.9004 INCHES 
CC27.3C) * .4SPC.70 MR ST ORVITER 866VJI!HI2 0.00C -40.000 20.000 	 REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
XHRF 1293.001. INCHES 
YHRP 0.0090 INCHESZ MR F - 5 .50 0 INCHES 







STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 I 'I
 
























a 5 10 15 25 30 35 40 .45 50 55 . 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
ATA SET SYMBIA CONFIGURATICN OESCRITICt BETA HTAIL AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATIa
 
(CZ?59C) ( HSFC4?8 SR ST COIER ?6WIOHI2 0.0-u 0.003 20.000 REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT.
(C flIC} I4SFC478 R.zST rCITER o6wI./Ioa 0.010 -2:.000 20.000 REFL 322.9a04 INCHES
 
1C2743C) 0 45FC478 Nr ST CrBITR 66WIOHJ2 0000 -40.00 20.009 REFS 1490.0040 INCHES
 
XNR? 1293.0040 INCHES 
YIIRF 0.0069 INCHES 
ZHRF - 50.5000 INCHES 
F-CH 1.959 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 6'i0
 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 



















-. 08 5 1 15 ED 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
' TA SET SYH X CWFIG ATJCU CESCRIPTION PTA HTAr AILRCN REFFRENCE INFC ATION 
CZ739C) MSFC478 rr ST ORITZr 0GWIDH12 0.090 0.000 20,1009 rEFS 3084.0040 SQ FT 
(CZ74C) 
fCZ7-1Sc) 
MSFC476 W ST 

















XHRp lR93.0040 INCHES 
ymRP
z.Rp - 6.000050.5____ INCHESINCHES 

















.4 . .2 .1 ....... 1 -. 2 -. 3 -. 4 -. 5 -. 6 . -.7
 ,5 .2$ .00.tA A L. .- L. .. . 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
REFERENCE INFC)RHATIa4CATA SET SYHSCL COtFI6URATI* CESCRIPTICt BETA HTAIL AILRCN 
20.01] REFS 3084.XD40 SQ FT 
1C2741C) a SFC418 HR ST ORBITER BW10H12 0.010 -20.1310 217.000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES(CZ739C) JD MSFC47 NR ST CQBITER B06,IH12 
0.u0 F.00 
(C2743C) 0 HSFC4?8 NR ST OBITER 66W113HI 0.0011 -40.000 20.000 REFB 1490.0040 INCHES 
XirF 10930040 INChES 
YHRP 63909E0 INCHESZHRP - 50.50%13. INCHES 




STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 








0.08 "6 5 °4 .3 .Z1 0 - , -* . -, -. -5 --.7
 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
CAT SET SYMBO COFIGURATION rESCrIFTIN BETA HTAIL AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C2739CI 14SFC478 NF ST OBITER 6WI0HI2 0I.0l 0 9 zo2.01j REFS 3aS4.0040 SO FT 
(CZYZIC) MSFC478 MR ST ORBITE b6wloIz 0.010.- 20.000 20.00D REFL 322.9gr4 INCHES 
(CZ743C) 14;SFC478 UR ST ORBITE 66W)Z 0D.000 -40.0WD Zr.L)Vj REFS .1491.100 INCHES 
XMRF 1Z93.040 INCHES
YoRF 0.00.8 INCHES 
ZHRP. 50,5 -114CHES 




STRAIGHT WING ORBITER- AILERON EFFECTS, MID-HORIZONTAL TAIL
 









. 0.2 .4 0.6 .08 10 1.2 1.116 8 2.0/ 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, COF
 
CA TA SE.T SYMBC. - CON'FICURATICN CESCRIFTIal BETA HTAIL AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(Cz739C) mSFC47S tR ST ORBITER B6wlDJHl2 0.0of 0.000 R2]00EFS 31384.00140 SO FT 
I C2741C)(CZ743C) mSFC478"MSFC478 NR ST ORBITER B6WIHIENr ST ORBITER V,6W1DHIZ 0.010 20.000)U.M7 -4AUXBr O*.uco2G.G00J AEFL REFB 322.9004 1490.094E) INCHES INCHES 







FACEH 1.°959 SCALE V,- 0035 SCALE 
PAGE 6-14 
--












. .. . . . L.J----o6 .A-L '.. . ... . .A . .- -L4 ... .4..... -. 4.. .--. , ,L .. . 4..... . . . .~ 
02 0.4 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 .8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. COF
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CC"FIGURATIC DESCOPTION BETA HTAIL AILRWN REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
(CZ739-) JSFC.7B NP ST ORBITER B6W10H12 0.0o0 0.000 20.000 REFS 3084.0040 SO FT,(CZY4IC) /L SFC4TS NR ST CBITER BGW1'2H12 0.010 -20.000 20.00 REFL 322.9004 INCHES (CZf73C) 0 I4SFC47B NR ST COBITER 86wiOH12 0.001, -40.000 20.00D REFS 1490.040 INCHES 
XHRP 1293.004E) INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES
ZHRP - 50.5000 INCHES 
VACH 4.9)9 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 645
 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER-HORIZONTAL STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS AT VARIOUS ALPHAS
 ,,, .. . .... . .. .	 .. .. '
.7i.. .... .. .... ... .. .. .. ..i.. .. . .
 













HORIZONTAL TAIL DEFLECTION ANGLE. HTAIL, DEGREES
 
nax ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 DATA SORCE . REFERENCE INFa-,1ATION 
1.015 MAC 4.90 SETA r."Olr DATASET HTAIL DATASET HTAIL REFS 3084.004, SO FT 
S 5O!rr AILF.Cc 0.091, F272CIC - 50,000 F2719C - 49.O000 REFL 522.90U4 INCHES 
<> 	 oxro0 F2718C - 30.09 F2717C _ ?_r g REFB 1490.11046 INCHES 
FZ716C - r21 HRP 1293.0040 INCHES1U.000 	 X.0 

F2?13C 10.009 F2714C zoxmy yHRP 0. 0000 INCHES 
F2715C 30.000 ZHRP -50.50U INCHES 
DATA HJS[, C EICmCE 	 SCALE 0.0[735 SCALE 
MSFC 478 -BSWIOH2 HORIZ, TAIL INCREMENTS(D=-50) CF2720C) 19 MAR 71 PAGE 646 
















a.o 	 / /- ; - -- \ 
-0 
 1 
-.... .... ~ 	 LLI4..L.&. -. L--I~ .. LL -J4.JL 4L.. .&t... 
-55 50 -45 -40 -35 -w -05 -20 -15 -10 - 5 a 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 
HORIZONTAL TAIL DEFLECTION ANGLE. HTAIL, DEGREES
 
SYHD4'L ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORHATION 
4 .CI.1 MACH 4.960 9ETA O.Gtl DATsSET HTAIL DATASET HTAIL REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT 
5D.911 AILRON 0.00 F2720C - 50.009 F2719C - 40.00 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
oFeo2 	 E718C 30.000 F2717C - 20.00 - REFB 1490.0C40 INCHES 
FZ7IC - 10.0D FE7I2 0.1C00 XYRF 1293.0040 INCHESFZ713C L0.090 F2714C 20.000 	 YHRP DDDD INCHES 
F2715C 30.000 	 ZHR - 50.5000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCLEDATA MIST. CCE 4EI*C4 
MSFC 478 -BWIOH12 HORIZ. TAIL INCREMENTSCO=-50) (F2720C) IS MAR 71 PAGE 6-17
 












55 -50 -45 -40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 is 15 20 25 30 35 
HORIZONTAL TAIL DEFLECTION ANGLE, HTAIL, DEGREES
 
SYIFI ALFH- PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SURCF REFERENCE INFORATION 
41.5,1 MAH 4.96G LETA DEATASET HTAIL DATASET HTAIL REFS 3084 .0040 5Q FT 
5r,.O0r AILRON 0.000 F2T20C - 50.000 F2719C - 40.000 REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
716C 30.000
F2.oO - F2717C - 2U.QUU REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
2716C - 10.00i F2714C 0.0ou xmrp 1293,0040 INCHES 
F2713C 10.000 F2714C zo000 YHRr 0,0000 INCHES 
Fz71bc 3o.rou ZHRr - 50.5000 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE #El#cH SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC 478 -BGWIOH12 HORIZ: TAIL INCREMENTSCD=-50] CF2720C) 16 MAR 71 PAGE 648 
___ 
STRAIGHT WING CRBITER-ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS AT VARIOUS ALPHAS
 










...... .... .. . .. .. . . ..  . .... ..... . . .
... ". .... . . . . .
-5 -50 -45 -40 -3s -0 -25 -2 -15 -10 5 o 5 o, 1"5 20' 25 30 5 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTiON ANGLE. FLVATR.-DEGREES
 
SYBC ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INF HMATION 
DATASET ELVATR REFS 5084.0040 SQ FT 
5r.,rlr AILRIX 0.90i; F2738C - 50.001) F2737C - 40.000 REFL 329.90U4 INCHES 
P736C 30,000 REFS 
4 I.ClO MAC 4.960 EETA 13.096 	 VATSET ELVATR 
wxn 	 F2S - F2735C - Z0000 1490.0040 INCHES 
F2134C - 10.00 F?73UC 9.000 XMRF 1293.004U INCHES 
F2731C 10.000 FZ7?C 20.000 YHRF 0.009v INCHES 
FZ733C 30.0D0 ZMRF - 50.5100D INCHES 
"DATA MIST. CODE *EI*CH SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC 478 -96WlCHIGE14 ELEVATOR INCREMENTSCD=-50) (F2738C) 19 MAR 71 PAGE 649
 




1. i . . . 
U (2 
z 






513S -40 -20 0 0 20 25 30 35-* -4.5 -35 -30 -25 -15 -11 - 5 5 15 
ELEVA-TOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELVATR, DEGREES
 
SYD AL HA FARAHETRtC VALUES rATA SWiRCE REFERENCE INFQRMATI 
PETA (3.000 CATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 3084.9040 SQ FT S1.50 MAC 4.965 F?736C - 59.009 F2737C - 40.000 rEFL 322.9004 INCHES 
.GF?736C 
so r.51 AlLr l 9.09r 
- 30.000 F2735C - 20.O00 rEFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
F2734C - 10.000 F2TS730c O XMRF 1293.0040 INCHES 
F2731C 10.000" F2732C ao.oub ymrP OtioDD INCHES
 
FZ733C 3U*UDv ZHRP - 50*$000 , NCHEO 
'PAT HIS-- cm *EI*CM SCALE 010035 SCALE 
MSFC 478 -86WIO.HI6EI4 ELEVATOR INCREMENTSCD=-50) CF2738C) 19 MAR 71 PAGE 650 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER-ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS AT VARIOUS ALPHAS
 
.30 rrry}b 1-i-f l-n i---- I-r--- ri-r-rri-rrj i-ri--l~il -rr-iI-- -- -- i-rrI-I-r-rt l 



















ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELVATR, DEGREES
 
SY¢I.XV ALFHA FARAHETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATICO 
.1 HACH LZTA 0.00C GATASET DATASET REFS SQ FT£00 4.960 ELVATR ELVATR 3084.U40 
O5200 AILAC 0.600 FZ738C - 50.ro0 F2737C - 40.000 REFL 39a.9004 INCHES 
0 . 00 F2736C - 30.000 F2735C - 2M.600 REFS 1490041 INCHES0 F2734C - 10.000 F2730C 0.0o XHRF 193004C INCHES 
F2731C 10.000 FZ73zc 20, YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
F275C 0.3000ZC ZHRP - 50.5000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0j35 SCALE
CATA HIST. COUE SEI4C$ 

MSFC 478 -B6WIOHIGEI4 ELEVATOR INCREMENTSCD=-50) CF2738C) 18 MAR 71 PAGE 651
 






o -. 016 
I 









To -. 002 
___ 
. 0 5 11 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SPyp),[ MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRNATION 
S .960 EETA 0.00 AILRCt O.O00 REFS 3084.0040 SO FT 
REFL 322.9004 INCHESREFF 1490.UU40 INCHESXNRF 1293.0040 INCHES 
YHRf 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRF - 50.5000 . INCHES 
ATA MIST. CO.CE _ SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC 478 -66WIH12 HORIZ. TAIL INCREMENTSCD=-20) tX2716C)" 19 MAR 71 PAGE K 2
 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER-HORIZONTAL STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS DERIVATIVES
 





















z° 	 j 
D 0 5 in 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65I ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYI'ED4. 'ACH FARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 4.960 VETA 0.010 AILRON 0.00o 	 REFS 3084.0040 SQ FT 
REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
REFS 1490.UV40 INCHES
 
XMRP 1293.0040 INCHES 
YNRP 0. 000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 50.5000 INCHESVATA MIST. CO E *F 	 SCALE 0.0035 SCtLE
 
MSFC 478 --B6WIOH12 HCRIZ. TAIL INCREMENTSCO=-20) CX2716C3 19 MAR 71 PAGE 653
 




















It -01 5 10 15 go 25 30 35 40 45 50 i5 6D "65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. EGREES
 
MACH FARAMErIC VALUES REFERENCE INF HATIN 
Q .90 ECTA 0.000 AILRCN 0.00 REFSREFLREFS 
3084.0040322.90041490,0040 
SQ FTINCHESINCHES 
XMRP 1293.004P INCHES 
YNRF 0.0000 INCHES 
Z'RF - 50.5000 INCHES 
CATA MIST. CCCE *F SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC 478 -BW1OH12 HORIZ. TAIL INCREMENTSCD=-20) CX271C) 19 MAR 71 PAGE 654
 
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER-ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS DERIVATIVES
 
-. 020 	 -rrl- -,--rt--t1 rr1 -r--rr rr-rr -trrr -,-rr trtr -lrll 1 I-r1-,--nI-II 	 I 

-. 014 

















. . * ... . . . . . . . . .. ... . .. L.. .. J..- J... . . . . . . ...1 . 4-...  	 . .. 
0 5 to i5 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 	 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
$Yiisa_ OAf FARAI4ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IlFORHATION 
0 	 4.960 BETA 0,0b0 AILRCNI 0.050 REFS 3034.0040 50 FT 
REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
XHRp 1293.0040 INCHES 
YNRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 50.5000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALECATA HIST. CCCE *F 

MSFC 478 -BGWlOriI6E14 ELEVATOR INCREMENTSCD=-20) CX2734C) 19 MAR 71 PAGE 655
 



















5IT 5 1() 15 '21) '25 So 35 40 45 so 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
V50(_.A MACH PARA14ETRZC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATICN 
0 4.9615 BETA 0.09 AILRCG o.ruil REFS 3VIS4.01140 SQ FT 
REFL 322.9004 INCHES 
REFS 1490.0040 INCHES 
XHRP1mRP 1293000006 INCHESINCHES 







MSFC 478 -BGWRCHAGEC4 ELEVATOR INCREMENTSRD=-20r 19 MAR 71 EX2734CE
PAGE 656
 










a: -. 0026__ 





-. 00 123.04 INHE 
DA NGL OF$TATTACK ALHA DEGREES 5 SA
CAANGL OFSTATTACK ALHA OEGREES05 L 
SFC MACH PARAMHETRI 9MA 1REFERENC-0)[274]O57TC)ELVALVE: AE 

SFC 47C8 PARAHWE14EfLECVALUES 9MA 1REFERENC-03(274) 657~AT0AE 

